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Ordinance 2019-13; An Ordinance
Authorizing Retention or Sale of Certain Real
Property Obtained by the Kenai Peninsula
Borough Through Tax Foreclosure
Proceedings.

Kenai Peninsula Borough
Land Management

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Wayne Ogle, Assembly President
Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly Members

THRU:

Charlie Pierce, Kenai Peninsula Borough Mayor
Brandi Harbaugh, Finance Director
Max Best, Planning Director
Marcus Mueller, Land Management Officer

FROM:

Dan Conetta, Land Management Agent

DATE:

May 23, 2019

RE:

Ordinance 2019- ___ An Ordinance Authorizing Retention or Sale of Certain
Real Property Obtained by the Kenai Peninsula Borough Through Tax
Foreclosure Proceedings (Mayor)

Pursuant to AS 29.45.290 et seq. and KPB 17.10.100(A) regarding tax foreclosure
proceedings the borough has received Clerk’s Deeds for the real property listed in the
subject ordinance. Pursuant to AS 29.45.460(c) notice of the sale is sent to the last
owner(s) of record by certified mail within five days after the first publication of the notice
of hearing of the ordinance.
A preliminary list of parcels proposed for the 2019 auction was sent for review and
comment to the Kenai Peninsula Borough School District, all borough administrative
departments, KPB service areas and cities. The subject ordinance authorizes certain
parcels to be sold by public outcry auction as shown on Exhibit B and authorizes certain
parcels for retention for a public purpose with a classification recommendation as shown
on Exhibit A. The number of parcels to be sold or retained will change if taxes are paid.
To view a parcel in its geographic context the Parcel Number as shown on Exhibits A and
B is hyper-linked to the borough’s parcel viewer on the borough’s web page.
The tax foreclosure auction is scheduled for Saturday, October 26, 2019 in the Soldotna
High School Auditorium. The Planning Commission will consider this ordinance at its
regularly scheduled meeting of June 10, 2019 and the action taken will be reported to the
Assembly.
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Introduced by:
Date:
Hearing:
Action:
Vote:

Mayor
06/04/19
06/18/19

KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH
ORDINANCE 2019AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING RETENTION OR SALE OF CERTAIN REAL
PROPERTY OBTAINED BY THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH THROUGH TAX
FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS
WHEREAS, certain real property has been deeded to the borough through tax foreclosure
proceedings pursuant to AS 29.45.290 et seq. for delinquent payment of taxes; and
WHEREAS, these parcels have been reviewed by the Kenai Peninsula Borough School District, all
Kenai Peninsula Borough administrative departments, service areas, cities, and the
Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission; and
WHEREAS, the administration recommends certain parcels be retained for the public purpose
noted; and
WHEREAS, notice of hearing of this ordinance has been sent by certified mail to the former
owners of record of the real properties which are subject to this ordinance per AS
29.45.460(c); and
WHEREAS, it is the administration’s intent to extend the right to purchase properties that are to be
retained for a public purpose up to the date of auction similar to those foreclosed
properties that are scheduled for sale, which can be accomplished by delaying the
effective date of part of this ordinance; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing on June 10, 2019, and
recommended_____________________;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI
PENINSULA BOROUGH:
SECTION 1. That the following real property as shown in EXHIBIT A is designated as foreclosed
parcels retained for a public purpose with a recommended applicable classification,
pursuant to KPB 5.12.310.
SECTION 2. It is hereby determined that a public need for the real properties listed in EXHIBIT
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B does not exist and they are hereby designated as foreclosed parcels for sale and
may be sold by outcry auction, pursuant to KPB 5.12.320.
SECTION 3. That the mayor is hereby authorized to sell the real property designated as foreclosed
parcels for sale for an amount not less than the judgment amount for taxes, plus
penalties, interest and other related costs as certified by the finance department, for
cash at a public outcry auction. All real property to be sold is subject to any and all
restrictions of record, zoning ordinances, and any and all plat requirements and
covenants.
SECTION 4. In the event that any of the parcels are sold for more than the amount of taxes,
penalties, interest and other related costs, the borough Finance Director shall provide
written notice to the former record owner of the real property advising of the amount
of excess and the manner in which a claim for the balance of the proceeds may be
submitted. Notice is sufficient if mailed to the former record owner at his/her last
address of record. Upon presentation of a proper claim, the borough shall remit the
excess to the former owner of record. A claim for the excess which is filed after six
(6) months of the date of the sale is forever barred.
SECTION 5. That the Assembly authorizes the mayor to conduct an outcry auction of the tax
foreclosed real property listed in Exhibit B to be held on October 26, 2019, in the
Soldotna High School Auditorium, Soldotna, Alaska, and to cause a public notice to
be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the borough not less than thirty
(30) days before the date of the sale.
SECTION 6. That the mayor will execute and deliver to the buyer of any of the sale parcels a tax
foreclosure deed without warranty or representation, which will convey any and all
interest the borough might have in the real property. Prospective buyers shall be put
on notice by this ordinance and by other means of publication in the public notice of
the sale that the borough does not vouch for its rights, title or interest in any of the
properties to be sold, and the prospective buyers are put on notice that the borough
shall be held harmless from any and all claims regarding title or possession to any of
the properties on the list of real property to be sold. The prospective buyers shall also
be advised in the public notice that the borough reserves the right to withdraw any or
all of the parcels listed for sale and that, pursuant to law, any or all of the real
property listed for sale may be repurchased by the record owners, or their assigns or
heirs, at any time before the sale.
SECTION 7. That Sections 2 through 6 of this ordinance shall take effect immediately upon
enactment.
SECTION 8. That Section 1 of this ordinance shall take effect at 5pm on October 25, 2019.
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ENACTED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH THIS
DAY OF
, 2019.
________________________________
Wayne Ogle, Assembly President
ATTEST:
_____________________________
Johni Blankenship, Borough Clerk
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EXHIBIT A
PROPERTIES TO BE RETAINED FOR A PUBLIC PURPOSE
Parcel
No.
03505020
06557012
06557013
15933001
16511101
16511102
16511103
16511104
16527012

19120020

Legal Description
T 10N R 2W SEC 33 SEWARD MERIDIAN SW
0000012 HOPE TOWNSITE ALASKA SURVEY NO
1485 BLK 19
KN 0820081 THE GREAT ALASKA FISH CAMP
LOT 12
KN 0820081 THE GREAT ALASKA FISH CAMP
LOT 13
T 3S R 14W SEC 7 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0750065 HAPPY VALLEY VISTA SUB LOT 1
HM 0750061 STINA CREEK SUB RESUB OF LOT
2 BLK 2 LOT 2-B BLK 2
HM 0750061 STINA CREEK SUB RESUB OF LOT
2 BLK 2 LOT 2-A BLK 2
HM 0750061 STINA CREEK SUB RESUB OF LOT
2 BLK 2 LOT 2-C BLK 2
HM 0750061 STINA CREEK SUB RESUB OF LOT
2 BLK 2 LOT 2-D BLK 2
T 4S R 14W SEC 26 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0740485 NORTH FORK ACRES SUB NO 2
TRACT 3
T 9S R 16W SEC 35 SEWARD MERIDIAN
SL 0710062 US SURVEY NO 4901
ALASKA TOWNSITE OF ENGLISH BAY LOT 2
BLK 2 TRACT A
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Reason for
Retention

Recommended
Applicable
Classification

FOLINSBEE MARJORY C

Coastal inundation
zone

Preservation

0.04

SIEWERT WARREN O ESTATE OF

Less than 40,000 sf

Government

Sterling

0.04

SIEWERT WARREN O ESTATE OF

Less than 40,000 sf

Government

Happy
Valley

0.29

KELLY WILLIAM & MARY ANN

Less than 40,000 sf

Government

Nikolaevsk

9.04

LAVENTHOL & HORWATH

Wetland

Preservation

Nikolaevsk

9.04

LAVENTHOL & HORWATH

Wetland

Preservation

Nikolaevsk

9.04

LAVENTHOL & HORWATH

Wetland

Preservation

Nikolaevsk

9.04

LAVENTHOL & HORWATH

Wetland

Preservation

Anchor
Point

9.13

MONAHAN HAROLD E & STELLA
M & SAATHOFF DENNIS J &
KAREN J

Wetland

Nanwalek

0.25

TANAPE HERMAN

General
Location

Acres

Hope

3.45

Sterling

Last Owner of Record

Teacher housing
for KPB School
District

Government

Parcel No: 03505020
Location: Hope
Acres:
3.45

THIRD ST

FIFTH ST
FIFTH ST

FIFTH ST

FOURTH ST
FOURTH ST

THIRD ST

B ST

FIFTH ST

A ST

B ST

FOURTH ST

SECOND ST

FIRST ST

MAIN ST

Y
HW
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THIRD ST

SECOND ST

MAIN ST

FIRST ST

MAIN ST

PE
HO
A ST

A ST

B ST

B ST

B ST

C ST

C ST

C ST

C ST

C ST

Subject
Parcel
THIRD ST

SECOND ST

FIRST ST

C ST

D ST

D ST

D ST

THIRD ST

FIRST ST

N

SECOND ST

Retain for Public Purpose:
Coastal Inundation zone

Parcel No. Acres
06557012
0.04
06557013
0.04
Location:

Sterling

Retain for Public Purpose:
Less than 40,000 s.f.

N

06557012

DR

06557013

MOO
S

ER

IVER

MOOSE RIVER

STE

RLIN
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GH

WY

Parcel No: 15933001
Acres:
0.29
Location: Happy Valley
Retain for Public Purpose:
Less than 40K s.f.

N
HAN
ILL R

STER

LING

D

HWY

KS M

Subject
Parcels

NATASCHA AVE

S MIL
HANK
STER

LING

HWY

NIKOLAI ST

L RD
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Parcel No. Acres
16511101
9.04
16511102
9.04
16511103
9.04
16511104
9.04
Location:

Nikolaevsk

Retain for Public Purpose:
Wetland

N
CZAR TOWER AVE

16511101

16511103

KOMSOMOL ST

STINA AVE
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16511104

GORKY ST

KOMSOMOL ST

16511102

Parcel No: 16527012
Acres:
9.31
Location: Anchor Point
Retain for Public Purpose:
Wetland

hF
Nort

N

r
Rive
r
o
n ch
ork A
NOR

TH F
O

RK R

D

Subject
Parcel

SARY SU ST

REGAL ST

HANDCART RD

PANORAMIC RD

JUNCTION AVE
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Parcel No: 19134007
Acres:
3.14
Location: Seldovia

N
LU

DR

D

N
N

EM
BE
UT

RD

R
AY

K
JA

OL

D

B
OF

MARRS LN

MINE LO
O
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ra
Ba

P RD

ba
r

a

Cr

ee

k

Subject
Parcel

EXHIBIT B
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD BY OUTCRY AUCTION
Parcel
No.
01205036
01309125
01366010
01423030
01508009
01514036
01728005
01728006
01728019
02514413
02539020
02543206
04905006
04905011
05553033

Legal Description
T 7N R 12W SEC 1 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001510 AURORA HEIGHTS SUB
BLOCKS 5 6 7 8 12 13 & 14 LOT 12 BLK 6
T 7N R 11W SEC 3 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001524 LAKE VILLAGE SUB LOT 6 BLK 4
T 7N R 11W SEC 17 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0820121 MARANATHA SUB NO 2 LOT 9 BLK 2
T 7N R 12W SEC 14 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0850088 WOODED SHORES SUB NO 3 LOT 13 BLK
2
T 7N R 12W SEC 26 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001556 BARANOFF TERRACE SUB LOT 12 BLK 4
T 7N R 12W SEC 25 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0840221 PALO VERDE SUB 1984 ADDN LOT 28-A
T 6N R 12W SEC 11 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001557 LAKE SALAMATOF CRESCENT SUB LOT 5
BLK 1
T 6N R 12W SEC 11 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001557 LAKE SALAMATOF CRESCENT SUB LOT 6
BLK 1
T 6N R 12W SEC 11 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001557 LAKE SALAMATOF CRESCENT SUB LOT 4
BLK 1 N1/2 THEREOF
T 6N R 10W SEC 32 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0850185 STRAWBERRY ACRES SUB TRACT 15
T 9N R 9W SEC 11 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0820080 GRAY CLIFF SUB LOT 335
T 9N R 8W SEC 6 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0840065 MOOSE POINT SUB LOT 29
T 5N R 11W SEC 1 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001333 BEAVER BLUFF SUB LOT 1
T 5N R 11W SEC 1 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0001333 BEAVER BLUFF SUB LOT 2 & 3
T 5N R 11W SEC 13 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0840044 CIRCLE PARK ESTATES SUB ADDN 2 LOT
5 BLK 5

General
Location

Acres

Nikiski

0.17

MASON DAVID

Nikiski

2.47

SCHMIDT
RONALD R

Nikiski

1.95

WIK JASON

Nikiski

1.38

RAPP STEPHEN

Nikiski

0.47

WEBB MARC D &
MARIA R

Nikiski

1.55

HURSH
THEODORE E

Salamatof

0.43

LOFSTEDT KIMI
& DALE HAROLD

Salamatof

0.43

LOFSTEDT KIMI
& DALE HAROLD

Salamatof

0.22

LOFSTEDT KIMI
& DALE HAROLD

28.51

WILSON EMIL

Strawberry
Road
Point
Possession
Point
Possession

1.51
12.80

COX BARRY
ALLEN JR
OLDHAM DONNA
L

Kenai

2.38

POOL BILLY D

Kenai

4.44

POOL BILLY D

Kalifornsky

2.01

06301811

T 5N R 9W SEC 4 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0860050 INGLEBROOK SUB LOT 11 BLK 1

Sterling

0.93

06305003

T 5N R 9W SEC 11 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0000858 HANDLEY SUB NO 1 LOT 3

Sterling

0.52

06329311

T 5N R 9W SEC 20 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0980047 LAKE VIEW TERRACE #3 PHASE 2 LOT 10

Sterling

0.92
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Last Owner of
Record

ATTLESON
STEVE J &
BRIDGETTE A
MATTHEWS
MARY ANN &
DEL
ARONOLD
WILLIAM P &
SAMON
BACKSTROM
ROBERT
RAYMOND

Parcel
No.
06345212
06357040
06358063
06610211
06644308
06648050

13104532

13112042
13303238
13303239
13340037
13902005
13910124
13916009
14420034
15721002
15916002
15920206
15924045
15947031

Legal Description
T 5N R 9W SEC 11 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0000935 STERLING HEIGHTS SUB LOT 13 BLK 6
T 5N R 9W SEC 14 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0970008 ADELL ACRES ADDN NO 1 LOT 13
T 5N R 9W SEC 20 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0850225 MARRIOTT SUB NO 4 LOT C1-A
T 5N R 8W SEC 19 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0760166 LAST FRONTIER ACRES SUB LOT 4
T 5N R 9W SEC 25 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0840296 LUPINE SUB NO 2 LOT 4B BLK A
T 5N R 9W SEC 24 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0830239 RIVER BRIDGE ESTATES SUB LOT 1 BLK
1
T 4N R 11W SEC 12 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0860111 ALEXANDER W WILSON HOMESTEAD
SUB WILSON HEIGHTS ADDN TRACT A1
T 4N R 12W SEC 36 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0830166 KASILOF ALASKA SUB AMENDED LOT 4
BLK 1
T 3N R 11W SEC 4 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0760044 OROURKE SUB EAST 1/2 TRACT C
T 3N R 11W SEC 4 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 0760044 OROURKE SUB TRACT D
T 3N R 11W SEC 18 SEWARD MERIDIAN
KN 2013043 BEAVER BROOK ESTATES #4 LOT B5 BLK
3
T 1N R 12W SEC 6 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0770080 UDELHOVEN SUB TRACT 1
T 1N R 13W SEC 27 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0850015 COREA BEND SUB LOT 9
T 1N R 12W SEC 18 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0770038 WEDGEWOOD TERRACE SUB LOT 1 BLK
1
T 1N R 1W SEC 23 SEWARD MERIDIAN
SW 0000076 CAMELOT BY THE SEA SUB LOT 13 BLK
11
T 1S R 13W SEC 5 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0770046 ILIAMNA MEADOWS SUB LOT 39
T 3S R 14W SEC 17 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0630666 HAPPY ACRE HOMESITES SUB TRACT 13
T 3S R 14W SEC 29 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 2002057 STARISKI MEADOWS THREE TRACT 44-B
T 3S R 14W SEC 21 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0620629 HAPPY VALLEY 5 ACRE HOMESITES
TRACT 100
T 2S R 14W SEC 20 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0770051 GLEN EYRIE SUB LOT 18 BLK 1
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Last Owner of
Record

General
Location

Acres

Sterling

0.26

BACKSTROM
DENNIS R &
MARY A

Sterling

2.07

BESSE JAMES A

Sterling

0.97

Funny
River
Funny
River
Funny
River

8.60
1.09

WORDEN
MICHAEL
LANKFORT
KEITH
BATTERSHALL
STEVEN ALLEN

0.94

HANSON DAVID
B & SUSAN L

Kalifornsky

7.87

CLARK
GEOFFREY &
KELLY &
GATCHELL
BEVERLY

Kalifornsky

3.78

HATTEN JERRY L

Kalifornsky

4.61

WEST LESLEY A

Kalifornsky

8.82

WEST LESLEY A

Kasilof

3.21

KNAPP ANDREW
F

Clam
Gulch

2.67

ODD DIANE

Ninilchik

1.43

JAMES JON
LOWELL

Ninilchik

2.27

OSMAR TIM D &
OSMAR TAWNY L

Seward /
Bear Creek

0.53

SMITH WARREN
E

Ninilchik

2.84

TERRY PATRICIA

2.50

ISGRIGG MARK

5.32

LANGELL JAMES
PAUL

Happy
Valley

5.00

FURBUSH
DOROTHY B

Happy
Valley

0.65

JAMES JON
LOWELL

Happy
Valley
Happy
Valley

Parcel
No.
16527017
17214007
17316050
17909001
17909002

17931005

18528014
18551456
18901515

19134007

Legal Description
T 4S R 14W SEC 26 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0740485 NORTH FORK ACRES SUB NO 2 TRACT 24
T 5S R 12W SEC 27 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0721216 KACHEMAK WILDERNESS ACRES SUB
TRACT 7
T 6S R 14W SEC 22 SEWARD MERIDIAN HM E1/2 GOVT
LOT 1
T 6S R 13W SEC 14 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0630311 SUBDIVISION OF LOT 27 & 28 SEC 14 T6S
R13W LOT 27A
T 6S R 13W SEC 14 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0630311 SUBDIVISION OF LOT 27 & 28 SEC 14 T6S
R13W LOT 27D
T 6S R 13W SEC 16 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0830019 MEADOW-WOOD PLACE SUB AMENDED
LOT 10 BLK 1
T 2S R 13W SEC 6 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 0760114 BRANDYWINE ACRES 1976 RESUB OF
LTS 1 & 2 TRACT 1
T 2S R 12W SEC 11 SEWARD MERIDIAN
HM 2008011 KVASNIKOFF STRAIGHT-IN SUB TRACT
B
T 3S R 4E SEC 1 SEWARD MERIDIAN
SW 0890012 ALASKA STATE LAND SURVEY 85-65
T 8S R 14W SEC 22 SEWARD MERIDIAN
SL 0790006 BARABARA HEIGHTS SUB LOT 1 BLK 14
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Last Owner of
Record

General
Location

Acres

Anchor
Point

8.55

SCHMITZ
THEODORE R

Fritz Creek

4.78

SCOTT BRANDI S

Homer

5.80

GSC LLC

Homer

0.60

MEREDITH
CANDIS

Homer

0.58

MEREDITH
CANDIS

Homer

0.22

WELDON
ROBERT &
EIDSON
SHERRON FAY

Ninilchik

12.84

FRAZIER ELLIOT
R & ANGELA R

Ninilchik

27.04

ATTLESON
STEVE

Johnstone
Bay

2.49

Seldovia

3.14

STEFANSKI JOHN
P
TORGRAMSEN
KARL, PAUL W,
SIG SR,
CHARLES, &
KUNTZ EMMA

Parcel No: 01205036
Acres:
0.17
Location: Nikiski
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
MP
27

LO

MARHENKE ST

HA

N

Y
WA
R
PU

HW

Y

IS

NA

KE

Y

AN
D

N
AN

AL

MARHENKE ST

DR

S

AH

AI

HW

G
MC

N
KE

R
PU

N

MAIZE AVE

LN

CHRISTIE AVE

CHRISTIE AVE

MCGAHAN DR
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MARHENKE ST

NA

MCGAHAN DR

N
DA

Subject
Parcel

Parcel No: 01309125
Acres:
2.47
Location: Nikiski

N

DANIELS LAKE

HA
O
LB

LN

UT

HEIGHTS LN

E
SI
O
R

YR
D

BAR
KSD
ALE

EARL D

R

DR

Subject
Parcel

JOSEPH
IN

E LN

THOMAS ST
R
ARA
D
BARB

TUC
K

ER
LN

BALLARD DR
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BARBARA LAKE

Parcel No: 01366010
Acres:
1.95
Location: Nikiski

CI
R
NI
CK

N
NORTH CIR

CLAIRE DR

IC
M
H
L

AE
C

AL
ES
IA

CT

IR
MARANATHA LAKE

Subject
Parcel
PARSON'S LAKE

CHEY

ENNE

CT

A
AR
M
TH
NA
A

WA
Y
BYS
RU
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LN

PARSONS AVE

Parcel No: 01423030
Acres:
1.38
Location: Nikiski
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
BANDSAW ST

N

ARCTIC CIR

ISLAND LAKE RD

Subject
Parcel

SUZANNE AVE

TY CIR
RAMBLING RD

LINE

PIPE

CO
RO

NA

CT

PANATELLA CT
ALEXANDER RD
ERNST CT
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RD

Parcel No: 01508009
Acres:
0.47
Location: Nikiski
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

INTE
R

LAKE

DR

N
BA

NO
ARA

D
FF

R

NO

RA

B

ED

NOFF

LAK

DR

IR

ER
INT

C
FF

BARA

R

NO

FF
D

R

Subject
Parcel
SH

EL
IKO

FF
S

BA

RA

CABIN LAKE
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T

Parcel No: 01514036
Acres:
1.55
Location: Nikiski
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

N

AUTUMN RD

ALOMA ST

DICKINSON AVE

PIER AVE

STRAWBERRY AVE

OO
RL

Subject
Parcel
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D

CABIN LAKE

LN

PR

JAN

FORBES ST

LE
MIL

AUTUMN RD

BLUEBERRY AVE

LOG DRIVE CT

Parcel No. Acres
01728005
0.43
01728006
0.43
01728019
0.22
Location:

LOWER SALAMATOF LAKE
LOWER SALAMATOF LAKE

N

KE
AI
U

SP

N

Salamatof

R
H
W
Y
R DR

R BEA

POLA

01728006

TERN ST

KRAGE

R RD

D

CA

SR
INE

PR
YL
R

D

RH

01728005

01728019

ST
HARVE

L
MOON

N

HER

FISHERMANS RD
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ON S

T

Parcel No: 02514413
Acres:
28.51
Location: Strawberry Rd.

N
CHOKECHERRY ST

Subject
Parcel

T
TORREY C

AVE

RANCH PL

NOHO LOA WAY

NEW HOPE CIR

NT S
EC

T

IN
G

CT

O
KN

BE
R

WIMBLEDON ST

CT

MATRANGA ST

OLIVIA S
T

CARVER DR

Y

Kenai City Limits

SK

DO
DG

GENE AVE
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LAM
O

BIG RID

TEABERRY AVE

TRANQUIL

T

GE CIR

CLOUDBERRY ST

LENTFER AVE

C
LL

T

Parcel No: 02539020
Acres:
1.51
Location: Point
Possession

et
Inl

ok
Co

INS
TA

FLO

RL
WE

N

P
OO

P

BR

OO
KLI
ME

Subject
Parcel
HYACINTH LOOP

NA
KE

CLUB M

W
ILL
OW

I SP

HE

UR

RB

LN

HW
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Parcel No: 02543206
Acres:
12.80
Location: Point
Possession
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CURLEW C

T

Subject
Parcel
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o
C
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Parcel No. Acres
04905011
4.44
04905006
2.38

t

Location:

Kenai

Morgan
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R
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FERN ST
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R
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M
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Parcel 04905011

PU

N FERN ST

MU
D

IS

SH

NA

OT
GU

EA

KE

Kenai City Limits

MP
7

T

RAVEN ST

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

Parcel
04905011

TOGIAK ST

B
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Parcel
04905006

WILDROSE AVE

FERN ST

D

NEVADA ST

LO

R

IOWA ST

R
VE
EA

P
O

EISENHOWER LN

ALEENE WAY

Parcel 04905006

Parcel No: 05553033
Acres:
2.01
Location: Kalifornsky

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
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GARY AVE
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E
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Subject
Parcel

WANDA GAIL ST

Kenai River

O
W

DS

Parcel No: 06301811
Acres:
0.93
Location: Sterling

N

LUCY AVE

Subject
Parcel
SONDRA AVE

CT

LEGGETT CT

ROBINSON LOOP RD
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OLD POST CIR

RED HILL ST

RO O K

MISSOURI ST

INGLEB

SONDRA AVE

Parcel No: 06305003
Acres:
0.52
Location: Sterling

SWANSON RIVER RD

N
MP
84

HANDLEY ST

STER

LING

HWY

GREEN
WOOD
C

T

SCOUT LAKE LOOP RD

Subject
Parcel

N
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IN

A

DENNY LN

C

T

Parcel No. Acres
06329311
0.92
06358063
0.97
Location:

Sterling

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
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Parcel
06329311

Parcel 06329311

Parcel
06358063

HERBERT WAY
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KE
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CT

E

EDGINGTON RD

SA

N
VA

C

BLA

CT

Parcel 06358063

Parcel No: 06345212
Acres:
0.26
Location: Sterling
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

N

ROBINSON LOOP RD

FALLHAVEN LN

MCDOWELL RD

Subject
Parcel

YARNES ST

STASSI LN
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SWANSON RIVER RD

ADELAIDE DR

CHEROKEE LN

Parcel No: 06357040
Acres:
2.07
Location: Sterling
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T
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C
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CLEORA CIR

Subject
Parcel

GLACIER AVE E

AULDRIDGE CT

Parcel No: 06644308
Acres:
1.09
Location: Funny River

N

ROYCE ST

SECLUSION ST

SOLITUDE ST

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

Subject
Parcel
ROBERT AVE W

LOURDES AVE

ROBIN AVE
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Parcel No: 06648050
Acres:
0.94
Location: Funny River

N

L OU
BETTY

HUSKE ST

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
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Parcel
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R
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D

R

Parcel No: 13104532
Acres:
7.87
Location: Kalifornsky

TAMMI LYNN CIR

N

Subject
Parcel

ST
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Y

R
SILVERTIP CI

ISAAK RD

Tsalteshi Trails
(2017 South Addition)
ARC LAKE
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Parcel No: 13112042
Acres:
3.78
Location: Kalifornsky

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

OLD

N

N
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DR

IFO
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RD

Subject
Parcel
KASILO

F BEAC
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H RD

MP
5

Parcel No. Acres
13303238
4.61
13303239
8.82
Location:

Kalifornsky

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

N
ORPHEA LAKE

Parcel 13303238

SPRUCE RIDGE ST

IRISH HILLS AVE

CARDINAL ST

TADPOLE CIR

BILLIE CT

Parcel
13303238
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Parcel
13303239

KALIFOR

N
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Parcel No: 13340037
Acres:
3.21
Location: Kasilof
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Parcel No: 13902005
Acres:
2.67
Location: Clam Gulch

Co
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t
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Y

N

Subject
Parcel
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CLAM DIGGERS AVE

CLAM SHOVEL AVE

MUSSEL ST
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R CL A

M CIR
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t

Parcel No: 13910124
Acres:
1.43
Location: Ninilchik
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
FLOYD BLOSSOM AVE
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T
S
JANNYS AVE

Subject
Parcel
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Parcel No: 13916009
Acres:
2.27
Location: Ninilchik
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FORGET ME NOT AVE

Subject
Parcel

MUGZY AVE
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Parcel No: 14420034
Acres:
0.53
Location: Seward /
Bear Creek
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
WIZARD AVE

ROUNDTABLE DR
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R

LIN

DR

DR
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Parcel
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Parcel No: 15721002
Acres:
2.84
Location: Ninilchik

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
SUNSET DR
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Parcel
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Parcel No: 15916002
Acres:
2.50
Location: Happy Valley
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RD

Parcel No: 15920206
Acres:
5.32
Location: Happy Valley
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Subject
Parcel
ROWEN ST
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Parcel No: 15924045
Acres:
5.00
Location: Happy Valley

N

Stariski Creek

STINKBUG ST

MCARTNEY AVE
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CAILEY BABY ST

SIGONY ST

Subject
Parcel

Cook I

nlet

Parcel No: 15947031
Acres:
0.65
Location: Happy Valley

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.

N
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Parcel

STERL
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SARY SU ST

Parcel No: 16527017
Acres:
8.55
Location: Anchor Point

N

JUNCTION AVE

REGAL ST

Subject
Parcel
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PIKE ST

FORD RD

WAGON RD

Parcel No: 17214007
Acres:
4.78
Location: Fritz Creek

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
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Parcel No: 17316050
Acres:
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Parcel No. Acres
17909001
0.60
17909002
0.58
Location:
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Parcel No: 17931005
Acres:
0.22
Location: Homer

N
R
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SH
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Parcel No: 18528014
Acres:
12.84
Location: Ninilchik

Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
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Parcel
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Parcel No: 18551456
Acres:
27.04
Location: Ninilchik
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
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Parcel No: 18901515
Acres:
2.49
Location: Johnstone Bay
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Parcel No: 19134007
Acres:
3.14
Location: Seldovia
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F.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
2.
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Ordinance 2019-12; An Ordinance
Authorizing the Sale of Certain Real Property
Obtained by the Kenai Peninsula Borough
Through Tax Foreclosure Proceedings which
was Previously Retained for a Public Purpose.

Kenai Peninsula Borough
Land Management

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Wayne Ogle, Assembly President
Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly Members

THRU:

Charlie Pierce, Kenai Peninsula Borough Mayor
Brandi Harbaugh, Finance Director
Max Best, Planning Director
Marcus Mueller, Land Management Officer

FROM:

Dan Conetta, Land Management Agent

DATE:

May 23, 2019

RE:

Ordinance 2019- ___ An Ordinance Authorizing the Sale of Certain Real
Property Obtained by the Kenai Peninsula Borough Through Tax Foreclosure
Proceedings which was Previously Retained for a Public Purpose (Mayor)

Tax Parcel 014-090-15 was foreclosed and retained for a public purpose by Ordinance
2013-25 as a substandard sized lot. The borough generally retains tax foreclosed
properties that are substandard to platting code minimum size where prior development
has not occurred. This property, while substandard in size, contains a trailer home and
appears to have a functional well and septic. The borough’s practice is to sell developed
and occupied parcels with notice to purchasers that it will be the purchaser’s responsibility
to address any issues presented by the development. The better course of action for this
developed parcel is disposal rather than holding and managing the parcel. Staff
recommends that the parcel be released from retention for public purposes and offered
for sale through the next tax foreclosure auction.
Your consideration of this ordinance is appreciated.
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Introduced by:
Date:
Hearing:
Action:
Vote:

Mayor
06/04/19
06/18/19

KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH
ORDINANCE 2019AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY
OBTAINED BY THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH THROUGH TAX
FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS WHICH WAS PREVIOUSLY RETAINED FOR A
PUBLIC PURPOSE
WHEREAS, tax parcel 01409015 was deeded to the borough through tax foreclosure proceedings
pursuant to AS 29.45.290 et seq. for delinquent payment of taxes; and
WHEREAS, the parcel was retained for a public purpose under ordinance 2013-25 as a
substandard size lot; and
WHEREAS, the administration recommends reevaluating the retention of this parcel because a
functional well and septic appear to exist on the property, and independent water and
sanitation are primary concerns that lot size standards are intended to address; and
WHEREAS, it is an inefficient use of land management resources to manage developed parcels
that serve no borough purpose; and
WHEREAS, the borough’s practice and policy is to sell developed tax foreclosure parcels to
purchasers with notice that it is the purchaser’s responsibility to address issues raised
by the development; and
WHEREAS, the administration recommends including this parcel in the next tax foreclosure
auction; and
WHEREAS, notice of hearing of this ordinance has been sent by certified mail to the former
owners of record of the real properties which are subject to this ordinance per AS
29.45.460(c); and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing on June 10, 2019, and
recommended_____________________;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI
PENINSULA BOROUGH:
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SECTION 1. It is hereby determined that a public need for the real property described below
does not exist and is hereby designated as a foreclosed parcel for sale and may be
sold by outcry auction, pursuant to KPB 5.12.320.

Parcel

Legal Description

01409015 Lot 8, Block 6, Marion
Subdivision Amended, as
shown on Plat No. 74-108,
Kenai Recoding District

General Acres
Location
Nikiski
0.85

Last Record Owner
Tucker Lillian in Trust for
Darrell Tucker

SECTION 3. That the mayor is hereby authorized to sell the real property designated as a
foreclosed parcel for sale for an amount not less than the judgment amount for taxes,
plus penalties, interest and other related costs as certified by the finance department,
for cash at a public outcry auction. Real property to be sold is subject to any and all
restrictions of record, zoning ordinances, and any and all plat requirements and
covenants.
SECTION 4. That the Assembly authorizes the mayor to conduct an outcry auction of the tax
foreclosed real property to be held on October 26, 2019, in the Soldotna High School
Auditorium, Soldotna, Alaska, and to cause a public notice to be published in a
newspaper of general circulation in the borough not less than thirty (30) days before
the date of the sale.
SECTION 5. That the mayor will execute and deliver to the buyer of the sale parcel a tax
foreclosure deed without warranty or representation, which will convey any and all
interest the borough might have in the real property. Prospective buyers shall be put
on notice by this ordinance and by other means of publication in the public notice of
the sale that the borough does not vouch for its rights, title or interest in the property
to be sold, and the prospective buyers are put on notice that the borough shall be held
harmless from any and all claims regarding title or possession to any of the properties
on the list of real property to be sold. The prospective buyers shall also be advised in
the public notice that the borough reserves the right to withdraw the parcel listed for
sale.
SECTION 6. That this ordinance shall take effect immediately upon enactment.

ENACTED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH THIS
DAY OF
, 2019.
________________________________
Wayne Ogle, Assembly President
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ATTEST:
_____________________________
Johni Blankenship, Borough Clerk
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Parcel No: 01409015
Acres:
0.85
Location: Nikiski
Notice to Bidders:
If there are occupants on the property it is up to
the purchaser to commence the eviction process
or otherwise resolve the issue with the occupants.
This is a civil matter and you may wish to seek
private legal advice as the borough assumes no
responsibility and provides no assistance,
financial or otherwise, in terminating or otherwise
resolving the occupancy.
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BANDSAW ST

GLORY AVE

KE RD

F.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
3.
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Continuance of the March 25, 2019 public
hearing on a conditional land use permit
application in the Anchor Point area.
Applicant: Beachcomber LLC
Location: 74185 Anchor Point Road
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DESCRIPTION

SCALE
200

R300'

PID 16902203

400
DATE

>50' NATIVE VEGETATION

CLUP DEVELOPMENT NOTES
1. THIS PERMIT APPLICATION IS KPB PARCEL 16901067; T5S R15W SECTION 5 SEWARD
MERIDIAN, MCGEE TRACTS DEED OF RECORD BOUNDARY SURVEY TRACT B.
2. THE EASTERLY PORTION OF THIS PARCEL IS UNDEVELOPED AND COVERED IN
NATIVE VEGETATION AND GRASS FIELD.
3. THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED INGRESS/EGRESS IS TO DANVER STREET AND/OR
SECTION LINE EASEMENT, AS SHOWN.
4. THE PREFERRED BUFFERS ARE A COMBINATION OF 50' (OR GREATER) NATIVE
VEGETATIVE BUFFERS AND 6' HIGH BERM.
5. WELLS WITHIN 100' AND/OR 300' OF THE EXCAVATION AREA ARE SHOWN HEREON.
EXCAVATION BELOW WATER TABLE MAY BE PROPOSED AT A FUTURE TIME.
6. THERE IS MAPPED WETLAND AND SURFACE WATER, AS SHOWN, IN THE NORTHEAST
CORNER OF THE PARCEL. PROPOSED EXCAVATION IS A MINIMUM OF 100' FROM
WATERBODIES.THIS SURFACE WATER SETBACK WILL PROVIDE PROTECTION VIA
PHYTOREMEDIATION OF ANY RUN-OFF PRIOR TO ENTERING THE SURFACE WATER.
7. GROUNDWATER IS ESTIMATED AT APPROXIMATELY 20' (AVERAGE) BELOW EXISTING
GROUND IN PROPOSED EXCAVATION AREAS. THIS ESTIMATE IS FROM TEST HOLE
EXCAVATED BY THE OWNER OR OTHER REPRESENTATIVES.
8. THE RECLAIMED AREA WILL BE GRADED AND RECONTOURED USING STRIPPINGS,
OVERBURDEN AND TOPSOIL TO A CONDITION THAT ALLOWS FOR RE-ESTABLISHMENT
OF NATURAL VEGETATION AND SLOPES STEEPER THAN 2:1 WILL BE SEEDED.
9. PROPOSED MATERIAL EXTRACTION INCLUDING STRIPPING WILL BE DONE IN
INCREMENTALLY BEGINNING AT THE NORTHERN LIMITS, AS SHOWN, AND PROCEEDING
SOUTHERLY AS MARKET FOR MATERIAL SALES JUSTIFIES. THE CENTRAL AREA WILL
BE MAINTAINED AS A PROCESSING AND STAGING AREA.
10. PROPOSED PROCESS AREA IS SHOWN. A PROCESS WAIVER WILL BE REQUESTED
FOR SEPARATION TO THE NORTH PROPERTY LINE.
11. THE PROPERTY CORNERS, WITNESS CORNERS, OR SECTION LINE EASEMENT WAS
LOCATED AND THE PARCEL BOUNDARY HAS BEEN FLAGGED AT VISIBLE INTERVALS AS
SHOWN HEREON.
12. ALASKA DEC USER'S MANUAL, BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR GRAVEL/ROCK
AGGREGATE EXTRACTION PROJECTS, PROTECTING SURFACE WATER AND
GROUNDWATER QUALITY IN ALASKA, SEPTEMBER 2012 WILL BE UTILIZED AS A
GUIDELINE TO REDUCE POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATER QUALITY.
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CLUP DEVELOPMENT NOTES
1. THIS PERMIT APPLICATION IS KPB PARCEL 16901067; T5S R15W SECTION 5 SEWARD
MERIDIAN, MCGEE TRACTS DEED OF RECORD BOUNDARY SURVEY TRACT B.
2. THE EASTERLY PORTION OF THIS PARCEL IS UNDEVELOPED AND COVERED IN
NATIVE VEGETATION AND GRASS FIELD.
3. THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED INGRESS/EGRESS IS TO DANVER STREET AND/OR
SECTION LINE EASEMENT, AS SHOWN.
4. THE PREFERRED BUFFERS ARE A COMBINATION OF 50' (OR GREATER) NATIVE
VEGETATIVE BUFFERS AND 6' HIGH BERM.
5. WELLS WITHIN 100' AND/OR 300' OF THE EXCAVATION AREA ARE SHOWN HEREON.
EXCAVATION BELOW WATER TABLE MAY BE PROPOSED AT A FUTURE TIME.
6. THERE IS MAPPED WETLAND AND SURFACE WATER, AS SHOWN, IN THE NORTHEAST
CORNER OF THE PARCEL. PROPOSED EXCAVATION IS A MINIMUM OF 100' FROM
WATERBODIES.THIS SURFACE WATER SETBACK WILL PROVIDE PROTECTION VIA
PHYTOREMEDIATION OF ANY RUN-OFF PRIOR TO ENTERING THE SURFACE WATER.
7. GROUNDWATER IS ESTIMATED AT APPROXIMATELY 20' (AVERAGE) BELOW EXISTING
GROUND IN PROPOSED EXCAVATION AREAS. THIS ESTIMATE IS FROM TEST HOLE
EXCAVATED BY THE OWNER OR OTHER REPRESENTATIVES.
8. THE RECLAIMED AREA WILL BE GRADED AND RECONTOURED USING STRIPPINGS,
OVERBURDEN AND TOPSOIL TO A CONDITION THAT ALLOWS FOR RE-ESTABLISHMENT
OF NATURAL VEGETATION AND SLOPES STEEPER THAN 2:1 WILL BE SEEDED.
9. PROPOSED MATERIAL EXTRACTION INCLUDING STRIPPING WILL BE DONE IN
INCREMENTALLY BEGINNING AT THE NORTHERN LIMITS, AS SHOWN, AND PROCEEDING
SOUTHERLY AS MARKET FOR MATERIAL SALES JUSTIFIES. THE CENTRAL AREA WILL
BE MAINTAINED AS A PROCESSING AND STAGING AREA.
10. PROPOSED PROCESS AREA IS SHOWN. A PROCESS WAIVER WILL BE REQUESTED
FOR SEPARATION TO THE NORTH PROPERTY LINE.
11. THE PROPERTY CORNERS, WITNESS CORNERS, OR SECTION LINE EASEMENT WAS
LOCATED AND THE PARCEL BOUNDARY HAS BEEN FLAGGED AT VISIBLE INTERVALS AS
SHOWN HEREON.
12. ALASKA DEC USER'S MANUAL, BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR GRAVEL/ROCK
AGGREGATE EXTRACTION PROJECTS, PROTECTING SURFACE WATER AND
GROUNDWATER QUALITY IN ALASKA, SEPTEMBER 2012 WILL BE UTILIZED AS A
GUIDELINE TO REDUCE POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATER QUALITY.
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KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION 2018-23
HOMER RECORDING DISTRICT
A resolution granting a conditional land use permit to operate a sand, gravel, or
material site for a parcel described as Tract B, McGee Tracts - Deed of Record
Boundary Survey (Plat 80-104) - Deed recorded in Book 4, Page 116, Homer
Recording District.
WHEREAS,

KPB 21.25 allows for land in the rural district to be used as a sand, gravel or material site
once a permit has been obtained from the Kenai Peninsula Borough; and

WHEREAS,

KPB 21.25.040 provides that a permit is required for a sand, gravel or material site; and

WHEREAS,

on June 4, 2018 the applicant, Beachcomber LLC, submitted a conditional land use
permit application to the Borough Planning Department for KPB Parcel 169-010-67, which
is located within the rural district; and

WHEREAS,

public notice of the application was mailed on June 22, 2018 to the 200 landowners or
leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel pursuant to KPB
21.25.060; and

WHEREAS,

public notice of the application was published in the July 5, 2018 & July 12, 2018 issues
of the Homer News; and

WHEREAS,

a public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on July 16, 2018 where public
comment was taken and the Commission denied the approval of the conditional land use
permit; and

WHEREAS,

the denial was appealed, a subsequent appeal hearing was held, and the hearing officer
remanded the application to the Planning Commission; and

WHEREAS,

a public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on March 25, 2019. Public notice
of the hearing was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the
parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the
postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of
the hearing was published in the March 14, 2019 and March 21, 2019 issues of the
Homer News; and

WHEREAS,

at the March 25, 2019 meeting, the Planning Commission continued the hearing to May
28, 2019, which was later rescheduled for June 10, 2019. Public notice of the hearing
was mailed on April 30, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels within
one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor
Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was
published in the May 30, 2019 and June 6, 2019 issues of the Homer News; and

WHEREAS,

a public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on Jun 10, 2019 where public
comment was taken;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE KENAI
PENINSULA BOROUGH:
SECTION 1.

That the Planning Commission makes the following findings of fact pursuant to KPB
21.25 and 21.29:

Findings of Fact
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

KPB 21.25 allows for land in the rural district to be used as a sand, gravel or material site
once a permit has been obtained from the Kenai Peninsula Borough.
KPB 21.29 governs material site activity within the rural district of the Kenai Peninsula
Borough.
On June 4, 2018, the applicant, Beachcomber LLC, submitted a conditional land use permit
application to the Borough Planning Department for KPB Parcel 169-010-67, which is
located within the rural district.
Land use in the rural district is unrestricted except as otherwise provided in KPB Title 21.
KPB 21.29 provides that a conditional land use permit is required for material extraction that
disturbs more than 2.5 cumulative acres and provides regulations for material extraction.
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6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

The proposed disturbed area is approximately 27.7 acres.
Consistent with KPB 21.25.050(A) on June 21, 2018, the applicant submitted a revised site
plan and application to the Planning Department that addressed issues raised by staff with
the initial review of the application.
The submitted application with its associated documents was reviewed by staff for
compliance with the application requirements of KPB 21.29.030. Staff determined that the
application was complete and scheduled the application for a public hearing.
A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on July 16, 2018. Public notice of the
hearing was mailed on June 22, 2018 to the 200 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels
within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor
Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was published
in the July 5, 2018 & July 12, 2018 issues of the Homer News. The notice requirements of
KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have been met.
Testimony was filed and heard regarding issues that are not addressed by the KPB
21.29.040 standards or 21.29.050 conditions. Staff and the Planning Commission in
reviewing the application are not authorized by the code to consider those issues such as
property values, water quality, wildlife preservation, a material site quota, and traffic safety.
A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on March 25, 2019. Public notice of
the hearing was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the
parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in
Anchor Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was
published in the March 14, 2019 and March 21, 2019 issues of the Homer News. The notice
requirements of KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have been met.
A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on Jun 10, 2019. Public notice of the
hearing was mailed on April 30, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels
within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor
Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was published
in the May 30, 2019 and June 6, 2019 issues of the Homer News. The notice requirements
of KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have been met.
Compliance with the mandatory conditions in KPB 21.29.050, as detailed in the following
findings, necessarily means that the application meets the standards contained in KPB
21.29.040.
Parcel boundaries. All boundaries of the subject parcel shall be staked at sequentially visible
intervals where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
A. The submitted site plan indicates the location of each of the parcel boundary stakes.
B. Planning staff has visited the site several times and has observed that the boundary
stakes are in place.
Buffer zone. A buffer zone shall be maintained around the excavation perimeter or parcel
boundaries.
A. The applicant has proposed to maintain a six-foot high berm along all excavation
boundaries except the western most boundary and along the east 400 feet of the
northern boundary, where a 50-foot vegetated buffer is proposed.
B. There are 16 parcels adjacent to the proposed material site (adjoining or separated
only by a roadway).
C. Eight of the adjacent parcels are vacant; one of the vacant parcels is a Prior Existing
Use material site. Six of the adjacent properties have a dwelling. One of the adjacent
properties has a recreational vehicle that is used as a seasonal dwelling. One of the
adjacent properties contains commercial recreational cabins.
D. The elevation of the commercial recreational cabins is at a lower elevation than the
proposed excavation area. Three of the adjacent residences are at about the same
elevation as the proposed excavation area. Four of the adjacent residences are at a
higher elevation than the material site parcel.
E. Farther away, there are additional residences in the vicinity that are at higher
elevations than the adjacent properties. These parcels are less impacted by the
material site than the parcels adjacent to the material site as sound dissipates over
distance.
F. Per the site plan there is a greater than 50-foot native vegetated buffer along the
western most boundary of the material site.
G. Along the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the applicant has
proposed a six-foot high berm, staff recommends a 50-foot vegetated buffer along
the property boundary with a 12-foot high berm between the extraction area and the
vegetated buffer.
H. Over 40 percent of the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the
applicant has proposed a six-foot high berm as the buffer, contains vegetation that
can provide visual and noise screening of the material site for some of the adjacent
uses.
I. For the remaining southern and eastern property boundaries, where the vegetation
was previously removed, a 50-foot buffer will reduce the sound level for the adjacent
properties.
J. A 12-foot high berm between the excavation perimeter and the vegetated buffer
along the southern and eastern property boundaries will increase visual and noise
screening of the proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along those
boundaries.
K. The total buffer width, as recommended by staff, along the southern and eastern
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16.

17.

18.

19.

property boundaries is 98-feet.
L. As the excavation extends deeper, the visual and noise impacts will decrease
because the height of the berm relative to the excavation will increase.
M. A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the
riparian wetland and floodplain will provide additional visual and noise screening of
the material site. The berm will also provide additional surface water protection.
N. A 12-foot high berm along the remaining northern property boundaries will increase
visual and noise screening of the proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along
those boundaries.
O. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that the required buffer
will not cause surface water diversion that negatively affects adjacent properties or
water bodies.
P. There has been testimony that the material site will mar the view of Mount Iliamna
and Mount Redoubt. Condition 21.29.050(A)(2) is written to provide screening from
the material site, not protect view sheds beyond the material site.
Q. Each piece of real estate is uniquely situated and a material site cannot be
conditioned so that all adjacent parcels are equally screened by the buffers. The
different elevations of the parcels, varying vegetation on the surrounding parcels and
the proposed material site, and distance of the material site from the various
surrounding parcels necessarily means the surrounding parcels will not be equally
impacted nor can they be equally screened from the material site.
Processing. Any equipment which conditions or processes material must be operated at
least 300 feet from the parcel boundaries.
A. The site plan indicates that the proposed processing area is 300 feet from the south
and east property lines, and greater than 300 feet from the west property line. A
processing distance waiver is being requested from the north property line.
B. The applicant proposed the following justifications for waiving the processing
setback: “Although it is a large parcel, the configuration has limited potential process
area. The waiver is requested to the north as 169-022-04 is owned by the applicant’s
daughter & 169-022-08 is not developed.”
C. The 300-foot processing distance from the property lines is a mandatory condition
imposed to decrease the visual and noise impact to adjacent properties.
D. The portion of the proposed processing area greater than 300 feet from the property
line is very small, ranging from just a few feet wide to about 30 feet wide at the
eastern edge of the proposed location.
E. There is a larger area in proposed phase III of the project that meets the requirement
for a 300-foot processing distance setback, as such, there is adequate room to
accommodate processing on the parcel while complying with 300-foot processing
setback.
Water source separation. All permits shall be issued with a condition that prohibits any
material extraction within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing prior to original
permit issuance. All CLUPs shall be issued with a condition that requires that a two-foot
vertical separation from the seasonal high water table be maintained. There shall be no
dewatering by either pumping, ditching or some other form of draining.
A. The submitted site plan and application indicates that there are not any wells within
100 feet of the proposed excavation. The 100-foot radius line on the site plan for the
nearest well indicates that the proposed extraction is greater than 100 feet from this
well.
B. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with the
two-foot vertical separation requirement.
C. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that dewatering does
not take place in the material site.
Excavation in the water table. Excavation in the water table greater than 300 horizontal feet
of a water source may be permitted with the approval of the planning commission.
A. This permit approval does not allow excavation in the water table.
Waterbodies. An undisturbed buffer shall be left and no earth material extraction activities
shall take place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body,
including riparian wetlands and mapped floodplains. In order to prevent discharge, diversion,
or capture of surface water, an additional setback from lakes, rivers, anadromous streams,
and riparian wetlands may be required.
A. The Cook Inlet lies about 600 feet west of the proposed material extraction.
B. The Anchor River, which is an anadromous stream, is located about 1,000 feet north
of the proposed material extraction.
C. The "Wetland Mapping and Classification of the Kenai Lowland, Alaska" maps,
created by the Kenai Watershed Forum, show a riparian wetland in the northeast
corner of the property.
D. The FEMA maps adopted by KPB 21.06 indicates a mapped floodplain in the
northeast corner of the property. This mapped floodplain approximately matches the
mapped riparian wetland.
E. The site plan indicates that the proposed extraction is 104 feet from the mapped
riparian wetland. There is approximately two feet difference between the mapped
riparian wetland and the floodplain boundary. This places the proposed excavation at
about 102 feet from the floodplain.
F. A portion of the required 100-foot buffer adjacent to the riparian wetlands and the
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20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

floodplain is an existing stripped area.
G. Prior to permit issuance the applicant is required to restore the 100-foot buffer
adjacent to the riparian wetlands and the floodplain to an undisturbed state.
H. As stated on the site plan the buffer will provide protection via phytoremediation of
any site run-off prior to entering the surface water. The site plan also indicates that
the Alaska DEC user’s manual, “Best Management practices for Gravel/Rock
Aggregate Extraction Projects, Protecting Surface Water and Groundwater Quality in
Alaska” will be utilized as a guideline to reduce potential impacts to water quality.
I. Borough staff will work with the applicant and regularly monitor the material site to
ensure that excavation does not take place within 100 feet of the mapped floodplain,
riparian wetland, or other water body and that the restored buffer remains
undisturbed.
Fuel storage. Fuel storage for containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained in
impermeable berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to
minimize the potential for uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or
smaller shall not be placed directly on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable
impermeable surface.
A. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with
mandatory condition KPB 21.20.050(A)(7).
Roads. Operations shall be conducted in a manner so as not to damage borough roads.
A. The submitted site plan indicates that the material site haul route will be Danver
Road, which is maintained by the Borough, and then to Anchor River Road, which is
maintained by the state.
B. There was a significant number of public comments concerning the condition of
Anchor Point Road. Anchor Point Road is a paved State of Alaska maintained road
for which this condition is not applicable.
C. If operations associated with the proposed material site damages borough roads, the
remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 will be used to ensure compliance with this
requirement imposing the condition that operations not damage borough roads.
Subdivision. Any further subdivision or return to acreage of a parcel subject to a conditional
land use or counter permit requires the permittee to amend their permit.
A. Borough planning staff reviews all subdivision plats submitted to the Borough to
ensure compliance with this requirement.
Dust control. Dust suppression is required on haul roads within the boundaries of the
material site by application of water or calcium chloride.
A. If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken
to ensure compliance.
Hours of operation. Rock crushing equipment shall not be operated between 10:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m.
A. If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken
to ensure compliance.
B. This condition reduces off-site noise impacts of the material site.
Reclamation. Reclamation shall be consistent with the reclamation plan approved by the
planning commission. The applicant shall post a bond to cover the anticipated reclamation
costs in an amount to be determined by the planning director. This bonding requirement
shall not apply to sand, gravel or material sites for which an exemption from state bond
requirements for small operations is applicable pursuant to AS 27.19.050.
A. The submitted application contains a reclamation plan as required by KPB 21.29.060.
B. The applicant has submitted a reclamation plan that omits KPB 21.29.060(C)(3),
which requires the placement of a minimum of four inches of topsoil with a minimum
organic content of 5% and precludes the use of sticks and branches over 3 inches in
diameter from being used in the reclamation topsoil. These measures are generally
applicable to this type of excavation project. The inclusion of the requirements
contained in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) is necessary to meet this material site condition.
C. Permit condition number 15 requires that the permittee reclaim the site as described
in the reclamation plan for this parcel with the addition of the requirements contained
in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning commission
D. The application states that less than 50,000 cubic yards will be mined annually
therefore the material site qualifies for a small quantity exception from bonding.
Other permits. Permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local
laws applicable to the material site operation, and abiding by related permits.
A. Any violation federal, state or local laws, applicable to the material site operation,
reported to or observed by Borough staff will be forwarded to the appropriate agency
for enforcement.
Voluntary permit conditions. Conditions may be included in the permit upon agreement of the
permittee and approval of the planning commission.
A. No additional conditions have been volunteered by the applicant.
Signage. For permitted parcels on which the permittee does not intend to begin operations
for at least 12 months after being granted a conditional land use permit.
A. If Borough staff determines that operations have not commenced after one year,
action will be taken to ensure compliance
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1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

The permittee shall cause the boundaries of the subject parcel to be staked at sequentially
visible intervals where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
The permittee shall maintain the following buffers around the excavation perimeter or parcel
boundaries:
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary of Parcel 169-022-03 (Brantley)
with a six-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian
wetland and floodplain
• A 12-foot high berm along the rest of the northern boundary.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with a 12-foot high
berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel boundary with a 12-foot high
berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel boundary.
These buffers shall not overlap an easement.
The permittee shall maintain a 2:1 slope between the buffer zone and pit floor on all inactive site
walls. Material from the area designated for the 2:1 slope may be removed if suitable, stabilizing
material is replaced within 30 days from the time of removal.
The permittee shall not allow buffers to cause surface water diversion which negatively impacts
adjacent properties or water bodies.
The permittee shall operate all equipment which conditions or processes material at least 300
feet from the parcel boundaries.
The permittee shall not extract material within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing
prior to issuance of this permit.
The permittee shall maintain a 2-foot vertical separation from the seasonal high water table.
The permittee shall not dewater either by pumping, ditching or any other form of draining.
The permittee shall maintain an undisturbed buffer, and no earth material extraction activities
shall take place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body, including
riparian wetlands and mapped floodplains.
The permittee shall ensure that fuel storage containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained
in impermeable berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to
minimize the potential for uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or
smaller shall not be placed directly on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable impermeable
surface.
The permittee shall conduct operations in a manner so as not to damage borough roads as
required by KPB 14.40.175, and will be subject to the remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 for
violation of this condition.
The permittee shall notify the planning department of any further subdivision or return to acreage
of this property. Any further subdivision or return to acreage may require the permittee to amend
this permit.
The permittee shall provide dust suppression on haul roads within the boundaries of the material
site by application of water or calcium chloride.
The permittee shall not operate rock crushing equipment between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m.
The permittee shall reclaim the site as described in the reclamation plan for this parcel with the
addition of the requirements contained in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning
commission.
The permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local laws applicable
to the material site operation, and abiding by related permits. These laws and permits include,
but are not limited to, the borough's flood plain, coastal zone, and habitat protection regulations,
those state laws applicable to material sites individually, reclamation, storm water pollution and
other applicable Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, clean water act and any
other U.S. Army Corp of Engineer permits, any EPA air quality regulations, EPA and ADEC
water quality regulations, EPA hazardous material regulations, U.S. Dept. of Labor Mine Safety
and Health Administration (MSHA) regulations (including but not limited to noise and safety
standards), and Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearm regulations regarding using
and storing explosives.
The permittee shall post notice of intent on parcel corners or access, whichever is more visible if
the permittee does not intend to begin operations for at least 12 months after being granted a
conditional land use permit. Sign dimensions shall be no more than 15" by 15" and must contain
the following information: the phrase "Permitted Material Site" along with the permittee's
business name and a contact phone number.
The permittee shall operate in accordance with the application and site plan as approved by the
planning commission. If the permittee revises or intends to revise operations so that they are no
longer consistent with the original application, a permit modification is required in accordance
with KPB 21.29.090.
This conditional land use permit is subject to review by the planning department to ensure
compliance with the conditions of the permit. In addition to the penalties provided by KPB 21.50,
a permit may be revoked for failure to comply with the terms of the permit or the applicable
provisions of KPB Title 21. The borough clerk shall issue notice to the permittee of the revocation
hearing at least 20 days but not more than 30 days prior to the hearing.
Once effective, this conditional land use permit is valid for five years. A written request for permit
extension must be made to the planning department at least 30 days prior to permit expiration, in
accordance with KPB 21.29.070.

Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission Resolution 2018-23
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ADOPTED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH ON
THIS_____________________DAY OF______________________, 2019.

Blair J. Martin, Chairperson
Planning Commission
ATTEST:

Julie Hindman
Administrative Assistant

PLEASE RETURN
Kenai Peninsula Borough
Planning Department
144 North Binkley St.
Soldotna, AK 99669
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Re: Beachcomber LLC gravel pit permit application

Dear Planning Commission Board,

Mary and Emmitt Trimble are the best owners for this particular piece of land. They have a 40 year tract
record of developing amazing properties and being exceptional examples of responsible land
stewardship. Prior to them purchasing this property, the field behind my house (also the viewscape of
my neighbors’ homes) was littered with gnarly stumps, slash, and huge ugly burn piles that the previous
owners never got around to actually burning. You could not even walk thru the field because of this.
My parents spent over $60,000 to clean up this particular area of the property to make it the park-like
field that it is today. This is a prime example of the level of reclamation they routinely do to
clean/clear/improve all properties they come in contact with. THIS is the type of property developers
they are! They care about this property more than any other individual or developer would, as shown
by their careful and meticulous improvements to it. They have followed the letter of the law and
worked with the borough to adhere to all regulations and staff recommendations for this permit, as they
always will, because that is the type of developers, and humans, that they are. There is a valuable and
needed resource within this property that our community as a whole can benefit from. A different
developer might purchase this property solely for that resource and would not care about the actual
land left behind after extracting that resource, but to my parents, the land is the most valuable resource
of all. I would argue that keeping property values high is more important to the Trimble family than it is
to any other sole family in the Anchor Point area. We have a lot of money invested in properties, and it
does not behoove our family to take any action that would lower or jeopardize those investments.
There is most certainly a way to responsibly and respectfully extract gravel from a parcel of land,
without negatively impacting the surrounding area. As a neighbor and property owner, I appreciate and
respect the borough’s regulations on gravel pits. I want privacy berms and dust mitigation and
reclamation plans to be enforced. Mary and Emmitt Trimble have always followed the law and have
always been upstanding contributors to our community. They will be exceptional stewards of THIS
parcel of land, just as they have been to all the other properties they have cared for over the last 40
years.

Respectfully,
Lauren Isenhour
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To the Members of the Planning Commission,
Beachcomber LLC is owned by the Trimble Family Trust. Emmitt and Mary Trimble have created and improved over 150
residential homesites in the 43 years they have been living and contributing to the Anchor Point Community. My sister,
Lauren, and I are actively involved in our communities and our parents raised us to be honest, law abiding and good
stewards of the land, led by their example. We in turn are raising our children with the same mindset. Our little family
started in the hearts of Mary and Emmitt in the Silver King Tackle Shop over 40 years ago. That area is our home and our
heart. As a contractor, Lauren has worked hard to create a residential atmosphere in Anchor Point that is welcoming and
enticing to new families. The commentary made by the opposition with regards to my parents is unfounded, and quite
frankly, those people stooping to personal attacks should be ashamed of themselves. The toxic community environment
that the opposition is creating is far more detrimental to the health of the Anchor Point Community than any development
ever could be.
When the Planning Commission denied the application last year, you did so against the recommendations of staff, and in
direct violation of your duties. To receive a permit, the applicant is required to meet certain standards outlined in code,
and Beachcomber LLC agreed to all standards. The hearing examiner found on appeal that as you as the “Commission
exceeded the scope of its authority in denying the permit based upon its determination that the conditions would not
afford adequate protection from noise and visual blight. Further, the findings issued by the Commission did not provide
substantial evidence in support of its denial and were not adequate,” and kicked it back to you, the Planning Commission,
so here we are.
On the Kenai Peninsula, gravel pits are one of the only regulated land uses. On this same piece of property, the following
land uses could exist without regulations for sound or visual impact: sawmill, heavy equipment training facility,
retirement home for sled dogs, motocross track, cattle feedlot, junkyard, and the like. My parents have been improving
properties for 40 + years with not one blemish on their record for misuse of the land.
Gravel can be extracted on one acre or less without a permit. This pit already has a counter permit for 2.5 acres. The
additional permitting only ensures greater standards of noise and visual minimization, which my parents have voluntarily
agreed to. Every one of the conditions have been met. This is not a potential gravel pit. It is an existing gravel pit.
People believe there would be a better location for the site. Gravel exists where is does, not where we choose. This
property comes with a bundle of rights, and as such is rich in a much needed resource. It also was for sale for a long time,
on the open market; not one member of the opposition inquired about it, or made an offer to purchase.
This specific area was first settled in 1890, 129 years ago, exclusively for the value of the minerals discovered there, and
continues to prosper as a result of the commercial utilization of those resources. The four nearby gravel pits have
operated in harmony with the town and valley community for the last 68 years more or less. They have provided the
access to the river, Parks and beach for residents and visitors alike. In fact they provided the very gravel that improved
the homesites of those in opposition.
This is an unincorporated, un-zoned, multi-use area as a result of the preexisting industrial and commercial resource
development. ALL of the people in opposition drove past 4 PEU gravel pits within a mile of our site, the most important
being one off the Beach Rd between Danver and Kyllonen Dr. This pit is 60 ft from our pit, which is 3 years old. The claim
that it is spent, or isn’t in use, doesn’t change its potential for land use in the future. The same people deny the current
state of land use on our property claiming that it would still have the potential for greater use. Changing the facts to fit the
argument is reckless and misleading.
They claim there was a nefarious effort made by my parents to sell them properties and not disclose their intentions, and
that simply is not true. It really should be required for testimony in these proceedings to be made under oath.
This area relies on far more than Tourism and visitors for livelihood. The main goal for the gravel was the development of
our personal properties along with select projects that improve the community and bring jobs to the area. Prior to my
family applying for the CLUP, they were approached by Cook Inlet Construction to contract for approximately 9,500 yards
at a value of approximately $80,000. When the counter permit was granted and issued, it was disclosed to the
complainants that there was a contract to provide that material to Hilcorp. A concerted effort and a barrage of complaints
and threats to Hilcorp management erupted and as a result they instructed CIC to get the material from another source
22+ miles away. That Tortious Interference with a commercial transaction between CIC and Beachcomber LLC
significantly damaged our family and caused us to postpone planned projects that left 3 separate contactors and their
families looking for scarce other winter projects.
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The opposition asserts that this is an issue of gravel trucks on the roads, however their interference with the contract
with Hilcorp resulted in larger trucks, traveling further distance, to accomplish the same job. The Hilcorp project would
have been one of the larger potential projects for this pit, and would have taken maybe a week to complete.
They have also stated that the noise in the area would deter tourism. The noise from the campground during Memorial
Weekend camping was extremely loud from dirtbikes, ATVs, trucks pulling campers, fireworks and gunshots. This is not a
place that people come for solitude. They come to recreate, which includes many loud activities.
Much of the community outrage is being stirred up by people who really don’t care about impacts on the community.
They spread misinformation to garner support, when their only real standpoint is NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard). They
simply don’t want something in their area, but would have no issue if it were next to someone else’s home. In this
community, under these codes, that is not a legal standpoint. If their point were valid, under the same argument, my
parents would have the right to not want residences constructed on any new lots because it would interfere with the use
of their property. Both are legal uses of land in this area, one use no more allowable than another.
I came home this week to tour the site and be here for the Open House that my parents are providing to welcome the
community to see the gravel pit site. I drove with my Dad across the parked-out property, and visited our horses, all
which exist on this property. We are here often, but many of the improvements were made since my last trip. The
property is stunning and so well maintained. I could see my kids playing in the distance in my sister’s backyard as we
traveled. We drove into the gravel pit, observed the mitigation steps they have taken, such as the rolling berm, and I stood
in the floor of the gravel pit and could not see a single house or other property. I couldn’t help but exclaim “this is it? This
is what they are complaining about?” It is simply ludicrous the level of complaints with how well designed and well
maintained of a project is presented. Many of complainants’ properties are more displeasing to look at than the gravel pit.
The pit borders my sister’s personal residence. My husband, children and I will also be living bordering the pit in the
summers. For our family, the intention was always to build a family homestead and enjoy this as a legacy property where
the grandchildren could play and learn to love the area just as we did. We spend countless hours exploring, bbqing and
enjoying this property.
What is also true is that this is how our family has made a living for nearly a half a century, following in the footsteps of
those before us on this very property. It is also our right and responsibility to provide for our children and their children
in years to come. This is a legal use of this property being sought by the most likely people to complete the work
respectably.
The opposition’s standpoint hinges on emotional outbursts and attempts at scientific arguments and potential impact.
The truth is, this is already a gravel pit and this is exclusively an issue of allowable land use. Any change in land use code
must go through due process for change. This permit was applied for under specific code. The conditions have been met
and the permit MUST be granted.
Allison Trimble Paparoa
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Katie Elsner <Katie@907legal.com>
Friday, May 31, 2019 10:21 AM
Wall, Bruce
Beachcomber PC Hearing
Beachcomber Findings - Denial.pdf; Beachcomber Findings - Alternate buffer zone.pdf

Hi Bruce,
Attached are the proposed findings that the neighbors opposed to the material site would like included in the packet
meeting. The neighbors are proposing two different alternative findings of fact which would support the Planning
Commission’s decision to either 1. Disallow the application; or 2. Modify the buffer and berm requirements so as to
actually provide sufficient minimization of noise and visual impact.
Thank you,
Katie Elsner
Ehrhardt, Elsner & Cooley
907‐283‐2876
www.907legal.com
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1

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
DENYING THE APPLICATION FOR A MATERIAL SITE CONDITONAL LAND USE PERMIT
SUBMITTED BY BEACCOMBER LLC FOR PARCEL ID NUMBER 169-010-67
1. It is unlawful for any person to use land, or to assist another to use land, within the rural
district of the Kenai Peninsula Borough as a commercial sand, gravel or material site
without first obtaining a permit from the Kenai Peninsula Borough.
2. A conditional land use permit is required for material extraction that disturbs more than
2.5 cumulative acres, if the material extraction enters the water table, and for materials
processing.
3. The provisions of KPB Chapters 21.25 and 21.29 are applicable to material site CLUPs.
These chapters are to be read in harmony, although, if there is a conflict between the
provisions of KPB 21.25 and 21.29, the provisions of 21.29 control.
4. The purpose of Chapter 21.25 is to require advance public notice, to provide an
opportunity for public comment, and impose minimum standards for certain land uses
which may be potentially damaging to the public health, safety and welfare, in a manner
that recognizes public property rights.
5. In consideration of an application for a material site CLUP, the planning commission is
directed to conduct a permit hearing and may thereafter approve, modify or disapprove
the permit application.
6. Before granting a material site CLUP, the planning commission must find at a minimum
that the proposed activity complies with the requirements of the code.
7. Material site regulations are intended to protect against aquifer disturbance, road
damage, physical damage to adjacent properties, dust, noise and visual impacts. Only
the conditions set forth in KPB 21.29.050 are allowed to be imposed by the planning
commission to meet these standards:
a. Protects against the lowering of water sources serving other properties;
b. Protects against physical damage to other properties;
c. Minimizes off-site movement of dust;
d. Minimizes noise disturbance to other properties;
e. Minimizes visual impacts; and
f. Provides for alternate post-mining land uses.
8. To obtain a material site CLUP, an applicant shall first complete and submit an
application which shall include, among other things:
a. A buffer plan consistent with KPB 21.29.050(A)(2);
b. A site plan and field verification prepared by a professional surveyor licensed and
registered in the State of Alaska, which includes proposed buffers consistent
with 21.29.050(A)(2) or an alternate buffer plan.
9. 21.29.050(A)(2) requires that a buffer zone be maintained around the excavation
perimeter or parcel boundaries.
a. The buffer zone shall provide and retain a basic buffer of:
i. 50 feet of undisturbed natural vegetation, or
ii. A minimum six-foot earthen berm with at least a 2:1 slope, or
iii. A minimum six-foot fence.
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b. The buffers and berms can be used individually or in combination as deemed
appropriate by the planning commission or planning director.
c. The vegetation and fence must, however, be of sufficient height and density to
provide visual and noise screening of the proposed use.
10. Applicant Beachcomber LLC submitted a material use CLUP application on June 4, 2018
to Borough Planning Department for KPB Parcel 169-010-67, which is located within the
rural district.
11. The application proposed the following buffer zone:
a. North: 6-foot high berm except along the east 400 feet where a 50-foot
vegetated buffer is proposed.
b. South: 6-foot high berm.
c. East: 6-foot high berm.
d. West: Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer.
12. Planning Department staff found the proposed buffer zone did not comply with the
requirements of the code and suggested the following buffer zone:
a. North: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary Parcel 169-022033 (Brantley) with a six-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the
extraction area; a six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100foot setback from the riparian wetland and floodplain; and a 12-foot high berm
along the rest of the northern boundary.
b. South: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with
a 12-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
c. East: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel boundary
with a 12-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
d. West: Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel
boundary.
13. While the Planning Department must provide assistance to the planning commission to
reach its decision, the planning commission is authorized and required to exercise its
own discretion to judge whether the application for a material site CLUP conforms with
the code.
14. This application is not complete and does not comply with the requirements of the
code:
a. The buffer zone proposed by the applicant does not include vegetation and
fence that are of sufficient height and density to provide visual and noise
screening of the proposed use.
b. The buffer zone proposed by Borough staff does not include vegetation and
fence that are of sufficient height and density to provide visual and noise
screening of the proposed use.
15. Because the applicant fails to provide a buffer zone that complies with the conditions
set out in KPB Code 21.29.050(A)(2), the standards set forth in KPB Code 21.29.040(A)(4)
and 21.29.040(A)(5) are necessarily not met.
a. The application does not minimize noise disturbance to other properties;
b. The application does not minimize visual impacts.
16. The planning commission has relied on substantial evidence to support these findings:
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a. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified that,
given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the vegetation and
fencing proposed were not of sufficient height and density to provide visual
screening of the proposed use.
b. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified that,
given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the vegetation and
fencing proposed were not of sufficient height and density to provide noise
screening of the proposed use.
c. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified that,
given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the proposed buffer zone
does nothing to minimize visual impact.
d. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified that,
given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the proposed buffer zone
does nothing to minimize noise disturbance to other properties.
e. On July 16, 2018, the planning commission reviewed topographic and property
maps which confirmed the neighbors’ testimony.
f. On July 16, 2018, the planning commission reviewed visual depictions which
confirmed the neighbors’ testimony.
g. On June 10, 2019, the planning commission reviewed GIS profile drawings of the
geographic and line-of-site profile from six surrounding residences which
established that the proposed vegetation and fencing were not of sufficient
height and density to provide visual and noise screening:
i. Gary Gordon – Parcel 169-230-26
ii. Hans Bilben – Parcel 169-240-11
iii. Rick Oliver – Parcel 169-280-16
iv. Steve Thompson – Parcel 169-230-11
v. RC Cline – Parcel 169-230-10
vi. Brandon Myers/Pete Kinneen – Parcel 169-230-13
17. The application does not comply with the mandatory conditions set forth in KPB Code
21.29.050(A)(2) and does not comply with the standards set out in KPB Code 21.29.040.
18. No voluntary conditions were offered by the applicant.
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PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
MODIFYING THE APPLICATION FOR A MATERIAL SITE CONDITONAL LAND USE PERMIT
SUBMITTED BY BEACCOMBER LLC FOR PARCEL ID NUMBER 169-010-67
Having considered the testimony and evidence presented, the recommendations made by
Borough staff, and being fully advised in the premises, the Planning Commission hereby adopts
Borough staff’s recommended findings of fact and permit conditions, with the following
modifications:
Replace Finding of Fact 14, in its entirety, with the following:
14. Buffer zone. A buffer zone shall be maintained around the excavation perimeter or
parcel boundaries.
A. The application proposed the following buffer zone:
i. North: 6-foot high berm except along the east 400 feet where a 50-foot
vegetated buffer is proposed.
ii. South: 6-foot high berm.
iii. East: 6-foot high berm.
iv. West: Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer.
B. Planning Department staff found the proposed buffer zone did not comply with
the requirements of the code and suggested the following buffer zone:
i. North: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary Parcel
169-022-033 (Brantley) with a six-foot high berm between the vegetated
buffer and the extraction area; a six-foot high berm between the
extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian wetland and
floodplain; and a 12-foot high berm along the rest of the northern
boundary.
ii. South: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel
boundaries with a 12-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and
the extraction area.
iii. East: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel
boundary with a 12-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and
the extraction area.
iv. West: Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most
parcel boundary.
C. While the Planning Department must provide assistance to the planning
commission to reach its decision, the planning commission is authorized and
required to exercise its own discretion to judge whether the application for a
material site CLUP conforms with the code.
D. The planning commission must deem the vegetation and fencing to be of
sufficient height and density to provide appropriate visual and noise screening of
the proposed use.
E. The planning commission has the authority to modify an application.
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F. Therefore, the planning commission imposes the following buffer zone
requirements pursuant to KPB 21.29.050(A)(2):
i. North: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the South boundary Parcel
169-022-033 (Brantley) with a twelve-foot high earthen berm between
the vegetated buffer and the extraction area; a twelve-foot high earthen
berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the
riparian wetland and floodplain; and a 50-foot vegetated buffer with a
twelve-foot high earthen berm between the vegetated buffer and the
extraction area along the rest of the northern boundary.
ii. South: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel
boundaries with a 43-foot high earthen berm between the vegetated
buffer and the extraction area.
iii. East: East: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel
boundary with a 53-foot earthen high berm between the vegetated
buffer and the extraction area.
iv. West: Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most
parcel boundary.
G. The planning commission has relied on substantial evidence to support these
findings:
i. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified
that, given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the
vegetation and fencing proposed were not of sufficient height and
density to provide visual screening of the proposed use.
ii. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified
that, given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the
vegetation and fencing proposed were not of sufficient height and
density to provide noise screening of the proposed use.
iii. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified
that, given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the proposed
buffer zone does nothing to minimize visual impact.
iv. On July 16, 2018, March 25, 2019 and June 10, 2019, neighbors testified
that, given the geographic topography of the proposed site, the proposed
buffer zone does nothing to minimize noise disturbance to other
properties.
v. On July 16, 2018, the planning commission reviewed topographic and
property maps which confirmed the neighbors’ testimony.
vi. On July 16, 2018, the planning commission reviewed visual depictions
which confirmed the neighbors’ testimony.
vii. On June 10, 2019, the planning commission reviewed GIS profile
drawings of the geographic and line-of-site profile from six surrounding
residences which established that the proposed vegetation and fencing
were not of sufficient height and density to provide visual and noise
screening and that the substituted buffer zone was necessary in order to
provide sufficient noise and visual screening from the proposed use:
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1. Gary Gordon – Parcel 169-230-26
2. Hans Bilben – Parcel 169-240-11
3. Rick Oliver – Parcel 169-280-16
4. Steve Thompson – Parcel 169-230-11
5. RC Cline – Parcel 169-230-10
6. Brandon Myers/Pete Kinneen – Parcel 169-230-13
H. With the modified buffer zone, the planning commission can conclude that the
standards imposed by KPB 21.29.040 are met.
Replace Permit Condition 2, in its entirety, with the following:
2. The permitte shall maintain the following buffers around the excavation perimeter or
parcel boundaries:
a. North: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the South boundary Parcel 169-022033 (Brantley) with a twelve-foot high earthen berm between the vegetated
buffer and the extraction area; a twelve-foot high earthen berm between the
extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian wetland and
floodplain; and a 50-foot vegetated buffer with a twelve-foot high earthen berm
between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area along the rest of the
northern boundary.
b. South: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with
a 43-foot high earthen berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction
area.
c. East: East: 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel
boundary with a 53-foot high earthen berm between the vegetated buffer and
the extraction area.
d. West: Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel
boundary.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hans Bilben <catchalaska@alaska.net>
Friday, May 31, 2019 10:04 AM
Wall, Bruce
Fwd: Beachcomber hearing

To KPB Planning Commission Chair:
The following information needs to be reviewed and included in the Record for
the Beachcomber hearing so that should this case again end up with a Hearing
Officer all facts are known.
1.
Commissioner Ruffner has made public statements (attached) stating that
“the Planning Commission doesn’t have the authority to say no” in reference to
a material site application. The statement was made during an interview with
Renee Gross of KBBI Radio, published January 4, 2019, and conflicts with KPB
Code 21.25.050 which states that the Commission can deny an application that
does not meet the requirements of the Code. The contentious Application in
Anchor Point is referenced in the interview. This statement shows that
Commissioner Ruffner is biased in his decision making on material site
applications and based upon guidelines in the Planning Commissioners Manual
should recuse himself from discussion and voting at the upcoming hearing
dealing with the Beachcomber application.
2.
The applicant stated at the 4/22/2019 Planning Commission hearing that he
had met with Acting Chair Foster and Staff prior to the 3/25/2019 Commission
meeting to discuss aspects of the hearing. This type of contact with a
Commissioner would seem to be inappropriate in that it amounts to ex parte
contact and may constitute bias. The minutes from the 4/22/2019 meeting have
written transcription, but the audio recording is more specific as to what was said.
3.
Commissioner Venuti through his work as a respected, longtime residential
and commercial building inspector may have gained financially through past
dealings with Coastal Realty (owned by the applicant), and may likewise gain
financially in the future. In a real estate transaction the realtor will either refer a
client to a specific building inspector, or make direct contact with the inspector. If
Commissioner Venuti and the applicant do not have a working relationship, then
no bias or conflict of interest would be apparent—however, if there is a working
relationship, then it would be appropriate for Commissioner Venuti to recuse
himself.
Hans Bilben
35039 Danver Street
Anchor Point
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Borough work group questions gravel pits
proximity to neighborhoods and homes
By RENEE GROSS
Share

•

JAN 4, 2019
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Email

The Kenai Peninsula Borough’s Material Site Work Group
has been reviewing codes regulating gravel pits and other
resource development for roughly a year now. The work
group will eventually provide recommendations on how the
borough’s planning commission handles the permitting
process for such operations.
Work group members say it’s unlikely they will recommend
that the Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly give the planning
commission the ability to outright deny permits. But during a
meeting Wednesday, some members discussed creating new
codes that are more friendly to residential areas.
CREDIT COURTESY OF THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH

The borough's current code has led to a

contentious debate in rural neighborhoods near Anchor Point where gravel pits have sprouted up near homes.
Currently, the borough’s planning commission does not have the authority to deny a permit for a gravel pit or
other resource extraction as long as it fits certain criteria surrounding noise, the visibility of the site and basic
buffer zones among other standards.
“When an applicant comes in and applies to develop a gravel pit, there's a notification that goes to the
surrounding land owners and often times those surrounding landowners will come to the borough with the
expectation that if they really rally the troops, that the planning commission may say no to a permit,” said work
group chair Robert Ruffner. “And I don't think that the borough has done a particularly good job of letting people
know when those notices come out, that the planning commission doesn't have the authority to say no.”
But during its past few meetings, Ruffner asked the group if there are certain scenarios that would warrant an
outright denial. For example: if a gravel pit is near a school or a senior living home.
Ruffner said the work group doesn’t want the process to be arbitrary.
“So the working group decided that they would rather see criteria laid out so that both a potential developer
and neighborhoods would know what those criteria are, but that there shouldn't be a scenario where the
planning commission could use some discretionary criteria to outright deny a gravel pit,” he said.
The work group has not come to a formal consensus on any potential changes to the planning commission’s
powers during the permitting process. Members such as Larry Smith are opposed to anything that will increase
the planning commission’s ability to deny a permit.
“Honestly, I don't want to see anything changed from the way it is now,” Smith said. “I don't want anybody to
have any illusions about my representation on this board. I represent the gravel pits.”
However, some members want to change the criteria for approving gravel pits. During the meeting on
Wednesday, member Robin Davis borrowed language from the Matanuska-Susitna Borough’s code and
suggested the borough require a material site to preserve character of the surrounding area, among other
changes.
“This will get us started on that direction,” he said. “If this doesn't work for y'all, what will you put in here to
protect residences, residential areas? What would you do?”
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Davis plans to put some of his suggestions up for a vote in the near future. Group member Brent Johnson
suggested modifying codes based on the number of homes in an area.
“We could look at residential areas and find the density of homes per acre or per whatever and when we are
satisfied that a typical area that has yea much density shouldn't have a gravel pit within yea distance of it, then
I think that that's an aspect that everybody could look at, those measurements, and say ok, that's not capricious,
it’s a standard thing,” he said. “When this many people move into area, you can’t have a gravel pit there.”
While it’s unclear when the work group will agree on what, if any, changes will be made to the borough’s
permitting criteria for gravel pits, it has agreed on other changes such as the hours of operation for gravel pits.
“So crushing rocks, shaking them and sorting them: those types of activities are particularly noisy and the
current code right now says that you could do that between 6:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. and we voted to make a
recommendation to the planning commission and the assembly that we think those hours should be reduced
to 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. with the ability for a material side operator to request an exception to that,” Ruffner
said.
The group has already voted on roughly 15 general recommendations it plans to give to the assembly – mostly
minor administrative changes.
Ruffner says they still have about 15 recommendations to work through. The group’s next meeting will be on
Jan. 16.
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Philip J. Brna
5601 E. 98th Avenue
Anchorage, AK 99507
(907) 346-2131
May 30, 2019
Planning Commission Chairman
Kenai Peninsula Borough
144 N. Binkley St.
Soldotna, AK 99669

Via email to bwall@kpb.us
RE: Comments on Conditional Land Use Permit for Material Site; Beachcomber LLC; 169-01067; Remand on Appeal
I am again providing comments on the referenced Land Use Permit application
I want to reiterate that I am disgusted with the KPB gravel pit regulations and the actions of
Planning Department staff. The regulations and the process are stacked against adjacent
property owners and meaningful public comment in favor of gravel pit developers. The
regulations do little to protect property values or uses adjacent to gravel pit locations.
Additionally, Planning Department staff have been less than honest with adjacent property
owners. This proposal has cost me several thousand dollars in attorney fees, and lots of time
and effort to prepare comments, not to mention lost sleep.
I am opposed to development of a material site and approval of a land use permit at this
location. I request that the KPB deny the permit.
I am the owner of the residential parcel (PID 169-022-08), which is immediately to the north of
the proposed processing area and which is bordered by the proposed material site on two
sides.
I purchased this property in 2001 and installed an access road and pad several years later. My
intent was to build a cabin at this location when I retired and spend a good portion of the year
there. I fully retired in 2015, and I began investigating building a cabin on my property at PID
169-022-08. However, I put those plans on hold when I first heard about the proposed gravel
pit. I discussed this with the applicant’s daughter who told me that her parents had no plans to
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develop a gravel pit. At about the same time the applicant began mining gravel on a portion of
his property.
I offer the following specific comments with regard to compliance with Borough regulations at
21.29.
1. According to KPB 21.29.040.A, “These material site regulations are intended to protect
against aquifer disturbance, road damage, physical damage to adjacent properties,
dust, noise, and visual impacts. Only the conditions set forth in KPB 21.29.050 may be
imposed to meet these standards: 1. Protects against the lowering of water sources
serving other properties; 2. Protects against physical damage to other properties; 3.
Minimizes off-site movement of dust; 4. Minimizes noise disturbance to other
properties; 5. Minimizes visual impacts; and 6. Provides for alternate post-mining land
uses.” These regulations are internally inconsistent in that they are intended to “protect
against dust, noise and visual impacts,“ yet the individual standards only require off-site
movement of dust be minimized, that noise disturbance to other properties be
minimized, and that visual impacts be minimized. Therefore, in my comments which
follow, I will focus on the more stringent requirement which is “to protect against.”
2. Approval of the proposed material site application will preclude me from building a
cabin because of noise, dust and visual disturbances which is contrary to the
regulations. Nothing can protect my property other than no gravel pit. Additionally, a
material site will significantly diminish my property value and will impact my ability to
sell this property. Development of a material site at this location effectively constitutes
a taking of my property value and my enjoyment of this property. Imposition of the
conditions set forth in the regulations are not sufficient to protect my property.
3. The idea that construction of berms or retention of vegetative buffers, as required by
the code, can protect my property or other adjacent properties against the noise, dust,
or visual effects of a gravel pit is ludicrous. The only method available to mitigate the
adverse effects of noise, dust, and visual effects as required by the code is no pit or
increased and adequate distance. In this case increased distance is impossible which
leaves only the no pit alternative. I have attached photos of the berms taken from inside
of my property. Imagine waking up at 6:00 am on a beautiful summer morning at your
recreational cabin, which you have saved for your entire adult life, only to hear the
sound of heavy equipment working on the other side of the berm and generating
clouds of dust. If this is your vision of an Alaskan recreational experience, call me and
we can discuss your purchase of my property.
4. The proposed onsite processing area is located 200 feet south of my parcel 169-022-08.
I disagree with the statement in the public notice that my parcel is “undeveloped.” I
have constructed a road and building pad. I have not proceeded with construction of a
cabin because of the threat of gravel pit development. I am caught in a “catch 22
situation.” I would be an idiot to build a cabin for spring, summer and fall use, which is
exactly the period of time when gravel would be mined. I also note that while I
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presently do not camp on this parcel, I do let friends camp there during the summer,
and I camped there many times in the past.

5. According to KPB 21.29.050.A.2.c, “At its discretion, the planning commission may waive
buffer requirements where the topography of the property or the placement of natural
barriers makes screening not feasible or not necessary. Buffer requirements shall be
made in consideration of and in accordance with existing uses of adjacent property at
the time of approval of the permit. There is no requirement to buffer the material site
from uses which commence after the approval of the permit.” As I previously noted, I
put my cabin construction plans on hold because of the threat of gravel pit
development, but I did construct a road and pad, and friends camp on my property.
Therefore, my recreational use of my property has proceeded the application for a
gravel pit, and therefore buffer waivers are not appropriate.
6. According to KPB 21.29.050.A.3, “In the case of a CLUP, any equipment which conditions
or processes material must be operated at least 300 feet from the parcel boundaries. At
its discretion, the planning commission may waive the 300-foot processing distance
requirement, or allow a lesser distance in consideration of and in accordance with
existing uses of adjacent property at the time.” The planning commission should not
waive the 300-foot processing distance requirement because it would further preclude
my use and enjoyment of my property. As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, my
use of my property has proceeded the gravel pit proposal.

7. According to KPB 21.29.050.5, “Excavation in the water table greater than 300
horizontal feet of a water source may be permitted with the approval of the planning
commission based on the following: a. Certification by a qualified independent civil
engineer or professional hydrogeologist that the excavation plan will not negatively
impact the quantity of an aquifer serving existing water sources. b. The installation of a
minimum of three water monitoring tubes or well casings as recommended by a
qualified independent civil engineer or professional hydrogeologist adequate to
determine flow direction, flow rate, and water elevation. c. Groundwater elevation, flow
direction, and flow rate for the subject parcel, measured in three-month intervals by a
qualified independent civil engineer or professional hydrogeologist, for at least one year
prior to application. Monitoring tubes or wells must be kept in place, and measurements
taken, for the duration of any excavation in the water table. d. Operations shall not
breach an aquifer-confining layer.” Compliance with this condition cannot presently be
determined because the applicant has not yet gathered the required the required data
or conducted the required studies.
In addition, I offer the following additional comments.
1. This is a residential and recreational area and it is inappropriate for the KPB to
allow development of a material site at this location. A material site will
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significantly impact property values and use and enjoyment of residential and
recreational property, including the Anchor River Recreational Unit, a part of the
State Park System. A material site will conflict with existing residential and
recreational use of the area.
2. There is considerable recreational use of the Anchor Point Road and Danver
Street by people, including children, walking, running, walking dogs, bicycle
tours, and riding bikes in the summer. Use of these roads by gravel trucks is a
disaster waiting to happen.
Sincerely,
s/
Philip J. Brna
Attachments () – photos of berm from within my property
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Photo 1: Southwest corner of my property (the stake with pink flagging) looking south toward Trimble gravel pad and horse corral. (May 24, 2019)
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Photo 2: Southeast corner of my property (pink flag at bottom of berm). Imagine waking up at 6:00 am at your recreational cabin to the sound of
equipment working on the other side of the berm and generating clouds of dust. If this is your vision of an Alaskan recreational experience, call me and we
can discuss your purchase of my property. (May 24, 2019)
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Photo 3: View of middle portion of berm on south side of my property. (May 24, 2019)
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Photo 4. View of berm along my east property boundary looking to the northeast corner of my property (behind the tree). (May 24, 2019)
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Photo 5. View of middle portion of berm on the east side of my property. (May 24, 2019)
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Photo 6: Looking west from Danver St. across existing gravel development toward Mike Brantley’s rental cabins. Is gravel pit development good for the
neighbors? (May 24, 2019)
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Photo 7: View from the edge of my gravel pad, toward the berm on the east side of my property. Note the berm
is about at a 1:1 slope and there are numerous uncovered stumps and woody debris. (May 30, 2019)
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Photo 8: View from the edge of my gravel pad toward the south across the berm and gravel pit toward a hillside
house. (May 30, 2019)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hans Bilben <catchalaska@alaska.net>
Thursday, May 30, 2019 9:59 AM
Wall, Bruce
Evidence in Beachcomber hearing

To Planning Commission members.
This is the listing for the PEU gravel pit (now known as Danver Lake Retreat) that we all drive by
every day on Danver Street—it is the only PEU on or near Danver Street! In 2003 when we bought
property to build our home on Danver Street this 1.86 acre property was what appeared to be a
small, worked out gravel pit with no sign of any recent activity. The property owner showed us
many lots he had for sale in the area, including this one. Since that time there has been little to no
commercial activity there except that in the past couple years the owner excavated below water
table to make the lake which is the feature in the listing. For the applicant to claim that this is a
mining district because of this insignificant, exhausted former gravel pit, and that all of
the neighbors moved to a mining district is absurd. A 1.86 acre gravel pit operated decades ago in
an undeveloped area is a far cry from a 27.4 acre industrial mine in the middle of a
residential/recreational neighborhood!
Hans Bilben
35039 Danver Street
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

james gorman <captainboomer@hotmail.com>
Thursday, May 30, 2019 10:02 AM
Wall, Bruce
captainboomer52@gmail.com
Beachcomber gravel pit

My name is Jim Gorman. My residence is located at 73608 Twin Peaks Loop, which is the street overlooking the Beach
Road.
These remarks address sections 21.29.030 and .040 of the Materials Site Permit Code and cover noise pollution which
was a basis for the denial of this permit by the Planning Commission.
In a previous letter I articulated my concerns about additional heavy truck traffic through a narrow corridor shared by
both residential and recreational users. This, I believe, poses a threat to public safety as conflicts are sure to arise. The
State has just finished ditching the road resulting in the narrowing of what shoulders previously existed. Two wide loads
have little room to maneuver and pedestrians have virtually no where to go.
In addition, the volume of truck traffic would create unacceptable noise levels for residences in the vicinity of the road. I
do not see how such noise can be “minimized” as stated in the Borough code. Trucks currently traversing the road are
loud and they would be generally smaller than the trucks need to service a mine of this size.
In conclusion, the insertion of an industrial size gravel mine in this particular location is a poor idea. It boggles the mind
to see how this in any way promotes the “general welfare” or insures the “domestic tranquility”of the residents, both
current and future.
Sincerely,
James and Cynthia Gorman

Sent from my iPad
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To: KPB Planning Commission
From: Linda and Mike Patrick, Parties of Interest in the Beachcomber Gravel Pit
Proposed for the Anchor Point Residential/Recreational location.
Date: May 28, 2019
Concerns about Planning Department Report; March 25, 2019.
We believe the KPB should provide for the safety and health of all residents
that lived within its boundaries equally. This statement does not implying that
we are entitled to all the same services as city dwellers but we do deserved to
be equally protected when it comes to our safety and health. We look to the
KPB Planning Commission and the KPB Assembly to extend those protections
to rural residents particularly when it comes to the air we breath and the
safety of the roads in our community. It appears that the planning department
feels that the rural community of Anchor Point does not deserve protections
from Noise pollution, Dust Pollution (See DEC guidelines and alerts for road
dust and gravel pits in rural residential area), and protection for our roads to
access our homes. The Planning Department seems to think that rural
residents shouldn’t have safe routes to their homes, parks, businesses, and
beachfront and tourist attractions. They have not even attempted to evaluate
the % increase of harmful PM2.5 and PM10 . (The DEC thinks this is important for
rural Alaskans to have access to clean air.) They also don’t seem to think that the
Anchor Point Advisory Planning Commission has a right to review this
proposed gravel pit. The KPB material site codes are primitive at best and
even recently proposed changes do nothing to protect the health and safety of
rural residents.
We question the following Section 14 Buffer Zones.
Sections B, C, and D

These sections appear to restrict parties of interest to only adjacent properties and
very nearby parcels. We were under the impression that parties of interest went
way beyond a few hundred feet past the buffer zone.
Section E

This is a very inaccurate representation of the Inverse Law of Sound Dissipation.
“As sound dissipates over distance.” This is a theoretical representation and has
very little to do with acoustical sound. The Inverse Law deals with sound waves in
an Ideal sound environment. It must meet specific lab standards in order to
approximate any sort of sound behavior in an uncontrolled environment. In the real
world sound is heard by humans and other life forms. This is referred to as
acoustical sound. It is measured via Psycho-Acoustic Perception. This is scientific
terminology for ears and brains.
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The supposition made by the Planning Department does not take in to account
reflective surfaces, lower temperatures than ideal standards (69 degrees F.), higher
humidity, cloudy days, atmosphere changes at 300 feet, and prevailing winds
blowing into the residential/ recreational area. All of these factors will increase
noise levels beyond those levels that are projected by the Inverse Law of
Dissipation. These real world conditions all exist in this location. If the Planning
Department would have constructed a theoretical sound contour involving a 100db
heavy equipment source, measuring it a 50 feet. The Inverse Law indicates a -6db
drop when the distance is doubled for each distance measurement. This means at
1550 feet the decibel level would be at 76db. This sound level would extend far
beyond the adjacent properties discussed in sections B, C, and D mentioned above.
Because of the real world factors I mentioned above, this 1550 foot sound contour
boundary could increase as much as 10 to 20dbs. Meaning a boundary level
between 86dbs and 96dbs. This would only be a 4-14dbs drop from the level of
sound of the heavy equipment. Many states require sound levels at 60dbs or less
filtering into residential areas. I see no evidence that the Planning Department made
any attempt to investigate the evidence presented to them by the residents of this
location. These human observational statements are more accurate in the
verification of extraordinary noise transmission in this location due to the real
world conditions in this geographic location.

Instead the Planning Department appears to rely on a purely
academic concept that only accurately represents controlled lab
experiments. (“As sound dissipates over distance.”) It has very
little standing on the accurate measurement of acoustical noise.

Note: Section E states, “ Farther away, there are additional residences in the vicinity
that are at higher elevations than the adjacent properties. These parcels are less
impacted by the material site than the parcels adjacent to the material site as sound
dissipates over distance.” I have pointed out the gross inaccuracy of the of the
underline statement, however the non-underlined part of the statement is even more
significant because it points out the adjacent properties are

impacted by the material site. (Therefore permit denied)
Here is the specific information provided by the planning
department for a motion to deny any pit permits at this
location. (Noise impact)

On top of this admission the Planning Department Report
in section Q of buffer zones also states: “ Each piece of real
estate is uniquely situated and a material site cannot be
conditioned so that all adjacent parcels are equally
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screened by the buffers. The differences in elevations of
the parcels, varying vegetation on surrounding parcels
and the proposed material site, and the distance of the
material site from the various surrounding parcels
necessarily means the surrounding parcels will not be
equally impacted nor can they be equally screened from
the material site.” Even your codes don’t recognize
equality for rural residents.
Motion- Based on the findings of the Planning Department
section Q and E in the Buffer zone report stated findings of nonequal impact and screening of material site from the
surrounding properties exist, therefore the Permit for the
Beachcomber Gravel permit should be denied.
Simplification of Noise, Acoustics and visual impact statements

Lets simplify this whole process. The human ear accurately measures
noise. You have numerous written and verbal testimonies to confirm the
characteristics of noise at this location. That testimony is a very valid
source of factual interpretation of noise measurement as are the visual
testimonies given by residents. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. The
gravel pit berm will not block the view of the mountain peaks across the
inlet, it will destroy the panoramic view of the entire area by filling the
foreground of a majestic view with defoliated land, piles of gravel and
waste, oh an don’t forget the heavy industrialize equipment parking lot
that will take the place of spruce trees and meadow. It would be like
having the Mona Lisa altered to be a nude. Who would notice that
beautiful smile anymore?
A Tree Falls in the Forest Analogy (Pure Science vs. Applied Science)

If a tree falls in the forest and nobody is around is there any sound? To
the physicist the answer is obvious. When the tree fell molecules were
vibrated, therefore sound was created. The applied science person
would say that it is obvious that if there are no ears present there will
be no noise.
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If you say if a tree falls in the forest is the any noise? To this the applied
scientist would reply if humans were nearby they would hear it. If the
humans found the sound unwanted, there would be Noise. It is the ears
that hear the sound that determine the noise levels.

The following analogies are stereotypical in nature. You would have to ask
each individual their opinion to make things accurate.
If a human owned land nearby and paid large amounts of money for
what is heard and seen around him the trees falling would be
unbearable noise!

If the humans were loggers they would hear the sound of $$$. This
certainly would not be noise to them. If it were next to their house they
might consider it noise, however if enough $$$ were to be made they
could always move there loved ones away with all the $$$ they could
make. They could even buy them nicer homes.

If the human was an environmentalist he/she might hear the end of the
world, as we know it. Yes, this would be noise. He/she might also hear
the collapse of an ecosystem, air pollution, destruction of nearby
infrastructure, unsafe conditions for human inhabitants and all Flora
and Fauna. Wow! That is a lot to be heard. However, what you hear is
subject to your mental perception.
Alert! The accurate measurement of noise is Psycho Acoustical
Perception. Noise is in the ear and mind of the beholder. When you put a
pit at this location noise will be maximized not minimized. You have
heard from the ears that have monitored the place for many years. The
Patricks’ became parties of interest in this place in 1992.
Respectfully Submitted by: Linda Patrick Retired Educator with 32 years of classroom
service and 2 years of administrative service, Bachelors Northern Illinois University
Elementary Ed., and Masters in Curriculum Concordia University. William Patrick
Retired Educator with 28 years of service in the classroom and four years
administration, 2 ½ years in Marine Engineering curriculum at the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, Bachelors Degree Northern Illinois University – Science major
(Physics and Chemistry), Masters in Curriculum at Concordia University, Masters in
School Administration at University of Alaska, Anchorage.
**See Attached pages
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Particulate

Matter - Health
Impacts
Sources

Air Non-Point & Mobile

There are anecdotal and some peer reviewed

studies suggesting more respiratory problems in Alaska
's villages than expected. The causes for this are varied
and hard to pinpoint. On the other hand, Alaska is
committed to reducing pollutant levels when possible.
The opportunity to reduce particulate matter levels is
now upon us. C oarse and fine p articulate cause health
problems when people are exposed to harmful
concentrations. Fine particulate (PM2.5) is associated
with more severe health consequences than coarse
particulate (PM10). In addition, particulate matter is a
nuisance, especially dust. Particulates can settle on
furniture, a coffee cup, or subsistence foods, making
food inedible, and damaging electronics. Controlling
particulate matter will benefit our health and enhance
our quality of life.
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PM10 - Coarse Particulate

(Dust)
(Photo by D. Haggstrom, ADF&G)

EPA health

research tells us that dust, measured as PM10, can cause
health problems. People with heart disease, those with
existing breathing problems (like asthma), children and
the elderly are more susceptible to dust than others.
These problems include:
◦

short term airway irritation;

◦

aggravation of existing heart disease;

◦

aggravation of existing lung disease (like asthma);
and

◦

damage to lung tissue

PM2.5 - Fine particulate (Smoke /

Exhaust)
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(Photo by D. Haggstrom, ADF&G)

Numerous

scientific studies have linked fine particle pollution
exposure to a variety of problems, including:
◦

increased respiratory symptoms, such as irritation of
the airways, coughing, or difficulty breathing;

◦

decreased lung function;

◦

aggravated asthma;

◦

development of chronic bronchitis;

◦

irregular heartbeat;

◦

nonfatal heart attacks; and

◦

premature death in people with heart or lung disease
The links below further detail particulate
matter and its affect on human health:

◦

EPA - Particulate Matter, Health and the Environment

◦

EPA brochure - Particle Pollution and Your Health
(PDF)

◦

EPA - How Smoke from Fires can Affect Your Health

◦

State of Alaska Epidemiology Bulletin: Association
between Air Quality and Hospital Visits--Fairbanks,
2003 - 2008 (PDF)
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From: Deanna Chesser [mailto:rddcr@acsalaska.net]
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2019 8:04 AM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>; Pierce, Charlie <CPierce@kpb.us>; G_Notify_AssemblyClerk
<G_Notify_AssemblyClerk@kpb.us>
Subject: Attn: Charlie Pierce, Bruce Wall ‐ Beachcomber Llc and Emmitt Trimble gravel pit
Hello there ‐
I am a property owner within a mile of this proposed gravel pit. However, I am a daily traveler and user of
the Beach Access Road and Danver, as my daughter lives on Danver. I also frequent the Anchor Point
beach, gathering coal or recreating.
There are a number of reasons why this gravel pit should never be allowed in this area.
Here are a few: Watershed, wetlands, proximity to spawning salmon stream.
Health hazard ‐ dust/pollution
Noise
Safety of pedestrians, tourists, bikers, bicyclists, ATVs, and other vehicular traffic Damage to roads
Plummeting property values Historically this is a prime tourist recreation area, which is one of the main
sources of income for keeping Anchor Point alive. If this gravel pit is permitted to exist in this area, tourism
may very well cease, due to the noise, dust, and lack of safety on the road for pedestrians, bicyclists, etc.
People are already leaving the area due to the potential damage of this pit.
The only person that will benefit from this gravel pit is Emmitt Trimble. Not this community.
Emmitt Trimble, through Coastal Realty, has sold many properties in the area, knowing that he intended to
open that gravel pit, but not disclosing this to buyers. This is unethical, if not illegal.
I would like to point out that I am not against gravel pits. I am against the location of this gravel pit.
Thank you for considering the rest of us who will be effected if this gravel pit is allowed to operate in this
location. This is a huge deal. Please, do NOT issue a permit to Beachcomber Llc / Emmitt Trimble for this
gravel pit in this location, on Danver / Anchor Point Beach Access Road.
Sincerely,
Russell and Deanna Chesser
35020 Scandinavian Drive
PO Box 515
Anchor Point, AK 99556
(907) 399‐1235
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Wall, Bruce
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kidder, Kyle W (DNR) <kyle.kidder@alaska.gov>
Tuesday, May 7, 2019 5:44 PM
Wall, Bruce
KPB notice of meeting Beachcomber LLC Parcel Number 169-010-67

Bruce,
DNR Division of Mining Land and Water, Southcentral Regional Land Office received a notice on Parcel Number 169‐010‐
67 for Tract B, McGee Tracts Plat 80‐104 for the applicant Beachcomber LLC’s request for a conditional land use
permit for material extraction on a parcel in Anchor Point. In accordance with Alaska Statue 27.19, reclamation is
required of all mining operations, including sand and gravel extraction. The applicant (Beachcomber LLC) will be required
to apply for a Material Site Reclamation Plan or letter of intent (LOI) annual Reclamation Statement AS27.19.030‐
27.19.050.
Kyle Kidder
Natural Resource Specialist

Material Sales‐Leasing Unit ‐ Southcentral Regional Office
Department of Natural Resources
Division of Mining Land and Water
550 W. 7th Ave Suite 900c
Anchorage AK, 99501
907‐269‐8560
Fax 907‐269‐8931

“Develop, conserve and maximize the use of Alaska’s natural resources consistent with the public interest.”
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o:akrattenbury@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2019 10:29 AM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>; Pierce, Charlie <CPierce@kpb.us>; G_Notify_AssemblyClerk
<G_Notify_AssemblyClerk@kpb.us>
Subject: NO gravel pit in Anchor Point!
Dear Mayor Pierce and Planning Commissioners, I am writing in opposition to the proposed gravel pit mine which would
be adjacent to the Anchor River recreational area and state campground sites as proposed by Emmitt and Mary Trimble
of Breachcomber LLC. As a current Homer resident and past Anchor Point resident, my family, friends and I utilize this
beautiful area all year long to fish, camp, walk and bike ride. If you allow the gravel pit in this location the noise, dust
and crowded roads would greatly affect access and enjoyment of this pristine and important recreational area.
Unfortunately I cannot attend your meeting tonight due to my work schedule but ask that you again deny the permit for
this gravel pit.
Thank you,
Amy Rattenbury
PO Box 1377
Homer, AK 99603
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gary L. Gordon <garygordon4@gmail.com>
Tuesday, April 16, 2019 2:45 PM
Wall, Bruce
Hans
Beachcomber Permit

My wife Pamela, and I Gary Gordon attending the commissions meeting Monday the 25th of March, regarding the
Beachcomber’s Extraction Permit in Anchor Point Beach Area. We’re owners of the home at 34919 Fishers Court,
overlooking the proposed pit.
The word used by both sides that really stood out to us was “inappropriate “. We looked up the definition “not suitable
or proper in the circumstances”. Yes, that sums up a gravel pit at this location.
I would like to comment on Mary Trimbles address, regarding Mom and Pop operation, Max value of their property, and
developing their 42 parcels of land with the referenced gravel. I would comment on Emmitt’s, but we could all just read
that again ourselves.
First, I don’t think The Trimble’s a believable Mom and Pop operation; nor, do any of us think this gravel will be used
merely for their and their daughters housing development projects. I have built close to twenty houses. The average
gravel used on a suitable building lot would be between 250 and 400 cubic yards, putting pencil to paper you can verify
this by your building area. Therefore, 42 parcels at 400cyds is 16,800cyds, or just over one years extraction of gravel in a
15 year stated development. It should be noted that the Trimble’s, or their contractor mobilized equipment to the
extraction site while weight restrictions were at there max restriction. Taking that risk, doesn’t sound like a slow paced
Mom and Pop gravel extraction project. Now look at the cost of trucking gravel the 18 stated miles, using the Old
Sterling back to Anchor Point. Operated ten yard dump trucks are $120/hr, going yard of gravel loaded is $6. At an
average of 40mph, 18 miles takes 1.33 minutes per mile, 24 minutes each way, just drive time, now add loading time
and dumping time. It’s more than an hour easy for a round trip. Out of any of the 5 or 6 operating gravel pits on the
Anchor Point side of the river you can get two loads of gravel delivered for the price of just the trucking from the
Beachcomber Pit. I printed out the six pages from the borough site showing 47 parcels owned by Mary and Emmitt. The
majority of theses parcels are smaller residential building sites in Anchor Point or North of Anchor Point. The point is,
hauling gravel from the Beachcomber site is not cost effective. The true Max Value of this gravel is hauling to Homer.
Homer requires far more gravel than Anchor Point.
A question that needs response is “ how is gravel extraction going to be monitored”? Can permittee mine without
consequences over the stated/permitted 15,000cyds yearly? Who and How is or will bonding be enforced? Are surveys
going to be required?
I am or was a general contractor both building and civil, and I own a commercial gravel pit. From previous experience, I
believe the State of Alaska will put or maintain existing 50% weight restrictions on the deteriorating paved Beach Access
Road. The State is not going to stand by and watch over weight gravel trucks destroy this road.
Here is another thought I want to share, for your decision making. This proposed pit area is 25.6 acres times
43,560sft/acre times 18’ deep divided by 27cft/cyd is 743,424 possible yards of gravel. The applicant states
15,000cyds/year for 15 years. Why would someone propose to mine one third of the potential gravel?
Just for your information, a belly or side dump can haul about 18cyds legally. Mom and Pop Hauling, using four side
dumps, using one hour RT, for that would occupy a loader operator, can move 720cyds in a ten hour shift. In less than 22
days they can move their stated 15,000cyds. Trimble’s don’t own mining and trucking equipment; therefore, this will be
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subcontracted and the contractor will move gravel in the least expensive way, as stated above, with full time loader
operator maximizing truck efficiency.
Summary, I don’t believe Mom and Pop are planning a slow paced, personal use gravel pit, nor should anybody be
deceived into such a thought.

Sent from my iPad
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personal delivery or mail as long as it is complete and received in the clerk's office by 5:00
p.m. on the day the notice of appeal is due (21.20.250).
B.

An application to proceed with an appeal as an indigent may be filed with the borough clerk's
office on a form provided by the borough clerk in lieu of the filing fee. The chair of the board
of adjustment may allow an applicant who qualifies as an indigent a reduced filing fee, a
payment plan, or a waiver of the filing fee where the chair is able to make a written finding,
based on information provided by the applicant, that payment of the appeal fee would be a
financial hardship for the appellant. Based upon the information provided, the fee may be
reduced or waived per the schedule in 21.20.250.

END OF STAFF REPORT
Mr. Huff added that starting on page 70 of the packet there were some photos from Google maps. These
photos are pre-construction of the garage.
Chairman Martin opened the meeting for public comment. Seeing and hearing no one wishing to speak,
the public hearing was closed and discussion was opened among the commission.
MOTION: Commissioner Whitney moved, seconded by Commissioner Carluccio to adopt Resolution 201911, grant the building setback exception requested, citing staff report findings 4 through 6 and 8 in support
of standard 1, findings 2 through 8 in support of standard 2 and 3.
Commissioner Carluccio noted that the staff report mentioned that this is a DOT road but no comments had
been received from them. She wanted to know what would happen if they objected after it was passed. Mr.
Huff is not sure what the response would be. This is one of the roads being discussed for a road swap
between the Borough and DOT. After the swap it will be borough maintained.
MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection the motion passed by unanimous
consent.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
AGENDA ITEM I.
2.

PUBLIC HEARING

Amend a Hearing Date After Adoption for a Conditional Land Use Permit for a Material Site

Staff Report given by Bruce Wall

PC MEETING: April 22, 2019

Applicant:

Beachcomber LLC

Landowner:

Beachcomber LLC

Parcel Number:

169-010-67

Legal Description:

Tract B, McGee Tracts - Deed of Record Boundary Survey (Plat 80-104) - Deed
recorded in Book 4, Page 116, Homer Recording District.

Location:

74185 Anchor Point Road

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The applicants wish to obtain a permit for sand, gravel, and peat
extraction on a portion of the parcel listed above.
A public hearing was advertised and scheduled for March 25, 2019 for this application following a remand
from the hearing officer. Prior to the hearing, the applicants’ representative requested a continuance of the
hearing due to unforeseen issues. Following public comments at the hearing, the Planning Commission
voted to continue the hearing to May 28, 2019.
At the regular April 8, 2019 hearing of the Planning Commission, the applicants requested that the Planning
Commission reconsider the decision concerning the date of the continuance. The applicants indicated that
Kenai Peninsula Borough
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they will be out of the country on May 28, 2019 and will not be available on that date. They suggested April
22, 2019 or May 13, 2019 as alternate dates.
The Planning Commission, by unanimous consent, agreed to amend after adoption the meeting date with
the date to be decided at the April 22, 2019 meeting.
April 22, 2019

Is not an option because public notice needs to be provided.

May 13, 2019

There is sufficient time to meet the public notice requirements for this meeting.
However, Max Best, Planning Director and Bruce Wall, Planner will both be
unable to attend this meeting.

May 28, 2019

The applicants have indicated that they will not be available on this date.

June 10, 2019

Max Best, Planning Director will be unable to attend this meeting.

June 24, 2019

Bruce Wall, Planner will be unable to attend this meeting.

PUBLIC NOTICE: Public notice of this meeting was mailed on April 10, 2019 to the 203 landowners or
leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel.
ATTACHMENTS
•

Meeting minutes excerpt from April 8, 2019

END OF STAFF REPORT
Commissioner Brantley recused himself from the agenda item.
Chairman Martin opened the meeting for public comment.
1. Hans Bilben, PO Box 1176, Anchor Point
Mr. Bilben noted that in the packet were 19 or 20 letters from Anchor Point residents that are
opposed to the rescheduling of the Planning Commission hearing date to any date prior to the
current scheduled date of May 28th. The justification given for the continuance to the May 28th was
to allow neighboring property owners that are not available prior to that time an opportunity to
arrange their schedules accordingly in order to give in person testimony at the hearing. Several
neighbors have made travel arrangements and will be available by May 28th.
There is a letter from Kasey Baker (Keri-Ann Baker), who is the applicant’s former attorney. In her
letter she talks about Commissioners that are guilty of delaying, postponing or rescheduling the
application process because they do not like gravel. He first wanted to address delaying. Everyone
was prepared for the March 25th hearing. Six days prior to the scheduled March 25th hearing Kasey
Baker (Keri-Ann Baker) personally requested a delay or continuance for mysterious, unforeseen
circumstances. No reason was given but more than likely it was because two of the three
Commissioners that supported the application at the July 2018 hearing would be excused from the
March 25th hearing. The delay was requested by the applicant’s attorney and the delay was granted
by the Planning Commission. At the March 25th meeting Kasey Baker (Keri-Ann Baker) the
attorney, the applicant, their out of town gravel associates, arrived ready to proceed. He doesn’t
recall any postponement occurring during this permit process. He is present at this meeting
because of a request from the applicant to reschedule not from the Planning Commission or from
any opposing parties. He said that Kasey Baker (Keri-Ann Baker) is correct that there have been
delays and a request to reschedule but both were initiated by the applicant and/or his attorney.
Kasey Baker (Keri-Ann Baker) seems to be at the same mind set as the applicant, that the only
people with rights are material extraction applicants. He wanted to thank the Planning Commission
for not rubber stamping every application that comes before them. He also thanked those that
realize that a material site that is improperly conditioned can have long lasting negative affects to
families, neighborhoods and communities. He thanked all that insisted that an application be
accurate and all conditions and standards are met before excepting or approving any permit.
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The entire process is unfortunately stacked against neighboring property owners and in favor of
the applicants. There are protections spelled out in the code and it is the job of the Planning
Commission to ensure that those protections are afforded to neighboring property owners even if
it means denying a permit at some point in time.
This hearing should remain on the schedule for May 28th and if the applicant cannot be it should be
moved to June. May 13th will not work for several neighboring property owners that have made
travel plans that coincide with the Planning Commission’s March 25th decision, which was to hold
it on May 28th. Additionally, the applicant will be pushing for the May 13th Planning Commission
hearing. At that hearing neither the Planning Director or Planner will be present. He wanted to
know who would answer technical or procedure questions when anyone has questions.
2. Ilene Sheridan, 32860 Seabury Ct., Anchor Point
Ms. Sheridan asked that the Commission not change the date from May 28th. That is the date
many planned on and been working towards. She said everyone appreciates what the Planning
Commission has done.
3. Lynn Whitmore, PO Box 358, Anchor Point
Mr. Whitmore stated that when this was scheduled for May 28th he made business plans for the
meeting dates prior to that. Those are obligations he would like to keep. To have the date keep
moving makes it difficult for any kind of planning. Even though they do not always agree with what
the Planning Department has to say, anything that is done in this approval process will affect them
down the line so it makes sense to have one or both of them available for decisions that may be
upcoming.
4. Emmitt Trimble, PO Box 193, Anchor Point
Mr. Trimble wanted this done last July when all of the people that are coming this summer were
already here. Everyone had a fair opportunity to testify at the original public hearing. They wanted
it to happen in February but there were scheduling problems with staff. On the March 25th meeting
the attorney had requested postponement and that was not possible. They received notice from
staff that postponement was not possible but what could happen would be a continuation. When
they arrived to the meeting they were prepared to go through with the process of the public hearing.
They meet prior to the meeting with Planning Staff, Mr. Best and Mr. Wall, and the acting chairman,
Dr. Foster. They made some changes to procedures and they wanted to make him aware of the
changes. He listened and came away from the meeting knowing how the things would go regarding
scheduling. All of the testimony would be allowed and at the end of public testimony they would
ask for a continuance and that would be the end of the public testimony. Starting on April 22nd, the
date presented by staff and Dr. Foster, that it would begin with his rebuttal and it sounded fine so
they agreed. After lots of redundant testimony, a motion was made to continue but during the
meeting individual testifiers were told they would be allowed to testify again. That was not his
understanding. He said at least two people said that they would hold what they wanted to say until
the next meeting. Obviously, the April 22nd meeting was not going to start with their rebuttal. Dr.
Foster requested a motion for continuation and that happen. Someone asked what day, though
they had discussed April 22nd which was proposed by staff and acceptable to them. During
testimony people said they wanted to see it wait until at least May 28th so the snowbirds can be
here. So the people, who do not live here, but they were here in July at the original hearing. They
have had a year to testify in writing, telephonically and have had many opportunities. Someone
mentioned making it May 28th because Dr. Foster said it would be left to staff. Someone moved to
make it the May 28th because that is what the people said they wanted for the snowbirds to be able
to be present. He did not think that was a valid reason. There was a vote, 2 people voted no and
everyone else voted yes. They had no place other than to stand up and interrupt the meeting to
say they would not be here on that date. He doesn’t know where the conspiracy theory has come
from of them being out of the country. They have a planned vacation, not out of country, but out of
state. The next day they talked to staff and said that they would not be available on that date and
they agreed to April 22nd. He was told that nothing could be done until the next meeting and he
would need to come and request the change. They made the trip to Soldotna and requested the
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change but was told they could not address it that night but they would have to come back two
weeks later. None of these delays were anything they wanted. They should have had the permit in
July. They are not available on May 28th but will be on May 13th and it seems that staff will be also.
That date would be acceptable to them. In case someone had any concerns about whether the
applicant would be here or not.
Commissioner Ruffner wanted to know if a date later than May 28th was discussed if he would be
available in June. Mr. Trimble said that was not acceptable to him. Commissioner Ruffner
understood that he would rather that not happen but if they would be available in June. Mr. Trimble
said that as far as he knew he would be here in June. Mr. Trimble said they are going to be gone
a week and it just happens to be that week and no one asked him.
5. Gary Sheridan, 32860 Seabury Ct., Anchor Point
Mr. Sheridan wanted to have the dates in the staff report clarified. He heard testimony saying that
it appears that May 13th would be acceptable to everybody. He is concerned about that because
the staff report says that Max Best, Planning Director and Bruce Wall, Planner, will both be unable
to attend the meeting. The efficiency of the whole process both of those gentleman have a
significant say in clarification in some of the points that will probably come up in some of the
deliberations.
6. Pete Kinneen, 34969 Danver St., Anchor Point
Mr. Kinneen is concerned about the applicant keeps pushing the dates back and forth. He would
like to see the date kept at May 28th or a following date for some of the reasons that others have
already discussed.
7. Rick Carlton, 73500 Seabury Road, Anchor Point
Mr. Carlton wanted to ask a few questions. Conflicting testimonies have been heard. One is why
the applicant would not say anything at the meeting that he would not be available when it was
passed and approved for the May 28th meeting. He also wanted to know when Mr. Best and Mr.
Wall would be present. He has heard some conflicts dates.
Seeing and hearing no one else wishing to speak, the public hearing was closed and discussion was
opened among the commission.
MOTION: Commissioner Ecklund moved, seconded by Commissioner Ruffner to consider a motion to
amend after adoption of the hearing continuance date for a conditional land use permit application for
material extraction for the applicant Beachcomber LLC.
Commissioner Ecklund stated that the dates in the staff report list reasons why April 22 was not an option
was due to public notice would not have been able to be provided. May 13, neither Mr. Best or Mr. Wall will
be able to attend the meeting and she wanted to know if that was correct. Mr. Wall confirmed that they
would both be out of town on that date. Commissioner Ecklund followed up that on May 28th the applicant
will not be available. June 10, Mr. Best will not be available and June 24, Mr. Wall will not be available.
That would move the meeting into July when the borough attorney that has been handling this will no longer
be with the borough. She said it was looking like they would need to pick the least bad date.
Mr. Wall stated that Mr. Best and himself have discussed that they do not both have to be present. Either
of the dates in June would work.
Commissioner Fikes asked if there was an obligation to take an action and wanted to know the options the
Commission has. Commissioner Ruffner stated that they could leave it as scheduled on May 28. There is
no motion to change it to date specific. It is possible to not reschedule but referencing the dates of who is
available when and the fact that the applicant is not available needs to be considered.
Commissioner Carluccio stated that she thinks the applicant should be present on the date his application
is discussed. Normally there is some give and take with the applicant at that time for some of the
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requirements wanted and it will be hard to have that give and take if he is not present. Since neither Mr.
Best or Mr. Wall will be present for the 13th meeting it would not be in Commission’s best interest to discuss
it at that time. They are experts on this and the Commission needs at least one of them.
Commissioner Ruffner was not at the meeting when the date was set. He is trying to take everything in to
decide when the best date would be. He recalls that typically with other applications ask to postpone the
commission generally honors that. At the same time a statement was made to reschedule to May 28th that
puts the other side feeling like they have been disenfranchised by moving the date again. His preference
would be to have it on May 13th but the fact that both the Director and the Planner that have handled this
will not be present he would make a motion for June 10th.
AMENDMENT MOTION: Commissioner Ruffner moved, seconded by Commissioner Carluccio to set the
date for June 10, 2019.
Commissioner Whitney wanted to know if moved to the June 10th meeting would public testimony be
allowed during the hearing. Mr. Wall said it was announced at the previous public hearing that they would
allow additional public testimony. Chair Martin said yes it would be allowed.
Commissioner Fikes wanted to know if anyone from the administration could sit in for Mr. Best or Mr. Wall
in their absences for the May 13th meeting. Mr. Wall responded that Marcus Mueller would be present at
that meeting. Chairman Martin wanted to know if they felt if Mr. Mueller could fill in for them. Mr. Wall stated
that Mr. Mueller is the Land Management Officer and he deals with borough lands and is not familiar with
the material site ordinance.
AMENDMENT MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection the amendment motion
passed by unanimous consent.
MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS VOTE: 8 Yes, 0 No
Yes:
Carluccio, Ecklund, Ernst, Fikes, Martin, Morgan, Ruffner, Whitney
Recused:
Brantley
Absent:
Bentz, Foster, Venuti

SUBDIVISION PLAT PUBLIC HEARINGS
1.

Commissioner Chairman reported that the Plat Committee heard and approved 5 preliminary plats.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS
Commissioner Ruffner updated the Commission on the Material Site Work Group. They will be meeting
April 24th, which will be the last meeting to make proposals and vote on changes to the code to be
recommended to the Commissioner and Assembly. April 30th the group will meet one more time to review
the package and compose a cover letter. This should be an informational item in the May 13th packet.
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION: Commissioner Carluccio moved to adjourn the meeting at 8:18 p.m.
MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection, the motion passed by unanimous
consent.

_______________________________________
Julie Hindman
Administrative Assistant
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I.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
2. Consideration of a motion to amend
after adoption of the hearing
continuance date for a conditional land
use permit application for material
extraction.
Applicant: Beachchomber LLC.
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AGENDA ITEM I.
2.

PUBLIC HEARING

Amend a Hearing Date After Adoption for a Conditional Land Use Permit for a Material Site

STAFF REPORT

PC MEETING: April 22, 2019

Applicant:

Beachcomber LLC

Landowner:

Beachcomber LLC

Parcel Number:

169-010-67

Legal Description:

Tract B, McGee Tracts - Deed of Record Boundary Survey (Plat 80-104) - Deed
recorded in Book 4, Page 116, Homer Recording District.

Location:

74185 Anchor Point Road

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The applicants wishes to obtain a permit for sand, gravel, and peat
extraction on a portion of the parcel listed above.
A public hearing was advertised and scheduled for March 25, 2019 for this application following a remand
from the hearing officer. Prior to the hearing, the applicants’ representative requested a continuance of the
hearing due to unforeseen issues. Following public comments at the hearing, the Planning Commission
voted to continue the hearing to May 28, 2019.
At the regular April 8, 2019 hearing of the Planning Commission, the applicants requested that the Planning
Commission reconsider the decision concerning the date of the continuance. The applicants indicated that
they will be out of the country on May 28, 2019 and will not be available on that date. They suggested April
22, 2019 or May 13, 2019 as alternate dates.
The Planning Commission, by unanimous consent, agreed to amend after adoption the meeting date with
the date to be decided at the April 22, 2019 meeting.
April 22, 2019

Is not an option because public notice needs to be provided.

May 13, 2019

There is sufficient time to meet the public notice requirements for this meeting.
However, Max Best, Planning Director and Bruce Wall, Planner will both be
unable to attend this meeting.

May 28, 2019

The applicants have indicated that they will not be available on this date.

June 10, 2019

Max Best, Planning Director will be unable to attend this meeting.

June 24, 2019

Bruce Wall, Planner will be unable to attend this meeting.

PUBLIC NOTICE: Public notice of this meeting was mailed on April 10, 2019 to the 203 landowners or
leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel.
ATTACHMENTS
•

Meeting minutes excerpt from April 8, 2019

END OF STAFF REPORT
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PUBLIC COMMENT / PRESENTATIONS / COMMISSIONERS
Chairman Martin opened the meeting for public comment.
1. Emmitt Trimble, PO Box 193, Anchor Point
Mr. Trimble wanted to make a request. At the last Planning Commission meeting procedures had
been discussed and the possibility of a continuation. The date that was discussed was April 22,
2019 and that date worked for them. At that meeting there was a motion to continue to May 28,
2019 because several of their opponents stated they wanted to give time to the snowbirds to come
back and be able to testify. The motion passed unanimously without any question if they would be
available. They will not be in the country during that time and are not available for the continuation
on May 28, 2019. They are available on April 22, 2019, which was their agreement with staff, or
May 13, 2019. They are respectfully requesting that the issue be addressed and try to change the
date of the meeting. They are not changing the date of their family vacation.
Commissioner Fikes wanted to point out that the motion did not pass unanimously.
Mr. Trimble also wanted to speak out about the vicious attack of a Commissioner in a written
testimony from opponents. Commissioner Brantley recused himself and it was requested that
Commissioner Venuti also recuse himself because they are real estate brokers and Commissioner
Venuti is an inspector. He wanted to apologize for the majority of Anchor Point for the suggestion
that Commissioner Venuti was unethical and nefarious. He was offended.
Seeing and hearing no one else wishing to speak, Chairman Martin continued the meeting.
Chairman Martin told the commission they could address the request.
Commissioner Ecklund stated that the process to change a date that was set at a meeting is that the
Commission has to make a motion to amend after adoption and the discussion of the change would take
place at the next meeting. Commissioner Ecklund clarified that they cannot change the date at this meeting
but make a motion to amend after adoption and then the item will be on the next meeting agenda for public
notice.
MOTION: Commissioner Ecklund moved, seconded by Fikes to amend after adoption the date set for the
Anchor Point - Trimble material extraction site to be publicly noticed for discussion at the next meeting.
Commissioner Brantley recused himself from this item.
MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection, the motion passed by unanimous
consent.
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Hindman, Julie
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Planning Dept,
Monday, April 22, 2019 11:23 AM
Wall, Bruce
Hindman, Julie
FW: NO gravel pit in Anchor Point!

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: amy rattenbury [mailto:akrattenbury@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2019 10:29 AM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>; Pierce, Charlie <CPierce@kpb.us>; G_Notify_AssemblyClerk
<G_Notify_AssemblyClerk@kpb.us>
Subject: NO gravel pit in Anchor Point!
Dear Mayor Pierce and Planning Commissioners, I am writing in opposition to the proposed gravel pit mine which would
be adjacent to the Anchor River recreational area and state campground sites as proposed by Emmitt and Mary Trimble
of Breachcomber LLC. As a current Homer resident and past Anchor Point resident, my family, friends and I utilize this
beautiful area all year long to fish, camp, walk and bike ride. If you allow the gravel pit in this location the noise, dust
and crowded roads would greatly affect access and enjoyment of this pristine and important recreational area.
Unfortunately I cannot attend your meeting tonight due to my work schedule but ask that you again deny the permit for
this gravel pit.
Thank you,
Amy Rattenbury
PO Box 1377
Homer, AK 99603
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From: Vickey Hodnik [mailto:vickey@gci.net]
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2019 12:26 PM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>
Subject: Fwd: Meeting Dates
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:

From: Vickey Hodnik
<vickey@gci.net> Date: April
19, 2019 at 9:37:03 AM AKDT
Subject: Meeting Dates
KPB Planning Commission,
We have been notified of an upcoming consideration to amend the hearing
continuance date for the permit application of BeachComber LLC. This date was
settled on and voted on some time ago. We have planned our vacations around dates
set and agreed upon. BeachComber LLC should have set their dates by the schedule
too. It appears that Bruce Wall has become their personal attendant and allows all
contradictions raised by BeachComber LLC.
It is becoming difficult to depend on the borough. The date for the May 28th meeting
was voted on and published for the public to schedule their lives around. The May
schedule will allow our neighbors to attend and testify. Considering the huge
opposition to this gravel pit I should hope the Planning Commission would give some
consideration to allowing everyone to attend.
The process allows for “public hearings”....... what is this about? When the public
hearing obviously shows that there is huge opposition, why are we still pleading our
case? As American citizens we have a right to the “process” .....who interprets the
results? As a commission are you
unduly influenced by the planning department? Doesn’t the Planning Commission
have a requirement to digest what is presented and then protect citizens in an
appropriate way? We surely request that you do and ask you to protect our homes and
property from this viscous attack.
Please keep the May 28th meeting date and thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely, Vickey Hodnik and George Krier
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ACTION REQUIRED
1. Letter from Keri-Ann Baker, Attorney
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A distance label on the west lot line of Lot 8 is in error. The proposed amendment to this plat is:
1.

Correct the distance label on the west lot line of Lot 8 from 365.46’ to 368.46’.

Staff recommends the requested amendment be accomplished by striking through the incorrect label and
adding the correct label.
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS: Grant permission to surveyor to withdraw the original mylar to amend as
requested, subject to the following:
1.
2.

Written approval by the State Recorder.
Refile the plat along with a surveyor’s affidavit per State requirements.

NOTE: An appeal of a decision of the Planning Commission may be filed to the hearing officer, in
accordance with the requirements of the Kenai Peninsula Borough Code of Ordinances, Chapter
21.20.250. An appeal must be filed with the borough clerk within 15 days of date of the notice of the
decision; using the proper forms; and, be accompanied by the $300 filing and records preparation
fee.
END OF STAFF REPORT
*Approved with the adoption of the consent agenda.
AGENDA ITEM C.
*7.

CONSENT AGENDA

Commissioner Excused Absences
a.

Vacant, Ridgeway

MOTION: Commissioner Carluccio moved, seconded by Commissioner Bentz to approve the consent and
regular agendas.
MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection, the motion passed by unanimous
consent.
PUBLIC COMMENT / PRESENTATIONS / COMMISSIONERS
Chairman Martin opened the meeting for public comment.
1. Emmitt Trimble, PO Box 193, Anchor Point
Mr. Trimble wanted to make a request. At the last Planning Commission meeting procedures had
been discussed and the possibility of a continuation. The date that was discussed was April 22,
2019 and that date worked for them. At that meeting there was a motion to continue to May 28,
2019 because several of their opponents stated they wanted to give time to the snowbirds to come
back and be able to testify. The motion passed unanimously without any question if they would be
available. They will not be in the country during that time and are not available for the continuation
on May 28, 2019. They are available on April 22, 2019, which was their agreement with staff, or
May 13, 2019. They are respectfully requesting that the issue be addressed and try to change the
date of the meeting. They are not changing the date of their family vacation.
Commissioner Fikes wanted to point out that the motion did not pass unanimously.
Mr. Trimble also wanted to speak out about the vicious attack of a Commissioner in a written
testimony from opponents. Commissioner Brantley recused himself and it was requested that
Commissioner Venuti also recuse himself because they are real estate brokers and Commissioner
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Venuti is an inspector. He wanted to apologize for the majority of Anchor Point for the suggestion
that Commissioner Venuti was unethical and nefarious. He was offended.
Seeing and hearing no one else wishing to speak, Chairman Martin continued the meeting.
Chairman Martin told the commission they could address the request.
Commissioner Ecklund stated that the process to change a date that was set at a meeting is that the
Commission has to make a motion to amend after adoption and the discussion of the change would take
place at the next meeting. Commissioner Ecklund clarified that they cannot change the date at this meeting
but make a motion to amend after adoption and then the item will be on the next meeting agenda for public
notice.
MOTION: Commissioner Ecklund moved, seconded by Fikes to amend after adoption the date set for the
Anchor Point - Trimble material extraction site to be publicly noticed for discussion at the next meeting.
Commissioner Brantley recused himself from this item.
MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection, the motion passed by unanimous
consent.
PUBLIC HEARINGS
AGENDA ITEM F.
1.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

Vacate the 30' wide public access easement adjoining the north boundary of Tract A, A. A. Mattox
1958 Addition, Plat HM 3746, as granted on the public access easement recorded at Serial Number
2018-003011-0, Homer Recording District. The public access easement being vacated is
unconstructed and located within the NW1/4 SE1/4 SE1/4 of Section 17, Township 6 South, Range
13 West, Seward Meridian, Alaska, within the Kenai Peninsula Borough; KPB File 2019-026V.
Staff Report given by Scott Huff

PC Meeting: 4/8/19

Purpose as stated in petition: The easement is no longer necessary because Lot 8 and Tract A are being
replatted into one lot.
Petitioner: Echo Trading Company LLC of Homer, AK.
Notification: Public notice appeared in the March 28, 2019 issue of the Homer News as a separate ad.
The public hearing notice was published in the April 4th issue of the Homer News as part of the
Commission’s tentative agenda.
Fourteen certified mailings were sent to owners of property within 300 feet of the proposed vacation. Ten
receipts have been returned when the staff report was prepared.
Public hearing notices were sent by regular mail to 34 owners within 600 feet of the proposed vacation.
Twenty public hearing notices were emailed to agencies and interested parties.
Nine public hearing notices were emailed or made available to KPB staff/Departments via a shared
database.
Notices were mailed to the Homer Post Office and Homer Community Library with a request to be posted
in public locations.
The notice and maps were posted on the Borough bulletin board and Planning Department public hearing
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land sale.
Parcel 055-074-01
This is 160 acres on K-Beach in the Murwood area. The Planning Commission recommended it be removed
from the sale list. The substitute ordinance reduces the proposed sale area to 120 acres. The 40 acres
being removed from the 160 acres is near an Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation registered
contamination site. The sale ordinance will require a residential deed restriction that will be superseded by
the adoption of a residential local option zone district. The local option zone was heard by the Planning
Commission at the March 11, 2019 meeting and the recommendation has been forwarded to the Assembly.
The price was also adjusted based on the acreage to $400,000.
Parcel 059-302-07
This is 20 acres in Soldotna. The Planning Commission recommendation on February 4, 2019 was to
remove the parcel from the sale list. The substitute ordinance removes the parcel from the sale list.
Parcel 131-170-04
This is 40 acres near Tote Road. The Planning Commission recommended on February 4, 2019 to remove
the parcel from the sale list. The ordinance substitute provides for the sale subject to a preservation deed
restriction on the east half.
Parcel 055-0540-22
This is .46-acre lot in the Ciechanski area. This was part of group of three lots in the original ordinance.
The substitute ordinance removes this lot from the sale to allow for a negotiated sale to the owner of
adjacent Lot 5, Ravenwood Subdivision, which has a septic tank encroachment onto this parcel. The
remaining two lots of the three lot group will be combine to .92 acres with a price adjusted to $15,000.
END OF STAFF REPORT
Chair Pro Tem Foster opened the meeting for public comment. Seeing and hearing no one wishing to
speak, the public hearing was closed and discussion was opened among the commission.
MOTION: Commissioner Bentz moved, seconded by Commissioner Carluccio to approve Ordinance 201903; An Ordinance Substitute authorizing the sale of certain parcels of Borough land by sealed bid followed by
an over-the-counter sale.
MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection the motion passed by unanimous
consent.
AGENDA ITEM G.
4.

PUBLIC HEARING

Conditional Land Use Permit for a Material Site; Anchor Point Area

Commissioner Brantley informed the Commission that he would be recusing himself from this item on the
appearance of a conflict of interest. Chair Pro Temp Foster addressed that it appears that Commissioner
Brantley may have a conflict of interest and asked if anyone on the Commission had issue with
Commissioner Brantley recusing himself. Seeing and hearing no comments or discussion Commissioner
Brantley was recused.
Commissioner Venuti addressed the memo and the letter that were included in the desk packet. The letter
suggests that Commissioner Venuti has a conflict of interest on this issue. Commissioner Venuti stated
that the letter accused him of unethical behavior. He does not feel like he has a conflict of interest and that
he can make a fair decision on this item. Chair Pro Tem Foster asked the Commission if anyone had any
issue or concern with Commissioner Venuti may have the appearance of a conflict of interest. Seeing and
hearing no comments or discussion the Commission allowed Commissioner Venuti to remain and was
deemed to not have a conflict of interest.
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PC MEETING: March 25, 2019

Applicant:

Beachcomber LLC

Landowner:

Beachcomber LLC

Parcel Number:

169-010-67

Legal Description:

Tract B, McGee Tracts - Deed of Record Boundary Survey (Plat 80-104) - Deed
recorded in Book 4, Page 116, Homer Recording District.

Location:

74185 Anchor Point Road

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The applicant wishes to obtain a permit for sand, gravel, and peat
extraction on a portion of the parcel listed above.
On July 16, 2018, the Planning Commission denied the approval of this Conditional Land Use Permit
application based upon the following findings:
1. The noise will not be sufficiently reduced with any buffer or berm that could be added.
2. The visual impact to the neighboring properties will not be reduced sufficiently.
The Planning Commission’s decision was appealed to a hearing officer in accordance with KPB 21.20. The
hearing office has remanded the decision to the Planning Commission with the following instructions:
The Commission shall reevaluate the application with respect to the mandatory conditions listed
in KPB 21.29.050, as well as any voluntary conditions that Beachcomber may agree to. The
Commission shall conduct a second public hearing at which it shall issue findings of fact,
pertaining to the mandatory conditions listed in KPB 21.29.050, and shall reference specific
evidence in the record in support of those findings. In issuing its findings, the Commission must
comply with both local and common law requirements, which require the Commission to both
issue findings supported by substantial evidence and to “articulate the reasons for their
decisions.”
Following are excerpts from the hearing officer’s decision regarding the Planning Commission’s discretion:
While the Code requires applicants to submit significant documentation in order to obtain the
permit, the Code does not provide the Commission discretion to deny such a permit when the
application has been properly submitted. Instead, the Code preserves the unrestricted nature of
the rural zoning district and limits the Borough to the imposition of certain conditions to extraction.
(Hearing Officer Decision, p.10.)
A CLUP actually imposes greater rather than fewer restrictions upon the permitted parcels. While
the rural zoning district is primarily unregulated and unrestricted, an applicant’s parcels are
subject to specific and express conditions that are not automatically imposed on other parcels in
the same district. Thus, the government must ensure that the application of greater restrictions
upon the applicant are in fact justified and imposed in a fair and objective way. The Code
preserves this fairness by granting the Borough staff, the Commission, and a hearing officer very
limited discretion in denying and even conditioning CLUPs. (Hearing Officer Decision, p.12.)
While the Commission’s concerns may be valid, the Code does not afford the Commission
discretion to judge the effectiveness of the conditions identified in the Code. Instead, the
Assembly, in adopting the Code, only granted the Commission authority to impose these
conditions and ensure that any application complied with the application requirements. In other
words, under the law as it currently stands, the Commission may only apply conditions under KPB
21.29.050 when issuing a material site conditional use permit. It may not impose additional
conditions despite the positive impact such conditions may have in the rural zoning district or the
community at large. To the extent the parties disagree with these limitations, it is the Borough
Assembly, through the local legislative process, and not this hearing officer, that holds the power
to change the permit approval process. (Hearing Officer Decision, p.13.)
The complete decision of the hearing officer is included with this staff report.
The submitted site plan indicates that the material site haul route will be Danver Street, which is a Borough
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maintained road. The site plan and application proposes the following buffers:
North:
South:
East:
West:

6-foot high berm except along the east 400 feet where a 50-foot vegetated buffer is proposed.
6-foot high berm.
6-foot high berm.
Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer.

The application indicates that the depth to groundwater is 20 feet and that the depth of the proposed
excavation is 18 feet. The groundwater depth was determined by a test hole on the property and exposed
surface water to the north. The site plan indicates that the processing area is 300 feet from the south and
east property lines. It is greater than 300 feet from the west property line. A waiver is being requested from
the north property line. The site plan indicates that the proposed processing area is located 200 feet south
of Parcel 169-022-08, which is undeveloped. Parcel 169-022-04 is developed and located within 300 feet
of the proposed processing area; this parcel is owned by the applicant’s daughter. There is adequate room
elsewhere on the parcel to accommodate processing while complying with the 300-foot setback. Staff does
not recommend approval of the processing distance waiver request.
The site plan indicates that there are several wells located within 300 feet of the parcel boundaries but none
within 100 feet of the proposed excavation area. The site plan indicates a 104-foot setback from the
wetlands area located in the northeast corner of the property and that this setback will provide protection
via phytoremediation of any site run-off prior to entering the surface water. The site plan also indicates that
the Alaska DEC user’s manual, Best Management Practices for Gravel/Rock Aggregate Extraction Projects,
Protecting Surface Water and Groundwater Quality in Alaska, will be utilized as a guideline to reduce
potential impacts to water quality.
The application states that reclamation will be completed annually before the growing season ends
(September) and that seeding will be applied as necessary each season to areas that achieve final grade
in order to minimize erosion and dust. The applicant estimates a life span of 15 years for the site with an
approximate annual quantity of less than 50,000 cubic yards.
Following is a summary of the buffers proposed by staff:
North:

South:
East:
West:

50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary of Parcel 169-022-03 (Brantley) with
a six-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area; a six-foot high berm
between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian wetland and floodplain;
and a 12-foot high berm along the rest of the northern boundary.
50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with a 12-foot high berm
between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel boundary with a 12-foot high berm
between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel boundary.

PUBLIC NOTICE: Public notice of the application was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or
leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the
postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be posted at their Post Office. Public notice of the application
was published in the March 14, 2019 & March 21, 2019 issues of the Homer News.
ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning Commission packet from July 16, 2018
Public comments submitted at the July 16, 2018 meeting
Excerpt from the minutes of the July 16, 2018 meeting
Hearing Officer’s decision dated December 26, 2018
Hearing Officer’s reconsideration decision dated February 4, 2019
Staff recommended buffers map

FINDINGS OF FACT
1. KPB 21.25 allows for land in the rural district to be used as a sand, gravel or material site once a permit
has been obtained from the Kenai Peninsula Borough.
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2. KPB 21.29 governs material site activity within the rural district of the Kenai Peninsula Borough.
3. On June 4, 2018, the applicant, Beachcomber LLC, submitted a conditional land use permit application
to the Borough Planning Department for KPB Parcel 169-010-67, which is located within the rural
district.
4. Land use in the rural district is unrestricted except as otherwise provided in KPB Title 21.
5. KPB 21.29 provides that a conditional land use permit is required for material extraction that disturbs
more than 2.5 cumulative acres and provides regulations for material extraction.
6. The proposed disturbed area is approximately 27.7 acres.
7. Consistent with KPB 21.25.050(A) on June 21, 2018, the applicant submitted a revised site plan and
application to the Planning Department that addressed issues raised by staff with the initial review of
the application.
8. The submitted application with its associated documents was reviewed by staff for compliance with
the application requirements of KPB 21.29.030. Staff determined that the application was complete
and scheduled the application for a public hearing.
9. A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on July 16, 2018. Public notice of the hearing
was mailed on June 22, 2018 to the 200 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile
of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be
posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was published in the July 5, 2018 & July 12, 2018
issues of the Homer News. The notice requirements of KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have been
met.
10. Testimony was filed and heard regarding issues that are not addressed by the KPB 21.29.040
standards or 21.29.050 conditions. Staff and the Planning Commission in reviewing the application
are not authorized by the code to consider those issues such as property values, water quality, wildlife
preservation, a material site quota, and traffic safety.
11. A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on March 25, 2019. Public notice of the hearing
was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile
of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be
posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was published in the March 14, 2019 and March
21, 2019 issues of the Homer News. The notice requirements of KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have
been met.
12. Compliance with the mandatory conditions in KPB 21.29.050, as detailed in the following findings,
necessarily means that the application meets the standards contained in KPB 21.29.040.
13. Parcel boundaries. All boundaries of the subject parcel shall be staked at sequentially visible intervals
where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
A.

The submitted site plan indicates the location of each of the parcel boundary stakes.

B.

Planning staff has visited the site several times and has observed that the boundary stakes
are in place.

14. Buffer zone. A buffer zone shall be maintained around the excavation perimeter or parcel boundaries.
A.

The applicant has proposed to maintain a six-foot high berm along all excavation
boundaries except the western most boundary and along the east 400 feet of the northern
boundary, where a 50-foot vegetated buffer is proposed.

B.

There are 16 parcels adjacent to the proposed material site (adjoining or separated only
by a roadway).

C.

Eight of the adjacent parcels are vacant; one of the vacant parcels is a Prior Existing Use
material site. Six of the adjacent properties have a dwelling. One of the adjacent
properties has a recreational vehicle that is used as a seasonal dwelling. One of the
adjacent properties contains commercial recreational cabins.

D.

The elevation of the commercial recreational cabins is at a lower elevation than the
proposed excavation area. Three of the adjacent residences are at about the same
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elevation as the proposed excavation area. Four of the adjacent residences are at a higher
elevation than the material site parcel.
E.

Farther away, there are additional residences in the vicinity that are at higher elevations
than the adjacent properties. These parcels are less impacted by the material site than
the parcels adjacent to the material site as sound dissipates over distance.

F.

Per the site plan there is a greater than 50-foot native vegetated buffer along the western
most boundary of the material site.

G.

Along the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the applicant has proposed a
six-foot high berm, staff recommends a 50-foot vegetated buffer along the property
boundary with a 12-foot high berm between the extraction area and the vegetated buffer.

H.

Over 40 percent of the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the applicant
has proposed a six-foot high berm as the buffer, contains vegetation that can provide
visual and noise screening of the material site for some of the adjacent uses.

I.

For the remaining southern and eastern property boundaries, where the vegetation was
previously removed, a 50-foot buffer will reduce the sound level for the adjacent properties.

J.

A 12-foot high berm between the excavation perimeter and the vegetated buffer along the
southern and eastern property boundaries will increase visual and noise screening of the
proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along those boundaries.

K.

The total buffer width, as recommended by staff, along the southern and eastern property
boundaries is 98-feet.

L.

As the excavation extends deeper, the visual and noise impacts will decrease because
the height of the berm relative to the excavation will increase.

M.

A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the
riparian wetland and floodplain will provide additional visual and noise screening of the
material site. The berm will also provide additional surface water protection.

N.

A 12-foot high berm along the remaining northern property boundaries will increase visual
and noise screening of the proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along those
boundaries.

O.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that the required buffer will
not cause surface water diversion that negatively affects adjacent properties or water
bodies.

P.

There has been testimony that the material site will mar the view of Mount Iliamna and
Mount Redoubt. Condition 21.29.050(A)(2) is written to provide screening from the
material site, not protect view sheds beyond the material site.

Q.

Each piece of real estate is uniquely situated and a material site cannot be conditioned so
that all adjacent parcels are equally screened by the buffers. The different elevations of
the parcels, varying vegetation on the surrounding parcels and the proposed material site,
and distance of the material site from the various surrounding parcels necessarily means
the surrounding parcels will not be equally impacted nor can they be equally screened
from the material site.

15. Processing. Any equipment which conditions or processes material must be operated at least 300
feet from the parcel boundaries.
A.

The site plan indicates that the proposed processing area is 300 feet from the south and
east property lines, and greater than 300 feet from the west property line. A processing
distance waiver is being requested from the north property line.

B.

The applicant proposed the following justifications for waiving the processing setback:
“Although it is a large parcel, the configuration has limited potential process area. The
waiver is requested to the north as 169-022-04 is owned by the applicant’s daughter &
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169-022-08 is not developed.”
C.

The 300-foot processing distance from the property lines is a mandatory condition
imposed to decrease the visual and noise impact to adjacent properties.

D.

The portion of the proposed processing area greater than 300 feet from the property line
is very small, ranging from just a few feet wide to about 30 feet wide at the eastern edge
of the proposed location.

E.

There is a larger area in proposed phase III of the project that meets the requirement for
a 300-foot processing distance setback, as such, there is adequate room to accommodate
processing on the parcel while complying with 300-foot processing setback.

16. Water source separation. All permits shall be issued with a condition that prohibits any material
extraction within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing prior to original permit issuance.
All CLUPs shall be issued with a condition that requires that a two-foot vertical separation from the
seasonal high water table be maintained. There shall be no dewatering by either pumping, ditching
or some other form of draining.
A.

The submitted site plan and application indicates that there are not any wells within 100
feet of the proposed excavation. The 100-foot radius line on the site plan for the nearest
well indicates that the proposed extraction is greater than 100 feet from this well.

B.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with the twofoot vertical separation requirement.

C.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that dewatering does not
take place in the material site.

17. Excavation in the water table. Excavation in the water table greater than 300 horizontal feet of a water
source may be permitted with the approval of the planning commission.
A.

This permit approval does not allow excavation in the water table.

18. Waterbodies. An undisturbed buffer shall be left and no earth material extraction activities shall take
place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body, including riparian wetlands
and mapped floodplains. In order to prevent discharge, diversion, or capture of surface water, an
additional setback from lakes, rivers, anadromous streams, and riparian wetlands may be required.
A.

The Cook Inlet lies about 600 feet west of the proposed material extraction.

B.

The Anchor River, which is an anadromous stream, is located about 1,000 feet north of
the proposed material extraction.

C.

The "Wetland Mapping and Classification of the Kenai Lowland, Alaska" maps, created by
the Kenai Watershed Forum, show a riparian wetland in the northeast corner of the
property.

D.

The FEMA maps adopted by KPB 21.06 indicates a mapped floodplain in the northeast
corner of the property. This mapped floodplain approximately matches the mapped
riparian wetland.

E.

The site plan indicates that the proposed extraction is 104 feet from the mapped riparian
wetland. There is approximately two feet difference between the mapped riparian wetland
and the floodplain boundary. This places the proposed excavation at about 102 feet from
the floodplain.

F.

A portion of the required 100-foot buffer adjacent to the riparian wetlands and the
floodplain is an existing stripped area.

G.

Prior to permit issuance the applicant is required to restore the 100-foot buffer adjacent to
the riparian wetlands and the floodplain to an undisturbed state.

H.

As stated on the site plan the buffer will provide protection via phytoremediation of any
site run-off prior to entering the surface water. The site plan also indicates that the Alaska
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DEC user’s manual, “Best Management practices for Gravel/Rock Aggregate Extraction
Projects, Protecting Surface Water and Groundwater Quality in Alaska” will be utilized as
a guideline to reduce potential impacts to water quality.
I.

Borough staff will work with the applicant and regularly monitor the material site to ensure
that excavation does not take place within 100 feet of the mapped floodplain, riparian
wetland, or other water body and that the restored buffer remains undisturbed.

19. Fuel storage. Fuel storage for containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained in impermeable
berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to minimize the potential for
uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or smaller shall not be placed directly
on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable impermeable surface.
A.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with mandatory
condition KPB 21.20.050(A)(7).

20. Roads. Operations shall be conducted in a manner so as not to damage borough roads.
A.

The submitted site plan indicates that the material site haul route will be Danver Road,
which is maintained by the Borough, and then to Anchor River Road, which is maintained
by the state.

B.

There was a significant number of public comments concerning the condition of Anchor
Point Road. Anchor Point Road is a paved State of Alaska maintained road for which this
condition is not applicable.

C.

If operations associated with the proposed material site damages borough roads, the
remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 will be used to ensure compliance with this requirement
imposing the condition that operations not damage borough roads.

21. Subdivision. Any further subdivision or return to acreage of a parcel subject to a conditional land use
or counter permit requires the permittee to amend their permit.
A.

Borough planning staff reviews all subdivision plats submitted to the Borough to ensure
compliance with this requirement.

22. Dust control. Dust suppression is required on haul roads within the boundaries of the material site by
application of water or calcium chloride.
A.

If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken to
ensure compliance.

23. Hours of operation. Rock crushing equipment shall not be operated between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
A.

If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken to
ensure compliance.

B.

This condition reduces off-site noise impacts of the material site.

24. Reclamation. Reclamation shall be consistent with the reclamation plan approved by the planning
commission. The applicant shall post a bond to cover the anticipated reclamation costs in an amount
to be determined by the planning director. This bonding requirement shall not apply to sand, gravel or
material sites for which an exemption from state bond requirements for small operations is applicable
pursuant to AS 27.19.050.
A.

The submitted application contains a reclamation plan as required by KPB 21.29.060.

B.

The applicant has submitted a reclamation plan that omits KPB 21.29.060(C)(3), which
requires the placement of a minimum of four inches of topsoil with a minimum organic
content of 5% and precludes the use of sticks and branches over 3 inches in diameter
from being used in the reclamation topsoil. These measures are generally applicable to
this type of excavation project. The inclusion of the requirements contained in KPB
21.29.060(C)(3) is necessary to meet this material site condition.

C.

Permit condition number 15 requires that the permittee reclaim the site as described in the
reclamation plan for this parcel with the addition of the requirements contained in KPB
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21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning commission
D.

The application states that less than 50,000 cubic yards will be mined annually therefore
the material site qualifies for a small quantity exception from bonding.

25. Other permits. Permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local laws
applicable to the material site operation, and abiding by related permits.
A.

Any violation federal, state or local laws, applicable to the material site operation, reported
to or observed by Borough staff will be forwarded to the appropriate agency for
enforcement.

26. Voluntary permit conditions. Conditions may be included in the permit upon agreement of the permittee
and approval of the planning commission.
A.

No additional conditions have been volunteered by the applicant.

27. Signage. For permitted parcels on which the permittee does not intend to begin operations for at least
12 months after being granted a conditional land use permit.
A.

If Borough staff determines that operations have not commenced after one year, action
will be taken to ensure compliance

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The Planning Commission should review the application, site plan, staff report, and comments received
and determine if the mandatory conditions contained in KPB 21.29.050 will be met. The Planning
Department recommends that the Planning Commission deny the processing distance waiver request,
approve the conditional land use permit with listed conditions, and adopt the findings of fact subject to the
following:
1.

Filing of the PC Resolution in the appropriate recording district after the deadline to appeal the Planning
Commission’s approval has expired (15 days from the date of the notice of decision) unless there are no
parties with appeal rights.

2.
3.
4.

The Planning Department is responsible for filing the Planning Commission resolution.
The applicant will provide the recording fee for the resolution to the Planning Department.
Driveway permits must be acquired from either the state or borough as appropriate prior to the
issuance of the material site permit.
The 100-foot buffer adjacent to the riparian wetland and floodplain shall be restored to a vegetative
state prior to the issuance of the permit.

5.

PERMIT CONDITIONS
1.
2.

3.

4.

The permittee shall cause the boundaries of the subject parcel to be staked at sequentially visible
intervals where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
The permittee shall maintain the following buffers around the excavation perimeter or parcel
boundaries:
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary of Parcel 169-022-03 (Brantley) with
a six-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian
wetland and floodplain
• A 12-foot high berm along the rest of the northern boundary.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with a 12-foot high berm
between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel boundary with a 12-foot high
berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel boundary.
These buffers shall not overlap an easement.
The permittee shall maintain a 2:1 slope between the buffer zone and pit floor on all inactive site
walls. Material from the area designated for the 2:1 slope may be removed if suitable, stabilizing
material is replaced within 30 days from the time of removal.
The permittee shall not allow buffers to cause surface water diversion which negatively impacts
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adjacent properties or water bodies.
The permittee shall operate all equipment which conditions or processes material at least 300 feet
from the parcel boundaries.
The permittee shall not extract material within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing prior
to issuance of this permit.
The permittee shall maintain a 2-foot vertical separation from the seasonal high water table.
The permittee shall not dewater either by pumping, ditching or any other form of draining.
The permittee shall maintain an undisturbed buffer, and no earth material extraction activities shall
take place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body, including riparian
wetlands and mapped floodplains.
The permittee shall ensure that fuel storage containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained
in impermeable berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to minimize
the potential for uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or smaller shall not
be placed directly on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable impermeable surface.
The permittee shall conduct operations in a manner so as not to damage borough roads as
required by KPB 14.40.175, and will be subject to the remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 for violation
of this condition.
The permittee shall notify the planning department of any further subdivision or return to acreage
of this property. Any further subdivision or return to acreage may require the permittee to amend
this permit.
The permittee shall provide dust suppression on haul roads within the boundaries of the material
site by application of water or calcium chloride.
The permittee shall not operate rock crushing equipment between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m.
The permittee shall reclaim the site as described in the reclamation plan for this parcel with the
addition of the requirements contained in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning
commission.
The permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local laws applicable to
the material site operation, and abiding by related permits. These laws and permits include, but
are not limited to, the borough's flood plain, coastal zone, and habitat protection regulations, those
state laws applicable to material sites individually, reclamation, storm water pollution and other
applicable Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, clean water act and any other U.S.
Army Corp of Engineer permits, any EPA air quality regulations, EPA and ADEC water quality
regulations, EPA hazardous material regulations, U.S. Dept. of Labor Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) regulations (including but not limited to noise and safety standards), and
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearm regulations regarding using and storing
explosives.
The permittee shall post notice of intent on parcel corners or access, whichever is more visible if
the permittee does not intend to begin operations for at least 12 months after being granted a
conditional land use permit. Sign dimensions shall be no more than 15" by 15" and must contain
the following information: the phrase "Permitted Material Site" along with the permittee's business
name and a contact phone number.
The permittee shall operate in accordance with the application and site plan as approved by the
planning commission. If the permittee revises or intends to revise operations so that they are no
longer consistent with the original application, a permit modification is required in accordance with
KPB 21.29.090.
This conditional land use permit is subject to review by the planning department to ensure
compliance with the conditions of the permit. In addition to the penalties provided by KPB 21.50,
a permit may be revoked for failure to comply with the terms of the permit or the applicable
provisions of KPB Title 21. The borough clerk shall issue notice to the permittee of the revocation
hearing at least 20 days but not more than 30 days prior to the hearing.
Once effective, this conditional land use permit is valid for five years. A written request for permit
extension must be made to the planning department at least 30 days prior to permit expiration, in
accordance with KPB 21.29.070.

NOTE: Any party of record may file an appeal of a decision of the Planning Commission in
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accordance with the requirements of the Kenai Peninsula Borough Code of Ordinances, Chapter
21.20.250. A “party of record” is any party or person aggrieved by the decision where the decision
has or could have an adverse effect on value, use, or enjoyment of real property owned by them
who appeared before the planning commission with either oral or written presentation. Petition
signers are not considered parties of record unless separate oral or written testimony is provided
(KPB Code 21.20.210.A.5b1). An appeal must be filed with the Borough Clerk within 15 days of the
notice of decision, using the proper forms, and be accompanied by the filing fee and records
preparation fee. (KPB Code 21.25.100)
END OF STAFF REPORT
Mr. Wall added that a waiver is being requested for the 300-foot processing distance requirement from the
property line. Staff does not recommend approval of the processing distance waiver request. There is
room elsewhere on the property for processing that meets the 300-foot setback requirement.
Due to the size of the packet Mr. Wall helped the commission by giving a breakdown of where items could
be found in Volume 2 of the packet. Pages 42 through 115 contain the comments received for this hearing.
Pages 116 through 303 contain the commission packet from the July meeting. This included the
applications, site plan and public comments. Pages 304 through 331 are the minutes from the July meeting.
An additional 53 comments were received since the packet was prepared and are part of the desk packet.
Mr. Wall also let the commission know that they each had a copy of a letter from the applicant’s
representative requesting a continuance of the hearing due to unforeseen issues. Staff recommends that
the public hearing be opened as advertised and then continue the hearing at the April 22, 2019 meeting.
Chair Pro Tem Foster opened the meeting for public comment and read the rules by which public comment
may be taken.
1. Keri-Ann Baker, 59545 E. End Road, Homer
Ms. Baker is there on behalf of the applicant. She apologized because the request for
continuance was due to a conflict that she thought would prevent her from being present. As a
curtesy to this group as well as everyone present she did want to be there and they were
prepared to continue forward but understand the recommendation for continuance. Some of
the public may not be present due to the request. They would respect the decision of the
Planning Commission.
2. Emmitt Trimble, PO Box 193, Anchor Point
Mr. Trimble read the following prepared statement that was taken from the opening statement
for the appeal prepared by a Borough Attorney and Borough Staff.
“Borough Opening Statement Appeal Discussion
1. This material site is located in the rural district of the borough. The rural district is unzoned.
KPB 21.04.01 0. As such this is not a case where a conditional use is being allowed in a
residential zone where it would normally be prohibited. Subject to some protections afforded
surrounding property owners as set forth in the code, a material site can be placed almost
anywhere in the rural district of the borough. Given the wealth of gravel deposits in the Anchor
Point area it should not be surprising that this parcel would be utilized for a material site.
2. …..some of those property owners will be more protected by their distance from the material
site and the proposed buffers. However, there will always be at least some noise and visual
impacts to adjacent properties from a material site operation.
3. In the history of the material site ordinance there has not been an interpretation that all
surrounding properties must not be able to see or hear the material site at all. Rather, the
interpretation over the course of the 96 material site permits that have been issued since 1996
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is a reduction in certain negative impacts is the goal of the material site regulations. Full
elimination of negative secondary impacts has never been discussed or required, nor is it
feasible. Attempting to judge whether a permit should be denied based on how many people
claim they are not sufficiently protected ultimately will lead to arbitrary decision making. Rather
than relying on evidence this approach relies on surrounding property owners stacking the hallwhether a permit is approved or denied becomes a numbers game. Such "negative community
sentiment" is not a valid reason to deny a permit.
5. Given the mandate from the assembly that material sites be subject only to certain
mandatory conditions a denial based on a conclusory statement that the buffers are insufficient
to protect against noise and visual impacts cuts against the grain of the code. Rather, if the
buffers that can be fashioned are entirely useless to protect surrounding uses the answer is a
waiver of the buffer requirements under KPB 21.29.050(E), not an unauthorized denial of the
permit.
6. Staff did not believe buffering would be useless and recommended enhanced buffers to
afford increased protection over and above what the minimum buffers set forth in the code
would require.
7. The planning commission's findings are required to be supported by the substantial
evidence in the record. The "substantial evidence" in the record required to support the
planning commission's findings is not the same as a substantial number of people opposing
the material site. Substantial evidence is defined as relevant evidence that a reasonable mind
might accept to support a conclusion.
8. One of nine commissioners indicated they read the information. One other commissioner
indicated she had read "a bit" of the information and assumed it would be verified by what she
heard in the testimony.
9. A superior court decision has upheld the borough assembly's authority to adopt an
ordinance that favors material site operations. This order further held that it is the planning
commission's responsibility to abide by the legislative standards the assembly has established
10. The assembly has specifically adopted ordinances that are protective of material site
operators and rejected proposed ordinances that make it more difficult for the same to receive
project approval. In adopting the material site code language, the Borough Task Force rejected
language that placed a larger burden on the permit applicant ....
11. The Assembly could have chosen a policy that favors residential property owners, but
instead it chose to adopt a policy that favors material site operators.
12. This is not to say a material site permit cannot be denied, but rather it cannot be denied
based on inadequate buffers, when under the code either enhancing the buffers or waiving the
buffers are the authorized resolution to a situation where buffers are not feasible. KPB 21.29
.050( 1) (e)
BOROUGH REPLY TO COMPLAINANTS
1. The briefs presented in opposition to the Beachcomber application are very similar in that
they discuss the volume of people who attended the hearing who complained primarily about
their viewshed being potentially ruined by the material site and also about potential noise, dust,
road damage, diminishing property values, water quality and quantity, As discussed in the
opening statement of the Kenai Peninsula Borough ("borough") the standards in KPB 21.29
.040 address only water quantity, road damage, physical property damage, dust, noise, visual
impacts and reclamation. These are the adopted standards because these are the concerns
that are raised about many, if not most of the material site applications. The complaints
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received about the Beachcomber material site are not unique. Repeating over-and-over again
the same complaints about the same material site doesn't change the standards or conditions
for material site approval set forth in KPB 21 .29.040-050.
Regardless of the evidence presented the material site code is not designed to support a permit
denial based on the buffers not being feasible given the topography of the location. Where
buffers are not feasible, a waiver of those buffers is in order under KPB 21.29.050(A)(2)(e).
Staff, however, does not agree that the buffers are useless or not feasible but rather believes
that they reduce the negative impacts of the material site. The borough further contends that it
would be unrealistic to expect buffers to fully eliminate the negative impacts of noise and
unsightliness which appears to be the position of the planning commission. Although the
planning commission did not clearly articulate this interpretation of the code it is inferred from
their findings that a denial was appropriate because the buffers would not minimize noise and
visual impacts.
Reference is made to 200 pages of documents submitted. (Bilben brief, page 2.) However,
documents that don't address the standards are not persuasive. Minimal questions were asked
of the applicant and testifiers regarding the standards applicable to the proposed material site.
Evidence and fear are not synonymous. Much of what is referred to as evidence is actually
voicing fear of what may happen if the material site is operated on the Beachcomber parcel.
The borough inevitably hears complaints that wells will run dry and roads will be ruined by a
material site. Yet there has never been a substantiated case of these deleterious results
occurring after 96 permitted material sites. Fears and concerns, even though they may be real,
are not evidence. There was no real discussion of these 200 pages of documents. This wasn't
a thorough well reasoned decision; it was a hasty reactionary decision made to accommodate
the fears and concerns of the crowd.
The Girton brief references the peace, tranquility, natural beauty of the open meadows and the
viewshed that will be destroyed by the material site. (Girton letter, page 1.) However, that open
meadow is not a state or national park-that open meadow is a privately owned parcel in an
unzoned area of the borough.
The RO Baker II Revocable Trust brief cites the Wasilla v. Luperl case and South Anchorage
Concerned Coalition v. Coffey2 case as supporting the denial of a conditional use permit.
However, in both cases the applicant was attempting to conduct a use in a residential zone
where the activity would generally be prohibited. The borough has not adopted the
geographical zoning scheme authorized by AS 29 .40.040( a) ( 1) but rather has adopted an
ordinance to minimize unfavorable effects of material sites as authorized by AS 29.40.040(a)(3)
consistent with the KPB comprehensive plan.3 A permit is required to operate a material site
in the unzoned borough, but that permit requirement does not rely on the premise that material
sites are in conflict or are generally prohibited in residential areas-a permit is required in the
borough whether the nearest residence is across the street or across Kachemak Bay.4
The Bilben brief asserts there is substantial evidence in the record to support the planning
commission's decision, but then goes on to argue that if there isn't substantial evidence the
hearing officer should remand to the planning commission. Obviously, Bilben does not have
confidence in the position that the substantial evidence in the record supports denial of the
permit or he would not be suggesting a remand as an alternative.
The arbitrariness of the planning commission's decision is underscored by the fact that another
material site in Anchor Point was heard by the same commission on the same night. The
Blauvelt pit is 27.5 acres, while the Beachcomber pit is 27.7 acres. The testimony regarding
Walt Blauvelt's material site was remarkably similar to the testimony regarding the
Beachcomber material site. However, three people testified about the negative impacts of the
Blauvelt material site, while approximately 30 testified regarding Beachcomber. The extreme
difference between the two decisions the planning commission reached cannot be rationally
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explained. While some commissioners may not like the standards and conditions in the material
site code it is not the planning commission 's job to second guess the standards established
by the assembly or ignore that the only conditions that may be placed on a material site are
those set forth in KPB 21.29.050. KPB 21.29.040. The planning commission must work within
the legislative standards established by the assembly.
Staff does not believe there is legal support for upholding the planning commission's findings
of fact or conclusions of law. Indeed, the planning commission gave no explanation for its
diversion from the legal requirements of KPB 21 .29. The planning commission's findings were
conclusory and inadequate to support abandoning the well-established approval process for
material site CLUPs.
CONCLUSION
The denial of the material site based on perceived inadequate buffers is inconsistent with the
many decisions issued by the planning commission where similar complaints have been raised.
In those cases, the planning commission enhanced the buffers to the extent allowed by the
code. The planning commission may change course as its expertise and experience suggests
or requires, but when they do so they must provide a reasoned analysis indicating that prior
standards and policies are being deliberately changed not casually ignored. The planning
commission made no analysis of why it would deny this material site as opposed to other
material sites with the same attributes, even a remarkably similar material site heard at the very
same meeting. It was arbitrary and unreasonable for the planning commission to deny this
material site permit. Rather than relying on its expertise and experience in administering KPB
21.29 it ignored that expertise and experience -- as such the hearing officer should not give
consideration to the planning commission's interpretation of KPB 21.29 in this case. In fact, it
would be difficult to give much consideration to the planning commission's interpretation
because they didn't discuss the ordinance, question staff or the witnesses in any meaningful
way, or attempt to fashion more appropriate buffers.”
Mr. Trimble stated that a drawing and cover letter were submitted that provides a grid and
profile to respond to the drawing submitted by the opposition. They feel the drawing, done by
a licensed registered surveyor, is a more accurate representation. As long as the berm is
placed close to the excavation site, as recommended by staff, it would have to be 24 feet tall
at Echo Street. That is hundreds of feet away from where the berm is proposed which is right
at the excavation site. It will last for 3-5 years without any movement since it is not a large
scale operation.
Commissioner Carluccio wanted to know the location in the packet of the drawing Mr. Trimble
mentioned. Mr. Wall stated that Mr. Trimble was referencing a letter from his surveyor that
started on page 41.69 of the desk packet and goes through page 41.71.
Commissioner Ecklund noted that he did a large amount of reading and wanted to know if it
was all from the borough staff and attorney presented during the hearing. Mr. Trimble said it
was all from the borough staff and attorney. It was the opening statement for the appeal and
the reply to the opponent’s opening statement.
Commissioner Carluccio wanted to know if the berm he was referencing would be a moving
berm that would move with the excavation and if it would be 12 feet or higher. Mr. Trimble
stated it would be the recommended 12-foot berm. There is a currently a 14-foot berm that runs
east to west with an area of about a half-acre that has been stripped. He is proposing to put a
substantial berm, 14 foot if necessary, towards the back of the Phase 1 area. The area to the
east has dense timber in a portion of that area and it was discussed with staff that a berm may
not be needed there. The berm would be moved as necessary, keeping it close to the
excavation. Commissioner Carluccio asked if the area that is vegetated would have the
vegetation left there or if it will be taken down as the gravel pit moves. Mr. Trimble stated he
has spent a lot of money making the vegetation look the way it does now. He does not
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anticipate having a big operation so the berm will be close to the excavation site and the
pastures and trees will remain just like they are now for an extended period of time. It will
depend on the market for gravel. His primary use of the gravel is for his own projects.
Commissioner Venuti wanted to know the condition of the Anchor River bridge. Mr. Trimble
stated that gravel trucks are not to be using it but others have been using it. He believes it has
a 10,000 or 11,000-pound limit. It is proposed to be replaced but that may take 2 or 3 years.
Commissioner Venuti wanted to know if Mr. Trimble will use the Old Sterling Highway to move
his product. Mr. Trimble said yes.
3. Mary Trimble, PO Box 193, Anchor Point
Ms. Trimble read from a prepared document.
“When we first started this permit application process we talked to the Mayor about it and he
said simply "follow the rules" and we have been following the rules. We hired an engineering
firm to do the surveys, drawings and work with us and the staff to make sure our application
was complete. Based on that, the staff recommended our permit for approval. Once again, we
have worked with the staff and are now clearly stating in the permit that our berms will be where
they are most effective - between the vegetative buffer and the extraction site as we have
intended to do all along. The staff is again recommending approval. The planning director,
Bruce and the borough attorney have all visited the site and saw no issues with our plan. The
borough attorney has, in her briefs, interpreted the code and stated case law to back up her
position that the permit should be granted. These are professional, educated people who
represent the borough interests and who interpret and enforce the code.
Emmitt and I became AP residents in 1976 and owned a tackle shop on the Anchor River for
3 years so have firsthand experience in a tourist business there. Even though our campgrounds
and state park are a valuable resource that we all enjoy they contribute very little to our town's
economy. The gravel industry is the economic driver that helps many year round businesses
thrive. The trickle-down effect is huge. We could not have developed 150 residential homesites
in the area without an affordable source of gravel close by. Currently, we own 42 parcels, 8
homes and a commercial building for a significant combined tax assessed value. We also own
a construction company with our daughter and are building new homes in town. Preserving
property values is very important to us.
With this permit we will only be a "Mom and Pop" business and are not intending, able or willing
to compete with the large operations. It just isn't practical. We don't have equipment so we will
hire local contractors that we know do a good job. The permitted 27.7 acres minus the buffers
is actually less than 20 acres, planned in 3 phases and will be reclaimed as required by the
permit. Our prime use for the gravel will be to improve our other properties and sell to the limited
local area market.
The contour of the surrounding area has been mentioned many times and erroneously
described as an amphitheater or bathtub. I submitted a colored contour map, page 348 in your
packet, showing the true situation. The area higher than our property runs in a straight NE SW
line.
Emmitt and I believe in "Rights with Responsibilities" and this is a situation where we are
agreeing to take on responsibilities in exchange for the right to excavate gravel on our property.
The "opposition" has the right to protect their property but are unwilling to accept the fact that
they have a responsibility to do what they can to minimize visual and noise, if it is bothersome,
by building a fence or berm on their property and/or installing blinds that raise up from the
bottom so they still have their Inlet view. They do not have rights to our land, so we should not
bear all the responsibility for mitigating their perceived discomfort.
In fact, our land is not a wildlife refuge, a bird sanctuary or a state park. It is our private property
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and we have the right to put it to its highest and best use which is defined as: the likely use,
selected from a number of available choices, to which an area of land may be put, based on
what is physically possible, in compliance with zoning and building regulations and which
produces the most profitable present value of the land.
As we have said before - this is an amazing legacy property for our family. We desire to build
a home there to be near our grandchildren.
Finally, KPB 21.29 attempts to balance a variety of public needs, including residential area
protection, a private party's right and ability to use their land to its highest and best use, and
the publics need for gravel. Whether one agrees or not with KPB 21.29, it is the law and
standards that control what the Planning Commission can or can't do.
Planning Commissioners have a fiduciary obligation to the taxpayers to thoroughly read and
listen to what is presented, dismiss any irrelevant information, and make an informed decision
based solely on the code and substantiated facts.
This is about ensuring there is a fair process that abides by the existing code. If this
governmental body acts in violation of the code, the rule of law is undermined and that is
harmful to the overall democratic process.”
4. Keri-Ann Baker, 59545 E. End Road, Homer
Ms. Baker wanted to speak on behalf of the applicant. She noted that the packet was very
lengthy and it contains the application for the conditional land use permit with supporting
documents. After the hearing they went back through the application materials and took a look
at the permit conditions contained in 21.29.050. They reviewed the mandatory conditions that
are set out in 21.29.050 as compared to her client’s application together with their supporting
documentation. When the personal attacks that have been made against her clients and the
Commissioners is taken out, it all has to do with the standards that are contained in 21.29.050.
Her client’s position is that they have met the conditions in the code. They have met the buffer
requirements, the water source separation, and the monitoring of wells. She had a document
where she analyzed all the conditions in 21.29.050 and compared it to the materials submitted
by her clients and to the staff reports that have been prepared by borough staff. The document
will show exactly what pages in the record, she apologized as she used the hearing record,
where the information is located that shows that her client has met the mandatory conditions
in 21.29.050. If all the personal attacks and animosity is taken out of this case it comes down
to if her client meets the mandatory conditions in 21.29.050 or not. They believe the record
clearly shows substantial evidence that they do. They urge that at either this hearing or at the
April 22, 2019, if it is continued, that the commissioner’s take a look at the record. The
commission should take out everything else and look at the conditions, her client’s application
and support materials, the staff report, and the staff permit conditions and it will be clear that
her client has satisfied the mandatory conditions and under the law they have the right to
receive this permit. The engineer, Gina DeBardelaben, is present to answer any technical
questions.
5. Hans Bilben, PO Box1176, Anchor Point
Mr. Bilben wanted to clarify that Mr. Wall advised them of the request for a continuance and
stated that people that wish to speak tonight would be allowed to speak again at the next
hearing. Chair Pro Tem Foster said yes they would.
Mr. Bilben stated that a mom and pop operation does not take out 50,000 cubic yards per year
for 15 years. If it was a mom and pop operation they could probably deal with it but not 50,000
cubic yards a year. That is what the permit stipulates and it is a 15-year permit.
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The applicant talks about buying and selling houses. A lot of the people that are upset are
people that bought property through the Trimble’s and will now, after investing their money,
have a gravel pit in their front yard. That is not acceptable.
Mr. Bilben is a member of the Anchor Point Advisory Planning Commission. The chairman of
the commission and himself have asked the Planning Department repeatedly to allow the group
in Anchor Point to hear this application. They wanted the community to weigh in, make a
recommendation to the Planning Commission and the request has been denied.
He had asked the borough planner how it was possible for the applicant, without any legitimate
justification, to ask for a continuance and could dictate the date he feels up to defending his
application. He said that he was told the applicant had special rights and paid the $300
application fee. For $300 the applicant has rights over and above the rights of 60+ neighbors
that have asked for a continuance for this hearing on a couple of occasions and have been
denied for the reason of it being a recreational residential area. There are a lot of residents of
the area that are snowbirds. He requested that if there is a continuance that it would not be
until May 28. That way the residents that are affected by this application will be able to speak
in person. He feels that for $300 the applicant lays claim to the planning department, the
borough attorney, and unlimited financial backing. It boils down to the applicant having special
rights but the neighbors don’t, so there is something wrong with the system.
At the July hearing there was findings of fact from the Planning Commission, and he thanked
the commission for making a good decision and it was a correct one, but there were some
problems. The findings of fact said that the noise will not be sufficiently reduced with any buffer
or berm that could be added, which is true. The visual impact to neighboring properties will not
be reduced sufficiently, which is also true. The stated intent of these findings is very clear, the
application does not meet the minimum requirements of the code. The exact wording and
contents of the findings of fact were disputed by the hearing officer and probably rightfully so.
The main reason she wanted a remand was to have these findings of fact linked to specific
conditions from 21.29.050. and she wanted to see substantial evidence go along with it. He
believes the deputy borough attorney was present and involved with the wording of those stated
findings and she should be knowledgeable enough to advise the commission on correct
contents. The Planning Commissioners handbook actually goes through what findings of fact
should state and that was lacking.
This time they will propose adequate finding of fact for the commission to adopt along with the
substantial evidence that was submitted from the findings in the previous hearing. The hearing
officer further stated that the code does not afford the commission discretion to judge the
effectiveness of the conditions identified in the code. He agrees with this. As Planning
Commission members they cannot say that berms don’t work. Berms work and everyone
knows that. That is why they are a standard in the industry and that is why buffers and berms
are used. What the Planning Commissioners need to determine from 21.29.050 if the berms
are of sufficient density and height to screen neighbors from the proposed use. The answer in
this case is absolutely not. There will be some drawings that will be submitted at the
continuance of this hearing. Those drawings will show that from some of the houses the line
of sight from the upper levels is 53 feet above the floor of the site. A 12-foot berm is not going
to protect somebody 53 feet above the floor of the pit. The fact that in the initial application
there were 6 foot berms to protect people is ludicrous. The Commissioners did the right thing
and hopefully they will do it again.
The Commissioners are required to make their decision based on the law. In this case the law
is the code that is written in plain English and adopted by the Borough Assembly. The hearing
officer is certainly entitled to her opinion but it is just an opinion. She cannot change the law as
adopted by the assembly. The code unfortunately favors material site applicants but there are
a few protections in place for neighboring property owners. Those few protections need to be
fiercely protected by the Planning Commission. There are not many things that the commission
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can say that can help the residents in this neighborhood. It is stated in the code in 21.29.050
that berms and buffers have to be sufficient height and density. It will be seen through the
evidence that is not the case. With all the supporting evidence presented in the past plus what
will be seen and heard tonight the commission will see that this application is ill conceived and
can’t possibly comply with the mandatory conditions and standards set forth in the code and is
just wrong for the Anchor Point community. If there was ever an application that should be
justifiable denied because of the way the code is written, the way the application is written, and
based upon the protections afforded neighboring property owners this application should be
denied again by the Planning Commission.
Commissioner Carluccio noticed that he mentioned that he would be providing some findings
of fact and documents that would substantiate the claim for not having this gravel pit and he
was going to present it at the next meeting. She asked him to provide it to staff so that the
commission would have time prior to the meeting to review the information. Mr. Bilben stated
that they will have it at the next hearing and it will be only six pages. She stated it would be
best to have it prior to the meeting.
6. Mark Claypool, Kenai
Mr. Claypool was present to represent Silver King RV Village in Anchor Point on Anchor Point
River Road. He is the President of the Association there and has received a lot of calls from
people that oppose this from inside the park. He also received calls from people that did not
get their letters in time to get their email submitted by the 22nd. He would appreciate a
continuance on their behalf. They will be back in the summer. They come back to enjoy a
peaceful and quiet summer and now there will be dump trucks coming through the area.
It does not make sense to have this type of activity on a road that is already fractured and in
poor shape. As a boat and RV owner he takes his boats and RV down to the beach and he
has to drive slow because of the condition of the road. The dump trucks will not run 25 mph.
They will be pushing hard and they run by the load and they will not be concerned about the
noise. He read in the packet that there will be a bond put down in case the dust rises and
Beachcomber will be held liable if the dust comes up and they are not watering the roads or if
the noise is bad. He cannot hold hope that the state will contact him or come out if he calls
them with concerns.
There are people that walk with their animals down to the beach. There is no place to get off
the side of the road. He does not know what these people will do. The dump trucks are not
going to be careful.
There are businesses on this road. A couple of businesses that are trying to make it. Now
there is a business of a big guy that is going to knock the little guys out. It is not fair to these
people, to the people that live on this road or for those from Danver to New Sterling. Yet they
want this to happen and he doesn’t see any reason for it and would like to ask for a continuation
on this so that people can voice their own opinions when they come back.
Chair Pro Tem Foster asked if he was wanting the continuance to the April 22, 2019 meeting.
Mr. Claypool said he would like to see it continued into May or possibly June. A lot of people
do not return until June.
7. Dan Syme, PO Box 1457, Anchor Point
Mr. Syme voiced his concern that the commission needs to be looking out for the safety of the
constitutes that they represent. He has not heard very much about dust control. 12 foot berms
will not hold the dust in. The road way was just mentioned. He wanted to know about the
safety for all of the State parks that are along the road way and will be across the street from
this gravel pit. There are kids out there all the time and he has not heard anything about the
safety of the kids. He hopes that the commission really looks at this permit. It is time for a
change. There has to be some give and takes on both sides. This is a pristine area, with boat
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launches, state parks, residential area, people walking their dogs. To him special attention
needs to be given to this. Public safety means something and he would like to see that happen
with this council.
8. Richard Carlton, 73500 Seabury Road, Anchor Point
Mr. Carlton wanted to echo the safety issues. The Commission can approve an extraction
facility following certain rules and guidelines that have to be met for people to make their
application and for the commission to even look at the application. What is not on those
applications is there are no shoulders on this primary haul road that gets them to the Old
Sterling Hwy., which is already in pretty bad shape after HilCorp had their trucks running up
and down it. This little stretch is about a half mile and no sides on it at all. He had to stop last
summer because Mr. Trimble’s daughter was pushing her baby in a stroller and he had to wait
for the cars and boats to go by before he could go around her. It is just the fact of what makes
sense and that doesn’t seem to be applying to this particular event. A gravel pit amongst the
state parks, RV parks, and business and all these people that wait all year long to come to this
place to vacation. He realizes that there is no zoning but it is not right. Anybody can say that
it is but they are just not looking. They are not going for a walk in this area.
9. Katie Elsner, 215 Fidalgo Ave., Suite 201, Kenai
Ms. Elsner is a local attorney that has been helping the people that have been impacted or will
be impacted by this proposed site. She wanted to take some time to discuss a little bit of the
law. She will be presenting proposed findings to the commission in advance of the next hearing
and explain those findings at that point in time.
There has been some notion that the commission’s authority is somewhat constrained. What
the code does make clear is that the commission is the body that is both vested with the
authority and the responsibility to determine what sight and noise impacts can be reduced
sufficiently and whether or not those reductions are in fact sufficient. That is actually contained
within the conditions which can be found in 21.29.050, which requires the commission, as the
body that applies the facts to the law, to determine what vegetation and fencing will be of
sufficient height and density to provide visual and noise screening of the proposed uses. The
code requires that the commission determine the buffer and berming proposal is both sufficient
and appropriate to screen the nearby landowners and nearby properties. In order to approve
an application, the commission must find that these conditions allow the standards to be met.
The standards that are being talked about are 21.29.040(A) 4 and 5, which requires that these
conditions are sufficient and appropriate to minimize these noise and visual impacts. As far as
the commission’s ability to deny an application that authority is specifically being granted to the
commission under 21.25.050(B) which states that before grating a permit the commission must
find at a minimum that the proposed activity complies with the code. The commission must find
that these minimum standards are clearly met. The conditions require that the berming and
screening be both sufficient and appropriate. If the commission disagrees with the notion that
they are not allowed to deny a permit when they cannot find that these conditions have been
met or cannot find that these standards are met, they are allowed to break away from prior
precedent. If the Commission believes that prior precedent is clearly erroneous the law does
allow them to break away from prior precedent and prior interpretations of the code. She would
ask the Commission not do that because an application that does not provide sufficient
screening, sufficient noise screening, sufficient visual impact screening is actually just an
incomplete application. In the event that the Commission finds the applicant’s submission, that
the conditions that the applicant is proposing in an effort to screen nearby neighbors and other
properties that already exist is not sufficient and not appropriate then they can deny that
application as it is an incomplete application because it does not meet the buffer requirements
under the code. She will propose findings of fact for the commission’s consideration in advance
of the next hearing and will be available if there are any questions in support of those findings
of fact.
10. Pete Kinneen, 34969 Danver St., Anchor Point
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Mr. Kinneen stated that there is a major disconnect in this whole situation. Not just in this
particular application but in what the commission is doing. It is a head on collision and this is
the time to get it straightened out. The Commission is being told they are nothing but a rubber
stamp. That they cannot deny the application because the Assembly has dictated that gravel
pits get priority over everything else. They have queried most of the Assembly and they deny
it. Nobody on the Assembly will admit to that. This is not a gravel pit. Gravel pits are typically
a little backyard operation. This is a mine. This is a full blown processing mine with a proposed
asphalt plant. That is what they have heard from the applicant in previous presentations. This
is a really big deal. All that we are asking is that the Commission follows the law.
He has made a presentation before and it is in the packet under his name. The attorney just
said in plain language that the code says that the Commision does have the authority to deny
despite what they are hearing. This starts with the legislative intent from the Assembly. It is
right in the code it says intent. Intent is to protect the preexisting properties. They are there
mostly because they got buffaloed by the Trimble’s. They have protective covenants and
protective volunteered zoning and they were told by the Trimble’s that this last little flat area at
the bottom of the hill would be a high end subdivision and certainly not be motivated for gravel.
They hear incessantly about rights. That this is unzoned and that the assembly is telling the
Commission that unzoned means the wild west, that is not true.
When it comes to gravel there are three levels of gravel extraction. The first is one acre can
be disturbed almost anywhere unless zoned out. The second is for an area up to 2 ½ acres
with administrative approval. It very clearly says that more than 2 ½ acres cannot be disturbed
without Commission approval. That is proactive approval and the code is incredible clear that
the Commission cannot mandate something more than berms and buffers. It is the only
mandatory thing the Commission can do but please go back and look at this and it says
minimum 6 foot berms. They will have excellent evidence using the borough’s own data that
will show in this particular circumstance, because of the unique topography, that there are no
berms and buffers that will met the code and therefore it cannot meet the code and it is the
Commission’s duty to deny.
11. Rick Oliver, 34880 Danver St., Anchor Point
Mr. Oliver stated that the Borough and the Trimble’s in their opening statements claimed that
no substantial evidence was submitted to support the Planning Commission’s decision. He
begs to differ. In the packet is a picture taken from his bedroom window. His house is classified
as a 1 ½ story with a basement. This will be the view from his bedroom window at
approximately 34 feet above the top of a 6-foot berm. He feels it is important that the
commission understands what they will be looking at if the application is approved. The view
from his living room is approximately 24 foot from the top of the berm. His property is located
directly east of the proposed gravel mine, across Danver Street which shows through the
bottom of the picture. He is short of six feet tall but is carrying a ten-foot board which will give
a practical application of what his view will be if the permit is approved. Planning staff has
concluded that a 50-foot vegetation buffer and a 6-foot berm will sufficiently minimize the dust,
noise and visual impact to his property. He is incensed yet again that Mr. Trimble has the
audacity to state that they should buy heavy curtains to eliminate this obscenity. All trees
behind him in the picture are located in the mine area and will be gone. That leaves 1 tree
within the 50-foot vegetative buffer and a 6-foot berm to protect his property. He is also standing
on what would become the primary access road to the mine and the potential 5000 ten-yard
dump trucks in and out that would travel annually for the next 15 years. 250 feet behind him is
the proposed location for the rock crusher which will be about 300 feet from his front door. The
borough and Mr. Trimble apparently do not consider this to be substantial evidence. He has a
reasonable mind to conclude differently. To approve this application in light of the substantial
evidence will be a direct contradiction of 21.29.050(2E) which states that buffer requirements
shall be made in consideration of and in accordance with existing use of adjacent property and
the time of the approval of the permit and 21.29.050(2C) which states the vegetation and fence
or berm shall be of sufficient height and density to provide visual, noise and screening of the
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proposed used as deemed appropriate by the Planning Commission or the Planning Director.
As such the planning commission was justified in their denial of this application and the findings
of fact were correct. The proposed buffering is neither in consideration of existing use or
sufficient height or density to provide visual and noise screening as required by the code. One
tree does not constitute sufficient density. Sufficient height cannot be obtained. He is not the
highest property that is affected by this application. All properties that are at higher elevations
in the neighborhood are even more affected by the visual and noise impact then his. The fact
is the berms and buffers of any practical height are well below the line of sight which will be
proven with more evidence that will be provided prior to the next meeting. Standards
21.29.040(A4) and (A5), which are required by the code, cannot be met and the Planning
Commission’s finding are correct and appropriate.
12. Michael Brantley, 74057 Anchor Point Road, Anchor Point
Mr. Brantley is the owner of a recently opened business called the Anchor River Fly Fishing. It
is an RV park and cabins for fly fishing. He wanted to know if he could ask a question and if
he could get a response. Chair Pro Tem Foster explained he could ask the question but the
answer would have to wait until the Commission discusses the permit. Mr. Brantley wanted to
know how many of the Commissioners have taken the initiative to drive down to the Anchor
Point community and see what is occurring in the community besides the gravel pit. Actually
look at the homes of all the people that have written the Commission asking them to deny this
permit. There are very obvious reasons more than what he can come up with.
He asked if he could allow a previous speaker to use the remainder of his time. Chair Pro Tem
Foster stated they want to allow others who have not spoken the opportunity to speak first.
Mr. Brantley continued that in all the records he has read there is a certain line that stands out.
That has to be the health, safety and welfare of the community. That is what they are talking
about, not just all the rules and regulations. He has contacted other departments regarding this
issue. His opinion is that they need to be rewritten and these issues need to be applied. He
had a fax sheet from OSHA of a new standard that has come out in marine industry for silica.
He read the definition of silica. “Crystalline silica is a known carcinogen found in sand, stone
and artificial stone. Exposure to silica dust can trigger sarcoidosis, a chronic disease that
involves scarring of the lungs. OSHA estimates that 2.3 million workers are exposed to
crystalline silica dust, about 2 million in the construction industry.” This new standard went into
effect sometime in February of 2018. His business is on the border of the northern property
line. At the last meeting he had a thumb drive presentation. He has drafted and made it better
with wording the Commission could understand. He left the drive with staff. These carcinogens
and the noise will be present.
He is staying in the cabins now prepping them for summer and he can hear traffic going up and
down Danver road. He thinks the cabins are well insulated. He has pictures to present at the
next meeting that shows people with baby carriages, kids, and/or dogs walking up and down
the road and traffic has to go around them. As described before that road is in horrendous
condition. If they got permitted tomorrow and started tomorrow, he predicts that by the middle
of July the road be closed due to heavy traffic. The carcinogens will be spread through the air.
That embankment is a 2:1 slope. It is like a jet engine and when the wind hits it the dust will go
up and will still travel. It is going to go up to the higher elevations and settle on his property and
across the road which is the bird estuary. Those waters will become contaminated with the
carcinogen dust and therefore it will flow over into the Anchor River and their sparsely
reoccurring salmon return each year might get worse.
He wanted to make it perfectly clear that the commission stated that after he makes his
testimony today that at the continuation he will be able to make another statement at that time.
Chair Pro Tem Foster said he would be allowed another opportunity to speak. Mr. Brantley
stated that his opinion was that the continuation should be into the latter part of May or first part
of June so that everyone can prepare themselves. As stated before so all those coming back
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to the RV village can attend. He heard a statement earlier in the back of the room that those
people don’t live here. They do live here. They bought here. They bring in taxes for the
property they own here. Don’t discourage their word. The Commission has to listen to the
people. The Commission needs to come down and see this community and talk to the
community.
13. Todd Bareman, PO Box 1462, Anchor Point
Mr. Bareman lives about a mile from the proposed pit but has a business within a half mile. He
has the boat launch at the end of Anchor Point Road which will be the haul road and it makes
him concerned. The only reason that road has not fallen apart more is that it is so bad that the
motorhomes and boat traffic have to go very slow down the road. Everyone knows how fast
and heavy gravel trucks are and that is a big concern. This is his eighth summer at the boat
launch. They have been fighting to get the road fixed since before he started. There are no
plans to fix the road. As far as he knows whoever hauls the gravel out is not liable if that road
becomes destroyed. If the road cannot be safely traveled on with motorhomes or boat traffic
during the summer, it will impact a lot of businesses.
He would like to ask for a continuation to the May 28th meeting. He does not feel that April is
sufficient time. His peak time starts the end of May. That is when he knows the residents are
back because he is launching their boats. That is why he would like to ask for a continuance.
The Commission can hear from the people that are there for four months during the summer.
They own property in the area.
He also questioned why they are not hearing from state parks. He is trying to get a comment
from them. Vacation time is pretty important to working families and everybody else. There are
5 state campground that are really nice and 3 RV parks. They are all busy during the summer.
If visitors wake up to a gravel crusher, an asphalt plant, dump trucks running up and down the
road just ask yourself if you would come back to any of those campgrounds again. They are
worried about it. This is not a 1 or 2-year permit. It is a long permit. Their economy is fishing,
boat launch, the state parks and the RV parks. This is a big deal for them during the summer.
14. Linda Feiler, 73230 Tryagain Ave., Anchor Point
Ms. Feiler has lived in Anchor Point for the past 42 years or more. Anchor Point is a quiet town
and most of them moved there because of the river and that river is their jewel. Hundreds of
people come down from Anchorage and up from Homer to walk the beaches, fish the river,
walk along the river and walk the river road. She personally goes to the beach very often with
her doges or with friends. They go for exercise and they walk along the road because it is
quiet, deserted, and lovely. That is why a lot of them moved there.
HilCorp moved in next door and they are going to make a lot of noise and was not required to
put in a berm. When they make noise it vibrates right through their bodies. They have had other
gravel pits and they could hear them all the way from the Sterling Highway. The beeping noises
every time something backups goes for 24 hours in the summertime. There is a rumor that
HilCorp wants the gravel to put their berms around all the oil rigs that are being put in. They
live in this town. It may be just a town to people or some kind of backwards area but a lot of the
residents are very well educated. They moved there in order to not be within the city limits, in
order to not have dog ordinances and everything else. It used to be if the neighbor’s dog barked
or someone was shooting off guns she could call the police and they would come and tell them
to stop. Now she doesn’t know if they have anything that protects them and keeps their home
values and families safe. It scares her when she hears the rumors about what the commission
says when discussing Anchor Point. When she moved to Anchor Point there were 200 people
and now there is a lot more. They are walking on that road and use that road as their park, their
exercise tract. They do not walk along the river because it is too muddy but do walk in the road
because there is no traffic, because it is lovely. She thinks from now on when something
happens in Anchor Point that the Commission take into consideration not the people that live
25 feet or 50 feet from the proposed item but how it is going to affect the town. They are a
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town. They care about each other and many of them take care of each other. Many of them
use the river and the river road.
She is also worried about the bridge. It was resurfaced but when those trucks come down hill l
with a full load of gravel that bridge is a danger. It is not double wide. She hopes they take it
all into consideration and remembers that they are part of their community.
Commissioner Carluccio wanted to know exactly what rumors have been heard about what the
Planning Commission says about Anchor Point. Ms. Feiler said that little backwoods area, the
little pain in the neck down there. Commissioner Carluccio said she wanted to know who on
the Planning Commission would say something like that. Ms. Feiler said they only hear what
filters down and they hear things at meetings and it is worrisome. They are not informed when
something happens in their area. She went out to take care of her family and came back to
HilCorp being there. They did not have to put up a berm. A six-foot berm would not help
because she sleeps upstairs in her bedroom. The vibration goes through her chest and her
neighbors are panicked about it. They were not notified or asked how they felt about it. Noise
is a big issue. They can hear the highway noise. They stopped Jake brakes. She hears when
the river breaks up and waves crashing and she is a good distance away. She is on Tryagain
on the Old Sterling and she can hear the ocean, and hear the river. Commissioner Carluccio
returned to the question of the rumors. Ms. Feiler said if she heard them again she would find
out where it is coming from and let the Commission know.
15. Ed Martin III, 72200 Thomas, Sterling
Mr. Martin wanted to let the Commission know some things from previous testimony. The
aforementioned boat launch was built with gravel from this site. He hears a lot about safety.
He is the owner of Alaska Driving Academy which is a school that trains people to obtain their
CDL and become good truckers. A lot of these people are talking about safety and the width
of the road and that they don’t have the room to walk up and down it with their various baby
strollers. One thing to keep in mind is that the typical boat trailer is wider than a dump truck
and is wider than a semi-truck. A boat trailer takes up more of the road and therefore is less
safe if sharing that 12-foot lane on either side of this road. Wider is worse. Second, another
thing is that they are concerned with safety but he keeps hearing that they got Jake brakes
banned. Jake brakes are a safety device on a truck. Obviously they are willing to trade safety
for noise degradation. As long as it sounds good they don’t mind being as safe.
He is the elected President for the Kenai Peninsula Aggregate and Contractors Association
that is in the process of being formed. He represents over 40 contractors and material site
operators. He urges the Commission to approve Beachcomber’s application based on the
reasons of denial were invalid. The Commission’s findings that noise and visual impact would
not be sufficiently reduced are not a valid reason for denial. He would like to remind the
Commission that their power of judgement lies within the code. They may impose conditions
outlined in the code but cannot judge their effectiveness or impose conditions outside of the
code. Therefore, the Commission must approve a permit that has met the standards set forth
in the application. He urges the Commission to vote in favor of issuing a CLUP immediately.
He believes further public comment will comprise no new findings as the public has had ample
time to testify in past meetings. The Commission has already deliberated on this once. The
construction and development season is short and delaying another month can be detrimental
to a material site operator.
Commissioner Venuti asked what Mr. Martin knew about white noise back up alarms, what his
opinion was one them, and if it is a good solution for the noise at this site. Mr. Martin stated
that white noise alarms are a give and take. He has researched them thoroughly and there are
several studies done on them. It is kind of another one of those avenues where you give up a
little bit of safety for a little bit of noise degradation. So basically what he has found out about
them is that they are only effective in certain areas behind whatever vehicle they are put on.
They are only effective if the surrounding noise is one or two machines in a pit. As soon as a
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screening plant or a crusher is put in that causes ambient noise levels to go up dramatically
their effectiveness goes way down. Extremely down versus a multi tonal alarm or the old beep
tone alarms. Those are the most effective and there have been studies in laboratories and in
the field of their effectiveness. Mr. Venuti followed up wanting to know if Mr. Martin would
recommend this as something an operator could use and what would be the typical cost. Mr.
Martin said a typical cost to install a system like that ranges between $400 and $600 for a
typical setup. It is more expensive on the newer machinery because they are computerized
and the electrical system cannot be hacked into like it can with older machines. It depends on
the operation, if it was just a gravel extraction operation where there is just one loader in a pit
filling up dump trucks it would be an effective alarm. If there is a screening operation or a
crushing operation, then it is not an effective alarm.
16. Larry Smith, 320 Artifact Street, Soldotna
Mr. Smith hoped to come up and testify and give the Commission the benefit of his knowledge
of gravel pits. As a background he has been in the construction business in Alaska for 30-40
years. He and his brother own a construction company. They have built roads, streets and
bridges throughout Alaska. They are currently under contract with the Kenai Peninsula
Borough to build the Kenai Spur Highway extension. That project has approximately 200,000
tons of gravel which is about 100,000 yards.
He wanted to testify on behalf of the Trimble’s and to ask the Planning Commission to approve
their permit. He has bought gravel throughout the state from a number of different entities. He
and his brother currently own three gravel pits. One in Ninilchik, one in Soldotna and one in
Nikiski. He has heard a lot of testimony, read a lot of the letters and emails in opposition, and
the hearing officer’s decision. This is all about facts. He has heard a lot of testimony. Long on
testimony, short on facts. Long on emotions, short of facts. The facts in his mind is that Mr.
and Mrs. Trimble have met the requirements of the Kenai Peninsula Borough Ordinances as
evidence by the staff’s recommendation on not one but two occasions that the Commission
approve this permit.
In reading through this packet he found something he wanted to read from page 72 and it has
to do with the study of the value of homes. “Odd are that underneath your feet is a construction
material made of sand, crushed stone and gravel.” He said that under this building there is
gravel and under the carpet is concreate which consists of gravel and other ingredients. “These
construction materials are an essential ingredient into nearly every construction project, from
residential housing, office buildings, retail outlets, entertainment structures to the roads that
connect them. Sand, rock and gravel are literally the foundation of economic development, but
their extraction process can generate dust, noise, vibration and truck traffic. While modern
technologies and methods have greatly reduced quarries’ impacts, the environmental and
economic consequences of quarry operations received considerable attention, often in the form
of “not in my backyard” (or NIMBY) campaigns of opposing quarry expansions or new sites.
Choosing a quarry site is a delicate task. While a quarry may be best located from residential
density on NIMBY concerns, it also needs to be near the final point of demand due to its high
transportation costs. Quarries” or gravel pits “must balance the need to be both near and far.”
He imagines in a very perfect world the Trimble’s would love to have their gravel pit somewhere
else where it wouldn’t impact on the view of their neighbors. What needs to keep in mind is that
the neighbor’s view is not their right. They do not own the view of the Trimble’s land. It was
talked tonight about putting some fencing up on their property. He believes when it comes to
some of these conditions other conditions should be considered. However, that is not what the
code allows. The code allows certain things and the Trimble’s have met those requirements
and he requests that the Commission approve the permit.
17. Lynn Whitmore, PO Box 358, Anchor Point
Mr. Whitmore is a next door neighbor to the proposed gravel pit. He brought an overhead
presentation to make but for sake of expediency, he decided to wait to present it. He would
like to repeat something that was heard several times. When this got remanded back to the
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Planning Commission they asked the Planning Department to continue this until some of the
affected neighbors were back. A lot of people are outside this time of year. It is fair to give
them the chance to speak their concerns. They will try to get them to speak on findings of fact
and not get too far from what is actually needing to be addressed. He hopes that it can be
continued until May 28th to allow a chance to get everyone together.
18. Josh Elmaleh, 34885 Seabury Court, Anchor Point
Mr. Elmaleh is not far from the proposed gravel extraction site. There are a few things he would
like to point out. The Commission made an excellent decision last time to deny Beachcomber
LLC the right to extract gravel. The reasons for that were visual and noise impacts. He cannot
see the property from his house but anytime they have a tractor or a bobcat running he can
hear it at his house. This is over the hill, through trees, behind other neighbors’ houses.
Normally he cannot hear anything from his house in that distance but he can hear it clearly.
Whenever a dump truck dumps or goes down the road the clang of the bed can be heard. This
is going too happen whether or not it is on their property, it is a product of their excavation.
There is a high wind in that area and it will kick up the dust that they will expose. That is going
to create another visual impact. People will be driving by and a cloud of dust will hinder their
vision. There is an impact on the road. This affects him, his family, his wife, his kids, his dogs
and he tries to keep the dogs at the house but they are magicians and find a way out. They
will find a way to that pit and somebody is going to run them over and he will not have control
over that even if he tries his best. A lot of people might be better with their animals but he grew
up with them and has always learned to do his best, teach them, and love them as best you
can.
In previous testimony, many visual impacts that are going to happen were mention. When
driving up or down the road what the Trimble’s are doing will be seen. This is their property and
they should have a lot of rights of what they do to but the Commission has six criteria that they
have to meet. He agrees with the Commission’s initial findings that visual and sound impacts
will not be met no matter what they do. They are in a bowl and they all have a perched view
so there is a lot of people that will be affected. Not just the neighbors but the tourist. The people
that are close by, the people coming through. He said that Mr. Trimble has brought the
community together, not in his favor but to resist the health and noise impact that his proposed
mine will bring about. A lady mentioned vibrations. Anytime a truck goes by especially, in this
type of neighborhood, there will be vibration through a person. It is a physical impact. Please
stand to your initial finding.
19. Lauren Isenhour, 34737 Beachcomber St., Anchor Point
Ms. Isenhour read a prepared statement. “I believe that Anchor Point is a wonderful place to
live for all the same reasons as these people here. I like having privacy and acreage. I like
having control over what I can do on my own property. I love being able to walk to the beach
and river with my kids and not be surrounded by lots of people. The success and longevity of
Anchor Point is extremely important to me and my family, we actually depend on it. Maintaining
a successful town structure, meaning keeping businesses open, keeping Chapman School
open, keeping Anchor Point a recreational destination, keeping property values high. These
things are very important to my family and to our livelihoods. I believe there is an attainable
balance between keeping Anchor Point the quaint little town we all love while still allowing for
the development that keeps our community viable. I see the word development used with a
negative connotation a lot and I truly don’t understand that. We all live in houses and drive on
roads and that is development. Anchor Point due to its size and economy can only support a
certain amount of development and I like that. With our construction company I could hire a
crew and build ten houses a year only there is just not the population to buy them. In 2018
there were 30 home sales in Anchor Point. That is a really small market. Currently, I am
building one to two houses a year and that size of development is a perfect fit for me and my
family. I am proud of what I am accomplishing and for what I can help contribute to my town. I
don’t want to build in Homer or anywhere else. I want to live and work in Anchor Point. At my
last build I benefited from contributions from at least 20 local Anchor Pointers employed through
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local contractors that work year round and support their families with the income they make
right here in our tiny town. Those laborers are the backbone of our town. Without their year
round work and their year round contributions back to our community our town would dry up. I
believe my parents are the perfect people to own this property for my neighborhood. They
bought it because they love it and want to keep it fully intact and want to be able to keep it in
the Trimble family for generations. They did not buy this property with plans to develop it. They
bought it to keep it but it is expensive. I would rather see a controlled small scale gravel pit that
provides needed gravel and jobs to local people and is then reclaimed to the highest standards
and be able to stay one large vacant parcel maintained by the Trimble family for generations
then I would to see it subdivided. I don’t want 27 new neighbors with no regulations to control
what they build or do on their new properties. Ironically my family and the neighborhood who
oppose the permit both want the same thing. Which is for this beautiful parcel to remain vacant
and remain one large piece of land. Once a parcel is subdivided and homes are built it will be
that way forever. My parents are very interested in keeping property values high. It benefits
their real estate business as a whole and benefits their own property investments. I have heard
a number of comments that this permit will lower the surrounding property values. I don’t agree
with that. There are no regulations on anyone else’s properties protecting us from our
neighbors potentially having junk yards, tarped roofs or the like that we see. Gravel pits are
strictly regulated and monitored and are required to be reclaimed. All over Anchor Point are
properties that my parents have developed and sold and without a shadow of a doubt each
one has been radically improved at their hand. This parcel is no exception prior to my parents
purchasing it the field behind my house was so littered with stones and slash that you could
hardly walk through it. My parents spent over $60,000 to clean it up to the beautiful state it is
currently in. That does not lend to the picture their opposition tries to paint of them as greedy
destroyers of the land. They have been successful in land development for 40 years because
they are exceptional excellent at it. They are meticulous and deliberate in their stewardship of
the land. I have all the trust and confidence in the world not because they are my parents but
because of their proven track record that whatever areas of this permitted land they do extract
gravel from it will be reclaimed to the highest degree. The engineer who designed this permit
application testified that for a large pit in this type of rural area 10,000 cubic yards is a more
realistic amount of gravel to move a year. As I stated before Anchor Point is a small community
that can only support a small amount of development. There just isn’t the populous to purchase
my potential 10 houses a year and there just isn’t the populous to purchase 50,000 cubic yards
of gravel a year. That is the number the maximum the permit would allow. That’s not a realistic
extraction amount in our community. I’d also like to address the safety and condition of the
beach access road as stated I do walk the road with my kids and during the summer months
there is a lot of traffic and boats and RV’s, bikes and walkers and constant vehicle traffic. Wide
load boats drive very slowly. RV’s drive very slowly and with such a constant flow of vehicles
traffic just moves slowly. Gravel trucks also drive that road all the time delivering gravel to the
residents and I believe as a community we all work really well together to keep everyone safe
on our road. So yeah when I am walking with my kids we step off into the ditch. Drivers do
drive very slowly around us and we all wave at each other as we do this. We’ve worked together
to keep everyone safe. Gravel trucks drive no differently than wide load boats or RV’s. Just to
be clear I support the presence of RV’s and boats as well as gravel trucks. I believe there is an
attainable balance between all of us in the community to keep Anchor Point, the quaint town
we love, yet also keep the responsible amount development that keeps jobs in our community.”
20. Gina DeBardelaben, McLane Consulting, PO Box 468, Soldotna
Ms. DeBardelaben works for the firm that was hired by Beachcomber LLC to survey the
property and prepare the CLUP permit documents and exhibits. Field work for the permit was
completed in May 2018 and the CLUP application was submitted in June 2018. This site has
a driveway, a small gravel pad, and some berms established. The proposed material site
parcel has a lot of relief to it and it would require some excavation and leveling for access,
residential or commercial construction, all of which could have impacts similar to a material
site. Just something to keep in mind that with an unleveled site, there will always be larger
impacts than a level site.
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There were a few things brought up before in all the written comments and public testimony
that she wanted to speak to. Some of these things are things that she regularly says at Planning
Commission meetings for CLUP’s but she thinks it’s important for the commission and the
public in attendance to hear it. One is noise concerns. It is unrealistic to think that buffers
would or should fully eliminate impacts of noise and visual impacts. The code and the proposed
buffers would minimize visual impacts and noise. That is the requirement. The code provides
tools that are supposed to be used for buffers or barriers and that is what an applicant has to
choose from at this point. That is how the code is written. An applicant does their best to pick
from those tools provided. There is additional information provided by Geovera.
Noises can be deceiving. ANSI, MSHW and OSHA all have charts, comparable data and
studies on noise. She citied some information on noise abatement from a US Bureau of Mines
report regarding noise abatement for construction sites. A front end loader, which is the most
common piece of equipment in a material site, emits between 85 and 91 decibels depending
on the age of the equipment and the materials it is moving. It averages about 88 decibels from
where the operator sits. As a comparison a gas lawnmower operates at a 100 decibels, a
hairdryer at 85 decibels, and an uninsulated home dishwasher operates at 70 decibels.
Separation distancing and locating noisy equipment behind a barrier are the two top
recommendations for noise abatement. A noise barrier such as spoils berm drops the noise
level at a curvilinear rate relative to the distance of the noise to the barrier. Separation of
distance from a noise drops the impacts in a linear fashion. For every 10 feet of distance the
noise drops approximately 6 decibels. Between the curvilinear and the linear analysis, a berm
in combination with approximately 20 feet of separation drops the decibel levels of a front end
loader to that of a dishwasher.
Another thing that has been brought up is the haul routes. The Anchor River Road and the Old
Sterling are state maintained and meet the requirements of a state road. The Anchor River
bridge has a GVW listed for it and is listed very low because the bridge is near being
condemned. It is damaged and is slated for replacement in 2020. All users of these roads need
to abide by DOT requirements for GVW, speed, proper use of lanes, shouldering, etc. The
health of the Anchor Road is not applicable to the borough permitting process. DOT’s letter
regarding line of sight, landing lengths, sweeping, and traffic control permits are all standard to
borough road to DOT access points and industrial traffic use. All borough material sites are
required to maintain their borough haul routes, which would be a borough gravel road, and dust
abatement for gravel haul routes.
Quantity of extraction is another item that is often brought up. Gravel extraction per year is
based on an unknown quantity of material sales. This CLUP application lists 50,000 yards
maximum, when in reality an extraction from a site like this is not likely to exceed 10,000 yards
per year. For perspective a large borough road capital improvement project which is a typical
4,000-foot-long gravel road to be improved would not exceed 4,000 cubic yards for the project.
Mr. Smith citied a very large project and cited 130,000 cubic yards for the project. That is for
over 8 miles of new road construction. That is a huge project for our borough. It is not relative
to a site like this. The 50,000 cubic yard maximum is utilized because that is DNR’s threshold
to determine how material sites are required to report to the state for extraction and for state
bonding for reclamation. If above 50,000 yards there are different requirements. It is a cap to
say that it will not be a huge extraction mining site.
The proposed extraction area is greater than 100 feet from all residential wells, surface
wetlands, flood boundaries as per the borough code. There is no extraction proposed below
the water table as part of this permit. Extraction will remain 2 feet above the ground water
elevation as per the requirements. If the owner decides he wants to try to extract below ground
water, there is another set of requirements that must be met and another meeting.
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Mr. Kinneen has stated multiple times about an email correspondence between Mr. Wall and
herself. Mr. Wall asked about proposing a higher berm. Her response was simply that some
areas had sparse vegetation while other areas had more and that a higher berm could be
proposed but she was not sure that it made sense. Interpretation of what she said was not the
intent of the comment.
Commissioner Whitney wanted to know about the comments made regarding an asphalt plant
being put in. Ms. DeBardelaben stated that as far as she was aware there is no planned sale
of gravel from this site at this point.
Commissioner Ecklund wanted to know if Ms. DeBardelaben, or her firm, drafted the map on
page 41.70 of the desk packet. Ms. DeBardelaben stated that it was prepared by Geovera.
Commissioner Ecklund wanted to know if she knew how many miles the proposed site was
from the Sterling Highway. Ms. DeBardelaben said she was not sure of that distance and it
would depend because there are two routes.
Commissioner Fikes said that the applicant’s proposal is roughly estimated at 10,000 cubic
yards. Ms. DeBardelaben said the permit states less than 50,000 yards. In reality excavation
is based on gravel sales. 10,000 yards is much more appropriate and likely in this area.
Commissioner Fikes wanted to know what realistic hours of operations for this site would be.
Ms. DeBardelaben was not sure but 10,000 yards is two or three projects most likely. A project
would be four to six weeks depending on the size. It would also depend on the delivery
schedule.
21. Eldon Overson, PO Box 1318, Anchor Point
Mr. Overson owns the property on the corner of Danver and Seaward. He thanked the
Commission for their July decision. The piece of property that he bought he just started recently
framing up a little cabin to use in the summer. He halted immediately once he found out this
gravel pit was being planned. He halted his intended use of the property that he purchased.
He would like to address some of the misinformation that has been received from the
opposition. First they say that they are a mom and pop business and are only going to take
out a few yards here and there. When they were stopped from doing their additional 2 ½ acre
permit they had a contract with HilCorp to extract 12,000 yards. That same 12,000 yards, when
they were stopped, was given to another gravel company. They did that hauling of 12,000 yards
to HilCorp in about 9 days. He feels the opposition is trying to paint this as a low impact.
His property sits at the top of hill and is 50 feet above the material site where there is almost
no vegetation. A 50-foot vegetation buffer and a berm will do nothing for him. He will have a
complete line of site of the crusher location and most of the excavation area even with
Beachcomber’s proposal to move the berms as they go. He did submit a picture and a site plan
from the deck of his cabin and it shows where the gravel pit will be. A 12-foot berm with no
trees in line of sight from the gravel pit will provide a complete line of sight. The testimony that
the berm will knock down the sound, it will not because he will have a direct line of sight. The
visual and noise will not be stopped at his property. He hopes they will consider denying the
permit.
22. Gregg Nieser, Seabury Rd., Anchor Point
Mr. Nieser has two properties on Seabury Road. He just recently moved to Alaska after visiting
for 25 years. He visited all over the state but always came back to Homer and Anchor Point.
One of the things that attracted him to the area was the people, the community, the adventurous
opportunities and the nature. He finally fulfilled his dream and this past October he purchased
his two properties which are 7/10 of a mile from the proposed gravel site. He was not included
in any notification because the distance is ½ mile. It was a big surprise that his first week here
that HilCorp with their loud noises and bright lights and that disturbance finally stopped. He is
closer to this proposed site on Danver which will be even more noisy with trucks. After listening
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to everyone he is now concerned with crushing. That sounds more impactful than just trucks
going up and down the only recreational area in that part of the Kenai Peninsula. There are 5
campgrounds, a river with salmon, and ends at a beach where there are thousands of tourists
that visit. He went to Homer and didn’t see the eagles. He asked what happened and when he
was told he found out the place to see them was in Anchor Point at low tide. They went and fell
in love with the area. He moved to not have the light pollution, the sound and traffic and enjoy
clean air and walk to the beach while not worrying about getting run over. He thought it was
strange to sand the roads instead of salt. He was told it was to protect the vegetation and the
wildlife and it doesn’t eat the roads up. He sees the value of having a gravel pit. To have the
sand and the ingredients as one testifier stated. The location itself is not in the best interest of
the community for those that have invested. When he bought his property he didn’t think when
questioning his development options that one would be to not. First, it was HilCorp but then it
stopped. Then, it is if the Chapman School will remain and now this. This is all within a mile
and half of his new home. He is hesitant in investing in his property and hesitant to start a
business in Anchor Point. He thanked the Commission for their consideration. He agrees that
a lot of people may not have received notice or are out of the area so postponing would be in
the community’s best interest.
Mr. Elmaleh wanted to answer a question posed earlier regarding the distance to the Sterling Highway.
Commissioner Ecklund was curious about the distance if turning onto Anchor Point Road to go to the
material site. He stated that it would be about ¾ of a mile. Taking the Old Sterling it would be about 10
miles. Using the bridge is about a mile. Going back to Anchor Point it is between 15 and 18 miles.
Seeing and hearing no one else wishing to speak, the public hearing was closed and discussion was
opened among the commission.
MOTION: Commissioner Carluccio moved, seconded by Commissioner Bentz to continue the hearing on
the conditional land use permit application on a parcel in Anchor Point until brought back by staff.
Commissioner Whitney wanted to clarify if it should be brought back date certain or brought back by staff.
Chair Pro Tem Foster stated it was to be brought back by staff. Commissioner Whitney stated that he would
like to see it date certain and set it for May 28, 2019. Mr. Best confirmed that May 28, 2019 would be a
Planning Commission meeting date but noted that it would be on a Tuesday.
AMENDMENT MOTION: Commissioner Whitney moved, seconded by Commissioner Venuti to amend the
motion to May 28, 2019.
Commissioner Fikes asked if it was being postponed until May. Chair Pro Tem Foster stated it was not a
postponement it would be a continuance of the public hearing.
Mr. Wall stated that he had a concern regarding the May 28, 2019 meeting. He is planned to be out of town
the four weeks leading up to the May 28, 2019 meeting but could be present for the meeting. He is
concerned with the continuity of processing the application if it is to be held on May 28, 2019. Chair Pro
Tem Foster asked if Mr. Wall had a recommendation for the continuation. Mr. Wall stated that the April 22,
2019 would be his recommendation. Commissioner Ecklund felt that based on the applicant’s representative
they were ready to go forward. She believes that all of the application materials are prepared and she knows
there will be more that come in but most of the work is already done. So she felt that his time off should not
interfere with continuing on the May 28, 2019 meeting.
Explaining was done on the need to vote on the question before the motions could be voted on.
VOTE ON THE QUESTION PASSED: Roll call vote on the question, passed by unanimous vote.
AMENDMENT MOTION PASSED BY MAJORITY VOTE: 7 Yes, 2 No, 1 Recused, 2 Absent
Yes:

Bentz, Carluccio, Ecklund, Ernst, Morgan, Venuti, Whitney

No:

Fikes, Foster

Recused:

Brantley
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Martin, Ruffner

Chair Pro Tem Foster addressed that the it will be continued at the May 28, 2019 meeting. At that time the
public hearing will remain open and anyone wishing may come back. He asked that if anyone had anything
to submit for the meeting to please submit it early.
SUBDIVISION PLAT PUBLIC HEARINGS
1.

Commissioner Carluccio reported that the Plat Committee reviewed 6 preliminary plats. 5 were
approved and 1 was postponed.

OTHER/NEW BUSINESS
1.

New Plat Committee (April, May, June 2019)
Members – Brantley, Carluccio, Ecklund, Venuti, Whitney
Alternates - Fikes

ASSEMBLY COMMENTS
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS
DIRECTOR’S COMMENTS
Mr. Best stated that a decision was received from the Hearing Officer for the approval for Diamond Willow
Estates Subdivision. The Planning Commission’s decision to approve was upheld by the Hearing Officer.
The appeal time is still going and a copy of that decision will be available in the next meeting packet.
COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS
Commissioner Venuti wanted to discuss the letter that accuses him of unethical behavior. He understands
that people do not like change and folks in that community have his sympathy. He doesn’t know how he
would feel if he had a gravel pit moving next door to him. But to try to assassinate his character in a public
manner is a lame stunt and wondered if they considered the liability issue they have put before him. The
potential for a problem and he is uncomfortable about this. Obviously, these people do not know anything
about him and he has been working at his profession in the Homer area for 40 years and nobody has ever
said anything about unethical behavior. He refutes the claims entirely.
Commissioner Ecklund stated that due to the size of the packet she had issues with determining where
items were located and where they began and ended. She wanted to clarify if the applicant’s submission
began on page 70 and ended on page 115. Mr. Best would review and let her know. Discussion was had
on trying to arrange and note divisions in the packet better for the next meeting.
Commissioner Bentz noted that she would be absent for April 22, 2019. She also wanted to know if there
was a date for the Comprehensive Plan. Mr. Best stated that there is not a date yet but it is getting closer.
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION: Commissioner Carluccio moved to adjourn the meeting at 10:36 p.m.
MOTION PASSED: Seeing and hearing no discussion or objection, the motion passed by unanimous
consent.

_______________________________________
Julie Hindman
Administrative Assistant
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AGENDA ITEM G.
4.

PUBLIC HEARING

Conditional Land Use Permit for a Material Site; Anchor Point Area

STAFF REPORT

PC MEETING: March 25, 2019

Applicant:

Beachcomber LLC

Landowner:

Beachcomber LLC

Parcel Number:

169-010-67

Legal Description:

Tract B, McGee Tracts - Deed of Record Boundary Survey (Plat 80-104) - Deed
recorded in Book 4, Page 116, Homer Recording District.

Location:

74185 Anchor Point Road

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The applicant wishes to obtain a permit for sand, gravel, and peat
extraction on a portion of the parcel listed above.
On July 16, 2018, the Planning Commission denied the approval of this Conditional Land Use Permit
application based upon the following findings:
1. The noise will not be sufficiently reduced with any buffer or berm that could be added.
2. The visual impact to the neighboring properties will not be reduced sufficiently.
The Planning Commission’s decision was appealed to a hearing officer in accordance with KPB 21.20. The
hearing office has remanded the decision to the Planning Commission with the following instructions:
The Commission shall reevaluate the application with respect to the mandatory conditions listed
in KPB 21.29.050, as well as any voluntary conditions that Beachcomber may agree to. The
Commission shall conduct a second public hearing at which it shall issue findings of fact,
pertaining to the mandatory conditions listed in KPB 21.29.050, and shall reference specific
evidence in the record in support of those findings. In issuing its findings, the Commission must
comply with both local and common law requirements, which require the Commission to both issue
findings supported by substantial evidence and to “articulate the reasons for their decisions.”
Following are excerpts from the hearing officer’s decision regarding the Planning Commission’s discretion:
While the Code requires applicants to submit significant documentation in order to obtain the
permit, the Code does not provide the Commission discretion to deny such a permit when the
application has been properly submitted. Instead, the Code preserves the unrestricted nature of
the rural zoning district and limits the Borough to the imposition of certain conditions to extraction.
(Hearing Officer Decision, p.10.)
A CLUP actually imposes greater rather than fewer restrictions upon the permitted parcels. While
the rural zoning district is primarily unregulated and unrestricted, an applicant’s parcels are subject
to specific and express conditions that are not automatically imposed on other parcels in the same
district. Thus, the government must ensure that the application of greater restrictions upon the
applicant are in fact justified and imposed in a fair and objective way. The Code preserves this
fairness by granting the Borough staff, the Commission, and a hearing officer very limited
discretion in denying and even conditioning CLUPs. (Hearing Officer Decision, p.12.)
While the Commission’s concerns may be valid, the Code does not afford the Commission
discretion to judge the effectiveness of the conditions identified in the Code. Instead, the
Assembly, in adopting the Code, only granted the Commission authority to impose these
conditions and ensure that any application complied with the application requirements. In other
words, under the law as it currently stands, the Commission may only apply conditions under KPB
21.29.050 when issuing a material site conditional use permit. It may not impose additional
conditions despite the positive impact such conditions may have in the rural zoning district or the
community at large. To the extent the parties disagree with these limitations, it is the Borough
Assembly, through the local legislative process, and not this hearing officer, that holds the power
to change the permit approval process. (Hearing Officer Decision, p.13.)
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The complete decision of the hearing officer is included with this staff report.
The submitted site plan indicates that the material site haul route will be Danver Street, which is a Borough
maintained road. The site plan and application proposes the following buffers:
North:
South:
East:
West:

6-foot high berm except along the east 400 feet where a 50-foot vegetated buffer is proposed.
6-foot high berm.
6-foot high berm.
Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer.

The application indicates that the depth to groundwater is 20 feet and that the depth of the proposed
excavation is 18 feet. The groundwater depth was determined by a test hole on the property and exposed
surface water to the north. The site plan indicates that the processing area is 300 feet from the south and
east property lines. It is greater than 300 feet from the west property line. A waiver is being requested from
the north property line. The site plan indicates that the proposed processing area is located 200 feet south
of Parcel 169-022-08, which is undeveloped. Parcel 169-022-04 is developed and located within 300 feet of
the proposed processing area; this parcel is owned by the applicant’s daughter. There is adequate room
elsewhere on the parcel to accommodate processing while complying with the 300-foot setback. Staff does
not recommend approval of the processing distance waiver request.
The site plan indicates that there are several wells located within 300 feet of the parcel boundaries but none
within 100 feet of the proposed excavation area. The site plan indicates a 104-foot setback from the wetlands
area located in the northeast corner of the property and that this setback will provide protection via
phytoremediation of any site run-off prior to entering the surface water. The site plan also indicates that the
Alaska DEC user’s manual, Best Management Practices for Gravel/Rock Aggregate Extraction Projects,
Protecting Surface Water and Groundwater Quality in Alaska, will be utilized as a guideline to reduce
potential impacts to water quality.
The application states that reclamation will be completed annually before the growing season ends
(September) and that seeding will be applied as necessary each season to areas that achieve final grade
in order to minimize erosion and dust. The applicant estimates a life span of 15 years for the site with an
approximate annual quantity of less than 50,000 cubic yards.
Following is a summary of the buffers proposed by staff:
North:

South:
East:
West:

50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary of Parcel 169-022-03 (Brantley) with a
six-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area; a six-foot high berm
between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian wetland and floodplain;
and a 12-foot high berm along the rest of the northern boundary.
50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with a 12-foot high berm
between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel boundary with a 12-foot high berm
between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
Greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel boundary.

PUBLIC NOTICE: Public notice of the application was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or
leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the
postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be posted at their Post Office. Public notice of the application
was published in the March 14, 2019 & March 21, 2019 issues of the Homer News.
ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning Commission packet from July 16, 2018
Public comments submitted at the July 16, 2018 meeting
Excerpt from the minutes of the July 16, 2018 meeting
Hearing Officer’s decision dated December 26, 2018
Hearing Officer’s reconsideration decision dated February 4, 2019
Staff recommended buffers map

FINDINGS OF FACT
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1. KPB 21.25 allows for land in the rural district to be used as a sand, gravel or material site once a permit
has been obtained from the Kenai Peninsula Borough.
2. KPB 21.29 governs material site activity within the rural district of the Kenai Peninsula Borough.
3. On June 4, 2018, the applicant, Beachcomber LLC, submitted a conditional land use permit application
to the Borough Planning Department for KPB Parcel 169-010-67, which is located within the rural
district.
4. Land use in the rural district is unrestricted except as otherwise provided in KPB Title 21.
5. KPB 21.29 provides that a conditional land use permit is required for material extraction that disturbs
more than 2.5 cumulative acres and provides regulations for material extraction.
6. The proposed disturbed area is approximately 27.7 acres.
7. Consistent with KPB 21.25.050(A) on June 21, 2018, the applicant submitted a revised site plan and
application to the Planning Department that addressed issues raised by staff with the initial review of
the application.
8. The submitted application with its associated documents was reviewed by staff for compliance with the
application requirements of KPB 21.29.030. Staff determined that the application was complete and
scheduled the application for a public hearing.
9. A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on July 16, 2018. Public notice of the hearing
was mailed on June 22, 2018 to the 200 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile
of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be
posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was published in the July 5, 2018 & July 12, 2018
issues of the Homer News. The notice requirements of KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have been met.
10. Testimony was filed and heard regarding issues that are not addressed by the KPB 21.29.040
standards or 21.29.050 conditions. Staff and the Planning Commission in reviewing the application are
not authorized by the code to consider those issues such as property values, water quality, wildlife
preservation, a material site quota, and traffic safety.
11. A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on March 25, 2019. Public notice of the hearing
was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile
of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be
posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was published in the March 14, 2019 and March
21, 2019 issues of the Homer News. The notice requirements of KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have
been met.
12. Compliance with the mandatory conditions in KPB 21.29.050, as detailed in the following findings,
necessarily means that the application meets the standards contained in KPB 21.29.040.
13. Parcel boundaries. All boundaries of the subject parcel shall be staked at sequentially visible intervals
where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
A.

The submitted site plan indicates the location of each of the parcel boundary stakes.

B.

Planning staff has visited the site several times and has observed that the boundary stakes
are in place.

14. Buffer zone. A buffer zone shall be maintained around the excavation perimeter or parcel boundaries.
A.

The applicant has proposed to maintain a six-foot high berm along all excavation
boundaries except the western most boundary and along the east 400 feet of the northern
boundary, where a 50-foot vegetated buffer is proposed.

B.

There are 16 parcels adjacent to the proposed material site (adjoining or separated only
by a roadway).

C.

Eight of the adjacent parcels are vacant; one of the vacant parcels is a Prior Existing Use
material site. Six of the adjacent properties have a dwelling. One of the adjacent properties
has a recreational vehicle that is used as a seasonal dwelling. One of the adjacent
properties contains commercial recreational cabins.
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D.

The elevation of the commercial recreational cabins is at a lower elevation than the
proposed excavation area. Three of the adjacent residences are at about the same
elevation as the proposed excavation area. Four of the adjacent residences are at a higher
elevation than the material site parcel.

E.

Farther away, there are additional residences in the vicinity that are at higher elevations
than the adjacent properties. These parcels are less impacted by the material site than
the parcels adjacent to the material site as sound dissipates over distance.

F.

Per the site plan there is a greater than 50-foot native vegetated buffer along the western
most boundary of the material site.

G.

Along the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the applicant has proposed a
six-foot high berm, staff recommends a 50-foot vegetated buffer along the property
boundary with a 12-foot high berm between the extraction area and the vegetated buffer.

H.

Over 40 percent of the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the applicant has
proposed a six-foot high berm as the buffer, contains vegetation that can provide visual
and noise screening of the material site for some of the adjacent uses.

I.

For the remaining southern and eastern property boundaries, where the vegetation was
previously removed, a 50-foot buffer will reduce the sound level for the adjacent properties.

J.

A 12-foot high berm between the excavation perimeter and the vegetated buffer along the
southern and eastern property boundaries will increase visual and noise screening of the
proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along those boundaries.

K.

The total buffer width, as recommended by staff, along the southern and eastern property
boundaries is 98-feet.

L.

As the excavation extends deeper, the visual and noise impacts will decrease because the
height of the berm relative to the excavation will increase.

M.

A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian
wetland and floodplain will provide additional visual and noise screening of the material
site. The berm will also provide additional surface water protection.

N.

A 12-foot high berm along the remaining northern property boundaries will increase visual
and noise screening of the proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along those
boundaries.

O.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that the required buffer will
not cause surface water diversion that negatively affects adjacent properties or water
bodies.

P.

There has been testimony that the material site will mar the view of Mount Iliamna and
Mount Redoubt.
Condition 21.29.050(A)(2) is written to provide screening from the
material site, not protect view sheds beyond the material site.

Q.

Each piece of real estate is uniquely situated and a material site cannot be conditioned so
that all adjacent parcels are equally screened by the buffers. The different elevations of
the parcels, varying vegetation on the surrounding parcels and the proposed material site,
and distance of the material site from the various surrounding parcels necessarily means
the surrounding parcels will not be equally impacted nor can they be equally screened from
the material site.

15. Processing. Any equipment which conditions or processes material must be operated at least 300
feet from the parcel boundaries.
A.

The site plan indicates that the proposed processing area is 300 feet from the south and
east property lines, and greater than 300 feet from the west property line. A processing
distance waiver is being requested from the north property line.

B.

The applicant proposed the following justifications for waiving the processing setback:
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“Although it is a large parcel, the configuration has limited potential process area. The
waiver is requested to the north as 169-022-04 is owned by the applicant’s daughter &
169-022-08 is not developed.”
C.

The 300-foot processing distance from the property lines is a mandatory condition
imposed to decrease the visual and noise impact to adjacent properties.

D.

The portion of the proposed processing area greater than 300 feet from the property line
is very small, ranging from just a few feet wide to about 30 feet wide at the eastern edge
of the proposed location.

E.

There is a larger area in proposed phase III of the project that meets the requirement for a
300-foot processing distance setback, as such, there is adequate room to accommodate
processing on the parcel while complying with 300-foot processing setback.

16. Water source separation. All permits shall be issued with a condition that prohibits any material
extraction within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing prior to original permit issuance. All
CLUPs shall be issued with a condition that requires that a two-foot vertical separation from the
seasonal high water table be maintained. There shall be no dewatering by either pumping, ditching
or some other form of draining.
A.

The submitted site plan and application indicates that there are not any wells within 100
feet of the proposed excavation. The 100-foot radius line on the site plan for the nearest
well indicates that the proposed extraction is greater than 100 feet from this well.

B.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with the two-foot
vertical separation requirement.

C.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that dewatering does not
take place in the material site.

17. Excavation in the water table. Excavation in the water table greater than 300 horizontal feet of a water
source may be permitted with the approval of the planning commission.
A.

This permit approval does not allow excavation in the water table.

18. Waterbodies. An undisturbed buffer shall be left and no earth material extraction activities shall take
place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body, including riparian wetlands
and mapped floodplains. In order to prevent discharge, diversion, or capture of surface water, an
additional setback from lakes, rivers, anadromous streams, and riparian wetlands may be required.
A.

The Cook Inlet lies about 600 feet west of the proposed material extraction.

B.

The Anchor River, which is an anadromous stream, is located about 1,000 feet north of the
proposed material extraction.

C.

The "Wetland Mapping and Classification of the Kenai Lowland, Alaska" maps, created by
the Kenai Watershed Forum, show a riparian wetland in the northeast corner of the
property.

D.

The FEMA maps adopted by KPB 21.06 indicates a mapped floodplain in the northeast
corner of the property. This mapped floodplain approximately matches the mapped riparian
wetland.

E.

The site plan indicates that the proposed extraction is 104 feet from the mapped riparian
wetland. There is approximately two feet difference between the mapped riparian wetland
and the floodplain boundary. This places the proposed excavation at about 102 feet from
the floodplain.

F.

A portion of the required 100-foot buffer adjacent to the riparian wetlands and the floodplain
is an existing stripped area.

G.

Prior to permit issuance the applicant is required to restore the 100-foot buffer adjacent to
the riparian wetlands and the floodplain to an undisturbed state.
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H.

As stated on the site plan the buffer will provide protection via phytoremediation of any site
run-off prior to entering the surface water. The site plan also indicates that the Alaska DEC
user’s manual, “Best Management practices for Gravel/Rock Aggregate Extraction
Projects, Protecting Surface Water and Groundwater Quality in Alaska” will be utilized as
a guideline to reduce potential impacts to water quality.

I.

Borough staff will work with the applicant and regularly monitor the material site to ensure
that excavation does not take place within 100 feet of the mapped floodplain, riparian
wetland, or other water body and that the restored buffer remains undisturbed.

19. Fuel storage. Fuel storage for containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained in impermeable
berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to minimize the potential for
uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or smaller shall not be placed directly
on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable impermeable surface.
A.

Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with mandatory
condition KPB 21.20.050(A)(7).

20. Roads. Operations shall be conducted in a manner so as not to damage borough roads.
A.

The submitted site plan indicates that the material site haul route will be Danver Road,
which is maintained by the Borough, and then to Anchor River Road, which is maintained
by the state.

B.

There was a significant number of public comments concerning the condition of Anchor
Point Road. Anchor Point Road is a paved State of Alaska maintained road for which this
condition is not applicable.

C.

If operations associated with the proposed material site damages borough roads, the
remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 will be used to ensure compliance with this requirement
imposing the condition that operations not damage borough roads.

21. Subdivision. Any further subdivision or return to acreage of a parcel subject to a conditional land use
or counter permit requires the permittee to amend their permit.
A.

Borough planning staff reviews all subdivision plats submitted to the Borough to ensure
compliance with this requirement.

22. Dust control. Dust suppression is required on haul roads within the boundaries of the material site by
application of water or calcium chloride.
A.

If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken to
ensure compliance.

23. Hours of operation. Rock crushing equipment shall not be operated between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
A.

If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken to
ensure compliance.

B.

This condition reduces off-site noise impacts of the material site.

24. Reclamation. Reclamation shall be consistent with the reclamation plan approved by the planning
commission. The applicant shall post a bond to cover the anticipated reclamation costs in an amount
to be determined by the planning director. This bonding requirement shall not apply to sand, gravel or
material sites for which an exemption from state bond requirements for small operations is applicable
pursuant to AS 27.19.050.
A.

The submitted application contains a reclamation plan as required by KPB 21.29.060.

B.

The applicant has submitted a reclamation plan that omits KPB 21.29.060(C)(3), which
requires the placement of a minimum of four inches of topsoil with a minimum organic
content of 5% and precludes the use of sticks and branches over 3 inches in diameter from
being used in the reclamation topsoil. These measures are generally applicable to this type
of excavation project. The inclusion of the requirements contained in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3)
is necessary to meet this material site condition.
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C.

Permit condition number 15 requires that the permittee reclaim the site as described in the
reclamation plan for this parcel with the addition of the requirements contained in KPB
21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning commission

D.

The application states that less than 50,000 cubic yards will be mined annually therefore
the material site qualifies for a small quantity exception from bonding.

25. Other permits. Permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local laws
applicable to the material site operation, and abiding by related permits.
A.

Any violation federal, state or local laws, applicable to the material site operation, reported
to or observed by Borough staff will be forwarded to the appropriate agency for
enforcement.

26. Voluntary permit conditions. Conditions may be included in the permit upon agreement of the permittee
and approval of the planning commission.
A.

No additional conditions have been volunteered by the applicant.

27. Signage. For permitted parcels on which the permittee does not intend to begin operations for at least
12 months after being granted a conditional land use permit.
A.

If Borough staff determines that operations have not commenced after one year, action will
be taken to ensure compliance

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The Planning Commission should review the application, site plan, staff report, and comments received and
determine if the mandatory conditions contained in KPB 21.29.050 will be met. The Planning Department
recommends that the Planning Commission deny the processing distance waiver request, approve the
conditional land use permit with listed conditions, and adopt the findings of fact subject to the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Filing of the PC Resolution in the appropriate recording district after the deadline to appeal the
Planning Commission’s approval has expired (15 days from the date of the notice of decision)
unless there are no parties with appeal rights.
The Planning Department is responsible for filing the Planning Commission resolution.
The applicant will provide the recording fee for the resolution to the Planning Department.
Driveway permits must be acquired from either the state or borough as appropriate prior to the
issuance of the material site permit.
The 100-foot buffer adjacent to the riparian wetland and floodplain shall be restored to a vegetative
state prior to the issuance of the permit.

PERMIT CONDITIONS
1.
2.

3.

The permittee shall cause the boundaries of the subject parcel to be staked at sequentially visible
intervals where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
The permittee shall maintain the following buffers around the excavation perimeter or parcel
boundaries:
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary of Parcel 169-022-03 (Brantley) with
a six-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian
wetland and floodplain
• A 12-foot high berm along the rest of the northern boundary.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with a 12-foot high berm
between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel boundary with a 12-foot high
berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel boundary.
These buffers shall not overlap an easement.
The permittee shall maintain a 2:1 slope between the buffer zone and pit floor on all inactive site
walls. Material from the area designated for the 2:1 slope may be removed if suitable, stabilizing
material is replaced within 30 days from the time of removal.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

The permittee shall not allow buffers to cause surface water diversion which negatively impacts
adjacent properties or water bodies.
The permittee shall operate all equipment which conditions or processes material at least 300 feet
from the parcel boundaries.
The permittee shall not extract material within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing prior
to issuance of this permit.
The permittee shall maintain a 2-foot vertical separation from the seasonal high water table.
The permittee shall not dewater either by pumping, ditching or any other form of draining.
The permittee shall maintain an undisturbed buffer, and no earth material extraction activities shall
take place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body, including riparian
wetlands and mapped floodplains.
The permittee shall ensure that fuel storage containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained in
impermeable berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to minimize
the potential for uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or smaller shall not
be placed directly on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable impermeable surface.
The permittee shall conduct operations in a manner so as not to damage borough roads as required
by KPB 14.40.175, and will be subject to the remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 for violation of this
condition.
The permittee shall notify the planning department of any further subdivision or return to acreage
of this property. Any further subdivision or return to acreage may require the permittee to amend
this permit.
The permittee shall provide dust suppression on haul roads within the boundaries of the material
site by application of water or calcium chloride.
The permittee shall not operate rock crushing equipment between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00
a.m.
The permittee shall reclaim the site as described in the reclamation plan for this parcel with the
addition of the requirements contained in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning
commission.
The permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local laws applicable to
the material site operation, and abiding by related permits. These laws and permits include, but are
not limited to, the borough's flood plain, coastal zone, and habitat protection regulations, those
state laws applicable to material sites individually, reclamation, storm water pollution and other
applicable Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, clean water act and any other U.S.
Army Corp of Engineer permits, any EPA air quality regulations, EPA and ADEC water quality
regulations, EPA hazardous material regulations, U.S. Dept. of Labor Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) regulations (including but not limited to noise and safety standards), and
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearm regulations regarding using and storing
explosives.
The permittee shall post notice of intent on parcel corners or access, whichever is more visible if
the permittee does not intend to begin operations for at least 12 months after being granted a
conditional land use permit. Sign dimensions shall be no more than 15" by 15" and must contain
the following information: the phrase "Permitted Material Site" along with the permittee's business
name and a contact phone number.
The permittee shall operate in accordance with the application and site plan as approved by the
planning commission. If the permittee revises or intends to revise operations so that they are no
longer consistent with the original application, a permit modification is required in accordance with
KPB 21.29.090.
This conditional land use permit is subject to review by the planning department to ensure
compliance with the conditions of the permit. In addition to the penalties provided by KPB 21.50, a
permit may be revoked for failure to comply with the terms of the permit or the applicable provisions
of KPB Title 21. The borough clerk shall issue notice to the permittee of the revocation hearing at
least 20 days but not more than 30 days prior to the hearing.
Once effective, this conditional land use permit is valid for five years. A written request for permit
extension must be made to the planning department at least 30 days prior to permit expiration, in
accordance with KPB 21.29.070.
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NOTE: Any party of record may file an appeal of a decision of the Planning Commission in
accordance with the requirements of the Kenai Peninsula Borough Code of Ordinances, Chapter
21.20.250. A “party of record” is any party or person aggrieved by the decision where the decision
has or could have an adverse effect on value, use, or enjoyment of real property owned by them
who appeared before the planning commission with either oral or written presentation. Petition
signers are not considered parties of record unless separate oral or written testimony is provided
(KPB Code 21.20.210.A.5b1). An appeal must be filed with the Borough Clerk within 15 days of the
notice of decision, using the proper forms, and be accompanied by the filing fee and records
preparation fee. (KPB Code 21.25.100)
END OF STAFF REPORT
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KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION 2018-23
HOMER RECORDING DISTRICT
A resolution granting a conditional land use permit to operate a sand, gravel, or
material site for a parcel described as Tract B, McGee Tracts - Deed of Record
Boundary Survey (Plat 80-104) - Deed recorded in Book 4, Page 116, Homer
Recording District.
WHEREAS,

KPB 21.25 allows for land in the rural district to be used as a sand, gravel or material site
once a permit has been obtained from the Kenai Peninsula Borough; and

WHEREAS,

KPB 21.25.040 provides that a permit is required for a sand, gravel or material site; and

WHEREAS,

on June 4, 2018 the applicant, Beachcomber LLC, submitted a conditional land use
permit application to the Borough Planning Department for KPB Parcel 169-010-67, which
is located within the rural district; and

WHEREAS,

public notice of the application was mailed on June 22, 2018 to the 200 landowners or
leaseholders of the parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel pursuant to KPB
21.25.060; and

WHEREAS,

public notice of the application was published in the July 5, 2018 & July 12, 2018 issues
of the Homer News; and

WHEREAS,

a public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on July 16, 2018 where public
comment was taken and the Commission denied the approval of the conditional land use
permit; and

WHEREAS,

the denial was appealed, a subsequent appeal hearing was held, and the hearing officer
remanded the application to the Planning Commission; and

WHEREAS,

a public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on March 25, 2019. Public notice
of the hearing was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the
parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the
postmaster in Anchor Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of
the hearing was published in the March 14, 2019 and March 21, 2019 issues of the
Homer News;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE KENAI
PENINSULA BOROUGH:
SECTION 1.

That the Planning Commission makes the following findings of fact pursuant to KPB
21.25 and 21.29:

Findings of Fact
1.

KPB 21.25 allows for land in the rural district to be used as a sand, gravel or material site
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2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

once a permit has been obtained from the Kenai Peninsula Borough.
KPB 21.29 governs material site activity within the rural district of the Kenai Peninsula
Borough.
On June 4, 2018, the applicant, Beachcomber LLC, submitted a conditional land use permit
application to the Borough Planning Department for KPB Parcel 169-010-67, which is
located within the rural district.
Land use in the rural district is unrestricted except as otherwise provided in KPB Title 21.
KPB 21.29 provides that a conditional land use permit is required for material extraction that
disturbs more than 2.5 cumulative acres and provides regulations for material extraction.
The proposed disturbed area is approximately 27.7 acres.
Consistent with KPB 21.25.050(A) on June 21, 2018, the applicant submitted a revised site
plan and application to the Planning Department that addressed issues raised by staff with
the initial review of the application.
The submitted application with its associated documents was reviewed by staff for
compliance with the application requirements of KPB 21.29.030. Staff determined that the
application was complete and scheduled the application for a public hearing.
A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on July 16, 2018. Public notice of the
hearing was mailed on June 22, 2018 to the 200 landowners or leaseholders of the parcels
within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in Anchor
Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was published
in the July 5, 2018 & July 12, 2018 issues of the Homer News. The notice requirements of
KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have been met.
Testimony was filed and heard regarding issues that are not addressed by the KPB
21.29.040 standards or 21.29.050 conditions. Staff and the Planning Commission in
reviewing the application are not authorized by the code to consider those issues such as
property values, water quality, wildlife preservation, a material site quota, and traffic safety.
A public hearing of the Planning Commission was held on March 25, 2019. Public notice of
the hearing was mailed on March 4, 2019 to the 203 landowners or leaseholders of the
parcels within one-half mile of the subject parcel. Public notice was sent to the postmaster in
Anchor Point requesting that it be posted at their location. Public notice of the hearing was
published in the March 14, 2019 and March 21, 2019 issues of the Homer News. The notice
requirements of KPB 21.25.060 for this meeting have been met.
Compliance with the mandatory conditions in KPB 21.29.050, as detailed in the following
findings, necessarily means that the application meets the standards contained in KPB
21.29.040.
Parcel boundaries. All boundaries of the subject parcel shall be staked at sequentially visible
intervals where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
A. The submitted site plan indicates the location of each of the parcel boundary stakes.
B. Planning staff has visited the site several times and has observed that the boundary
stakes are in place.
Buffer zone. A buffer zone shall be maintained around the excavation perimeter or parcel
boundaries.
A. The applicant has proposed to maintain a six-foot high berm along all excavation
boundaries except the western most boundary and along the east 400 feet of the
northern boundary, where a 50-foot vegetated buffer is proposed.
B. There are 16 parcels adjacent to the proposed material site (adjoining or separated
only by a roadway).
C. Eight of the adjacent parcels are vacant; one of the vacant parcels is a Prior Existing
Use material site. Six of the adjacent properties have a dwelling. One of the adjacent
properties has a recreational vehicle that is used as a seasonal dwelling. One of the
adjacent properties contains commercial recreational cabins.
D. The elevation of the commercial recreational cabins is at a lower elevation than the
proposed excavation area. Three of the adjacent residences are at about the same
elevation as the proposed excavation area. Four of the adjacent residences are at a
higher elevation than the material site parcel.
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15.

E. Farther away, there are additional residences in the vicinity that are at higher
elevations than the adjacent properties. These parcels are less impacted by the
material site than the parcels adjacent to the material site as sound dissipates over
distance.
F. Per the site plan there is a greater than 50-foot native vegetated buffer along the
western most boundary of the material site.
G. Along the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the applicant has
proposed a six-foot high berm, staff recommends a 50-foot vegetated buffer along
the property boundary with a 12-foot high berm between the extraction area and the
vegetated buffer.
H. Over 40 percent of the southern and eastern property boundaries, where the
applicant has proposed a six-foot high berm as the buffer, contains vegetation that
can provide visual and noise screening of the material site for some of the adjacent
uses.
I. For the remaining southern and eastern property boundaries, where the vegetation
was previously removed, a 50-foot buffer will reduce the sound level for the adjacent
properties.
J. A 12-foot high berm between the excavation perimeter and the vegetated buffer
along the southern and eastern property boundaries will increase visual and noise
screening of the proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along those
boundaries.
K. The total buffer width, as recommended by staff, along the southern and eastern
property boundaries is 98-feet.
L. As the excavation extends deeper, the visual and noise impacts will decrease
because the height of the berm relative to the excavation will increase.
M. A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the
riparian wetland and floodplain will provide additional visual and noise screening of
the material site. The berm will also provide additional surface water protection.
N. A 12-foot high berm along the remaining northern property boundaries will increase
visual and noise screening of the proposed use beyond that of a six-foot berm along
those boundaries.
O. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that the required buffer
will not cause surface water diversion that negatively affects adjacent properties or
water bodies.
P. There has been testimony that the material site will mar the view of Mount Iliamna
and Mount Redoubt. Condition 21.29.050(A)(2) is written to provide screening from
the material site, not protect view sheds beyond the material site.
Q. Each piece of real estate is uniquely situated and a material site cannot be
conditioned so that all adjacent parcels are equally screened by the buffers. The
different elevations of the parcels, varying vegetation on the surrounding parcels and
the proposed material site, and distance of the material site from the various
surrounding parcels necessarily means the surrounding parcels will not be equally
impacted nor can they be equally screened from the material site.
Processing. Any equipment which conditions or processes material must be operated at
least 300 feet from the parcel boundaries.
A. The site plan indicates that the proposed processing area is 300 feet from the south
and east property lines, and greater than 300 feet from the west property line. A
processing distance waiver is being requested from the north property line.
B. The applicant proposed the following justifications for waiving the processing
setback: “Although it is a large parcel, the configuration has limited potential process
area. The waiver is requested to the north as 169-022-04 is owned by the applicant’s
daughter & 169-022-08 is not developed.”
C. The 300-foot processing distance from the property lines is a mandatory condition
imposed to decrease the visual and noise impact to adjacent properties.
D. The portion of the proposed processing area greater than 300 feet from the property
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16.

17.

18.

19.

line is very small, ranging from just a few feet wide to about 30 feet wide at the
eastern edge of the proposed location.
E. There is a larger area in proposed phase III of the project that meets the requirement
for a 300-foot processing distance setback, as such, there is adequate room to
accommodate processing on the parcel while complying with 300-foot processing
setback.
Water source separation. All permits shall be issued with a condition that prohibits any
material extraction within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing prior to original
permit issuance. All CLUPs shall be issued with a condition that requires that a two-foot
vertical separation from the seasonal high water table be maintained. There shall be no
dewatering by either pumping, ditching or some other form of draining.
A. The submitted site plan and application indicates that there are not any wells within
100 feet of the proposed excavation. The 100-foot radius line on the site plan for the
nearest well indicates that the proposed extraction is greater than 100 feet from this
well.
B. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with the
two-foot vertical separation requirement.
C. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure that dewatering does
not take place in the material site.
Excavation in the water table. Excavation in the water table greater than 300 horizontal feet
of a water source may be permitted with the approval of the planning commission.
A. This permit approval does not allow excavation in the water table.
Waterbodies. An undisturbed buffer shall be left and no earth material extraction activities
shall take place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body,
including riparian wetlands and mapped floodplains. In order to prevent discharge, diversion,
or capture of surface water, an additional setback from lakes, rivers, anadromous streams,
and riparian wetlands may be required.
A. The Cook Inlet lies about 600 feet west of the proposed material extraction.
B. The Anchor River, which is an anadromous stream, is located about 1,000 feet north
of the proposed material extraction.
C. The "Wetland Mapping and Classification of the Kenai Lowland, Alaska" maps,
created by the Kenai Watershed Forum, show a riparian wetland in the northeast
corner of the property.
D. The FEMA maps adopted by KPB 21.06 indicates a mapped floodplain in the
northeast corner of the property. This mapped floodplain approximately matches the
mapped riparian wetland.
E. The site plan indicates that the proposed extraction is 104 feet from the mapped
riparian wetland. There is approximately two feet difference between the mapped
riparian wetland and the floodplain boundary. This places the proposed excavation at
about 102 feet from the floodplain.
F. A portion of the required 100-foot buffer adjacent to the riparian wetlands and the
floodplain is an existing stripped area.
G. Prior to permit issuance the applicant is required to restore the 100-foot buffer
adjacent to the riparian wetlands and the floodplain to an undisturbed state.
H. As stated on the site plan the buffer will provide protection via phytoremediation of
any site run-off prior to entering the surface water. The site plan also indicates that
the Alaska DEC user’s manual, “Best Management practices for Gravel/Rock
Aggregate Extraction Projects, Protecting Surface Water and Groundwater Quality in
Alaska” will be utilized as a guideline to reduce potential impacts to water quality.
I. Borough staff will work with the applicant and regularly monitor the material site to
ensure that excavation does not take place within 100 feet of the mapped floodplain,
riparian wetland, or other water body and that the restored buffer remains
undisturbed.
Fuel storage. Fuel storage for containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained in
impermeable berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to
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20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

minimize the potential for uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or
smaller shall not be placed directly on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable
impermeable surface.
A. Borough staff will regularly monitor the material site to ensure compliance with
mandatory condition KPB 21.20.050(A)(7).
Roads. Operations shall be conducted in a manner so as not to damage borough roads.
A. The submitted site plan indicates that the material site haul route will be Danver
Road, which is maintained by the Borough, and then to Anchor River Road, which is
maintained by the state.
B. There was a significant number of public comments concerning the condition of
Anchor Point Road. Anchor Point Road is a paved State of Alaska maintained road
for which this condition is not applicable.
C. If operations associated with the proposed material site damages borough roads, the
remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 will be used to ensure compliance with this
requirement imposing the condition that operations not damage borough roads.
Subdivision. Any further subdivision or return to acreage of a parcel subject to a conditional
land use or counter permit requires the permittee to amend their permit.
A. Borough planning staff reviews all subdivision plats submitted to the Borough to
ensure compliance with this requirement.
Dust control. Dust suppression is required on haul roads within the boundaries of the
material site by application of water or calcium chloride.
A. If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken
to ensure compliance.
Hours of operation. Rock crushing equipment shall not be operated between 10:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m.
A. If Borough staff becomes aware of a violation of this requirement action will be taken
to ensure compliance.
B. This condition reduces off-site noise impacts of the material site.
Reclamation. Reclamation shall be consistent with the reclamation plan approved by the
planning commission. The applicant shall post a bond to cover the anticipated reclamation
costs in an amount to be determined by the planning director. This bonding requirement
shall not apply to sand, gravel or material sites for which an exemption from state bond
requirements for small operations is applicable pursuant to AS 27.19.050.
A. The submitted application contains a reclamation plan as required by KPB 21.29.060.
B. The applicant has submitted a reclamation plan that omits KPB 21.29.060(C)(3),
which requires the placement of a minimum of four inches of topsoil with a minimum
organic content of 5% and precludes the use of sticks and branches over 3 inches in
diameter from being used in the reclamation topsoil. These measures are generally
applicable to this type of excavation project. The inclusion of the requirements
contained in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) is necessary to meet this material site condition.
C. Permit condition number 15 requires that the permittee reclaim the site as described
in the reclamation plan for this parcel with the addition of the requirements contained
in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning commission
D. The application states that less than 50,000 cubic yards will be mined annually
therefore the material site qualifies for a small quantity exception from bonding.
Other permits. Permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local
laws applicable to the material site operation, and abiding by related permits.
A. Any violation federal, state or local laws, applicable to the material site operation,
reported to or observed by Borough staff will be forwarded to the appropriate agency
for enforcement.
Voluntary permit conditions. Conditions may be included in the permit upon agreement of the
permittee and approval of the planning commission.
A. No additional conditions have been volunteered by the applicant.
Signage. For permitted parcels on which the permittee does not intend to begin operations
for at least 12 months after being granted a conditional land use permit.
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A. If Borough staff determines that operations have not commenced after one year,
action will be taken to ensure compliance
PERMIT CONDITIONS
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

The permittee shall cause the boundaries of the subject parcel to be staked at sequentially
visible intervals where parcel boundaries are within 300 feet of the excavation perimeter.
The permittee shall maintain the following buffers around the excavation perimeter or parcel
boundaries:
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the south boundary of Parcel 169-022-03 (Brantley)
with a six-foot high berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A six-foot high berm between the extraction area and the 100-foot setback from the riparian
wetland and floodplain
• A 12-foot high berm along the rest of the northern boundary.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the southern parcel boundaries with a 12-foot high
berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A 50-foot vegetated buffer adjacent to the eastern most parcel boundary with a 12-foot high
berm between the vegetated buffer and the extraction area.
• A greater than 50-foot vegetated buffer along the western most parcel boundary.
These buffers shall not overlap an easement.
The permittee shall maintain a 2:1 slope between the buffer zone and pit floor on all inactive site
walls. Material from the area designated for the 2:1 slope may be removed if suitable, stabilizing
material is replaced within 30 days from the time of removal.
The permittee shall not allow buffers to cause surface water diversion which negatively impacts
adjacent properties or water bodies.
The permittee shall operate all equipment which conditions or processes material at least 300
feet from the parcel boundaries.
The permittee shall not extract material within 100 horizontal feet of any water source existing
prior to issuance of this permit.
The permittee shall maintain a 2-foot vertical separation from the seasonal high water table.
The permittee shall not dewater either by pumping, ditching or any other form of draining.
The permittee shall maintain an undisturbed buffer, and no earth material extraction activities
shall take place within 100 linear feet from a lake, river, stream, or other water body, including
riparian wetlands and mapped floodplains.
The permittee shall ensure that fuel storage containers larger than 50 gallons shall be contained
in impermeable berms and basins capable of retaining 110 percent of storage capacity to
minimize the potential for uncontained spills or leaks. Fuel storage containers 50 gallons or
smaller shall not be placed directly on the ground, but shall be stored on a stable impermeable
surface.
The permittee shall conduct operations in a manner so as not to damage borough roads as
required by KPB 14.40.175, and will be subject to the remedies set forth in KPB 14.40 for
violation of this condition.
The permittee shall notify the planning department of any further subdivision or return to acreage
of this property. Any further subdivision or return to acreage may require the permittee to amend
this permit.
The permittee shall provide dust suppression on haul roads within the boundaries of the material
site by application of water or calcium chloride.
The permittee shall not operate rock crushing equipment between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m.
The permittee shall reclaim the site as described in the reclamation plan for this parcel with the
addition of the requirements contained in KPB 21.29.060(C)(3) and as approved by the planning
commission.
The permittee is responsible for complying with all other federal, state and local laws applicable
to the material site operation, and abiding by related permits. These laws and permits include,
but are not limited to, the borough's flood plain, coastal zone, and habitat protection regulations,
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17.

18.

19.

20.

those state laws applicable to material sites individually, reclamation, storm water pollution and
other applicable Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, clean water act and any
other U.S. Army Corp of Engineer permits, any EPA air quality regulations, EPA and ADEC
water quality regulations, EPA hazardous material regulations, U.S. Dept. of Labor Mine Safety
and Health Administration (MSHA) regulations (including but not limited to noise and safety
standards), and Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearm regulations regarding using
and storing explosives.
The permittee shall post notice of intent on parcel corners or access, whichever is more visible if
the permittee does not intend to begin operations for at least 12 months after being granted a
conditional land use permit. Sign dimensions shall be no more than 15" by 15" and must contain
the following information: the phrase "Permitted Material Site" along with the permittee's
business name and a contact phone number.
The permittee shall operate in accordance with the application and site plan as approved by the
planning commission. If the permittee revises or intends to revise operations so that they are no
longer consistent with the original application, a permit modification is required in accordance
with KPB 21.29.090.
This conditional land use permit is subject to review by the planning department to ensure
compliance with the conditions of the permit. In addition to the penalties provided by KPB 21.50,
a permit may be revoked for failure to comply with the terms of the permit or the applicable
provisions of KPB Title 21. The borough clerk shall issue notice to the permittee of the revocation
hearing at least 20 days but not more than 30 days prior to the hearing.
Once effective, this conditional land use permit is valid for five years. A written request for permit
extension must be made to the planning department at least 30 days prior to permit expiration, in
accordance with KPB 21.29.070.

ADOPTED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH ON
THIS_____________________DAY OF______________________, 2019.

Blair J. Martin, Chairperson
Planning Commission
ATTEST:

Julie Hindman
Administrative Assistant

PLEASE RETURN
Kenai Peninsula Borough
Planning Department
144 North Binkley St.
Soldotna, AK 99669
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Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission Meeting, March 25, 2019
Conditional Land Use Permit for a Material Site
Parcel Number 169-010-67
Applicant: Beachcomber LLC
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Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission Meeting, March 25, 2019
Conditional Land Use Permit for a Material Site
Parcel Number: 169-010-67
Applicant: Beachcomber LLC
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From: RICHARD CLINE [mailto:captrichie@me.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 11:16 AM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>
Cc: LadyAnn Cline <anndotcalm@gmail.com>
Subject: Attention: Blair Martin

Dear Blair,
My wife Ann and I own two lots and a cabin on Danver St. overlooking the proposed gravel pit by
Beachcomber LLC. Our cabin address is:
34926 Danver St.
Anchor Point, AK 99556
If you have any questions or comments for us, my email is above, or you can contact us by phone at (907) 7157237.
I am sending an open letter about the proposed gravel pit and the upcoming hearing out to neighbors, news
outlets, and other concerned KPB residents. I thought it would be favorable and desirable to inform you of all
of its contents before I send it out. It is attached for your review. In it, I implore the Planning Commission to
come to our neighborhood and see for yourself just how devastating this proposed pit will be. As far as we
know, no members have yet done so. Rather than base your decision on what we or anyone else says, personal
observation of the location would be much more valuable. I would presume you give the utmost veracity to the
Planning Department, who have actually visited the area (Bruce Wall); however, Bruce stood on Pete Kineen’s
deck with Pete, Hans Bilben, and myself, maneuvered behind a tree, then stated he couldn’t even see the site
from there! You are invited to go anywhere on our property, and I’m sure any of the concerned neighbors
would also welcome your personal visit to observe for yourself why we are so worried.
Thank you for your consideration.
Richard and Ann Cline
atch. Open Letter
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An open letter on the upcoming KPB Hearing to consider the application
of Beachcomber LLC for a gravel extraction land usage permit.
We, and our fellow residents of Anchor Point in the vicinity of the proposed
gravel pit, have been devastated since last summer over the very real
threat of a noisy, dangerous, unsightly gravel pit in the middle of our
serene neighborhood that currently enjoys fantastic views of Cook Inlet
and the Alaska Range. We have come out with one voice opposing the
granting of the permit because we know what it would do to the area.
Homeowners around existing gravel pit extraction operations know only
too well just what they have to look at and listen to each day, and we
certainly don’t want that here.
The Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission listened to our
concerns last summer, and immediately denied the permit, based on the
obvious non-compliance with two of the required six conditions that had
to be met for approving a permit, even though the previous 96 applications
had been granted a seemingly rubber-stamped approval without a single
denial. Beachcomber LLC, their legal representation, and their hired
engineering company who were all very experienced in the “conditions”
and history of prior applications, expected a rapid approval and business
as usual. When the permit was denied, they quickly filed an appeal, again
expecting the usual approval through a Borough process heavily favoring
the gravel operators over residents. In their arguments, they stated
themselves that the non-compliance of those pesky conditions are
expected to be overcome with the usual waiving of the conditions by the
Commission.
The hearing oﬃcer denied the reversal of the original decision, but instead
of a correct confirmation of the Commission’s denial, ordered the entire
process to be repeated. Now the Commission is holding another hearing
to again hear both sides in the approval or denial process.
The Commission, so far, has simply listened to concerned parties on both
sides, with a vast majority urging denial. It’s our neighborhood at stake
here. Beachcomber LLC owners don’t live anywhere near the site, nor do
their lawyers or the engineering firm they hired. But more importantly:
neither do any of the Commissioners! During this entire period, the
Commission has relied on testimony of upset residents telling them their
concerns of what the operation would do to the view, the noise, the dust,
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the water table, the wildlife, the property values, and their health; and of
course to the other sides’ testimony basically scoﬃng at the whole thing
and urging a simple waiving of existing legislative conditional
requirements.
The answer here is for the Commission to simply visit the area for
themselves. They should also visit existing gravel extraction operations
that have an operating rock crusher so they experience for themselves just
what we are all worried about. They will witness just how well berms and
buﬀers “mitigate” the sounds and dust of these operations. They will see
the concerns we have from our properties because the proposed site is in
plain view and actually abuts existing homes. They will see the already
poor road conditions, the proximity of the Anchor River and State
campgrounds, and how the noise would be magnified by our topography.
We implore the Commission to make an informed decision on this case
without emotion, without reliance on testimony from either worried
residents or unconcerned developers by taking the time to make the onehour drive to see all of this for themselves and not rely on deceptive
photographs. They are welcome on our property. We want them to look
out from our deck and hopefully visit adjacent properties to confirm what a
dangerous, ugly, polluting eyesore this proposed open pit would be.
Ann and Richard Cline
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From: Marie Drinkhouse [mailto:mariedrinkhouse@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2019 9:26 AM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>; Hindman, Julie <jhindman@kpb.us>
Subject: Beachcomber LLC on Parcel No. 169‐010‐67

Attention: Blair Martin, Planning Commission Chair
I am writing in concern over the mining permit being requested and previously denied in
Anchor Point. This location borders my property on two sides. I do feel that the wind
would not allow any berm to protect me from either dust or sound. Nor could a berm
allow the vacationers in the parks, also very near, to have fond memories of their stay
at Anchor Point camp grounds. The noise from the truck traffic and the safety involved
with that movement would also be a negative affect on the continued use of those
campgrounds. Yes, this would probably have a negative affect on my land value but
worse yet I fear it would have a negative affect on the visitors that come and stay a
brief period at Anchor Point. This little town has so little going for it and this land use
approval would harshly affect its shining star (camp grounds, fishing stream and
peaceful vistas) all located at or very near the proposed site. The borough is a large
area and these mining assets are valuable but there has to be a better location with
much less affect on two of our most valuable state resources, namely tourist and fishing.
Thank you for your serious consideration.
Marie Drinkhouse
The garage/cabin with the blue roof on Echo Drive
907-354-0847
I am presently out of state caring for my sister who is ill.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®
Code of Ethics Video Series
The Preamble to the Code of Ethics
Under all is the land. Upon its wise utilization and widely allocated ownership depend the
survival and growth of free institutions and of our civilization. REALTORS® should recognize that
the interests of the nation and its citizens require the highest and best use of the land and the
widest distribution of land ownership. They require the creation of adequate housing, the
building of functioning cities, the development of productive industries and farms, and the
preservation of a healthful environment.
Such interests impose obligations beyond those of ordinary commerce. They impose grave social
responsibility and a patriotic duty to which REALTORS® should dedicate themselves, and for
which they should be diligent in preparing themselves. REALTORS®, therefore, are zealous to
maintain and improve the standards of their calling and share with their fellow REALTORS® a
common responsibility for its integrity and honor.
In recognition and appreciation of their obligations to clients, customers, the public, and each
other, REALTORS® continuously strive to become and remain informed on issues affecting real
estate and, as knowledgeable professionals, they willingly share the fruit of their experience and
study with others. They identify and take steps, through enforcement of this Code of Ethics and
by assisting appropriate regulatory bodies, to eliminate practices which may damage the public
or which might discredit or bring dishonor to the real estate profession. REALTORS® having direct
personal knowledge of conduct that may violate the Code of Ethics involving misappropriation
of client or customer funds or property, willful discrimination, or fraud resulting in substantial
economic harm, bring such matters to the attention of the appropriate Board or Association of
REALTORS®. (Amended 1/00)
Realizing that cooperation with other real estate professionals promotes the best interests of
those who utilize their services, REALTORS® urge exclusive representation of clients; do not
attempt to gain any unfair advantage over their competitors; and they refrain from making
unsolicited comments about other practitioners. In instances where their opinion is sought, or
where REALTORS® believe that comment is necessary, their opinion is offered in an objective,
professional manner, uninfluenced by any personal motivation or potential advantage or gain.
The term REALTOR® has come to connote competency, fairness, and high integrity resulting from
adherence to a lofty ideal of moral conduct in business relations. No inducement of profit and no
instruction from clients ever can justify departure from this ideal.
In the interpretation of this obligation, REALTORS® can take no safer guide than that which has
been handed down through the centuries, embodied in the Golden Rule, “Whatsoever ye would
that others should do to you, do ye even so to them.”
Accepting this standard as their own, REALTORS® pledge to observe its spirit in all of their
activities whether conducted personally, through associates or others, or via technological means,
and to conduct their business in accordance with the tenets set forth below. (Amended 1/07)
11/01/07

Code of Ethics Video Series
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Support Materials

Essential materials for building a strong Ontario

GROUNDWATER IN THE AGGREGATE INDUSTRY

Groundwater is a renewable resource that is in constant motion as part
of the hydrologic cycle. Above-water pits and quarries have little or no
effect on water levels or the flow of groundwater.

About Aggregates #8
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OSSGA
Fact Sheet
Groundwater at Pits and Quarries
What is Groundwater?

Groundwater is a renewable resource.

Just as the name implies, groundwater is water
contained in the pores and fissures of the earth.
Groundwater is a renewable resource. It is in constant
motion, part of the hydrologic cycle (see Hydrologic
Cycle on the cover page). Rainfall and snowmelt
infiltrate into the earth to recharge groundwater, which
then flows as baseflow into streams and lakes.
Evaporation from open water, and transpiration from
plants, returns water to the atmosphere to complete the
cycle.

Water wells are protected under provincial
legislation.

A common misconception is that groundwater flows in
underground rivers and lakes like surface water.
Instead, groundwater seeps very slowly through the
pore spaces and small fissures in the soil and rock.
Materials such as clay have a low permeability, and
hence very slow groundwater flow, while sand and
gravel, or highly fractured rock, have high permeability
and permit groundwater to flow faster. These more
permeable layers are called aquifers.

Above-water pits and quarries can have a
beneficial effect on groundwater and aquatic
resources.
Below-water pits and quarries can be operated
without significant groundwater impacts if they
are carefully designed and operated.
Permits to Take Water ensure that aggregate
wash plants do not harm water resources.
Aggregate extraction and processing is a clean
industry that does not provide
groundwater contaminants.

homeowners on subjects including proper water well
construction and maintenance, protecting water quality
in wells and managing water shortages (1-800-5654923 or www.ene.gov.on.ca).

The water table is the depth at which the soils or rock
become completely saturated with groundwater. If a
hole were dug, and left to stand for a while for
groundwater to seep in, the water level in the hole
would represent the water table. The water table
elevation is not static, though, and it can fluctuate in
different seasons and from year-to-year, depending on
the amount of recharge. Natural depressions can
intersect the water table to form lakes, ponds and
wetlands.

Wells and their associated equipment require ongoing
maintenance. Even with the best maintenance, though,
they still tend to degrade naturally over a period of
years, through mechanical wear and clogging of the
well screen, pump and pipes, .

Water Wells

The answer depends on the type of pit or quarry.

Groundwater is a critical resource in Ontario - nearly
one quarter of us rely on wells for our water supply.
Some of these are municipal wells serving urban
communities, but the vast majority are private water
wells, mainly in the rural parts of the province. Two
common types of wells are shallow dug wells which
draw water from the water table, and bored or drilled
wells which draw water from deeper aquifers.
The Ontario Water Resources Act and the
Environmental Protection Act both serve to protect the
quality and quantity of groundwater. They are
administered by the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment, which will respond to public complaints
regarding interference with water wells. The Ministry
has several excellent publications available to
About Aggregates #8
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Can Pits and Quarries Affect the Flow of
Groundwater?

Above-Water Pits and Quarries
Most of Ontario’s sand and gravel pits, and a few of its
rock quarries, are excavated entirely above the water
table. This type of operation has little or no effect on
water levels or the flow of groundwater because there
is no direct, physical alteration of the water table or any
aquifers. Monitoring programs at above-water pits and
quarries across Ontario have confirmed that
groundwater is unaffected.
In some ways, above-water pits and quarries can
actually be beneficial to groundwater. They create a
“bowl” that captures and infiltrates all rainfall and
snowmelt rather than allowing some of it to run off
across the ground surface. A study on the Oak Ridges
Moraine documented a number of benefits related to
this extra groundwater recharge (Hunter/Raven Beck,

GROUNDWATER IN THE AGGREGATE INDUSTRY
1996). One of the important benefits is to reduce direct
run-off to surface water streams and increase cold
groundwater baseflow which is critical to fish habitat.

Below-Water Pits
Below-water pits usually use large excavators or
draglines to dredge sand and gravel from the pit ponds
that form below the water table level. Generally, this
type of extraction does not have major impacts
because most of the groundwater remains in the pit, or
drains back into the pit. This type of pit also captures
surface water run-off and promotes more groundwater
recharge, but these benefits are offset by the increased
evaporation that will occur from the surface of a pit
pond. Minor water losses also occur due to residual
moisture contained in the aggregate products that are
shipped from the site. Finally, the removal of solid
sand and gravel particles from below the water table
has the effect of temporarily lowering the water level
in a pit pond (imagine removing a rock from a bucket
of water).
The water surface in very large below-water pit ponds
will stabilize at a uniform level, whereas the
groundwater table before extraction may have been
irregular or sloping. Therefore, the water table around
the pit will have to “adjust” to the water level in the pit
pond, possibly resulting in slightly different
groundwater flow patterns. Fortunately, there is a
simple solution where this may be a problem – digging
several smaller pit ponds rather than one large pond
(Ostrander et al, 1998).
When all of these factors are combined, the net effects
of below-water extraction are normally minor and very
localized. However, in certain circumstances they
could still be significant if there are sensitive features
such as wetlands or shallow wells in close proximity.
As a result, a detailed and careful hydrogeological
study is necessary when licencing this type of pit
(Ministry of Natural Resources, 1997), and mitigation
(solutions) to any negative impacts will be required.
An ongoing groundwater monitoring program may be
required.

Below-Water Quarries
Most quarries that extract from below the water table
pump water out of the excavation so that the work of
blasting and recovering the bedrock can be done on a
dry floor. Dewatering usually does affect groundwater
levels and flow patterns around the site, since it
artificially lowers the water table to at least the base of
the quarry. Hydrogeologists call the area around the
quarry that is affected by the dewatering the
drawdown cone or the radius of influence. Wells,
streams, wetlands, or other sensitive features within

this area must be carefully studied to predict the
impacts and devise mitigation measures before the
quarry can be licenced (Ministry of Natural Resources,
1997) and a groundwater monitoring program will
normally be required.
There are many locations in Ontario where belowwater quarries are successfully operated while
sensitive water uses continue nearby – it depends very
much on the specific hydrogeological setting.
Recently, some innovative technologies have been
introduced in Ontario to lessen the effects of quarry
dewatering, such as pumping the water from the
quarry back into the groundwater system around the
quarry to artificially recharge the water table. This has
so far proven to be quite successful (Gartner Lee
Limited, 2001).

Other Water Takings
Pits and quarries have uses for water, similar to other
businesses, such as supplying offices and shops with
drinking water, watering lawns and gardens, etc., but
these tend to be relatively minor. Most types of
aggregate processing, such as crushing and screening,
are dry operations and do not require water supply.
However, to minimize dust (which is a byproduct of
excavation in a pit or quarry) spray water is used on
internal haul roads, processing equipment, stockpiles
and trucks.
One exception is aggregate washing plants, which are
used at some sites, and do require relatively large
quantities of water. Most plants recycle wash water
through a “closed loop” series of holding ponds and
settling ponds (i.e., the water is re-circulated, with no
off-site discharge), so that the amount of water
actually consumed in the process is usually less than
about 10%. This make-up water normally comes from
local groundwater or surface water sources. A
common configuration would be to have a well that
would be used occasionally during the production
season to “top up” the ponds.
These water takings are regulated separately from the
pit licence under the Ontario Water Resources Act,
and controlled through Permits to Take Water. The
applications and related hydrogeological studies are
carefully reviewed by the Ministry of the
Environment, other government agencies, and the
interested public through the Environmental Bill of
Rights process to ensure there will be no unacceptable
impacts from these water takings, before the permit is
issued.
About Aggregates #8
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Valley Conservation Authority in 1998 concluded that pit
ponds have minimal impact on groundwater temperatures,
and that these minor effects are completely dissipated
It surprises some people to learn that aggregate extraction within a few hundred metres from a pit (Ostrander et al,
1998). Field monitoring has also confirmed that
is a clean industry. Processing aggregates is a purely
mechanical process of crushing, screening, blending, and groundwater returns to its normal background
temperature within tens of metres of pit ponds (Harden
sometimes washing (with water), without the need for
Environmental, 1995).
chemicals. At most sites, fuels and lubricants for the
equipment are the only potential sources of groundwater
contamination, and these are closely regulated under the As a result of the research to-date, thermal effects of pits
Technical Standards and Safety Act. A spills contingency and quarries is not considered to be a major issue in most
cases. However, where there are cold water fisheries
plan is a standard condition of every new aggregate
close to a pit pond, appropriate investigations and studies
licence.
are required, and the setbacks and buffer zones will be
adjusted accordingly.
Bacteriological contamination of the type responsible
for the Walkerton tragedy comes from human and animal
For further information, please contact the OSSGA
wastes. Aggregate extraction and processing is not a
Environment and Resources Manager, at (905) 507-0711 or
source of this type of contamination.

Can a Pit or Quarry Contaminate
Groundwater?

visit the OSSGA website at www.ossga.com.
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is not normally an issue. This was confirmed through a
Environment Committee.
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What About Water Temperature?
Water temperature concerns are occasionally raised in
conjunction with below-water pits. A pit pond warmed
through the summer months could result in a flow of
warmer groundwater to nearby points of baseflow
discharge and, in turn, affect cold water fisheries
resources. An analysis conducted on behalf of the Credit
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Ostrander, M.D., Martin, P.J., Blackport, B. and Picotti, M., 1998.
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“Highest and Best Use”
Highest and Best Use is the likely use, selected from a number of available choices, to which an area of land or
a building may be put, based on what is physically possible and in compliance with zoning and building
regulations and which, at the time of an appraisal, produces the most profitable present value of the land. The
legal use of land or improved property which, at any point in time, is likely to produce the highest return to an
investor.
When it comes to valuing land – one of the most important factors in getting this number reasonably accurate is
to understand the “highest and best use” for a property.
The question of a property's highest and best use is something all appraisers aim to address – and the issue is
particularly relevant to appraisers and investors who are working with vacant land.
When a vacant lot doesn't have any pre-existing improvements on it, there can be many potential uses for the
property (depending on how the owner wants to use it, and what the local zoning regulations will allow), but
even when there are several possibilities, there is only ONE highest and best use.

The Four Criteria
To keep things simple, let's assume we're looking at rural land with no improvements and no history of
environmental contamination.
According to the Appraisal Institute, the four standard criteria points we'd be looking at are:





Legal Permissibility
Physical Possibility
Financial Feasibility
Maximum Productivity

Legal Permissibility
According to the local zoning and planning department (typically at the county or city level), what are you
allowed to do with this property?
Furthermore, are there any particular uses that are disallowed by government regulations and/or prohibited by
covenants, deed restrictions or other issues covered in the property's title history?
In some cases (for instance, if a property is situated in a Home Owners Association), there may be additional
rules that govern what can and can't be done with a property – even beyond what the city or county will allow.
While in some cases, it may be possible to change the zoning of a property to suit your purposes, or even
negotiate with the HOA to get their permission for the specifics of what you want, this can be a complicated,
convoluted process that is anything but guaranteed… so for the purposes of this article, we're going to assume
that changing the legal uses of a property is NOT in the cards.
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Physical Possibility
When considering what can be done with a property, it's important to recognize what is physically possible –
taking into account the physical attributes of the property (its size, shape, location, terrain, legal easements, and
a lot more).
For example, if you've got one acre of land located in a swamp, you shouldn't assume the property is buildable.
Likewise, if you've got one acre of land in the middle of the desert, you shouldn't assume the property can be
used as a marina… because it's just not physically possible.
Of course, both are ridiculous examples – but they illustrate the point of taking the property's physical attributes
into account when determining what the property may be used for.

Financial Feasibility
When taking any kind of construction or improvements into account (whether you plan to build a house or a
skyscraper), it's important to ensure that the intended use can either:
a. Generate enough revenue to justify the cost of the improvements (in the case of a commercial project or
business endeavor).
b. Create enough additional value to justify the cost of construction for the homeowner and/or make a profit for
the investor.

To use another ludicrous example, you wouldn't spend $10 million to buy a high-end parcel of land in
downtown Manhattan, only to run a lemonade stand that earns $10 a day – right?
If you're going to pay this kind of cash (and even more to develop it), you need to be confident it will create
enough value or generate enough revenue for this kind of investment to actually make sense.

Maximum Productivity
To determine a property's maximum productivity, it's important to know which use is likely to generate the
highest return on investment (ROI) for the investor.
For example, let's say we have a 10-acre parcel of land that could be used to build either of the following:



Movie Theater Complex
Self-Storage Facility

We can follow a simple equation to determine which of these scenarios is most likely to be the “maximally
productive” use.
Movie Theater Complex

Cost of Land Purchase: $100,000
Cost of Construction: $1,400,000
Market Value of Finished Building: $1,700,000
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Profit for Developer: 13%
Self-Storage Facility

Cost of Land Purchase: $100,000
Cost of Construction: $1,100,000
Market Value of Finished Building: $1,500,000
Profit for Developer: 25%
Even though the movie theater complex would give us the highest market value, the self-storage facility
provides the highest ROI to the investor, and this is what makes it the maximally productive use.
Another important factor to consider is the local supply and demand for such buildings and businesses. It may
not make sense to build a self-storage facility right next to another pre-existing self-storage facility, or a movie
theater complex two doors down from another movie theater complex. If the presence of similar buildings in the
area interferes with the feasibility of the property use, this also needs to be considered.
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I. Background
Odds are that underneath your feet is a construction material made of sand,
crushed stone, and gravel. These construction materials are an essential ingredient
into nearly every construction project, from residential housing, office buildings,
retail outlets, entertainment structures, to the roads that connect them.1 Sand, rock
and gravel are literally the foundation of economic development, but their
extraction process can generate dust, noise, vibration, and truck traffic. While
modern technologies and methods have greatly reduced quarries’ impact, the
environmental and economic consequences of quarry operations receive
considerable attention, often in the form of “not in my backyard” (or “NIMBY”)
campaigns opposing quarry expansions or new sites. Choosing a quarry site is a
delicate task. While a quarry may be best located far from residential density on
NIMBY concerns, it also needs to be near the final point of demand due to its high
transportation cost. Quarries must balance the need to be both “near” and “far,”
so they are typically found on the outskirts of cities and towns.
A key NIMBY complaint in the siting and expansion of quarries is the effect of
the operations on nearby home values. According to Census data, housing
amounts to about 70% of the average American’s net wealth, so naturally
homeowners are sensitive to any adverse effect, real or imagined, on property
values.2 Despite NIMBY opposition, nearly all the evidence on quarry operations
finds no price effect. Frequently mentioned studies include Rabianski and
Carn (1987) and Dorrian and Cook (1996), both of which find no relationship
between appreciation rates of property values near to and far from quarries.3 An

1
2014 Minerals Yearbook, Construction Sand and Gravel, U.S. Geological Survey (2014) at p. 1
(available
at:
https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/sand_&_gravel_construction/myb1-2014sandc.pdf) (“Construction sand and gravel is a traditional basic building material and is one of the
earliest materials used by humans for dwellings and later for outdoor areas such as paths, roadways,
and other constructs. Despite the relatively low, but increasing, unit value of its basic products, the
construction sand and gravel industry is a major contributor to and an indicator of the economic
well-being of the Nation”).

Wealth, Asset Ownership, & Debt of Households Detailed Tables: 2013, U.S. Census Bureau
(2017) (available at: https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2013/demo/wealth/wealth-assetownership.html).
2

A.M. Dorrian and C.G. Cook, Do Rock Quarry Operations Affect Appreciation Rates of
Residential Real Estate, Working Paper (1996); J. Rabianski and N. Carn, Impact of Rock Quarry
3
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even earlier study conducted for the U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1981 also found no
consistent relationship between quarry operations and the prices of nearby
homes.4 There are a number of consulting reports on the question, and none report
price attenuation attributable to a quarry.5
Opposition to quarries based on home valuations relies universally on a report
by Professor Patricia Hite (2006).6 This brief, 250-word study (hereinafter the “Hite
Report”) analyzes data from a few thousand homes sales (apparently in the midto-late 1990s) around a single quarry in Delaware, Ohio. Using an unconventional
regression model and data on transactions occurring decades after the quarry
opened, the Hite Report finds a positive relationship between home prices and
distance from the quarry. Based on that evidence, the Hite Report concludes that
quarries reduce home values. Yet, the Hite Report’s methods and data do not
support a causal interpretation.
As economic development marches on, new quarries will be required to satisfy
the demand for basic building materials. In light of the mostly dated and
conflicting evidence on the effect of quarries on housing prices, this POLICY PAPER
offers new evidence, and a review of old evidence, on the relationship between
housing prices and rock quarries. First, given its frequent use by NIMBY
opposition to quarries, we revisit the Hite Report, analyzing home sales data

Operations on Value of Nearby Housing, Prepared for the Davidson Mineral Properties (August 25,
1987).
M. Radnor, D. Hofler, et al., Social, Economic and Legal Consequences of Blasting in Strip Mines
and Quarries, U.S. Bureau of Mines (May 1981) (available at: http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/nioshtic2/10006499.html).
4

See, e.g., Study of Impact of Proposed Quarry on The Real Estate Values of Surrounding Residential
Property in Raymond, New Hampshire, Crafts Appraisal Associates Ltd. (April, 2009) (“The evidence
does however suggest that the overall marketplace does not react to an influence such as a quarry
with a measurable negative reaction as it relates to sale price.”); Martin Marietta New Design Quarry:
Analysis of Effect on Real Estate Values, Stagg Resources Consultants, Inc. (November 17, 2008); A
Property Valuation Report: Affect [sic] of Sand and Gravel Mines on Property Values, Banks and Gesso,
LLC (October 2002); Impacts of Rock Quarries on Residential Property Values in Jefferson County, Colorado,
Banks and Gesso, LLC (May 1998); R.J. McKown, Analysis of Proposed Sand & Gravel Quarry: Granite
Falls, WA, Schueler, McKown & Keenan, Inc. (September 25, 1995).
5

6
D. Hite, Summary of Analysis: Impact of an Operational Gravel Pit on House Values: Delaware
County, Ohio, Working Paper (2006). We assign the date “2006” as is conventional, but that year is
merely the recording stamp date on the document when it was filed in some type of proceeding. We
do not know whether a more detailed analysis was provided at some point. We have never seen
such a document cited and were unable to locate it.
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around the same Delaware-Ohio quarry. Despite replicating both the location and
methods of the Hite Report, our regression analysis finds that prices fall—not rise—
as distance from the quarry increases. This result conflicts with that appearing in
the Hite Report, so we look for more evidence by analyzing data on homes sales
near a quarry outside of Murfreesboro, Tennessee, over the same time interval.
Again, we find prices fall as distance from the quarry increases.
We are reluctant, however, to claim this evidence implies quarries raise home
prices. Rather, we conclude, based on the method of randomized inference and
other tests, that the Hite Report’s method is unreliable. Using a simulation of
pseudo-treatments, we find that the null hypothesis that home prices rise or fall in
distance from a randomly selected location is rejected in no less than 67% of cases at
the 10% nominal significance level. Estimating price-distance relationships,
especially without explicitly considering selection bias, is a highly-unreliable
statistical procedure. The nature of real estate markets do not permit the effect of
quarries to be identified with such naïve empirical tests.
Second, using data on home sales near a relatively new quarry in Gurley,
Alabama, we augment the Hite-style analysis with a difference-in-differences
estimator, which quantifies the price-distance relationship both before-and-after
operations begin. By exploiting the timing of the quarry buildout and the location
of home sales with respect to the quarry, we can credibly identify a causal
relationship, at least in theory.
Unlike the analysis for Delaware and
Murfreesboro, home prices rises in distance from the Gurley quarry site, but do so
before the quarry becomes operational. After operations begin in 2013, the positive
effect of distance is attenuated, again suggesting a positive effect of quarries on
housing values.
One critique of our Gurley analysis is that market participants shift price
forecasts downward in response to the prospect of a quarry so that the deleterious
effects of the quarry could be realized before the quarry opens. Quarry site
approvals normally take a decade or so, providing ample time for anticipatory
responses to valuation fears. To address this concern, we analyze transactions
near a recently approved quarry in Madera County, California. Using a
difference-in-differences estimator in conjunction with Coarsened Exact Matching,
we test for the anticipatory effect of the proposed quarry on nearby housing prices
located along the major roadways serving the site. We find no evidence the quarry
reduced housing prices. If anything, relative home prices rose near the quarry site.
While our evidence suggests that quarries do not reduce, but may increase,
home prices, our analysis suggests more than anything that the identification of
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the effect of quarries on prices is a very difficult problem, facing many conceptual
and practical obstacles. We do not resolve all these difficulties. That said, we can
conclude the evidence strongly implies the Hite Report and its methods are
unreliable. Further analysis is, as usual, encouraged.
This paper is outlined as follows. First, we discuss the empirical requirements
of quantifying a plausibly causal relationship between property values and quarry
operations. Second, we revisit the Hite Report, estimating the price-distance
relationship for the same quarry in Delaware, Ohio, and replicating the analysis
for a quarry near Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Using a simulation method, we
demonstrate the futility of estimating the price effects of quarries using the method
proposed in the Hite Report. Third, we turn to the estimation of causal effects using
the difference-in-differences estimator for quarry sites in Gurley, Alabama, and
Madera County, California. Across multiple methods, we find, if anything, that
home prices near quarries rise, not fall. In all, however, we believe our analysis
best supports the hypothesis of “no effect” of quarries, or the announcement of
quarries, on home prices. Conclusions are provided in the final section.
II. Empirical Framework
Disamenities such as landfills, airports, windfarms and prisons may plausibly
reduce the prices of nearby homes. Such effects have been widely studied.7
Modern empirical methods for observational data based on the Rubin Causal
Model, however, suggest that much of the work may offer biased estimates of such
disamenities because much it looks only at prices after the “treatment,” making it
difficult to address selection bias.8 To conclude that a disamenity reduces home
values, the researcher’s interest must be in the causal effect of an amenity or
disamenity on property values. Using only post-treatment prices is problematic
since the locations of amenities and disamenities are not randomly selected, and

7
Other disamenities that may affect property values, airports and waste disposal, are
frequently opposed by homeowners. See, e.g., J.P. Nelson, Airport and Property Values: A Survey of
Recent Evidence, 14 JOURNAL OF TRANSPORT ECONOMICS AND POLICY 37-52 (1980) (available at:
http://www.bath.ac.uk/e-journals/jtep/pdf/Volume_X1V_No_1_37-52.pdf); J.B. Braden, X. Feng,
and D. Won, Waste Sites and Property Values: A Meta-Analysis, 50 ENVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE
ECONOMICS 175-201 (2011).
8
Excellent resources on the modern methods of causal inference for economic analysis
include G.W. Imbens and J.M. Wooldridge, Recent Developments in the Econometrics of Program
Evaluation, 47 JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC LITERATURE 5-86 (2009); J.D. Angrist and J. Pischke, MOSTLY
HARMLESS ECONOMETRICS: AN EMPIRICIST'S COMPANION (2008); and J.D. Angrist and J. Pischke,
MASTERING ‘METRICS: THE PATH FROM CAUSE TO EFFECT (2015).
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disamenities are typically located away from residential density to minimize
impact and to placate NIMBY resistance.
The non-random selection of a quarry site greatly complicates the
quantification of a quarry on housing prices due to selection bias. Finding that
housing prices rise at increased distance from a quarry may merely reflect the
economics of site choice (i.e., real estate is cheaper per unit in less densely
populated areas on the outskirts of town) rather than any causal effect on property
values. Also and consequently, empirical work may be frustrated by the lack of
housing density near the site, rendering small sample sizes, which may, in turn,
lead to the undue influence of outliers. Many quarries, especially new ones, have
almost no housing within a mile or two of the site (the typical distance within
which negative effects are claimed), as shown in the maps provided in the
Appendices. And, given the lengthy approval process, if a quarry does affect
housing prices, then such effects may occur prior to operations by an
“announcement effect.” In conducting empirical work on quarries and housing
prices, the researcher must address, and deal with the theoretical and empirical
consequences of, the non-random nature of site location.
A. Quantifying the Effect of a Quarry on Housing Prices
Resistance to new quarry sites (or the expansions of old ones) based on
property values rests exclusively on the Hite Report. In that report, the effect on
prices is quantified by comparing the mean, quality-adjusted transactions prices
around the quarry outside of Delaware, Ohio, as the home’s distance from the
quarry increases. This “experiment,” however, has little hope of accurately
measuring the effect of quarries on home prices.
To better grasp the nature of the problem, let there be two types of residential
locations: (1) locations proximate to and potentially affected by quarry operations
(labeled N, for “near”); and (2) locations distant from and entirely unaffected by
quarry operations (labeled F, for “far”). Also, let there be two periods: the period
prior to (t = 0) and after (t = 1) the initiation of quarry operations. For now, assume
the approval process is instantaneous and that the quality and type of homes in
the two locations are very similar (or, that such differences can be accounted for
by statistical methods).
Prior to quarry operations homes sell for the average price P0N if near the
future location of the quarry and P0F otherwise. (A numerical example is provided
later.) For various reasons, these prices need not be equal. After quarry operations
begin, the average, quality-adjusted prices for houses are P1N and P1F . The
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differences in the prices across time (P1 - P0) are N and F. Other things constant,
the effect of the quarry operations can be measured as,



 



  N  F  P1N  P0N  P1F  P0F ,

(1)

where  is the difference-in-differences (“DiD”) estimator.9 The DiD estimator
looks for a difference in outcomes after the treatment that is difference than the
differences in outcomes before the treatment (thus, explaining the term differencein-differences). Under certain conditions, the DiD estimator plausibly measures
the causal effect of the quarry.
Many studies of the effect of amenities or disamenities on housing values looks
only at the difference between near and far locations in the post-treatment period,
or the difference in P1N and P1F (or 1). This post-treatment approach is the one
used in the Hite Report, where all the data is from sales decades after the quarry
operations began. If, however, there is a difference in prices before the quarry
operations begin, this post-operations difference is clearly not a measure of the
effect of proximity to the quarry. A numerical example may prove helpful.
B. A Numerical Example
Before a quarry opens, assume the average, quality-adjusted price for a home
near the quarry site is $80,000, but the average price is $100,000 for homes far from
the future quarry site. Thus, there is a $20,000 or 20% difference in prices prior to
quarry operations, perhaps reflecting the lack of locational rents for homes far
from residential density. Plainly, since quarry operations have not begun, this
difference cannot be attributed to the quarry. In fact, the quarry site may have
been chosen because of the lower property values or lack of residential housing in
the area.
As a benchmark case, say that the quarry operations once initiated have no
effect on property values and the sales prices of homes are unchanged after quarry
operations begin ($80,000 and $100,000, respectively). If a researcher were to

9
See, e.g., B.D. Meyer, Natural and Quasi-Experiments in Economics, 13 JOURNAL OF BUSINESS &
ECONOMIC STATISTICS 151-161 (1995); J.D. Angrist and A.B. Krueger, Empirical Strategies in Labor
Economics, in HANDBOOK OF LABOR ECONOMICS Vol. 3A (eds., O. Ashenfelter and D. Card) (1999); S.
Galiani, P. Gertler, and E. Schargrodsky, Water for Life: The Impact of the Privatization of Water Services
on Child Mortality, 113 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 83-123 (2005); D. Card, The Impact of the Mariel
Boatlift on the Miami Labor Market, 13 INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS REVIEW 245-257 (1990).
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simply compare prices based on distance from the quarry after operations begin,
then a difference of 20% would be found. Yet, that difference existed prior to the
quarry’s opening, and thus the quarry did not cause that difference, implying any
causal claim made about that difference is mistaken. The truth (by assumption) is
that the quarry had no effect. The DiD estimator () is, in fact, zero, correctly
identifying
the
causal
effect
of
the
quarry
[= (80,000 – 80,000) – (100,000 – 100,000)].
Assume instead that the quarry does reduce prices for nearby homes. Let the
post-quarry average prices be $70,000 near and $100,000 far from the quarry, other
things constant.10 Prices near the quarry fall by $10,000 and those far from the
quarry are unchanged. The DiD estimator accurately quantifies the effect of the
quarry,
which
is
a
$10,000
reduction
in
value
[= (70,000 – 80,000) – (100,000 – 100,000)]. Looking at data after the quarry
operations begin, alternately, which is the Hite Report’s approach, would find an
effect size of $30,000 [=70,000 – 100,000], or three times the true effect. Selection
bias accounts for the $20,000 error in the estimated effect.
Ideally, then, to properly identify the causal effect of a quarry operation, the
researcher must observe prices both before and after the quarry may reasonably
be expected to affect housing prices (among other considerations such as the
similarity in pricing trends prior to the treatment). The analysis of transactions
occurring well after the quarry opens offers little hope for quantifying the effect of
the quarry, absent unique circumstances. Certainly, the empirical demands are
considerable, and the identification of the causal effect must be explicitly set forth
and proper empirical methods applied.
C. Key Assumptions for Estimating Causal Effects
With regard to the location of homes and quarries, we do not have the luxury
of experimental data. Rather, the data is observational and the data generation
process occurs over many decades. The observational nature of the data is crucial:
quarry site and housing locations are non-random and not independent of
economic activity near the site or each other. Thus, research on the price effects of
quarry sites must pay careful attention to selection bias, which is caused by the
non-random process by which sites are chosen to avoid residential density but still

10
For instance, a large condominium complex may have built near the quarry. The researcher
must adjust for the difference in average prices resulting from this changing mix of household types).
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remain close to the point of demand for aggregates (i.e., sand, stone and gravel).
Thus, the “treatment” and “outcome” are related through observed and
potentially unobserved factors.11
As explained by Imbens and Wooldridge (2009), when estimating the causal
treatment effect in observational studies the researcher must be alert to two key
concepts stemming from selection bias: (1) unconfoundedness (or the conditional
independence assumption) and (2) covariate overlap (or common support).12
Unconfoundedness implies that, conditional on observed covariates X, the
treatment assignment probabilities are independent of potential outcomes. If we
have a sufficiently rich set of observable covariates, then regression analysis
including the variables X leads to valid estimates of causal effects. Since the X
must be observed to be included in the regression model, this approach is often
referred to as selection on observables. It is difficult to know and impossible to test
whether the observed and included X are sufficient to guarantee
unconfoundedness (so the regression error and treatment are uncorrelated),
though some guidance is available through pseudo-treatment tests (as applied
later).
The conditional independence assumption (or unconfoundedness) implies that
the observed factors included in the statistical analysis fully account for all the
differences in the types of homes sold both near and far from the quarry (or other
site of interest).13 In quantifying the effect of education on income, for instance, it
is not enough to simply compare the incomes of persons with and without a
college education. Work ethic, for instance, affects both the probability that a
person will obtain a college degree and his or her future income. A hard-working
person may earn a higher income even without a college education. If work ethic
cannot be observed, then a comparison of average incomes across those with and
without a college degree does not measure the true value of a degree. The
difference is a positively biased estimate of the payoff of education.

11
In regression analysis, this problem appears as a correlation between the regression residual
and the treatment variable.
12

Supra n. 8.

13
That is, the regression model includes all the regressors needed to make the conditional near
and far prices equal prior to the treatment.
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The second factor to consider for the measurement of the causal effect is
covariate overlap, which Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) observe is, after
unconfoundedness, the “main problem facing the analyst.”14 This condition
implies that the support of the conditional distribution of X for the control group
overlaps completely with the conditional distribution of X for the treatment group.
That is, the covariate distributions for the treated and untreated groups are
sufficiently alike, thereby lending credibility to the extrapolations inherent to
regression analysis between groups. If the characteristics of untreated
observations (home far from the quarry) are very different from the treated
observations (homes near to the quarry), then the projections from the controls to
the treated units will be a poor one.
Say, for instance, that a sample used to assess the effect of an experimental
cancer treatment includes only persons over 65 years old in the experimental
treatment group (or simply treatment group) and only persons below 45 years old
in the non- treatment group (or control group). The purpose of the control group
is not simply a counterweight to the treatment group. Rather, the control group
measures the outcomes for the treated group if that group did not receive the
treatment. To fix ideas, what we actually want to estimate is what would the
treatment group have looked like had they not been treated, which is the sole
purpose of a control group. It is unreasonable to expect, we believe, that the
survival outcomes of 45 year-old persons provides an approximation of survival
outcomes of persons 65 years and over that did not receive the experimental
treatment. To extrapolate this discussion to the case of housing values, if the
control group includes almost all homes in a golf course community with
swimming pools and the treatment group—the properties near some disamenity—includes mostly one-bedroom condominiums, then the difference in
sale prices between the two is a nearly meaningless statistic. Regression models
are powerful tools, but they cannot make up of for such large differences in
characteristics across treatment and control groups (even if observable and
included in the regression model as explanatory variables), which is important
given that the control group is being “projected” onto the treatment group.
A number of statistical techniques are used to address confoundedness and
covariate imbalance in observational studies. In a housing study, for instance, a
researcher may choose the control group by finding a group of homes comparable
to the treatment group—that is, similar square footage, amenities, lot sizes—from
a population of homes unaffected by the treatment. This approach, which we

14

Imbens and Wooldridge, supra n. 8 at 43.
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employ here, ensures that the characteristics of homes in the treatment and control
groups are sufficiently similar, adding credibility to the control group as a suitable
“stand in” for the treatment group if it had not received the treatment.
The Hite Report is silent on both of these key assumptions, and there is good
reason to suspect the analysis fails on both counts. All the pricing data is for home
sales occurring long after the quarry operation began and the regression model is
quite basic, so the experiment is almost certainly plagued with selection bias. As
for covariate overlap, from what few descriptive statistics are provided in the Hite
Report we observe that the range of home prices within 0.5 miles of the quarry has
a minimum of $80.1 and a maximum of $178.9 (in thousands). In contrast, the
range of prices for homes further from the quarry is $60 to $798.6. This difference
in the maximum prices is sizable, suggesting that the homes near the quarry may
be very much unlike those far from the quarry, thus risking biased results of the
effect of distance.
III. Revisiting the Hite Report
In NIMBY campaigns challenging quarry development, the Hite Report is the
sole empirical analysis supporting the claim that quarries reduce housing prices.
Subsequent works by Erickcek (2006), the Center for Spatial Economics (2009),
Smith (2014), among others, conduct no new empirical analysis, choosing instead
to extrapolate the Hite Report’s results to different locations (a questionable
practice on its own).15

G.A. Erickcek, An Assessment of the Economic Impact of the Proposed Stoneco Gravel Mine
Operation on Richland Township, W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research (August 15, 2006)
(available
at:
http://www.stopthequarry.ca/documents/US%20Study%20on%20the%20impact%20of%20pits%
20quarries%20on%20home%20prices.pdf); The Potential Financial Impacts of the Proposed Rockfort
Quarry,
Center
for
Spatial
Economics
(February
26,
2009)
(available
at:
http://wcwrpc.org/FinancialImpacts_RockfortQuarryCanada.pdf); G. Smith, Economic Costs and
Benefits of the Proposed Austin Quarry in Madera County, Report (October 23, 2014) (available at:
http://www.noaustinquarry.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Austin-Quarry-EconomicsReport.pdf). Other works relying on the Hite Report (directly or indirectly) include, e.g., M. Conklin,
et al., The Quarry Proposed by St. Marys Cement Inc. for a Location Near Carlisle, Ontario Should Not be
Permitted: Proponents’ Brief, 5 STUDIES BY UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHERS AT GUELPH (2011) (available
at: https://journal.lib.uoguelph.ca/index.php/surg/article/view/1338/2345); Business Suirvey and
Economic Assessment of Locating a Quarry and Asphalt and Cement Plants within Aeortech Park, Group
ATN Consulting, Inc. (October 13, 2014) (available at: http://stopthefallriverquarry.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/GATN_Aerotech_Park_FINAL_Report_Oct_13_2015-2.pdf); M.A. Sale,
15
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This uniform reliance on the Hite Report is somewhat surprising. On the face
of it, the report is a seven-page document consisting of 1.5 pages of double spaced
text (about 250 words) along with a few tables and figures. It is more an “abstract”
than it is a “study.” Moreover, even a brief review of the Hite Report points to a
number of serious problems that should give any researcher pause. First, there
are almost no details regarding model specification and few details on the data
used. Not even descriptive statistics are provided. Second, the choice of model
specification is entirely ad hoc, treating nearly identical variables (distance)
differently with respect to functional form and using a non-standard and
unnecessary estimation procedure. Such inconsistent, unconventional and
inconvenient choices are symptomatic of ends-driven analysis. Third, no
explanation is provided as to how the chosen model and analysis of transactions
occurring decades after the quarry operations began might identify the effect of
that particular quarry (or any new quarry) on housing prices. Selection bias is
clearly a concern, but it is neither mentioned nor addressed. Fourth, no analysis
is provided to suggest that the homes near the quarry are sufficiently similar to
those distant from the quarry to provide reliable estimates of the effect of distance
(i.e., covariate overlap). Comparing prices of the homes in rural areas on the
outskirts of town to those near the local university risks confusing the vagaries of
real estate development with the impact of the quarry.
Setting aside the question of causality for the moment, whether the
relationship estimated in the Hite Report can be replicated is an important first step
in evaluating the report’s credibility and the suitability of the methods used to
answer this policy-relevant empirical question. To that end, we collect data on
home sales within five-miles of the same quarry in Delaware, Ohio, evaluated in
the Hite Report.16 It appears the data from the Hite Report was from the 1990’s
(though it is impossible to be certain given the lack of detail), so we collect data on

Quarry Bad for Area, THE NEWS & ADVANCE (September 28, 2008) (available
http://www.newsadvance.com/opinion/editorials/letters-to-the-editor-for-sundayseptember/article_ca388ca4-14c7-534b-9b17-1b78d1cecc40.html).

at:

Data is obtained from www.agentpro247.com. For all our analysis, we limit the prices to
greater than $25,000 and less than $1,000,000, and look only at the “full” sales of single-family homes
not in distress. The National Lime & Stone Quarry near Delaware, Ohio, is located near Latitude
40.281005 and Longitude -83.135828.
16
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sales over the ten-year period 1998 through 2007.17 These data appear to
immediately follow that used in the Hite Report but precedes the housing market
crash in 2008 and the broader economic malaise that followed.18 For further
analysis, we also collect data on sales near a quarry outside of Murfreesboro,
Tennessee, over the same ten-year period.
A. A Review of Empirical Methods
To reproduce the Hite Report’s analysis, we obtain transactions prices on 2,114
single-family homes between 1998 through 2007 that are located within five miles
of the National Lime & Stone Quarry near Delaware, Ohio. Using latitude and
longitude coordinates, distance from each home to the center the quarry (D) is
calculated. Other explanatory variables used the Hite Report include, for each
transaction, the sale date (DATE), the distance to Delaware City (DDC), the houseto-lot size (H2L), the number of bathrooms (BATH), and the number of total rooms
(TOTR). We measure the sale date as the year of sale; the Hite Report does not
indicate how the sale date is measured.19
The regression model of the Hite Report takes the following general form,
k

pit  exp(1 ln Di  0    j X j ,i )  i ,t ,

(2)

j 1

where pit is the transaction price (in thousands) for home i at time t, lnD is the
natural log of distance from the quarry (in miles), and Xj are the k regressors listed
above (with coefficients j as coefficients).20 For reasons unexplained in the Hite
Report, only the distance from the quarry is transformed by the natural log

See also D. Hite, The Impact of the Ajax Mine on Property Values, ARMCHAIRMAYOR.CA (March
5, 2015) (available at: https://armchairmayor.ca/2015/03/05/letter-the-impact-of-the-ajax-mineon-property-values) (stating that the analysis was completed in 1996-1998).
17

Our data source does not offer data in the early-to-mid 1990s, so we cannot replicate the
same time period as the Hite Report. We are trying to obtain such data for further analysis.
18

It is preferred to measure DATE as a fixed effects, as this specification requires prices to rise
monotonically over time.
19

20
The variables in the model are listed at Hite Report, supra n. 6 at p. 3. A similar specification
is used in D. Hite, A Hedonic Model of Environmental Justice, Working Paper (February 14, 2006)
(available at: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=884233).
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transformation; distance from the city center (DCC) and the other regressors are
not transformed. The specification seems purely ad hoc.
Equation (2) is non-linear in the parameters and must be estimated by NonLinear Least Squares (“NLS”). This specification is highly irregular in econometric
practice. Normally, hedonic models of housing prices are estimated by Ordinary
Least Squares (“OLS”). A regression model quite similar to Equation (2) and very
common in hedonic analysis is,
k

ln pi ,t  1 ln Di  0    j X j ,i  i ,t ,

(3)

j2

where the dependent variable is the natural log of price and where the Xs might
be transformed to logs as well.21 While Equation (3) is typical of hedonic price
functions, we are unable to find the estimation of Equation (2) anywhere in the
literature. In fact, we were unable to locate a single instance where even the author
of the Hite Report estimates a hedonic price function using Equation (2), but plenty
of instances where Equation (3) is used.22 As detailed later, a test of functional
form can inform us as to whether the natural log transformation of the dependent
variable is a better approach and infinitely more common.

21
Note that Equation (3) is not simply the log transformation of Equation (2) because of the
additive error term in Equation (2).

See, e.g., D. Hite, W.S. Chern, F. Hitzhusen and A. Randall, Property Value Impacts of an
Environmental Disamenity, 22 JOURNAL OF REAL ESTATE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS 185-202 (2010) (draft
available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=290292); D. Hite, A. Jauregui, B. Sohngen, and G. Traxler,
Open Space at the Rural-Urban Fringe: A Joint Spatial Hedonic Model of Developed and Undeveloped Land
Values, Working Paper (November 1, 2006) (available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=916964); D.M.
Brasington and D. Hite, A Mixed Index Approach to Identifying Hedonic Price Models, 38 REGIONAL
SCIENCE AND URBAN ECONOMICS 271-284 2008 (August 5, 2006) (available at:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=928252); E. Affuso, C. de Parisot, C. Ho, and D. Hite, The Impact of
Hazardous Wastes on Property Values: The Effect of Lead Pollution, 22 URBANI IZZIV 117-126 (2010)
(available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1427544); D. Hite, Factors Influencing Convergence of Survey
and Market-Based Values of an Environmental Disamenity, Mississippi State University Agricultural
Economics Working Paper No. 2001-011 (November 29, 2001) (available at:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=292447); C. Ho and D. Hite, Economic Impact of Environmental Health Risks
on House Values in Southeast Region: A County-Level Analysis, Working Paper (2005) (available at:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=839211); D. Hite, A Hedonic Model of Environmental Justice, Working Paper
(February 14, 2006) (available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=884233).
22
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The coefficient of primary interest in the Hite Report is 1, which measures the
percent change in the transaction price for a percentage change in distance from
the quarry (D), but only after the quarry operations began (see Eq. 1). In this
specification (and also for Eq. 3), this elasticity is constant across the full range of
distance. With data on 2,812 sales, the Hite Report estimates the coefficient 1 to be
0.125, where the positive sign indicates the average sale price of homes is higher
the further away the homes are from the quarry (statistically significant at the 1%
level). The Hite Report concludes, as do subsequent reports that adopt the result,
that this positive coefficient implies quarries reduce the price of nearby homes. As
detailed above, the positive sign on the coefficient 1 cannot reasonably be
interpreted in this manner since the data is for sales occurring long after quarry
operations began, among other concerns.
B. National Lime & Stone Quarry in Delaware, Ohio
Replication is the essence of science. Even if the estimated price-distance
relationship from Equation (2) lacks a causal interpretation, it is worth evaluating
whether the Hite Report’s findings can be confirmed. We do so by estimating
Equation (2) using data on 2,114 transactions in the same area over the period 19982007. Figure 1 offers the kernel density of the distribution of transactions by
distance from the quarry. The thinness of the market very near the quarry is plain
to see, which is also apparent from a map of the area surrounding the quarry (see
Appendix 1).
Figure 1. Transactions and Distance from Quarry

Regression results from Equation (2) are summarized in the first column of
Table 1, along with descriptive statistics for the full sample and the sample divided
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into homes closer to the quarry than two miles and those further than that distance.
The model has a Pseudo-R2 of 0.25, which is very close to that reported in the Hite
Report (0.254).23 Five of the seven estimated coefficients (including the constant
term) are statistically different from zero at the 1% level or better.
Table 1. Regression Results and Descriptive Statistics
National Quarry near Delaware, Ohio
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.1413***
(-4.00)

Mean
(St. Dev)
1.166
(0.304)

N=0
Mean
(St. Dev)
1.227
(0.230)

N=1
Mean
(St. Dev)
0.518
(0.224)

DATE

0.0450***
(11.13)

2002.7
(2.952)

2002.5
(2.969)

2004.4
(2.125)

DDC

0.0409***
(5.92)

2.876
(2.139)

2.859
(2.207)

3.050
(1.207)

H2L

-0.102
(-0.81)

0.1498
(0.1110)

0.148
(0.111)

0.1668
(0.102)

BATH

0.0419
(1.09)

1.806
(0.584)

1.788
(0.597)

1.995
(0.384)

TOTR

0.1398***
(7.59)

5.099
(1.016)

5.065
(1.031)

5.099
(1.016)

Constant

-85.71***
(-10.57)

…

…

…

Pseudo-R2

0.250
1,930

184

lnD (1)

Obs.
2,114
2,114
Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

Despite using exactly the same regression model and data on sales around the
same quarry, we find that the transaction prices of homes decrease (not increase) as
the distance from the quarry increases. The negative coefficient (-0.141) is similar
in size but different in sign from that found in the Hite Report (0.125) and is
statistically significant at the 1% level. The estimated coefficient implies a 1%
increase in distance reduces home average, quality-adjusted home prices by about
0.14%. Since the coefficient is less than unity, the price-distance relationship is
subject to diminishing marginal returns.24 Figure 2 illustrates the relationship

23
The Pseudo-R2 is the squared correlation coefficient between the predicted value of the
regression and the dependent variable.
24

For any fixed change in mileage, the percentage change falls as distance increases.
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between sale prices and distance from the quarry, revealing sizable reductions in
average prices as distance from the quarry increases.
Figure 2. Price-Distance Relationship

Table 2 summarizes the average predicted prices and price effects at varying
distances from the quarry. Interpretation of the table is straightforward. A home
sold 3 miles from the quarry will have a price 22% lower that of a home sold within
0.5 miles of the quarry, or 16% lower than the average home sold within 1.5 miles
of the quarry. At two miles, the differences are 18% and 11%; at five miles, the
differences are 28% and 22%. These are sizable effects.
Table 2. Home Values by Distance from Quarry
Distance in Miles from Quarry
0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3

4.0

5.0

Avg. Price (‘000)

169.8

153.9

145.4

139.6

135.2

131.8

126.5

122.6

Reduced Value
(from 0.5 miles)

…

-9%

-14%

-18%

-20%

-22%

-25%

-28%

Reduced Value
(from 1.5 miles)

…

…

…

-11%

-14%

-16%

-19%

-22%

These estimates and their predicted effect on prices are based on the estimation
method (Eq. 2) used in the Hite Report. There are other equation specifications and
estimation methods that are more consistent with standard practice in the analysis
of housing prices (hedonics). In order to assess the robustness of the result, we
offer alternative analyses below.
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1. Alternative Estimation Approaches
As discussed above, Equation (2) is a non-standard method to estimate the
relationship of interest. Normally, a researcher would avoid the non-linear
Equation (2) and use the natural log of price to estimate Equation (3) by OLS.
Statistical testing (such as the Box-Cox test of functional form) may be used to
evaluate whether the linear or log-form of the dependent variable is preferred.25
Other advantages of Equation (3) over Equation (2) is that the linear equation is
amenable to estimation by Median Regression (“MReg”) and Robust Regression
(“RReg”), both of which are less sensitive to outliers in the data than is NLS or
OLS.26 Outliers are common in home sales data, so it is sensible to evaluate the
effect on the estimates by these alternative estimation procedures, especially when
the results are used in a policy relevant setting that may have significant financial
implications.27 We summarize the results from both methods.
Modern research on housing prices increasingly accounts for the spatial nature
of real estate markets using new spatial methods.28 We estimate the price-distance

25
W.E. Griffiths, R.C. Hill and G.G. Judge, LEARNING AND PRACTICING ECONOMETRICS (1993) at
pp. 345-7.
26
See, e.g., R. Koenker, QUANTILE REGRESSION (2005); B.S. Cade and B.R. Noon, A Gentle
Introduction to Quantile Regression, 1 FRONTIERS IN ECOLOGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 412-420 (2004)
(available at: http://www.econ.uiuc.edu/~roger/research/rq/QReco.pdf); O.O. John, Robustness of
Quantile Regression to Outliers, 3 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS 86-88
(2015); P.J. Rousseeux and A.M. Leroy, ROBUST REGRESSION AND OUTLIER DETECTION (2005); R.
Andersen, MODERN METHODS FOR ROBUST REGRESSION (2008); T.P. Ryan, MODERN REGRESSION
METHODS (2008).
27
C. Janssen, B. Söderberg and J. Zhou, Robust Estimation of Hedonic Models of Price and Income
for Investment Property, 19 JOURNAL OF PROPERTY INVESTMENT & FINANCE 342-360 (2001); S.C. Bourassa,
E. Cantoni and M. Hoesli, Robust Hedonic Price Indexes, 9 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HOUSING
MARKETS AND ANALYSIS 47-65 (2016).
28
Including papers by the Hite Report’s author. See, e.g., D.M. Brasington and D. Hite, Demand
for Environmental Quality: A Spatial Hedonic Analysis, 35 REGIONAL SCIENCE AND URBAN ECONOMICS 5782 (2005) (draft available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=491244); see also J.M. Mueller and J.B.
Loomis, Spatial Dependence in Hedonic Property Models: Do Different Corrections for Spatial Dependence
Result in Economically Significant Differences in Estimated Prices?, 33 JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND
RESOURCE
ECONOMICS
212-231
(2008)
(available
at:
http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/42459/2/MuellerLoomis.pdf); L. Osland, An Application
of Spatial Econometrics in Relation to Hedonic House Price Modeling, 32 JOURNAL OF REAL ESTATE
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relationship using a Spatial Regression Model (“SReg”). To do so, a spatial
weighting matrix (W) is computed and spatially-weighted lags of the dependent
and independent variables are included in the regression as well as an adjustment
for autocorrelated errors.29
Table 3. Alternative Estimation Methods
National Quarry near Delaware, Ohio
OLS
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.2726***
(-7.31)

MReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.2021***
(-14.21)

RReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.1220***
(-5.59)

SReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.1558 ***
(-2.65)

OLS-CEM

DATE

0.0433***
(12.45)

0.0342***
(15.76)

0.0367***
(16.58)

0.0440***
(12.86)

0.0453***
(6.30)

DDC

0.0273***
(3.90)

0.0460***
(8.64)

0.0551***
(15.00)

0.0679***
(5.09)

0.0483***
(3.31)

H2L

0.0794
(0.68)

-0.1131
(-1.47)

-0.2591***
(-3.74)

-0.1779
(-1.48)

0.1812
(0.94)

BATH

0.0485
(1.46)

0.0997***
(5.41)

0.1499***
(7.94)

0.0166
(0.56)

-0.0092
(-0.10)

TOTR

0.1540***
(8.97)

0.1523***
(14.00)

0.1508***
(14.12)

0.1497***
(9.11)

0.2047***
(6.44)

Constant

-82.47***
(-11.82)

-64.31***
(-14.80)

-69.52***
(-15.67)

-77.07***
(-11.25)

-86.77***
(-6.02)

lnD

242.3***

Spatial Terms (2)
Pseudo-R2

Coef
(t-stat)
-0.147***
(-3.00)

0.246

0.216

0.243

0.265

0.214

Obs.
2,114
2,114
Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

2,114

2,114

1,461

RESEARCH
289-320
(2010)
http://pages.jh.edu/jrer/papers/pdf/past/vol32n03/03.289_320.pdf).

(available

at:

29
D.M. Drukker, H. Peng, I.R. Prucha, and R. Raciborski, Creating and Managing SpatialWeighting matrices with the spmat Command, 13 STATA JOURNAL 242-286 (2013); D.M. Brasington and
D. Hite, Demand for Environmental Quality: A Spatial Hedonic Analysis, 35 REGIONAL SCIENCE AND
URBAN ECONOMICS 57-82 (2005) (draft available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=491244). We truncate
the distance at 0.5 miles.
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Results for the alternative estimation methods are summarized in Table 3.30
Across all four alternatives, the price-distance relationship is negative and
statistically different from zero at the 1% level or better. Plainly, the negative
price-distance relationship is robust to estimation method. The price-distance
elasticity is a good bit larger for OLS and MReg, but similar to that estimated by
Equation (2) for both the RReg and SReg methods (in the full sample). Note that
more of the regressors are statistically significance in MReg and RReg, suggesting
these estimation alternatives are worth consideration.
2. Coarsened Exact Matching
Thus far, we have paid no attention to whether homes near the quarry are like
those far from the quarry (i.e., covariate overlap). What evidence is available in
the Hite Report suggests that in her sample the types of homes sold near the quarry
may have been be very different than those sold at a distance from it. While
distance from the quarry is a continuous variable, we can consider covariate
overlap by comparing the characteristics of homes near to and those far from the
quarry, using a two-mile cutoff. In Table 1, we do observe some meaningful
differences between homes within two miles of the quarry and those further away
especially in the year sold and the number of bathrooms and total rooms.31 To
ensure we are comparing like homes, we apply Coarsened Exact Matching
(“CEM”) to the data and match on these three variables.32 All 184 transactions
within two miles of the quarry are matched to 1,277 (of 1,930) homes further than

30
The Box-Cox test statistic for the Delaware County data is 64.1, which is statistically
significant at better than the 1% level. The test statistic is distributed 2(1) with a critical value of 2.71
at the 10% level. The natural log transformation, consistent with Equation (3), is preferred to the
specification estimated in the Hite Report. Or, we might say the problem is not so much in the
estimation by NLS rather than OLS but that the natural log transformation of the dependent variable
is the better specification.
31
Standardized differences (the absolute value of the means difference divided by the square
root of the summed variances) are used. See Imbens and Wooldridge, supra n. 8 at p. 24. The rule of
thumb for a large difference is a standardized difference exceeding 0.25. For the DATE variable, the
standardized difference is 0.51, and about 0.30 for bathrooms and total rooms.
32
S.M. Iacus, G. King. G. Porro, Causal Inference without Balance Checking: Coarsened Exact
Matching, Working Paper (June 26, 2008) (available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1152391), later
published Causal Inference without Balance Checking: Coarsened Exact Matching, 20 POLITICAL ANALYSIS
1-24
(2012)
(available
at:
https://gking.harvard.edu/files/political_analysis-2011-iacuspan_mpr013.pdf).
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two miles from the quarry. The weights created by the CEM procedure are then
used to estimate Equation (3) by weighted OLS.
Results for the CEM-weighted regression are reported in the final column of
Table 3. The estimated coefficients are comparable in most respects to the other
models.33 Most significantly, the price-distance relationship remains negative
(-0.147) and statistically different from zero. While we do not present the results
in the table, we note that when estimated using the non-linear Equation (2) with
CEM-weighted data the price-distance relationship is negative (-0.053) but not
statistically significant, a difference we will return to later.
C. Rogers Group Quarry near Murfreesboro, Tennessee
It is reasonable to expect that the relationship of home prices to distance from
a quarry might vary by location. Earlier research suggests this is so in other
contexts.34 To further evaluate the results reported in the Hite Report, we collect
data on home sales around the Rogers Group Quarry near Murfreesboro,
Tennessee.35 Transaction data is again collected for years 1998 through 2007 and
the sample includes 2,311 transactions. Given differences in data availability, we
replace the total number of rooms with square footage (SQFT). Distance from the
city center (DCC) is measured from Murfreesboro. We apply the same methods
as before, estimating Equation (2) by NLS and then Equation (3) by OLS, MReg,
RReg, and SReg. Results are summarized in Table 4. We do not observe large
differences between the characteristics of home sold near to and far from the
quarry, so we do not apply CEM for this quarry.

33
CEM-weighting often alters the coefficients and their significant levels since the data is
better matched.
34

See supra n. 7 and citations therein.

35

The quarry is located at coordinates: 35.884699, -86.530625.
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Table 4. Regression Results and Descriptive Statistics
Rogers Quarry near Murfreesboro, Tennessee

NLS
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0655***
(-4.99)

OLS
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0383***
(-2.63)

MReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0320***
(-3.01)

RReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0327***
(-3.78)

SReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0222
(-0.72)

DATE

0.0522***
(27.09)

0.0443***
(20.36)

0.0407***
(31.73)

0.0404***
(35.55)

0.0444
(23.05)

DDC

-0.0035*
(1.85)

-0.0006
(-0.26)

-0.0007
(-0.44)

-0.0011
(-0.84)

-0.0012
(-0.15)

H2L

-0.6590
(-1.11)

0.6404
(0.42)

-2.170***
(-4.47)

-2.676***
(-5.84)

0.3311
(0.42)

BATH

0.1395***
(17.65)

0.1666***
(13.44)

0.1811***
(24.06)

0.1759***
(28.87)

0.1344***
(12.17)

SQFT

0.00026***
(17.40)

0.00021***
(5.82)

0.00032***
(25.01)

0.00033***
(29.27)

0.00018***
(9.10)

-100.3***
(-17.40)

-84.59***
(-19.52)

-77.57***
(-30.57)

-76.87***
(-33.79)

-77.84***
(-20.17)

lnD

Constant

385.2***

Spatial Terms (2)

Pseudo-R2
Obs.

0.692
2,311

0.590
2,311

0.529
2,311

0.678
2,311

0.605
2,311

Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

The fit the regressions (R2 is around 0.60) is much higher than for the Delaware
data, but the negative coefficients on distance are seen again. For the NLS model,
the price-distance relationship is -0.0655 and the coefficient is statistically different
from zero at better than the 1% level. Across the alternative specifications and
estimation methods, the price-distance relationship is consistently negative and
statistically different from zero, save one exception. Only in spatial regression is
the price-distance relationship not statistically significant, though the coefficient is
negative and similarly sized to the other models.
Additional evidence also leads to questions about the negative views of
quarries. If quarries were a disamenity, then we might expect people to avoid
living around them. Figures 3A-3C in Appendix 3 demonstrate population
movements for Rutherford County, Tennessee, with emphasis on the Rogers
Group quarry. Population is measured using U.S. Census Bureau population data
for years 1990, 2000, and 2010. These figures show population density increasing
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dramatically over this time period in the same census block as the Rogers Group
quarry. These population movements toward the quarry in conjunction with the
econometric results further indicate the Murfreesboro quarry is not a great
disamenity, if a disamenity at all.
D. Randomized Inference and the Implausibility of the Model
Our analyses of home prices near the quarries in Delaware, Ohio, and
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, find a negative and statistically significant relationship
between home prices and distance from a rock quarry in most specifications and
estimation methods. Consequently, we find no evidence that supports the
findings of the Hite Report, despite using the same model and, in one instance, the
same quarry from that earlier study. We fear, however, that these estimated
relationships are mainly the consequence of the Hite Report’s poor experimental
design than they are a measure of any real effect of the quarry. Indeed, we
question whether the quantification of the effect of a disamenity or amenity can be
plausibly estimated by a price-distance relationship. In Delaware County, for
instance, it is not hard to find a statistically-significant price-distance relationship
(using Eq. 2) from just about anywhere: the Church of the Nazarene off Highway
101 (1 = -0.058, t = -2.79); The Greater Gouda gourmet grocery on North Sandusky
Road (1 = 0.268, t = 6.92); and the Foot & Ankle Wellness Center off South Hook
Road (1 = -0.043, t = -2.99).
Given patterns in real estate development, it seems plausible that a positive or
negative price-distance relationship would be observed from almost any location.
A sensible way to evaluate the reliability of the distance-based hedonic regressions
is to apply the method of randomized inference (a type of pseudo-treatment).36 In
this procedure, the location of a “disamenity” or “amenity” is randomly chosen in
the geographic area under study. Given the random assignment of location, we
might expect the price-distance relationship to be statistically significant in
proportion to the alpha-level of the statistical test (say, a 10% significance level)
due to random variation. That is, a valid statistical test conducted at the 10% level

36
R.A. Fisher, THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (1935); P.R. Rosenbaum, OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES
(2002); M.D. Cattaneo, B.R. Frandsen, and R. Titiunik, Randomization Inference in the Regression
Discontinuity Design: An Application to Party Advantages in the U.S. Senate, 3 JOURNAL OF CAUSAL
INFERENCE 1–24 (2015); T. Fujiwara and L. Wantchekon, Can Informed Public Deliberation Overcome
Clientelism? Experimental Evidence from Benin, 5 AMERICAN ECONOMIC JOURNAL: APPLIED ECONOMICS
241–255 (2013).
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will reject the null hypothesis 10% of the time even if the null is true (e.g., Type I
error).
We conduct such tests using the following simulation. First, a random location
(latitude, longitude) within the Delaware area is chosen (see Appendix 4 for an
illustration of the process). Second, the distances from this location to all home
sales is computed. Third, we replace in the regression model the variable
measuring distance from the quarry (D) with this alternate distance measure (D’).
Fourth, we estimate a regression of price on the same variables as above, obtaining
the coefficient, t-statistic and its probability on 1. Fifth, this process is repeated
1,000 times. Finally, from these 1,000 simulations, we can compute how often the
null hypothesis of “no effect” is rejected.
At the threshold significance level of 10%, the null hypothesis is rejected in a
whopping 67% of the simulations for the data from Delaware County, sometimes
with positive and sometimes negative coefficients. Conducting the same
simulation for Murfreesboro, the rejection rate is an even larger 93%. Given the
random selection of locations in the simulation, this result is a powerful indictment
against the sort of model employed in the Hite Report. A researcher may pick just
about any location and find a statistically-significant price-distance relationship.
We conclude based on this analysis that the addition of a distance variable to a
hedonic model in an effort to identify the effect of a quarry on home prices is a
poor experimental design with grossly inaccurate inference tests, especially when
using asymptotic critical values for hypothesis testing and only data on postoperation transactions. In fact, we suspect many of the hedonic studies using
distance from disamenities may be similarly unable to identify an effect of interest,
but leave that question to future research.
Another problem with estimating the price-distance relationship is that unlike
square footage, distance from a quarry is not unidimensional but occurs on a
coordinate plane. A house may be located to the east or to the west, to the north
or to the south, of a quarry, and moving closer to or away from the town center, a
university, a landfill, or any other site that may influence prices. To see this, we
divide the transaction data near Murfreesboro into four quadrants around the
quarry (northeast, northwest, southeast, and southwest) and estimate a pricedistance relationship unique to each quadrant (using Eq. 2). Results are
summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Price-Distance Relationship
Quadrants around Murfreesboro Quarry

NW
1 = 0.029*

NE
1 = -0.102***

SW
1 = -0.069**

SE
1 = -0.135***

From Figure 3, we see that the price-distance relationships are not equal across
quadrants but rather differ substantially by the direction of the movement away
from the quarry. From Table 4, we know that the average price-distance
relationship from this quarry is negative (and statistically significant). Yet, from
Figure 3, we see that the price-distance relationship is positive in the Northwest
quadrant, but negative in all other quadrants. All the estimated price-distance
relationships are statistically different from zero at the 10% level or better. It
appears, therefore, that there is no “price-distance relationship” but many “pricedistance relationships” from any given site. We believe these results are more
evidence of the spurious nature of the price-distance relationship estimated using
hedonic models of housing prices.
In light of our randomized inference procedure and additional evidence, we
conclude, for now, that the type of model and experimental design used in the Hite
Report is entirely unsuited to the task of identifying the price impact of quarries.
Our results from replication efforts, which consistently find a negative pricedistance relationship, are no less implicated by the defect than those of the Hite
Report. Identifying the effects of quarries on housing prices requires a different
experimental design, and careful attention to selection bias, covariate overlap, and
the numerous ramifications of thin markets around the site. We attempt to offer
some better evidence below.
E. Spurious Regression and the Search for Results
In light of the evidence that a statistically significant price-distance
relationship is found for no less than seven-out-of-ten randomly chosen locations,
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we conclude the Hite Report’s experimental design is incapable of quantifying the
effect of quarries on house prices. The results from such models are spurious.
Consequently, we expect that the price-distance relationship will be sometimes
positive, sometimes negative, sometimes statistically significant and sometimes
not for any given quarry. Statistical significance is the flip of a coin heavily
weighted toward the rejection of the null hypothesis. Our analysis also shows that
the choice of estimation method may alter the estimated coefficient and its
significance, a common trait of spurious regression.
The fact different quarries and different estimation methods produce different
results advises caution in conducting and assessing such studies, especially in a
policy-relevant context when economic development is at stake. Inference errors
may be inadvertent, or an advocate may exploit the spurious nature of the
relationship by searching for a location, model specification, and time period to
produce an outcome supporting a favored policy position. We can demonstrate
the risks of such an ends-driven search by looking at more recent data for
Delaware, Ohio, using data on prices for the five-year period 2012 through 2016
(1,429 transactions). The models and variables are measured in the same way as
above.
Table 5 summarizes the results from a few estimation methods. For
expositional purposes, we present only on the price-distance relationship. Using
the unconventional Equation (2) from the Hite Report, we find that the pricedistance relationship for this period is positive—a statistically significant result (by
asymptotic convention). The result is opposite of that estimated for the data from
the 1998-2007 period, even though the location is the same. Without any constraint
on the choice of time period to analyze, an unscrupulous advocate is free to choose
data from different periods in search of results to support his or her position.
Table 5. Results Delaware Quarry, Years ’12-16

lnD

NLS
Coef
(t-stat)
0.1285***
(3.45)

OLS
Coef
(t-stat)
0.0192
(0.52)

MReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0065
(-0.32)

RReg
Coef
(t-stat)
0.0412
(1.63)

41.28***

Spatial Terms (2)
Pseudo-R2

SReg
Coef
(t-stat)
0.0780
(1.10)

0.332

0.263

0.377

0.347

Obs.
1,429
1,429
Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

1,429

1,429

1,429
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0.392

Model selection and variable choice may also be used in an ends-drive search
for results. As shown in Table 5, estimating Equation (3), a standard functional
form for hedonic regressions, the positive coefficient is now a sixth the size of that
estimated by Equation (2) and is no longer statistically different from zero at
standard levels.37 Also, Median, Robust and Spatial Regression do not find
statistically significant price-distance relationships. In fact, the only model that
produces a statistically-significant positive effect is the non-standard regression
equation used in the Hite Report. Moreover, if we replace the TOTR variable with
the SQFT variable in the NLS model, the price-distance relationship shrinks to 0.02
(one-sixth the size) and the coefficient is no longer statistically significant. Again,
a researcher may pick-and-choose model specification, along with time period
analyzed and regressors, to obtain a desired result. Skepticism is warranted for
any analysis of the price effects of quarries (and amenities or disamenities
generally) absent robustness analysis across time and model specifications.
Table 6. Results Delaware Quarry, Years ’98-07 & ’12-16
NLS
Coef
(t-stat)
0.10028
(0.11)

lnD

OLS
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.1361***
(-5.04)

MReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0963***
(-6.33)

RReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.0501***
(-2.89)

41.28***

Spatial Terms (2)
Pseudo-R2

SReg
Coef
(t-stat)
-0.1059**
(-2.10)

0.302

0.262

0.219

0.288

0.151

Obs.
3,543
3,543
Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

3,543

3,543

3,543

As another check on robustness (or a lack thereof), we combine the data from
1998-2007 and 2012-2016, excluding those years when the housing market and
economy generally were in turmoil (2008-2011). Results on the price-distance
relationship are summarized in Table 6. Now, Equation (2) estimated by NLS
reports a statistically insignificant (but positive) coefficient for the price-distance
relationship. The other estimation methods, however, all confirm the negative and
statistically significant relationship consistent with the results in Tables 1 and 3. It
appears, therefore, whether or not quarries affect prices hinges on model selection
and dates selected, which simply demonstrates the spurious nature of these sorts
of experiments. Plainly, care must be given to model selection, and robustness
analysis should be thorough and explicit. And, in light of the randomized

37

The Box-Cox test indicates a preference for the transformation (2 = 40.7).
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inference and quadrant analysis above, the utility of the price-distance
relationship for quantifying the effects of quarries and disamenities should be
regarded as defective, at least until further research demonstrates otherwise.
The analyses presented here, we believe, offers compelling evidence that the
Hite Report’s experimental design is a flimsy method, easily manipulated to
produce nearly any desired result through the selection of location, model
specification, estimation technique, and the time period analyzed. The Hite
Report’s findings cannot be reliably replicated and conflicting results are readily
obtained. The spurious nature of the price-distance relationship from such
experiments is clearly demonstrated, and the defective approach allows for nearly
any result imaginable. Using data long after a quarry opens poses no limits on the
selection of time period, enhancing the risk of the exploitation of spurious
regression for economic and political advantage.
IV. A Difference-in-Difference Approach
As detailed above, to quantify the effect of a quarry on home prices the
researcher ideally needs pricing data both before and after quarry operations
begin.38 With this data, statistical analysis can determine how the relationship
between price and distance from the quarry changes after the quarry opens, thus
quantifying, under some well-known assumptions, a plausible causal effect.
There are some potential shortcomings with a simple before-and-after
analysis, however. New quarries take years to get approval and normally we
expect equity prices to reflect new information quickly, so price effects may
precede that event. In this section, we offer two before-and-after analyses of the
effect of a quarry on home prices. First, we evaluate pricing activity around the
Vulcan quarry in Gurley, Alabama, which began operations in 2013. Gurley is a
rural area not far from the city of Huntsville, Alabama. Consistent with the
analysis above, we use the general format of the Hite Report (and several

Another possible identification strategy involves exploiting policy experiments with
respect to residential distance from a quarry. For example, if some states required houses to be a
certain distance away from a quarry while other states did not, then a credible counter-factual could
be constructed allowing the researcher to estimate the effect of quarry distance on home prices. A
regression discontinuity design could be used to identify the price-distance relationship if
regulations required potential home buyers to be informed of the quarry for homes within a certain
distance. Homes just inside and just outside this cut-point would could be used as treatment and
control units to identify the causal price-distance relationship.
38
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alternatives) to test for a change in the price-distance relationship after the quarry
opens.
Second, we evaluate the price effects of the contested Austin Quarry in
Madera, California, which was approved in 2016.39 Located in the southwest
corner of the intersection of Highway 41 and Highway 145, the site is proximate
to two subdivisions, one located on Highway 145 and the other on Highway 41.
Thus, not only are the subdivisions proximate to the quarry, but both are expected
to deal regularly with the quarry’s traffic flow. Though first proposed in 2010,
media coverage and public protest did not begin until 2013, at which time the new
quarry might be expected to affect home prices through an announcement effect.40
A control group is chosen using CEM from homes sales in subdivisions not too far
from the quarry site but beyond the range of influence. We find no statistically
significant effect of the quarry in either model, though in both cases the estimated
coefficients indicate, if anything, the quarry raises property values.
A. The Empirical Model
For these analyses, we employ the standard regression model for the DiD
estimator. Using a log-linear form common to hedonic regressions, the regression
equation is,
k

ln pit  T  N i  0 N i  0    j X j ,i  it ,

(4)

j 2

where T is dummy variable equal to 1.0 after the treatment and Ni is a dummy
variable for homes near the quarry site (or a continuous measure of distance from
the quarry). The estimated coefficient 0 measures the difference in average sale
prices for homes near the quarry (or the effect of distance from it) prior to the
treatment. After the treatment, the difference in price between homes near and far
from the quarry is  + 0. The difference between the two effects is , which is the
DiD estimator, as defined in Equation (1), or  = 1 – 0. The t-test on the coefficient

39
J. Rieping, Controversial Quarry Up for Vote, MADERA TRIBUTE (July 16, 2016) (available at:
http://www.maderatribune.com/single-post/2016/07/16/Controversial-quarry-up-for-vote);
M.E. Smith, Austin Quarry Approved in 3-2 Vote, SIERRA STAR (July 20, 2016) (available at:
http://www.sierrastar.com/latest-news/article90713132.html).

Lexus-Nexus search conducted on February 20, 2018. B. Wilkinson, Concerns Over Truck
Traffic on Road, SIERRA STAR (February 21, 2013).
40
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 is, therefore, a direct test of the statistical significance of the effect of a quarry on
home prices.
As an alternative, we estimate,
k

ln pit  T  N i  0    j X j ,i   t   it ,

(5)

j2

where the continuous DATE variable is replaced with year fixed effects (t), which
is a somewhat standard treatment of time in the DiD regression. Due to
collinearity with the fixed effects, the 0N term is no longer included in the
regression, but the interpretation of  is unchanged.
For consistency with the earlier analysis, we also estimate the model
specification of the Hite Report, adding as a regressor the interaction of a treatment
dummy variable for years 2013 and later (T). The regression model is,
k

pit  exp(0 ln Di   ln T  Di  0    j X j ,i )  it ,

(6)

j2

where the variables are defined the same way as the Murfreesboro analysis (i.e.,
total rooms is replaced with square footage). The coefficient 0 quantifies the pricedistance relationship prior to the initiation of quarry operations in 2013. Starting
in 2013, the price-distance relationship is measured by 0 +  = 1, where 
measures the change in the slope of the price-distance relationship. If the quarry
reduces home values near the quarry, then  should be positive and statistically
significant. Equation (6) is estimated by NLS.
B. Vulcan Quarry in Gurley, Alabama
As with the earlier analysis, data is obtained on home sales within a five-mile
radius of the quarry location in Gurley, Alabama. The quarry began operations in
2013, and our data spans 2005 through portions of 2017. The sample includes 593
transactions, but we note only 83 are for sales prior to 2013.41 Since there is no “city

The low samples are likely the consequence of the rural nature of the market and data
collection in such areas. We cannot exclude the possibility the sample is peculiar in some respect.
41
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center” in the area, the DCC variable is measured as the distance from the WalMart
Supercenter in the nearby town of Big Cove.
Table 7. Regression Results and Descriptive Statistics
Vulcan Quarry in Gurley, Alabama
NLS-Eq. 6
Coef
(t-stat)
0.0876
(0.97)

OLS-Eq. 4
Coef
(t-stat)
0.2723***
(3.64)

OLS-Eq. 5
Coef
(t-stat)
0.3679**
(2.20)

TlnD

-0.1205**
(-2.41)

-0.0543
(-1.07)

-0.1587
(-0.88)

2.936
(1.50)

DATE

0.0162*
(1.67)

0.0191*
(1.85)

…

2014.1
(2.30)

DDC

-0.0456***
(-5.85)

-0.0529***
(-5.99)

-0.0512***
(-5.80)

4.484
(2.27)

H2L

-1.2185
(-0.79)

-0.2457
(-0.11)

0.1868
(0.08)

0.063
(0.029)

BATH

0.1752***
(6.92)

0.2672***
(8.84)

0.2655***
(8.71)

2.875
(0.932)

SQFT

2.2E-04***
(5.97)

2.0E-04***
(3.22)

1.9E-04***
(3.11)

2,870.3
(1,139.8)

-27.99
(-1.43)

-27.57
(-1.32)

10.61***
(36.57)

…

No

No

Yes

…

0.641

0.602

0.608

…

593

593

593

lnD

Constant
t
Pseudo-R2

Obs.
593
Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

Mean
(St. Dev)
3.445
(0.987)

Results are summarized in Table 7.42 Many of the coefficients are statistically
significant and similar to those estimated using the Murfreesboro data. First, for
Equation (6) estimated by NLS, we find that housing prices rise as distance from
the quarry increases (the coefficient on lnD is positive), but this positive effect is
observed prior to the beginning of quarry operations. After the quarry opens, the
positive (though statistically insignificant) price-distance relationship is
attenuated; the estimated  coefficient is -0.103 and the null hypothesis of “no
effect” for the DiD estimator is rejected at the 5% level. Prior to 2013, the price-

Since we do not observe large differences in the characteristics of homes near to and far
from the quarry, we do not apply CEM.
42
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distance elasticity is 0.088 (0), but after 2013 it is -0.033 (1), a small effect that is
statistically indistinguishable from zero (F-stat = 0.16, prob = 0.69).
Turning to Equation (4), the price-distance relationship is again positive (and
much larger than with NLS) but is now statistically significant prior to the
beginning of quarry operations. The  coefficient is -0.054, which while negative
is no longer statistically different from zero at standard levels. The positive pricedistance relationship is attenuated after the quarry began operating, but not to a
statistically significant degree. The results are similar for Equation (5). Though
not summarized in the table, we note that for MReg and RReg neither of the
quarry-distance coefficients is statistically different from zero. The SReg results,
also not presented in the table, are not wholly unlike the OLS estimates of Equation
(4); the coefficient 0 is positive (0.331, t = 4.45) and statistically significant, but the
 coefficient is negative (-0.055, t = 0.98) and not statistically different from zero.
The lack of robustness to specification leads us to conclude that the most likely
effect of the quarry is no effect at all. Also, we acknowledge that the defects in the
Hite Report’s empirical strategy is as relevant here as before: our randomized
inference simulation computes a rejection rate on 0 of 65% and for  of 67% (at a
nominal 10% significance level). While we recognize the limitations of the data
and the methods, on whole the results are entirely at odds with the claim that
quarries reduce housing prices. If anything, the effect is the opposite.
C. Austin Quarry in Madera County, California
Quarry sites often take years for approval. Our model of the Gurley quarry
presumed that prices do not reflect the quarry operations until after the quarry is
operational. A reasonable argument may be made, however, that home prices
might adjust before the quarry opens when the local population becomes aware of
the future quarry site. We consider that possibility now.
The Austin Quarry in Madera, California, was approved in September 2016
despite a substantial NIMBY effort.43 A search of news outlets reveals that public
attention to proposed quarry initiated in early 2013 and was very active is

43
M. Smith, Supervisors Approve Austin Quarry 3-2, SIERRA STAR (September 12, 2016) (available
at: http://www.sierrastar.com/news/local/article101492412.html).
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subsequent years.44 Thus, we define the treatment dummy T as having values of
one in years after 2013 (and also consider other years). Data is collected for the ten
years preceding the treatment date, so the data spans 2007 through 2016.
The Austin Quarry site is well outside of town, but there are two subdivisions
proximate (less than three miles) to the site: Bonadelle Racheros-Madera Ranchos
and Bonadelle Rancheros Nine. Both subdivisions abut the major highways
(Highways 41 and 145) servicing the quarry site. If any homes are to be affected
by the quarry, then these are the most likely candidates, and they represent our
treatment group. The dummy variable N takes a value of 1 for these subdivisions
(zero otherwise). Visual inspection of the area points to a number of subdivisions
in the vicinity that are neither on the major highways serving the site nor within
ten miles of the site: Madera Estates, Madera Country Club, Lake Madera Country
Club, Chuk Chanse, Valley Lake Ranchos, Madera Acres, Madera Knolls, and
Madera Highlands. A control group will be selected from home sales in these
subdivisions.
Estimation of the DiD estimator employs Equation (5). Regressors include the
age of the home at the sale data (AGE), square footage (SQFT), the number of
bedrooms (BED) and bathrooms (BATH), a dummy variable indicating whether
the home a two story home (STRY), a dummy variable indicating the presence of
a fireplace (FIRE), a dummy variable indicating whether the home has a
swimming pool (POOL). Year fixed effects are included.

44
B. Wilkinson, Concerns Over Truck Traffic on Road, SIERRA STAR (February 32, 2013); G. Smith,
Economic Costs and Benefits of the Proposed Austin Quarry in Madera County (October 23, 2014) (available
at:
http://www.noaustinquarry.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Austin-Quarry-EconomicsReport.pdf); M.E. Smith, Progress Continues on Austin Quarry, SIERRA STAR (February 10, 2016)
(available at: http://www.sierrastar.com/news/article87816032.html); B. Wilkinson, Group Opposes
Proposed
Rock
Quarry,
SIERRA
STAR
(November
12,
2014)
(available
at:
http://www.sierrastar.com/news/article87802492.html); D. Joseph, Quarry Issues Need to be
Addressed,
SIERRA
STAR
(December
3,
2014)
(available
at:
http://www.sierrastar.com/opinion/article87803072.html).
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Table 8. Descriptive Statistics

Austin Quarry in Madera County, California
ALL
Mean
(St.Dev)
16.13
(12.16)

N=0
Mean
(St.Dev)
16.50
(12.22)

N=1
Mean
(St.Dev)
15.21
(11.95)

SQFT

1811.6
(522.7)

1706.7
(490.6)

2072.9
(509.5)

0.518*

BED

3.32
(0.59)

3.27
(0.54)

3.43
(0.70)

0.179

BATH

1.99
(0.68)

1.83
(0.66)

2.38
(0.56)

0.639*

STRY

0.024
(0.15)

0.016
(0.12)

0.043
(0.20)

0.115

FIRE

0.632
(0.48)

0.730
(0.44)

0.390
(0.49)

0.515*

POOL

0.068
(0.25)

0.033
(0.17)

0.159
(0.36)

0.311*

Price

215.4

195.0

266.3

Price/SQFT

120.8

116.4

131.9

887

633

254

Variable
AGE

Obs.

Stan. Diff.
0.075

Descriptive statistics for the treatment and control pool are provided in
Table 8. The homes are similar in some respects, but large standardized
differences (> 0.25) are found for square footage, the number of bathrooms, and
the presence of a fireplace or pool.45 CEM based on SQFT, BATH, FIRE, and POOL
reduces the standardized differences to acceptable levels for all the regressors. We
are able to match 229 of 254 homes in the treated group to 450 of 633 homes in the
control pool, for an estimation sample of 679 home sales.

45

Imbens and Wooldridge, supra n. 8.
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Table 9. Regression Results and Descriptive Statistics
Austin Quarry in Madera County, California

OLS
Coef
(t-stat)
0.1166**
(2.47)

CEM-OLS
Coef
(t-stat)
0.1277**
(2.08)

CEM-MReg
Coef
(t-stat)
0.1194***
(4.99)

SReg
Coef
(t-stat)
0.1913**
(2.11)

0.1663***
(2.95)

0.1005
(1.21)

0.1161***
(3.14)

0.0878
(1.32)

AGE

0.0017
(1.20)

0.0087***
(3.47)

-0.0003
(-0.35)

-0.0055*
(-0.35)

SQFT

1.7E-04***
(3.40)

1.3E-04**
(2.05)

3.0E-04***
(12.68)

2.0 E-04***
(4.39)

BED

0.0349
(0.90)

0.01205***
(2.63)

0.0450**
(2.49)

-0.0542
(1.54)

BATH

0.0288
(1.08)

-0.0439
(-0.60)

-0.0777***
(-2.60)

-0.0218
(-0.61)

STRY

-0.0878
(-0.70)

-0.0408
(-0.33)

0.0043
(0.05)

-0.1378
(-1.29)

FIRE

0.0770**
(2.43)

0.0650*
(1.73)

0.0422***
(2.94)

0.0305
(0.88)

POOL

0.1833***
(3.71)

0.1577***
(4.03)

0.0853***
(3.68)

0.2346***
(3.63)

Constant

11.21***
(98.08)

10.92***
(70.30)

11.35***
(20.67)

11.62***
(83.17)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N (0)
TN ()

t
Spatial Terms
Pseudo-R2

27.17***

(2)
0.482

0.491

Obs.
887
679
Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

0.361

0.186

679

887

Regression results are summarized in Table 9. For comparison purposes and
to illustrate the important effects of covariate balance, estimates for both the full
and CEM-weighted samples are provided. The models fit the data well for both
samples. For the full sample, which we caution does not rely on balanced data,
the estimated 0 coefficient (0.117) indicates that prices in the treated group were
about 12% higher [exp(0) - 1] in the pre-treatment period. After the treatment, the
prices were even higher ( = 0.166), a statistically significant result of about an 18%
increase. The remaining coefficients are sensibly sized and many are statistically
different from zero. A swimming pool, for instance, raises price by about $38,000.
Turning to the CEM-weighted model, the price difference before the treatment
is a bit larger (0 = 0.128), and the difference is statistically significant at standard
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levels. As in the full sample, the DiD estimator  is positive (0.100), but now it is
not statistically significant. For the balanced sample, we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that the quarry’s announcement effect is zero, though the coefficient is
relatively large and the t-statistic is much larger than 1.00. In contrast, for the
CEM-weighted MReg, prices are higher in the treated area during both the pretreatment and treatment period, and both coefficients are statistically different
from zero at better than the 1% level.
In the final column of Table 9, we summarize the results from SReg using the
full sample. The spatial terms are statistically significant at the 1% level. The
results are comparable to the others. Prices are higher in the treated area before
the treatment, but we do not see a statistically significant change is seen after the
treatment. The DiD estimator  is positive and relatively large (0.09), but
statistically significant only at the 20% level.
Table 10. Regression Results, Annual Treatment Effect
Austin Quarry in Madera County, California

TN ()

2013
Coef
(t-stat)
0.2721***
(2.65)

2014
Coef
(t-stat)
0.0018
(0.01)

2015
Coef
(t-stat)
0.0322
(0.42)

2016
Coef
(t-stat)
0.3949
(1.41)

Statistical Significance: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

Finally, we can estimate the  coefficient for each year beginning with our
chosen treatment date (2013), thereby assessing whether that choice is influencing
the estimate.46 The results by year are summarized in Table 10. Large positive
coefficients are observed in years 2013 and 2016 (the latter close to being
statistically significant), and smaller positive coefficients for the other years. These
results are consistent with those reported in Table 9.
Notably, we do not estimate a price-distance relationship in these equations.
Distance from the quarry site is not a regressor. Unlike the distance-based model,
the rejection rates for randomized inference (assigning the homes in the treatment
group randomly from those in the sample) are very close to the nominal level of
the test (11% rejection rate versus 10% nominal test level). The statistical reliability

The coefficients are year specific and do not quantify the average after the treatment year,
as do the results from Table 9.
46
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of this approach is much superior to the price-distance approach used in the Hite
Report.
Taken together, we conclude from these results indicate that the effect of the
quarry may very well be zero, at least in the form of an announcement effect. If
there is any effect, it is positive. Whether or not the quarry will affect prices, either
positively or negatively, after operations begin (assuming they do) is unknowable
at this time. In light of the evidence presented here and in prior research, the
expectation must be that there will be little to no effect on home prices and, if
anything, that effect may be positive.
V. Conclusions
We estimate the effect of rock quarries on home prices with data from four
quarry locations across the United States, a wide range of econometric
specifications and robustness checks, and a variety of temporal circumstances
from the lead-up to quarry installation to subsequent operational periods. We find
no compelling statistical evidence that either the anticipation of, or the ongoing
operation of, rock quarries negatively impact home prices. While our study
extends the literature on estimating the effects of “disamenities,” primarily as a
critique of existing methods, the empirical problem is difficult and likely requires
advanced research methods beyond what we provide here. The primary obstacle
to estimating these effects is the lack of data and that lack of data is actually driven
by the quarry site selection process, which limits our ability to infer a causal
relationship. Thin markets and a subsequent lack of sales data are a serious
problem since quarries are today (and typically in the past) located, by design,
away from residential density.
Our study highlights a number of shortcomings in the empirical
methodologies generally used to estimate the effect of disamenities on real estate
prices. First and foremost, the vast majority of studies do not (or even attempt to)
identify the causal effect of disamenities. That is, existing studies are naïve as to
the empirical conditions necessary to identify a causal relationship and do not
establish credible strategies to estimate the counter-factual outcome—i.e., how the
real estate around quarries would have looked, on average, without a landfill or
other disamenity. To evaluate the credibility of existing studies and their
methodologies, we first employ permutation tests to examine whether or not the
existing methodologies yield higher than expected rejection rates of the null
hypothesis. We accomplish this by randomly assigning a location in our sample
space with a “disamenity” (i.e., a placebo quarry) and then estimate the effect on
surrounding home prices. The null hypothesis of “no effect” of the placebo
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quarries is rejected in no less than 7 out of 10 simulations, and at a rate as high as
9 out of 10 simulations.
In an attempt to produce a meaningful counter-factual we employ a differencein-differences estimation strategy which exploits the timing and placement of a
quarry. We use this strategy in two different contexts: (1) before and after
operations of a quarry in Gurley, Alabama; and (2) before and after local debate
(and subsequent approval) of a quarry in Madera County, California. The first
exercise estimates the effect of quarry operations on home prices and the second
exercise estimates the anticipatory effect of a quarry on home prices. Neither
exercise yields evidence of a negative impact on home prices. Given a number of
data concerns and model limitations (since our interest is primarily in replication),
further research is advised.
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APPENDIX 1. MAP OF NATIONAL LIME & STONE QUARRY NEAR
DELAWARE, OHIO
Notes: The small, inner green circle marks the National Lime & Stone Quarry
near Delaware, Ohio. The larger green circle is a five-mile radius around the
quarry location. The blue dots mark areas of population density using 2010 census
data. Map generated using censusviewer.com.
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APPENDIX 2. MAP OF ROGERS GROUP QUARRY NEAR MURFREESBORO,
TENNESSEE
Notes: The small, inner green circle marks the Rogers Group Quarry near
Murfreesboro, Tennessee. The larger green circle is a five-mile radius around the
quarry location. The blue dots mark areas of population density using 2010 census
data. Map generated using censusviewer.com.
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APPENDIX 3. CENSUS BLOCK POPULATION GROWTH NEAR ROGERS GROUP
QUARRY NEAR MURFREESBORO, TENNESSEE
Notes: Figures 3A-3C demonstrate population movements for Rutherford
County, TN, with emphasis on the Rogers Group quarry. Population is measured
using U.S. Census Bureau population data for years 2000, 2010, and 2016. Darker
blues imply greater population.
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APPENDIX 4. ILLUSTRATIVE MAP OF RANDOM LOCATIONS USED FOR
RANDOMIZED INFERENCE ANALYSIS FOR DELAWARE COUNTY
Notes: The blue dots represent the random locations chosen by the
randomized inference simulation for Delaware County, Ohio. Map generated
using Google maps.
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APPENDIX 5. VULCAN QUARRY NEAR GURLEY, ALABAMA
Notes: The small, inner green circle markets the Vulcan Quarry near Gurley,
Alabama. The larger green circle is a five-mile radius around the quarry location.
The blue dots mark areas of population density using 2010 census data. Map
generated using censusviewer.com.
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APPENDIX 6. MAP OF AUSTIN QUARRY SITE IN MADERA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Notes: The green circle marks the site of the proposed Austin Quarry in
Madera County, California. The immediate two areas of population to the South
and West of the quarry site—marked in green rectangles—are the “treated” areas.
The blue dots mark areas of population density using 2010 census data. The
control group is chosen from areas further west and north of Highway 145 toward
Madera. Map generated using censusviewer.com.
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DESK PACKET
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March 12, 2019
Angela Roland
4014 Ben Walters Lane C6
Homer, Alaska 99603
angelaroland@gmail.com
(907) 231-1502
Planning Commission Chair
144 N. Binkley St.
Soldotna, AK 9966
RE: CLUP for Material Site, Beachcomber LLC, Parcel Number 169-010-67, 74185 Anchor Point Road
Dear Chairperson,
I own property in the area and I enjoy the peaceful serenity of the Anchor River with the State Parks’
camps that are situated on Anchor Point Road. I enjoy riding my bike from the bridge all the way to the
end at the beach. I love to ride through the Halibut Campground near the proposed pit, then back up
Anchor Point Road.
I read KPB Code 21.25 and 21.29 for the CLUP. Even though they are extremely lacking in substance for
such a sensitive environmental habitat, I am strongly opposed to this permit for the following reasons:
1. It will create an unsafe roadway with gravel trucks going up and down the road all day. In the
summer it’s a congested area with tourists (who don’t know where they are), RVs, campers, and boats,
pedestrians, strollers, dog walkers, and bicyclists.
2. Gravel flies out of gravel trucks and breaks windshields.
3. The environmental damage to the area - Erosion is bad enough already in the area, and we don’t
have any information on the impact on wildlife. The dust will be awful - air quality will be diminished.
4. The roads are narrow and have plenty of pot holes and ruts. Heavy, loaded dump trucks will make it
much worse.
5. The noise of the operation – digging, loading trucks, equipment running, dump trucks going back and
forth within hearing and view of my property.
6. Decreased property values.
I am opposed to this permit. Thank you for hearing my comments.
Sincerely,
Angela Roland
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From: Deena Benson [mailto:nosnebaneed@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2019 1:45 PM
To: Best, Max <MBest@kpb.us>; G_Notify_AssemblyClerk <G_Notify_AssemblyClerk@kpb.us>; Planning Dept,
<planning@kpb.us>
Subject: Anchor Point Conditional Use Permit

Planning Director Max Best and KPB Planning Commission;
This letter is in regards to the 15 Year Conditional Land Use Permit for Beachcomber LLC
that is being considered at the March 25th KPB Planning Commission meeting.
I am a resident of Anchor Point. I encourage the Planning Commission to vote NO on this permit.
I have studied the map of the location of this proposed conditional use permit to extract gravel
over the next 15 years. Anchor Point State Park adjoins this property!
The economy of Anchor Point is already struggling. Our biggest asset and
best course for recovery is visitors to our community who recreate in our State Park.
The fishing charters and personal boats launched from the State Park that adjoins this proposed
gravel pit are a large draw during the summer season. Gravel pit equipment noise, trucks on the roadway
from 6AM to 10PM will certainly disrupt the peaceful beauty of our park visitors and drive them away.
Access to the proposed gravel pit is questionable as well.
Anchor Point Beach Road is already too narrow, in abysmal repair and funds for maintenance are
non-existant. Gravel trucks on that road will further damage it, making it difficult, at best,
for recreational traffic to access the State Park.
A gravel pit will NOT bring prosperity to our community, but only to one party - the owner
of the property, Beachcomber LLC. Please encourage the land owner to develop their property
in a more meaningful way that will bring them income AND enhance the economy of our community.
Thank you for voting NO on this proposed permit.
Deena Benson
nosnebaneed@gmail.com
PO Box 243, Anchor Point.
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Beachcomber LLC

March 15, 2019

CLUP Application Tract B McGee Tracts

4 pages total

Planning Commissioners:

In 1972, Emmitt and I became Alaska residents and in 1975 we bought a homestead near Homer and started the process
of creating homesites for the other newcomers. In 1976, we bought a tourist business on the Anchor Point Beach Road,
living there for 3 years while also investing in other properties in the area and continuing our business of developing
land. We created around 150 parcels for people wanting to live or invest in a small town near the Anchor River and Cook
Inlet Beach. It was possible partially because of successful gravel businesses and related jobs that were an integral part
of the Anchor Point economy then, and are even more important to our town today.
We take pride in what we have accomplished in our many years here and that we have managed to survive the ups and
downs of the economy. Emmitt and I currently own 32 parcels of residential land, 9 residential homes, 1 commercial
building and 9 commercial properties for a total tax assessed value of $3,210,900. In 1991, we started Coastal Realty in
order to help others buy and sell real estate. Preserving property values is important to us. We are obviously heavily
invested in Anchor Point and we care about the town. We raised our family here. We have one daughter, who is building
homes in Anchor Point, and her young family who live adjacent to the proposed material site who will benefit from the
CLUP.
We purchased the McGee Tracts in 2015 after managing it for many years. We immediately cleaned up 20 acres of
stumps and slash piles to make it the beautiful green pasture for our horses that the neighbors enjoy and want to claim
rights to. We also opened up a small bluff area on Danver St, across from a PEU pit, where we found and exposed gravel
and built a pad in order to access and use the gravel. It was obvious to anyone passing by what we were doing.
Interestingly, at least 7 people that bought their property after seeing that small pit and not inquiring about it, are now
opposing our project.
We are long standing members of the National Association of Realtors. The Realtor Code of Ethics, which we abide by,
states that we are to “recognize that the interests of the nation and its citizens require the highest and best use of the
land and the widest distribution of land ownership.” Highest and Best Use is defined as the likely use, selected from a
number of available choices, to which an area of land may be put, based on what is physically possible and in compliance
with zoning and regulations and which produces the most profitable present value of the land and likely to produce the
highest return to an investor.
KPB 21.29 attempts to balance a variety of public needs, including residential area protection, a private party’s right and
ability to use their land to its highest and best use, and the publics need for gravel. Whether one agrees or not with KPB
21.29, it is the law and standards that control what the Planning Commission can or can’t do. This is about ensuring
there is a fair process that abides by the existing code. If a governmental body acts in violation of the code or statute the
rule of law is undermined and that is harmful to the overall democratic process.
There has been testimony and letters from the “organized opposition” containing hearsay, inaccurate, untruthful,
unsubstantiated assertions about our application, the neighborhood, and issues unrelated to the code and potential
effects that may or may not result from our mining project. It is disturbing the lengths some people have gone to – gross
exaggerations and disparaging remarks about us and the Borough. Claims that fishing and tourism is the life blood of
Anchor Point and that the town would dry up without it is simply not true. It is a huge insult to the many year round
hardworking people and businesses such as the grocery stores, restaurants, gravel businesses, contractors, thrift and
pawn shops, gas stations and more that are the real contributors.
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This has been a very costly and unpleasant experience for all concerned, much of it unnecessary. The process is
obviously flawed as shown by the fact that unsworn testimony containing unsubstantiated claims can sway the Planning
Commission to go against the code, the professional staff recommendations and the borough attorney’s opinion. It is a
fiduciary obligation of the Planning Commissioners to thoroughly read and listen to what is presented, dismiss any
irrelevant information, and make an informed decision based solely on the code and substantiated facts.
With the CLUP we will only be a small “Mom and Pop” business and are not intending, able or willing to even try to
compete with the large operations. It just isn’t practical. The 27.7 acres that would be permitted, less the buffers, is
actually less than 20 acres and is planned in 3 phases and will be reclaimed as progress is made as stated in our
application and is required by the state. As mentioned before, our prime use for the gravel will be to improve our other
properties and sell some gravel to the limited local area market.
We believe in “Rights with Responsibilities” and this is a situation where we are agreeing to take on responsibility in
exchange for the right to excavate gravel on our property. The “opposition” wants the right to protect their property but
are unwilling to consider/accept the fact that they have a responsibility to do what they can to minimize visual and
noise, if it is bothersome, by building a fence or berm on their property and/or installing blinds that raise up from the
bottom so they still have their Inlet view. They do not have rights to our land, so we should not bear all the responsibility
for mitigating their perceived discomfort for how we use it.
We are responsible stewards of the land, we have a good track record of that, and believe we have a right and duty to
use our property in a responsible way that results in its “highest and best” use. Our commitment to putting the berm
closest to the excavation site, as suggested in the staff report, will eliminate any visual issue that the few neighbors
might have, that are at a higher elevation.
This unique parcel is a legacy property for our family and we desire to build a home on it. We would like to continue
improving it and other properties we own but in order to do that we need the CLUP so we can use the gravel resource
this property contains.
So, this is who we are and what we are about. We want a future here for our grandchildren. We are
builders/constructors, who have spent a life time building and now are up against destroyers/destructors that want to
impede or stop legitimate development and accept no responsibility for mitigating their perceived issues on their own
property.
At this hearing on the 25th, you will again be bombarded with the same type of rhetoric you have heard before emotional testimony with unsubstantiated claims from the same people and those they have recruited who are
uneducated to the facts of the code. They are sure they can overwhelm you again and you will believe them again. It is
the responsibility of the Planning Commission to abide by the borough code when it is complied with, by the Applicant,
Beachcomber LLC.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Trimble, Trustee
Beachcomber LLC
There is an elevation map in attached that clearly shows that the subject area is not akin to a bathtub or an
amphitheater.
Also, in your packet is a drawing submitted and created by members of the opposition that intends to show that a 6’
berm at the property line would do little to minimize visual and noise impact, when in fact the staff recommendation
(see #14G and J) is to place a 12’ berm between the extraction area and the vegetative buffer which will effectively
minimize sound and visual impacts.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hans <catchalaska@alaska.net>
Tuesday, March 19, 2019 11:20 AM
Wall, Bruce
Dunne, Willy
Beachcomber comments

To Planning Commission Members:
Emmit Trimble always likes to talk about all of the stupid neighborhood people who purchased view property (often from or through
his company) next to an operating PEU gravel pit. The listing below is that “operating” pit. Think he might be stretching the truth
just a bit... We purchased our land on Danver Street in 2003 and since then the owner of that property did some landscape work and
made the “lake” deeper, but there has been no commercial mining there since we bought our property 16 years ago. Danver Lake
Retreat, as it is now called, was the only property on Danver Street that had visible signs of gravel mining, it is less than two acres,
and it was for all practical purposes mined out decades ago.
One thing Trimble points out in his comments is absolutely the truth—this area is a historical gem. Since the days of Captain Cook
white settlers and adventurers have moved through here and prospered. Prior to that time there is evidence that Native populations
spent time living on this very parcel that he wants to turn into an industrial gravel mine. Archeologists have confirmed that this parcel
is rich in history, and contains both artifacts and burial sites.
The mentality of a person who would permanently disfigure this historical gem in the middle of what has now become a residential
area in the middle of a recreational Mecca becomes apparent through his words and his actions. In his comments he advises existing
neighbors overlooking his “mine” to invest in heavy insulated blinds if they don’t want to see his atrocities—I think that’s his idea of a
“good neighbor” policy! One common complaint about gravel pits is that they eventual become dump grounds and depositories for
any number of unwanted, or undesirable commodities. Well, it seems that Trimble isn’t going to disappoint anyone there. The
bottom picture is taken from Danver Street looking west at his land. The pile you see was deposited by Trimble last year and you can
see what a good steward of the land he is by the contents—got old crab pots and other crap to get rid of, that’s easy, just dump it in the
“pit”!
Yes, the KPB Code spells out conditions that are required for issuance of a CLUP, and what I have written here addresses none of
them! My point being that there are hundreds of legitimate reasons to not allow a gravel mine that is so detrimental to neighboring
property owners and to the thousands of visitors who come to this area every year—BUT— the Planning Commission has the
authority, and the mandate to stop this ill conceived project by recognizing and enforcing the conditions of KPB 21.29.050 which can
not be achieved with improperly designed buffers and berms.
Jeanne Bilben
35039 Danver Street
Anchor Point
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To: KPB Planning Commission
From: Linda and Mike Patrick, Anchor Point parties of interest
Subject: Proposed Beachcomber LLC gravel pit
Date: March 18, 2019
?? Notice From Planning Department: Planning Commission will approve permit and it
includes the gravel processing area previously denied? Should we even bother to write
this? Has the Commission considered getting input from the Anchor Point Advisory
Commission, which is now functioning with a quorum? I am sure they have not
had time to thoroughly read the 300+ pages just put out. I would guess that the
other parties of standing won’t have ample time to digest it nor will the Planning
Commission themselves have the time.
Aquifer Protection: We would really appreciate some expert opinion (Hydrologist)
to verify no damage to water table and natural springs in the immediate area. I am
sure you are all aware of the existence of the spring fed water system that is in the
area. How about a clear determination of seasonal water levels?
Physical Damage to Adjacent properties (Big question here) Two real estate
representatives told us that our property will be devalued. The first was Emmitt
Trimble of Coastal Reality. To verify that he was being truthful, I had a property
evaluation done by Kachemak Realty on our house and two lots. The agent
estimated a 30% reduction in value because of a pending gravel pit being so close,
compounded by it being located in direct line with the spectacular view. Estimated
damage to our properties $140,000. Who would be responsible for this
damage? KPB or Beachcomber LLC?

Road Damage: All traffic, homeowners, tourist, campers, fishermen, people
on foot and bicycles have only one route here. (River Road & Danver Rd) Has the
Planning Department obtained written assurances from DOT that Anchor River Rd
is safe for this heavy commercial traffic and that its already crumbling surface will
not be destroyed by this large increase in heavy vehicle traffic? Also, has the
Planning Department presented an estimate to you of the cost for increased grading
and repair for the Danver Rd. in the area of the pit entrance and the intersection
with Anchor River Road? Has the Planning Department requested additional money
for warning signs and modifications to Danver Rd to allow dump trucks to make the
turn off of and on to Anchor River Road without crossing into oncoming lanes?
Noise is defined as an unwanted sound. Do any of you want the sound of a fully
operational gravel pit in your neighborhood? I am going to guess that 99% of you
don’t want it were you live. Therefore, gravel pits produce noise. No matter how you
craft your legal language this pit will bring noise to this Anchor River residential,
recreational, tourism area. (Imagine camping next to an operating gravel pit.) The
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pit will be a point source of noise and dust, while operating gravel trucks will be a
mobile source of noise and dust that will move through much larger areas of the
neighborhood. There is only one route to this proposed pit location, it is also the
only route to tourist attractions at the beach, public and private campgrounds,
beach launching for fishing charters and to our homes. This route also has foot
traffic and bicycle traffic. If addition, these mobile platforms, average width at the
mirrors is 9.5 ft., will move down a road that is narrow, with no shoulders, and
literally crumbling apart. These trucks will then turn on to a gravel road that
requires frequent grading by the Borough with just normal community traffic.
(Note: you wouldn’t believe the noise the grader makes.) These mobile sources of
noise will also add Particulate Matter to the air as they travel on Danver Rd. They
will add PM all along the route including the Old Sterling Hwy. (Note: Old Sterling
Highway has a very steep grade, many sharp curves, several driveway entrances and
intersections, little to no shoulders, and several homes lining the road.)
This area of the Peninsula’s coast provides natural land contours, cool moist
air at sea level, and wind. These conditions serve to increase the speed and
amplitude of sound. The commission is aware of the phrase amphitheater effect in
verbal and written statements submitted to you. Noise that escapes the pit will
reflect off of the hillsides above the 44ft pit level (Note: land around the pit site rises
up to over the 100ft level.) these hillsides provide large sound amplifying structures.
The unwanted sound, AKA Noise, will reflect off these hills, off houses located there
and even tree trunks will contribute. When the noise reflects it will collide with
other sound waves causing constructive interference. This type of interference will
serve to amplify other sound waves, which increases the noise level. These factors
explain why noise will not be minimized. This noise will become even more
disturbing with the added noise of the mobile noise emitting diesel-powered dump
trucks. Don’t forget the haul trucks high frequency back up beepers, we can all agree
they are truly unwanted sound.
Why don’t we talk about negative health effects of noise and dust? Ask your
planning department to provide you with data on this subject. Check out the web
and see what the AK DEC says about dust in rural Alaska. Read up on the new name
for dust, Particulate Matter, especially, PM2.5 and PM10. Did you know that diesel
engines are major producers of PM2.5 and that it can transport in the air 30 to 100
miles? In addition, both of these PM’s when breathed in can be very harmful,
particularly to children and older people.

Questions:
1. Are there any old people that live near the pit?
2. Can short-term exposure to these particles be harmful?
3. If somebody camps near a gravel pit for a few days can it be considered a shortterm exposure?
4. Is there an elementary school located within 2 miles of this pit site?
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5. Are there daily sea breezes that blow up the river that are capable of carrying PM
to the Anchor River Inn, Chapman School, Dental Office, Trooper Station, New SVT
Health Clinic, Blue Bus, Ramiro’s, Warehouse Store, Costal Reality, and the
thousands of people who travel to Homer in the summertime?
6. Will the pit negatively affect 100’s of people or 1000’s of people? By the way,
how many pits are concentrated in the area?
7. Will the noise and dust nuisance affect the moose, eagle, gull, and magpie
populations?
8. Will the pit have any negative affects on the nearby Anchor River or the
microorganisms along Cook Inlet?
9. Is there anything remarkable about the location proposed for the Beachcomber
pit?

10. Have any of the commissioners visited this site to gather first
hand impressions of what our objections are? Please come. People
here would appreciate your interest. Break bread with us, look at
where we live, maybe you will understand why we are committed
to this issue and will not give up.
11. Do the material site codes protect the people who live here
from the negative affects of gravel pits or do they just protect the
gravel pits from people who just want to live here? (Hint: How
many permits have been approved vs. denied?) THE PIT IS MOVING
INTO AN EXISTING NEIGHBORHOOD. THE PIT IS THE NUSIANCE
THAT THE COMMISSION AND THE ASSEMBLY ARE REQUIRED TO
PROTECT RESIDENTS FROM!
21.29.040 A States the following:
These material site regulations are intended to protect against aquifer
disturbance, road damage, physical damage to adjacent properties, dust, noise, and
visual impacts. The next statement, in my opinion, is absurd in the real world. “Only
the conditions set forth in KPB 21.29.050 may be imposed to meet these standards:”
This statement implies that every physical location on the Kenai Peninsula has the
same characteristics. It is very safe to say that the Peninsula is not identical in
terms of topography, wind currents, temperature, soil content, infrastructure
access, population density, recreational opportunities, tourism, etc…. Perhaps
this is why KPB has a material sites committee investigating the code. Maybe
the ASSEMBLY should not allow any new pits to be grandfathered in until this
process is completed and thoroughly reviewed by all interested parties.
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I applaud the Planning Commission for recognizing immediately in the first
permit review of the Beachcomber pit request at this location is not feasible
for gravel mining. This location does not permit the intent to protect concept of
21.29.040 to be carried out, the laws of physics cannot be denied when it comes to
light (visual) and sound. Basically, all you need are eyes and ears to gather data on
these two areas of concerns. The Commission was presented with hours of
testimony and 100’s of pages of objections presented in advance by parties of
interest who have both the eyes and ears to collect data on sight and sound. The
planning commission was correct in its conclusion. The decision was sound and
based on solid testimony and written submissions of persons with standing in this
matter. If these presentations, both written and oral, don’t have legitimate standing,
why is this process even here? Is the KPB legal advisor working with the
commission or against it?
Paradox: Where is the data that supports the pit will not impact this area as per the
six areas of protection? Yet they argue the pit permit must go forward because the
motion was not worded correctly, not because the Planning Department has gather
sufficient data to insure the protection that is supposed to be provided by 21.29.40.
A paradox exists when the hypothetical solutions of 21.29.50 can’t account for real
observations. The topography of the land is a major factor that won’t allow
protection from visual and noise impacts to the neighborhood. The topography and
prevailing sea and land breezes will drive PM into our homes, parks, businesses,
school, and health services. Show us the research and data that this won’t happen.
At least show us how these concerns were investigated. You should have to convince
the citizens not the other way around! Now, the Pl. Department has informed us that
the permit will more than likely be approved at the next hearing in advance of the
hearing and that the rock processor that was denied at the last hearing is back in.
Wow, now more noise is being added. Why did KPB send out letters to notify
people and entities that a permit was being sought and if you had objections
come forward? Apparently, pit permits can’t be denied and therefore the
people have no say in their own lives!
According to a 2006 public document from Dibble Creek to then Mayor Williams of
the Kenai Borough, once the permit is issued the Borough becomes liable for the
protections in 21.29.040. If gravel pit interests say you are liable for what they
might do, then you have the right to say no on our behalf because we, KPB, can’t
provide protections to the people of Anchor Point at this particular location due to
special circumstances. Take some time to answer some of the questions we have
asked. It might help you define specific reasons. Please! “Do the right thing.”
Respectfully Submitted,

Linda and Mike Patrick
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark <msberger@horizonsatellite.com>
Tuesday, March 19, 2019 9:10 PM
Wall, Bruce
Gravel Pit near Danver road

Hello Bruce,
I'm writing with regards to the Danver Road gravel pit application.
The proposed gravel pit goes against borough codes for a conditional land use permit. The buffer and berms would be
inadequate against dust and noise, on top of being a eyesore to residents that live nearby. Residential property values
would decline if this gravel pit were granted. I urge you to stop this project from happening.
Respectfully,
Mark Schollenberger
69195 Karen Circle
Anchor Point, AK 99556
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandy Cullip <buffycody@msn.com>
Wednesday, March 20, 2019 6:10 PM
Wall, Bruce
Emmitt pit application

This is gary and sandy cullip at the end of seaburry. we own 2.5 acres over looking the site where the proposed pit is
located. There is no way you can issue this permit as there is two conditions that no way can be met. The noise and
visual parts cannot be met for any of us many property owners so please pay attention to the current regulations for
gravel pit applications as they are very specific as need to be met!!!!
Thank you gary cullip
Sent from my iPad
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From: Teresa Ann [mailto:tajg1234567@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2019 5:33 PM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>
Subject: Anchor Point Danver rd gravel pit proposed by Beachcomber LLC

Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission
144 N Binkley St Soldotna, Ak 99669

March 19, 2019
Greetings to the Planning Commission Members,
Regarding the CULP for Beachcomber LLC in Anchor Point Ak on Danver Rd.
As you can see from the map below it is pristine area filled with State campgrounds and Rv parks.

My husband and I live in Anchor Point above (100 ft above) the proposed gravel pit area. We are Alaska residents.
Before you again is the Conditional Land use Permit Application for sand, gravel and peat extraction of 25.6 acres over a 15 year
period by Beachcomber LLC which is owned by the realtors Emmett and Mary Trimble of Coastal Realty Anchor Point.

We are Very Thankful that you listened to us at the first Planning Commission and denied this CULP permit
to Beachcomber LLC. Since it is before you again we Hope You all will go thru each and every letter and
picture and deny the permit again based on conditions that it is not possible to “minimize.”
Definition of minimize is:
reduce (something, especially something unwanted or unpleasant) to the smallest possible amount or
degree.
Minimizes off-site movement of dust
Minimizes noise disturbance to other properties
Minimizes visual impacts
As for Code number 2...........
Protects against physical damage to other properties.
The our property value will decrease which is “physical damage” to each of us property owners.

This CULP permit will destroy our Anchor Point neighborhood, the State Parks and beach area of the
recreation area of Anchor Point.
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The Borough sent out letters to approximately 200 landowners and residents within a 1/2 mile of this
area. There are numerous others to be affected from this devastation of the Anchor Point area.
Gravel operations run during the warmer days and summer time in Alaska as you all know. Permitted hours
are from 6am to 10pm. These hours of operation in this area would shatter the Peaceful quiet and serene
Beauty of this area all along the Anchor River and Anchor Point Beach area.
I have copied from the Department of Natrual Resources website about the Anchor Point Campgrounds......................

As Planning Commissioners under the Administration Planning Commission code
Ch 2.40.010
which says:

2.40.050. Investigation and recommendation authority.
The planning commission may consider and investigate subject matter tending to the development and betterment of the borough and
make recommendations as it considers advisable to any department of the borough government and to the assembly. The commission
may make or have made surveys, maps or plans.
(Ord . No . 73-34, §§ 1(part) and 2(part), 1973 ; Ord . No . 15, § 1(part), 1966 ; KPC § 20 .10 .005(e))
As I stated at the beginning I live 100 feet above this proposed Gravel Pit area.
On August 29, 2018 when Beachcomber LLC - Emmett and Mary Trimble Coastal Realty Owners - were using caterpillars to move the
dirt on the gravel pit area i could hear the equipment running and the back up alarms very clearly from my deck and inside my house
with the doors closed. I cannot “see” the pit area but hear everything. I can hear when he had dump trucks back into his area and
drive away.
If you do not stop this gravel pit you will be changing the Anchor Point Recreation area forever.
A business and gravel pit owner needs to take the responsibility and the cost to provide a Environmental Noise Report to submit with
their permit. Visual colored and drone pictures of the area they want to put a gravel pit and update drone pictures yearly for the Kenai
Peninsula Borough to keep track of the pits and regulations. It should not be at the Boroughs expense but the gravel pit owners
expense. If you research gravel pits are rarely denied in the Kenai Peninsula Borough. We need gravel pits but not in a recreational
area or a pristine residential area. There is access to gravel without destroying recreation areas and homes that people have
worked all their lives to save for and retire.
I Hope you will take the responsibility of your position as a Planning Commissioner of the Kenai Peninsula Borough and vote
to DENY this CULP permit.
Thank you for reading and listening to our concerns for our Kenai Peninsula Community.
Teresa Ann Jacobson Gregory
PO Box 904 Anchor Point, Alaska 99556
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Beachcomber Gravel Permit
To Members of the KPB Planning commission, and Planning Staff.
The gravel operation mentioned by name above has surely created more work for the KBP and it staff
than anything thing that has come before it. That should tell you how important both you the
Commission and the Planning staff are to your community. With every task and every decisions you
make, you take on the responsibility to preserve and protect your community and it members, like me,
a lowly voter, or my neighbor, scraping by just to live in Anchor Point, or the last of the homesteaders
who cherishes what the Anchor Point community holds deep in their heart, that last small portion of
true Alaskan Values: Clean water, Safe neighborhoods and streets, family.
So therefore, I ask " If not you, then who?
Who will listen to the community,
Who will work to interpret the KB Code, and use that code as it was intended, to be a guide for a
better future of the KPB, and not a legal tool to destroy it. After all, did you not chose to either work at
the KPB, or be a member of the Planning Commission, or seek election as OUR representative to
protect the community; if you are not there for those reasons then WHY do chose this profession?
Who will stand with community for the sake of the Many, over the few. I am sure you see how many
deem this gravel permit as unacceptable compared to the few who do not. That alone should resonate
with all of you. So again I ask, if not you then who can see the disproportionate attention required of
the many for the sake of a few.
Sadly, this permitting process is again back in yours, the Commission's hands, but only one side seems
to have to prove that the permit, even with all the 20 added conditions, fail to meet the code: Per the
hearing officer who states only Code 21.29.050 can apply.
Therefore: Fact: the existing topography will not allow standard barriers to be sufficient to
reduce or eliminate the impact, from noise (#4), dirt, (#3) and visual impacts (#5), even Planning had to
add 20 conditions to make it work...seriously, perhaps that was a hint to the fact that this permit should
not be granted, but it is not the planners decision, is it?
Therefore: Fact, aquifer disturbance (#1) this gravel extractions could harm the recently
approved DC water well, one for human consumption, and the adjacent wells that are only as deep as
the water tested by the permit requester. Does anyone want to put residents as risk with “lets wait and
see, maybe it won't affect them”..Good drinking water is hard to come by in Anchor Point, high iron,
high mineral and now this too.
Therefore: Fact, the Post land use (#6), questions arise regarding is his remediation plan,
primarily the follow through, since the permit requester testified that he believes the small cabin next to
an old pit, (non-remediated) is prime lake front property. After-all he even listed it as such and indicates
that we should all be exited to have this pit and a new pit of polluted water in our neighborhood. We
just don't know how good it is.
Therefore: Lastly, property damage, (#6) well that would primarily be the Anchor Point Road,
and per the KPB, they were not concerned since it is a state road, and well frankly the state never helps
out the borough so it would be deserving, to turn a KPB issue into a State one.
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Finally and in summary:
The question remains, if not You than Who... has the authority, are we as community members asking
the wrong parties to prevent the destruction of a neighborhood. Per the the hearing officer decision and
order, it states; that the hearing officer can not make the determination, the commission cannot deny the
permit and per the communication with our own district representative, W. Dunne, that he can not step
on the rights of the Commission, therefore he too will not interfere with what he believes to be the
commission's jurisdiction.
So I ask once more, if not you than who....just because a permit can meet the planning
requirement, in form but not substance, it is said the commission cannot deny that permit, thus if the
commission cannot deny a permit, then when would we need them to approve one.
This is a slippery slope for our community, because if someone chose to have a CLUP, like a
nuclear waste site, and the planning department listed 13 findings and gave 20 conditions, and they met
them on paper..but not substance.... we would have a nuclear waste site... This gravel permit is no
different.. We will all have to be vary wary of who we elect and allow to be appointed to represent us
in the future.
So if not you than who????

Sincerely
Shirley Gruber / Lanny Kelsey
Anchor Point
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

William Scott <naturesventures@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 20, 2019 10:29 AM
Wall, Bruce
NO to Beachcomber LLC in Anchor Point

3/20/2019

To: KPB committee
RE: Beachcomber LLC gravel extraction land usage permit hearing
I am writing today to oppose the Beachcomber project. My husband Bill and I are Anchor Point
residents and we moved here because AP was a quaint fishing village and we greatly enjoy the
fishing lifestyle. We also own a business that is reliant on this town continuing to be a quaint
fishing village!
We live on the Sterling Hwy by Stariski Creek and our first few years here were very peaceful.
Now across the street we have a gravel pit with trucks going in and out early and late... jake
braking down the hill which noise decibels has set off my security system in our house. On the
opposite side of us now contains the 40 acre oil fracking field in front of our beautiful
ocean/mountain view.
Needless to say I am disgusted with the noise, dust and light pollution and am greatly impacted
by what the KPB has approved in the past for projects in this neighborhood. The absolute last
thing the Anchor Point community needs is an unsightly noisy gravel pit on the Beach Road. I
also want to point out that is particular road is crucial in the summer for the fishing tourism that
this community thrives on.
Also this beach road is already in desperate need of repaving and would be extremely dangerous
if big heavy gravel truck were to use it as well. My other major concern is for the health of the
Anchor River and the fish!
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE consider the people and businesses in the small community of
Anchor Point and not just one business owner who doesn’t care about the thriving of the
community as a whole.
Gravel pits need to be out of site of any community to maintain the Kenai Peninsula and
Anchor Point as an attractive place for tourism and peaceful living.
Thank you for hearing my concerns and I urge you to vote NO on the Beachcomber permit.
Sincerely,
Leah and Bill Scott
28279 Sterling Highway, Anchor Point
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Thompson <stevethompson1961@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, March 20, 2019 8:30 PM
Wall, Bruce
Anchor Point - Gravel pit

Hello Mr. Wall , My name is Steve Thompson and I am writing to you , to express my view as to the
proposed gravel operation on Danver Street / Road. There isn't a berm that could be built that would
be enough to block the mess from the view off my deck. I work in the mining industry and have for 34
years. I do know the permitting process is a lot more stringent than that of these small gravel pits that
are all over the State of Alaska. If you take a drive along the Knik river or just drive to Anchorage and
count all the old stripped gravel operations along the road there are many.
I would hope should we get through this atrocity of an idea to permit a gravel operation in the middle
of a residential and recreational area , that there might be some legislation in the future dealing with
gravel permitting , locations and reclamation mandates. There are too many of them all throughout
the State. It's kind of like , you see a can on the side of the road , and say to yourself... Why would
someone just throw that on the side of the road. But , when you see lot's of them on the side of the
road. You might say , when are we going to do something about this. Well , The Time is Now. I am
totally against this Gravel operation and I know full well they can't meet the sight , noise and dust
suppressions that would be needed in a residential area.
Just getting this out to you , so you are aware of my position on this matter. Thank You !
Sincerely yours , Steve Thompson 34900 Danver St. Anchor Point , Alaska 99556
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From: Mary Barnett
[mailto:maryjbw@gmail.com] Sent: Thursday,
March 21, 2019 10:38 AM
To: Planning Dept, <planning@kpb.us>; Hindman, Julie
<jhindman@kpb.us> Subject: Gravel pit, Beachcomber LLC, Parcel
169‐010‐67
Planning Commmission, KPB
RE: Beachcomber LLC, Parcel # 169‐010‐67, Tract B, McGee Tracts, 74185 Anchor Point Road. Mary and Emmitt
Trimble. Gravel pit mine ‐ land use permit
I oppose and strenuously object to a land use permit allowing a gravel pit mine to operate in close proximity to my
home. My property is nestled quietly alongside State Park land, tourist and local use campgrounds, vacation
fishermen, tourist season small business owners, and community householders. My home and property will suffer
severe negative effects if a gravel pit operates so close to my home.
My home and property address is 74155 Anchor Point Rd. Beachcomber Heights Sub. Lot 1 (of three). My property
fronts onto Anchor Point Rd., and is close to Danver Rd.. The proposed gravel pit area map shows this gravel pit
beginning at Anchor Point Road, up along the side of Danver Rd., and then enlarging behind Beachcomber Heights
Sub. Lot 3.
My property on Lot 1, and my neighbor’s property on Lot 2 and 3, will suffer greatly from the operation of a gravel pit
mine so close to home. Our personal health, as well as our neighbors' will suffer from dust and particulates generated
from a gravel pit extraction. Our quality of life would be greatly diminished. Can you personally imagine living next
door to the unrelenting noise of a gravel crusher, all day?
In the summer, we engage with and welcome vacationers, foreign and local, who simply want to spend their vacation
time near the River or Cook Inlet to fish, camp out, be with family. Children riding bikes, visitors walking along the
road from fishing to the campsites. The Anchor River and Cook Inlet beach host mating eagles in the spring. This area
is a pristine area of Alaska that is worth saving away from industrial gravel extraction. We have visitors, needful
tourist dollars, coming into Anchor Point every summer. This land use, in place for years, is not compatible with the
idea of gravel trucks taking over the road to the exclusion of everyone else.
What will happen to our homes and air quality when the gravel pit is sending up clouds of dust and particulates into
our breathing air? What does the Parks Dept. have to say about this gravel pit ?
While KPB decides to allow this land use permit, does it also include language that requires damage reparations to
compensate homeowners who live in near proximity. Obviously I can not sell my home now that there is even a
rumor of a gravel pit on my backdoor.
What are the damage reparations in place for the rebuilding and annual resurfacing after even one season of gravel
trucks on that strip of road? The beach road will be ruined from the weight of gravel trucks. This means people who
routinely drive this road will have constant problems with gravel trucks, falling stone fragments breaking headlights and
windshields. Car body damages from thrown stones. If children are walking along the summertime vacation holiday
and are hit by gravel truck chips from tires? Bicycles on the side of the road hit by gravel from those trucks?
What damage reparations are in place for annual cleaning of my house and land due to dust and particulates from
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the gravel pit operations?
What lowered real property values will I suffer as result of a gravel pit next door? Is there a Lowered property value
in my area as a whole, given the nearness of his 20+ acres of low value real estate gravel extraction land.
Is this a purpose built gravel pit, with a previous contract in place? Can this contract purchase gravel in a
different location?
Mary Barnett
property owner, Anchor Point Road
Please do not allow a gravel pit near my home at the Anchor River.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

maria.bleu.ak@gmail.com
Thursday, March 21, 2019 9:28 PM
Wall, Bruce
Trimble gravel trip

Dear Planning Commission Board,
I am a life long resident of Anchor Point, a wife, and a mother of three young children that I intend to raise in
Anchor Point. I completely understand what has built Anchor Point and most of Homer. It was Anchor Point
gravel. My husband is superintendent of a local construction company specializing in dirt work. He works with
Emmitt Trimble regularly. Emmitt Trimble has completed several jobs that have improved our small town. This
type of work is my families' lively hood, as well as many other hard working Anchor Pointers.
I feel the Trimbles have every right to develop their land in the proposed gravel extraction plan. This would
bring revenue to our small community. And once the gravel extraction is complete they would finish out the
property to increase property values of neighboring lots. I received a flyer informing me of the opposition to the
gravel pit. The only actual concern I could find was gravel trucks on the beach road.My family uses the Anchor
Point Recreational area regularly and don't see this gravel pit having much impact on our ability to enjoy
ourselves there. Trucks travel that road every spring hauling gravel to repair the tractor launch ramp. Which is a
job my husband has personally done several times. No one had issue with those trucks hauling gravel to provide
the tractor launch to operate. Emmitt's gravel pit may have more trucks and more often but still just trucks. And
not forever. The RVs the frequent the beach road are much larger. I also wanted to point out that there was a
existing gravel pit already on Danver Rd. It was turned into a lake and little cabins built around it.
I don't feel that our tourism income is more than our gravel income. The Anchor River fishing numbers are
down. Our camper fees go to the state, not our community. We have a restaurant and store right at the top of the
beach road that was a failing business. Tourism income did not save it. Our small town was built on the backs
of these gravel hauling men. This source of revenue surpasses any other in town. Please don't vote to hamper
how we support ourselves because of a few annoyed individuals. People that live in houses built on top of
gravel. I believe it would have far greater negative affects on our fragile economy. I trust the Trimbles to
execute this job responsibly and see it to benefit the community. Thank you for your time to listen to my point
of view.
Sincerely,
Maria Bernier
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Biloon, Joselyn (DOT) <joselyn.biloon@alaska.gov>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 4:21 PM
Wall, Bruce
Reese, Jill (DOT); Vanhove, Todd E (DOT); Post, David E (DOT); Jones, Galen K (DOT);
Thomas, Scott E (DOT)
Regarding Beachcomber proposed gravel pit
05-01-01_Landings.pdf; 05-01-01_chapter1190_Sight_Triangle_Minimum.pdf

Dear Mr Wall,
The gravel pit permit application submitted by Beachcomber LLC to the Borough brings up some concerns for the Alaska
Department of Transportation. As the owner of Anchor River Road, directly adjacent to Danver Street, as well as Old
Sterling Highway and the Sterling Highway, we have recommendations and requests to the eventual permitting of this
proposed gravel pit.
As you know the Anchor River Bridge is currently load restricted and we expect the replacement bridge to be
constructed in 2020 at the earliest. The pavement itself on Anchor River Road and on Old Sterling Highway is in
extremely poor condition and additional heavy truck travel along these routes will only hasten further deterioration.
Given these serious considerations we request the KBP to:
1. Verify sight triangles at the Danver Street STOP sign per attached detail. Verification is by an engineer,
surveyor, or KPB Public Works official. KPB public works can coordinate with DOTPF M&O when reviewing sight
triangles.
2. Verify the landing of Danver Street is suitable for trucks – 30 feet staging at the STOP signs, per attached detail.
3. Require dust control or sweeping in the event truck hauling creates obvious pavement debris on Anchor River
Road.
4. Require pavement repair on Anchor River Road by KPB in the event truck hauling creates obvious potholes,
rutting, or pavement damage.
5. Require a traffic control permit from DOTPF when truck hauling meets or exceeds 25 trucks per hour.
Absent these considerations being addressed through the Borough, we object to this application for a permit.
Thank you,
Joselyn Biloon
Area Planner
AKDOT&PF
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DRIVEWAY SIGHT DISTANCE

C
L
Lane

Sd

C
L

CL
Lane

Sd
14.4 ft to 17.8 ft.
from Travel Way

Sd = S i g h t D i s t a nc e
Height of eye = 3.5 ft
Height of object = 3.5 ft
Sight
Tria ng le

DESIGN SPEED or
POSTED SPEED LIMIT
mph

SD
MINIMUM
(ft)

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

115
155
200
250
305
360
425
495
570
645

Note: Minimum sight distances are stopping sight distances for level grades, between –3% and +3%. Refer to
AASHTO A Policy on the Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 2001, for desirable intersection sight distances
and for grade adjustments.

Figure 1190-1
Driveway Sight Distance

Alaska Highway Preconstruction Manual
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1190-11

1190. Driveway Standards
Effective January 1, 2005

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gary Drake <wolverinerockndirt@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 12:13 AM
Wall, Bruce
Anchor Point Gravel Pit

Dear Planning Commission Board,
I am writing about the gravel pit being considered on Danver Road in Anchor Point. I support development
and believe the jobs created by the gravel business are very important to our whole Peninsula. I want the roads
to continue to be sanded and maintained and I want gravel available to me and my family and friends when we
want to build and develop our land. I do not want the planning commission to deny applications that meet the
code or new regulations that cause the cost of gravel to go up so much that we can not afford to built or
maintain our properties or our public amenities the way we want and need them to be.
I believe that a gravel pit provides a necessary commodity to our communities. Gravel pits already have strict
regulations and laws to control what they can and can not do. The only business ventures in our borough that
are regulated are gravel pits and marijuana operations. There are zero regulations for junk yards, dog
lots, trailer parks or any other businessor personal property usages that some neighbors argue could lower their
property values.
The borough does not have zoning. Personally, I do not want to be zoned, but putting stiffer regulations on a
gravel pit and allowing the rest of the borough to have junky yards and do whatever they please with their
property and be totally unregulated is not fair. Gravel pits actually provide a needed service to all of us,
including you and your neighbors. Please take this in to consideration to make sure that needed service stays
available!
Thanks for listening
Gary Drake
Anchor Point resident
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Wall, Bruce
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne Englishbee <jeanneenglishbee@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 3:37 PM
Wall, Bruce
Gravel on Danver

I live along the Old Sterling Hwy and am opposed to the gravel trucks going up and down Old Sterling because of the
sound and dust and harm to the road. Also what will that do to the tourists that plan to come to Anchor River?
Sent from my iPhone
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Wall, Bruce
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gary L. Gordon <garygordon4@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 2:08 PM
Wall, Bruce
Hans
Beachcomber material extraction permit

My name is Gary Gordon my wife and I have three parcels of property affected by this pit development, parcel ID# 16923026 shown
below (green arrow) looks directly over the extraction area. There is no way any of us on the hill can be visually protected; nor, can
any of us be protected from noise, dust and smoke. The second diagram below shows my sight of view. It would take a forty foot berm
to block my view, and there is no berm high enough to block the dust and smoke from a screening/crushing plant or an asphalt plant.
Is it necessary to state both of these are hazards to our health?
WE ARE OPPOSED TO THE BOROUGH GRANTING THIS PERMIT
I thought we paid taxes to the borough to be protected and to be provided services that make our ownership more enjoyable and
comfortable? If you grant this extraction permit, you will be failing your duty miserably.
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I am a gravel pit owner at mile 6.2 Aleknagik Lake Road in Dillingham, Alaska. Over a million yards of gravel have been mined from
my pit. I know the hazards of open pit mines, noise, dust, and smoke.
I have a set of truck sales at my pit. In the latest undated Planning Department notice letter, back page map does not designate a scale
area. That leads me to the question, how over weight will the gravel trucks be? This should be of concern to the borough? As stated
above, our taxes are used to protect and maintain our roads. Being good stewards, one would also assume your concern over the paved
Beach Road? I understand this road base still has logs from original cord a roy type road. Lots of improvements to this road over the
years still yields a pour road. Repeated legal loads would demolish this road, but over weight unregulated loads will push what road
base we have into the swamp it is built on. This road is going to come apart!
Is the borough concerned about the financial strength of Anchor Point? When the beach access road becomes impassable, no tourists,
no boat launch, no campers, all results in reduced sales for our whole community. Not to mention all us owners in your chambers
towing tantrums, even worse than Emmitt Trimble because we can’t get to our property. This is not a place in our community for an
open mine pit! This is our tourism market.
I’m invested in Anchor Point. I have two more view lots further up Danver between Parkinson’s and High Seas Court, ID# 16925135
& 134. I also have a commercial lot on the Sterling Highway right in Anchor Point ID# 16551005.
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Your decision in this matter involves us local owners severely; however, it will impact our whole community in a negative way. The
only up side I see for granting this permit is Trimble’s will make more money.
Trimble is not a contractor or gravel pit operator. I am very confident once the extraction site is permitted, Trimble will sell this
property. That is what he does, sells property. If this permit is allowed, Trimble will make money, at the expense of Anchor Point and
the Borough. Our property value is going to decline, if this permit is granted. In a few years, after several land and home sales, the
reduced sale values will allow us tax payers to negotiate our assessed values. In the meantime, your road maintenance costs will be
rising.
Gary Gordon 907-229-8914
PO Box 876130
Wasilla, AK 99687
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johnny Mac <john_883@hotmail.com>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 8:33 PM
Wall, Bruce
KPB Land use concerning gravel pits

Mr. Wall,
I was given your email to send my concerns about the Borough requirements for permitting gravel pits. Below
is my statement.
Dear Planning Commission Board,
I am writing about the gravel pit that is up for consideration on Danver Road in Anchor Point. I support
development and believe the jobs created by the gravel business are very important. I do not want the
planning commission to deny applications that meet the code. Nor do I want to see new regulations that cause
the cost of gravel to go up so much that we can not afford to build or maintain our properties. Not to mention
pits being closed and families lose income needed to live here.
I believe that a gravel pits provide a necessary commodity to our communities. Gravel pits already have strict
regulations. The only activities regulated by the Borough are gravel pits and marijuana operations. There are
zero regulations on junk yards, trailer parks ect. that could potentially lower property values.
Gravel pits provide a needed service in the community. The gravel industry is how many make a living in
Anchor Point. Creating more regulations will hurt the local community who rely on this industry to feed their
families. I ask that the Borough keep the current regulations and work with pit owners to find a balance that
works for both parties. Thank you for your time.
Regards,
John McCullough

Get Outlook for Android
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Reid <ecapjimsue@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 11:54 AM
Wall, Bruce
Re: Beachcomber LLC - Proposed material site

Do you realise how confusing your letter is? No matter who reevaluated the decision by the PC, is someone
within the KPB going to be responsible for all the damage and impact this will have in the Anchor Pt. area?
Especially regarding the issues of property value (that's a big concern), water quality, wildlife preservation, a
material site quota and traffic safety. Which you are claiming is not your consideration. Whose consideration is
it? What department is overseeing this? So if the PC exceeded the "scope of it's authority", and this permit was
denied, under whose authority will it again be denied? Your staff? They are recommending additional buffers.
How do they know what size or amount of buffers should be put in place? Are they qualified for that?
It's not just about the noise and dust!!
It seems to us KPB PC has already decided to approve this gravel permit. The PC is choosing to ignore all the
input from hundreds of very concerned people within a half mile radius. Not to mention all the residents along
the old Sterling hwy. who received no letter (and should have) and who will be inundated with traffic...because
that's the route that will be used.
The list we all have falls on deaf ears. Very sad for the PC. I suppose the want of the one for the permit
outweighs the wants of the many on all counts.
Has anyone from the PC come out to see said area? And how much will be affected re: the boat launches, who
have to use this road, the foot traffic, the campgrounds, both private and state and the local traffic?
We as taxpayers have every right to ask the PC to deny this permit. The timing is perfectly suited for
Beachcomber LLC. The parks and boat launch is closed, local traffic is minimal and the summer folks aren't
back yet. What about a delay til the summer residents return?
Hoping you will make the right decision. Respectively, James and Susan Reid.
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Wall, Bruce
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Blankenship, Johni
Thursday, March 21, 2019 12:13 PM
Wall, Bruce
Fwd: <EXTERNAL-SENDER>Re: Case No. 2018-02

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Joseph Sparkman <jay1332@att.net>
Date: March 21, 2019 at 11:42:04 AM EDT
To: Johni Blankenship <JBlankenship@kpb.us>
Subject: <EXTERNAL-SENDER>Re: Case No. 2018-02
CAUTION:This email originated from outside of the KPB system. Please use caution when
responding or providing information. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender, know the content is safe and were expecting the communication.
I’m going to make this short, as I believe we’re at a point where we’re reiterating the same
points. I believe we have made it clear that the points of visual impact, noise, and dust can not
be minimized (see my previous letter). The position of the applicant seems to be that there is
only one resolution listed for these problems and that they will comply with that remedy even
though it DOES NOT MINIMIZE the intent of the listed visual, noise, dust application
REQUIREMENTS. Words mean things, just because there isn’t a listed remedy that would
ACTUALLY MINIMIZE doesn’t mean that you should let the applicant get away with NOT
satisfying the intent of the application rules. This oversight if not dealt with fairly now will
create problems in the future. I recently asked the borough appraisal department to lower my
appraisal 30% for my property taxes as national statistics show is the average impact of a mine in
a residential community. They said, at this time, they didn’t have any data at this point to
support this but I could have a formal reevaluation. I asked if they had any data on residential
neighborhoods and mines. They said the data they had showed no devaluation in property values.
I asked which was there first there, the mine or the neighborhood? answer….the mine, they had
no data where the neighborhood was there first. After a few houses sell and we can prove this
loss we’ll be back in civil court with the applicant and others to recoup our 30% loss. In closing,
I ask you to EMPATHIZE with us and truly put yourself in our position. You would not want tis
in your backyard!! If you would argue this please call me.
Sincerely, Joseph and Denise
Sparkman

On Nov 13, 2018, at 4:53 PM, Joseph Sparkman <jay1332@att.net> wrote:
Case #2018-02:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Loretta Stapel <stapel6@live.com>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 10:22 PM
Wall, Bruce
Anchor Point Rd pit

This letter is being written to voice opposition to the proposed gravel pit on parcel number 169-010-67.
Location is 74185 Anchor Point Road, Anchor Point, Alaska.
It's important for us to state that our opposition stems from the location of this proposed pit only and is in no
way directed against Beachcomber LLC or Mary and Emmitt Trimble. We would oppose this pit no matter
who was trying to obtain the permit.
We would also like to state we are not against gravel pits as a whole. We realize they are important, necessary
and have value. We have many pits in this area, and many more will continue to be approved and developed.
Therefore the Anchor Point Rd pit is not necessary or critical to supply gravel to this area.
We oppose this pit for many reasons. It will have a negative impact on the many homeowners in the immediate
area by lowering property value with the noise, dust and the unsightly view they will have to endure. This pit
will have a horrific impact on the immediate residences, but will have a far reaching negative impact on the
community of Anchor Point. It will effect the visitors from neighboring communities of Homer and Ninilchik.
We also have visitors from all around Alaska, from every state in the United States and from around the world.
ALL will be negatively impacted. These visitors come to enjoy the beauty of this area. They use the
campgrounds and surrounding areas. They help our economy. How does a gravel pit fit into this equation?
There is no way the noise of this pit can be controlled. The dust created by this operation cannot be controlled.
No berm can be made large enough to block the unsightly view of this gravel pit. The safety of motorists,
pedestrians, bicyclists, as gravel trucks travel up and down the narrow beach road is a recipe for disaster. This is
a critical habitat area. This pit will adversely effect wildlife, and consideration should be given to protect this
important ecosystem. We can not express strongly enough the far reaching negative impact this pit will have to
thousands, and thousands of people.
Anchor Point has been our home for over 38 years. We love our community and have much concern about this
project. The Anchor River is the heartbeat of Anchor Point and is critical to our community. It is here that we
fish, recreate, and often gather to celebrate many of life's meaningful events. For those of us that are fortunate
enough to call this area home we have celebrated birthdays, weddings, gathered to mourn deaths, have gone on
many school field trips to the Anchor River / Anchor Point beach area. It is here that we have our parades and
countless other community activities. The Anchor River is a place to walk and enjoy nature, a place to
contemplate, and a place that fills our soul with peace. It is why we live here. It is why we have worldwide
visitors. All of this is in jeopardy by putting a gravel pit in this very sensitive, critical area.
This is a very unique area and the far reaching negative implications of this proposed pit need to be considered.
You have the power and responsibility to support and represent the thousands of people that use this area. We
respectfully ask you to deny this permit.
Thank you for your time and service,
Richard and Loretta Stapel
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PO Box 386
Anchor Point, Ak 99556

Sent from my iPad
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Wall, Bruce
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Stevens <grizzlysafety@aol.com>
Thursday, March 21, 2019 12:12 PM
Wall, Bruce
Gravel Pit Permit/Beachcomber LLC Anchor Point

TO: Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission
RE: Beachcomber LLC, Parcel # 169-010- 67, Tract B, McGee Tracts, 74185 Anchor Point Road, Mary and Emmitt
Trimble
I strongly oppose the proposal for and permitting of the gravel pit at the above located address for the following reasons:
1) There are plenty of gravel pits in the Anchor Point area already with better existing locations than this proposed pit
- which is the primary recreational area for tourism and residential use. I believe it will deter a major source of income to
the area if this pit is allowed to open.
2) Anchor Point Road is a residential and recreational use road at present and is barely wide enough for personal size
trucks with boat trailers to pass each other. It is NOT in good enough condition to bear the weights and sizes of 18wheelers carrying heavy loads nor to allow safe passage of on-coming traffic.
3) The dust and sound levels will definitely be a detriment to tourism, residents and wildlife.
4) Traffic from the pit will definitely pose a danger to people walking along the road to access the river, campgrounds and
the beach. We are told that the Planning Commission does NOT take in to consideration public safety. This is
incomprehensible to the people of the area! I beg the Commission to re-consider this position before a death or accident
occurs. Safety should be a primary consideration by everyone in the borough. You serve US,,,not the other way around
and NOT special interests!
Respectfully,
Linda Stevens
907-299-1610
P.O. BOX 330
ANCHOR POINT, AK. 99556
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hans Bilben <catchalaska@alaska.net>
Friday, March 22, 2019 10:03 AM
Wall, Bruce
3/25 PC Comments
Danver property values copy.pages

Comments for Planning Commission 3/25/2019 Concerning Danver Street
CLUP Application
1.
The Code speaks to the protection of the health, safety, and welfare of the residents of the
Borough. From the attachment below I have documented the property values in the area
surrounding the proposed gravel mine. The word welfare can be defined as “the health,
happiness, and fortunes of a person or group”. I seriously doubt that anybody reading this can
state that a gravel mine in a neighborhood is healthy—dust, noise, water table contamination, road
safety, and a multitude of other health issues. The only happy person is the one who makes money
from the material, for the rest of the neighborhood the happiness level and the total quality of life
will be diminished for the life of the mine—in the case of this application that would be fifteen
years. The fortunes of all neighbors are seriously diminished by the loss in dollar value they will
all see in what is for most people the largest investment they will ever make—their home!!
2.
The Code in KPB 21.25.050 states that the Planning Commission shall either approve, modify, or
disapprove an application, and they must at a minimum ensure that the application meets the
requirements of KPB 21.29. This application is nowhere near meeting the mandatory conditions
spelled out in KPB 21.29.050 (A)(2)(c and e). The berms and buffers are not constructed in
consideration of, and in accordance with existing uses of neighboring properties—that existing use
is several properties with houses, many of which are at elevations 40 feet to 100 feet above the
proposed mine area. Some of the houses are multi-story which are gladly taxed by KPB Assessors
for every square inch of every level. The berms and buffers are not of sufficient height or density
to provide visual and noise screening of the proposed use as required in the Code. For example, the
line-of-sight from our house is 90 feet above the proposed mine. It would take a 45 foot berm to
come close to meeting the conditions of KPB 21.29.050 as opposed to the 6 foot or 12 foot berms
in the application. As for the 50 foot vegetated buffer, the application states that around 40% of
that space is vegetated—of that 40% the existing vegetation is not of sufficient height and/or
density to screen visual or noise impacts. The 60% that is not vegetated is, well, not vegetated!
3.
While there are dozens of legitimate reasons not to have a gravel mine in the very heart of a
recreational/residential neighborhood, they should just be considered as supporting evidence for the
denial of this application. The Code clearly gives protections to neighboring properties—minimal
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they are—but the Planning Commission is mandated by Code to ensure that these protections are
granted, and this application needs to be DENIED again based upon the applicants inability to meet
the mandatory requirements as written in KPB 21.29.
Hans Bilben
35039 Danver Street
Anchor Point
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When is a Gravel Mine Really in the Best Interests of the Borough
and Neighboring Properties???
The KPB assessed valuation for land only on 45 Properties (59.17 acres)
surrounding the Beachcomber property (proposed gravel mine) near Danver
Street in Anchor Point is $1,738,000, which works out to an average value of
$29,373 per acre. Some of this land is unimproved—raw land, and much is
residential. The 41.72 acres of Beachcomber land—with ocean frontage—is
assessed at $301,400 which means an average value as per KPB assessment of
just $7,224 per acre!
Neighbors are assessed at an average of $29,373 per acre for 45 of their
properties versus $7,224 per acre for the land that they all live next to!
The KPB assessed value (including improvements) for our 45 properties is
$7,813,200 and the total assessed value for Beachcomber is $305,700. If this
mine becomes a reality, appraisers have told neighbors we can expect our
property values to drop by 30% to 40%. Using the low (30%) number, KPB
should expect a drop in assessed valuation of $2,343,960 for the 45 neighbors,
not to mention what we all lose when its time to move on! The Beachcomber
mine will remain forever as raw land which is taxed at the lowest level, in this
case $7,224 per acre.
Benefit to the borough if this mine is permitted is a potential loss of $2,343,960
in taxable property value, plus what the Beachcomber property might have
generated over time if it were properly developed.
For example: The site is just under 42 acres of prime, desirable real estate in the
heart of the Anchor River State Recreation Area.. Using the average KPB
assessed value from the rest of the neighborhood at $29,373 per acre, the land
should be assessed today at $1,233,666 (not $301,400 as it is). If it was divided
into four high dollar ocean front lots and the remaining 27 acres into nine three
acre lots, with improvements to the land (houses etc.) which could
conservatively be $250,000 per lot, that equates to another $3,250,000.
Potential assessed value for Beachcomber land and improvements is
$4,483,666.
Potential loss in KPB assessed value in the neighborhood is conservatively
$6,521,926 if this mine is permitted. And the Benefit is??????? Maybe the
Borough should add this number to the assessed value of the mine….
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phil Brna <fisheyeak@gmail.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 9:09 AM
Wall, Bruce
Re: FW: Beachcomber LLC - Proposed material site

Due to various issues related to my health, I will not be able to attend the March 25, 2019 planning commission
meeting to testify about the Beachcomber gravel pit proposal which abuts my property. I therefore request a
continuance of the March planning commission hearing scheduled for next Monday. I have not previously
requested a continuance. I request that the continuance be scheduled for the May 28, 2019 planning commission
meeting. This will allow me and other local residents who will be effected by the proposed pit to be present.
Phil Brna
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marie Carlton <seaburyroad@live.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 12:57 PM
Wall, Bruce
Statement for the March 25, 2019 Planning Commission Meeting

Hello, I am Marie Carlton. I reside in Anchor Point in the affected area of the Beachcomber LLC proposed
gravel pit operation site. Issues have changed since the July 16, 2018 Planning Commission Meeting. However,
critical concerns remain. These are the issues of long term noise and sustained ,unavoidable negative visual
impacts to surrounding and contiguous homes of the Anchor Point area. In Mr. Trimble's appeal statement of
12/06/2019, I was struck by a statement of his documented history of Cook Inlet and surrounding area. A
portion of number 18 states," Insulated window blinds that lift from the bottom up could wholly eliminate any
negative sight impact from their homes." End quote. That statement, I believe, was disrespectful and does not
represent nor does it reflect the totality of our concerns or our efforts to protect a residential, recreational
area with five campgrounds, one day use area supported by a failing, narrow, dangerous Anchor River Road
which will be, by percentage, the haul route for pit operations. History is interesting, however, the
incontrovertible truth remains that situations, populations and settlements change. A focus on our local
health, safety and welfare is paramount to children and adults of Anchor Point. No berm will be tall enough to
protect against the negative visual impact to established homes which are above the proposed long term
gravel operation site. The long term pit operation will produce and deliver continued, sustained particulate
matter to contiguous and surrounding homes and campgrounds for an extended period of time. Who would
want this exposure? This proposed pit is not in an isolated area but it is in our neighborhood and the local area
again will experience another season of increased tourist population, congestion of cars, boats on trailers not
appropriate for a long term gravel operation. I would also ask the Planning Commission to allow, in the
interest of equality, transparency, proper oversight and honesty to grant a continuance to May 28,2019 so to
allow more local citizens the opportunity and ability to attend the hearing, especially due to the refusal from
the Borough to allow the Anchor Point Advisory Committee to disseminate information at the local level but a
continuance would allow residences who return from a winter break to voice their opinions and concerns. I
stand adamantly opposed to the proposed long term gravel pit operation in an effort to protect the health,
safety and welfare of our neighborhood and surrounding recreational areas of Anchor Point Thank you for the
opportunity to allow me a voice. Marie Carlton seaburyroad@live.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Donald Maxon <donaldmaxon@hotmail.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 7:27 PM
Wall, Bruce
Gravel Pit

March 21, 2019
Support Letter
To the Planning Commission Chairman,
I grew up in Anchor Point in the ‘80’s and ‘90’s and spent a lot of time on the Anchor River fishing and
camping in the camp grounds. It was a great place to grow up and still is. I now live in Homer and take my
family there in the summer to play.
There are people that are saying that a gravel pit on Danver will harm the parks and tourism. I don’t think that
will be the case at all. Even though the park and campgrounds are nice there is much of the summer that no one
is camping or fishing because of the river being closed or the fishing is not good. When I was a kid, the old
gravel pit across the street from the one the Trimble’s are trying to get permitted, was an active permit that was
being worked. There was no obvious issue with negative noise or anything concerning that pit then so I don’t
think there will be problems with the one up before you. Plus I don’t believe that campers and fishermen spend
money in Anchor Point because they bring supplies from home so even though they enjoy a nice vacation they
don’t add to the local economy.
Many people jump to the worst place when they are against something and not willing to listen to compromise
or reality. They need to realize that a permit comes with laws that need to be followed that help protect the
neighborhood. As everyone knows, there is no gravel in Homer so of course I will support a new pit in Anchor
Point that might in some way help me or my friends build or improve our property. Also, I support my friends,
many that I grew up with, that have good paying jobs because of gravel pits.
Thank you for listening to my point of view. I support the Trimble’s gravel permit.
Donald Maxon
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Feiler <akmoonlit@yahoo.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 11:04 AM
Wall, Bruce
Pertaining to the Beachcomber LLC, Parcel #169-010-67 Tract B McBee Tracts, Trimble

It has come to our attention as citizens of this KPB that we are no longer represented. No longer able to live
without fear of our government and not yet willing to sit back and have our government destroy the values of
our homes, our health, our businesses , or our lives.
What you are proposing to turn Anchor Point into will help to destroy our lives and the life of our river.
It will cause our tourists to run from the once peaceful park lands that will be dangerous for children and
prohibit walking down the peaceful river road due to gravel trucks and dust (which will also impact the river).
The noise alone is a deterrent.
The audacity of the KPB to think that only the people living directly adjacent to the pit are effected. WE live
here. WE PAY our taxes. WE vote and we the people of the KPB are effected whenever something happens to
OUR area, our neighbors (that you feel you can dictate your ideas to , are not happy about using OUR tax
dollars to fight us .
Forty two years ago I moved to this town to avoid the noise and pollution of the cities and to live with the
american ideal for Life Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. Violating the rights of others to have these simple
needs too important to ignore. The planning commission is supposedly there for OUR benefit and not to put
money in the hands of the good ol' boys or friends behind closed doors.
I went to a few meetings this last week where scores of my neighbors actually came out to find out how we can
direct our government to stop denying our rights as humans in this borough and act for the good of us all.
Please understand the very high emotional tension you cause when you threaten to destroy our property
values(the only thing you seem to care about yet willing to destroy anyway) ( the reasons are known but not
discussed) and our quality of life (which is no concern to you at all yet top on OUR list)
Sincerely,
Linda Feiler
PO Box 148
Anchor Point, Alaska 99556
PS. It has not gone unnoticed that the only reason anything gets done is to aid the corporations who are turning
the state into TEXAS.
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Geovera, LLC

PO Box 3235  Homer, Alaska 99603  (907) 399-4345  scsmith@gci.net
March 22, 2019
Emmitt Trimble
PO Box 193
Anchor Point, AK 99556
Re: McGee Tracts Line of Sight Drawings:
Dear Mr. Trimble,
Please find attached two drawings (plan and profile) that show the line of sight from a point on
Lot 3, Parkinson Tracts - Del Mar Addition (85-102 HRD) along two vectors to points within
Tract B, McGee Tracts Deed of Record Boundary Survey (80-104 HRD).
The plan drawing shows two vectors originating at the Bilben property (Lot 3). This point is the
approximate location of the house on Lot 3 as determined from the Kenai Peninsula Borough
fixed wing imagery as shown on their Geocortex Viewer. The plan drawing shows the
boundaries of the existing Beachcomber, LLC counter permit gravel extraction area as well as
the proposed three phase conditional land use permit material site area that is under consideration
by the borough.
The contours shown are 4 foot interval LiDAR contours downloaded from the Kenai Peninsula
Borough Terrain Viewer. The LiDAR data is in the Alaska State Plane Coordinate System
(NAD83).
The representation of the property boundaries of Lot 3, Parkinson Tracts - Del Mar Addition and
Tract B, McGee Tracts Deed of Record Boundary Survey is from a retracement survey
conducted by me in 2017. The retracement survey was done utilizing GPS methodology. The
basis of coordinates for the retracement survey was the Alaska State Plane Coordinate System
(NAD83) determined from a GPS static observation on a control point that was submitted to
OPUS (Online Positioning User Service) for processing.

The profile drawings show line of sight from a point 20 feet above existing ground at the
approximate location of the house on Lot 3, to two points within Tract B (Vector 1 and Vector
2). The original ground profile is interpolated from the 4 foot interval LiDAR contours along the
two vectors. The horizontal to vertical relationship on the profile drawings is 1 to 1. If you have
any questions, please feel free to call me at (907) 399-4345.
Sincerely,
Stephen C. Smith P.L.S.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Halverson <jrhalver27@gmail.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 10:19 AM
Wall, Bruce
Fwd: Gravel Pit Support

As I can't be at the hearing on March 25th I send this e-mail to state my views.
I have known the Trimble family for many years and feel that Emmit would be a responsible owner of the
proposed pit. As a person who has built many homes in the past forty seven years in the Anchor Point area I
know the importance gravel
plays in all our lives and how important it is to the local community.
If it wasn't for the jobs in the gravel and related industries Anchor Point wouldn't even be a wide spot in the
road.
Respectfully Jim Halverson
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Bruce Wall, please submit this as my support testimony for the Beachcomber CLUP. It is my
response to a facebook post that Willy Dunne made on the topic of gravel pits. Thank you,
Lauren M Isenhour
Willy Dunne I am not an expert and this is just my personal opinion. The only people motivated
to engage in this conversation are the ones emotionally charged and immediately affected
(mainly the neighbors who don't want the gravel pit). All the thousands of other local residents
who aren't directly affected or don't adamantly appose the pit won't/don't take the time to write
letters, drive to Soldotna for the Planning Commission meetings, call Borough Assembly
members to say "hey, I'm fine with it," so it feels like a bias representation of the 'community.' I
am very familiar with the Danver Rd gravel pit you spoke of, and I was at the planning
commission meeting where the permit was presented. There were hundreds of us that received a
notice from the Borough of the proposed permit adjacent to our properties and the only people
who took the time to drive up to the meeting were those that passionately oppose it, my parents
(the applicants), and me. There were countless more neighbors who did not take the time to
respond to that Borough notice. I recently received a similar notice from the Borough of a
proposed gravel pit adjacent to a lot I own in the Stariski area. I'm fine with it, don't oppose it,
and I did not take the time to write a letter or appear at the Planning Commission meeting to say
'I'm fine with it.' In my opinion, of course you are only hearing from the people worried about
the negative effects. They are the only ones passionate enough to make that effort. The rest of
us who don't passionate oppose don't take away from the other important demands of our lives to
say 'I'm fine with it.' I am a community member - I care about my community, its success and
longevity. I love my quiet, rural, rustic Alaskan life. I care about the environment and the
wildlife. I also care about all my friends and fellow community members who work related to
the gravel industry; it is the literal foundation of Anchor Point. I don't believe that caring about
the environment and caring about industy and development have to be in opposition. I feel an
overwhelming division between the people who work in/with gravel, and the ones who oppose it,
which makes no sense to me because we are ALL the community who are the gravel
consumers. Terms like 'raping and pillaging the land,' or 'exploiting the land' are commonly
used, and those who oppose it often demonstrate a level of contempt or disgust for gravel pit
owners/operators as being greedy destroyers. Again, this is just my opinion based on my own
experiences. Even your comment 'yes some people don't mind living next to a gravel pit. Many
others, though prefer not to have the peace and quiet of their rural residential neighborhoods
disturbed by the noise, dust, traffic, etc' implies that every gravel pit creates these problems and
its just that some of us have lower standards of living, so we may not mind those inevitable
problems as much as the 'others'. This divisiveness is a serious problem, in my opinion. We
ALL need gravel, whether you're a community member who likes maintained roadways and
sanded parking lots, or if (like me, working in construction) your industry depends on it. I would
argue that the majority of families who live in Anchor Point (that are not retirees or snow birds)
work in some fashion related to gravel: equipment operators, truck drivers, construction
workers. The pit operators I know go above and beyond the standard Borough regulations to do
everything they can to mitigate sound, dust etc to keep their neighbors as happy as
possible. They've been willing to work with their neighbors to do things like improve the
neighborhood roads, expand privacy berms, discount or gift gravel, in some cases even shorten
hours of operation.....maybe some of these examples are reasons these community members
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commenting here are saying they don't mind living next to gravel pits? Gravel exists where it is,
it can not be created in a more 'ideal' location further from residential locations, and large parcels
of land suitable for a pit are not as plentiful as some people must think. The further away a pit is
from the residential market that purchase the gravel, the higher the cost due to travel. Gravel pits
provide a needed and necessary commodity to the community and are already highly regulated
and controlled by the borough. I agree with you that there needs to be more open dialogue. I'm
not against fine tuning the regulations, but I believe people often think that more regulations
equal more protection for them but neglect to think of the potential negative effects of more
regulating and how costly that can be. Gravel prices have to go up as the process to extract it
becomes more difficult/involved. It is a misconception that there are currently more than enough
gravel sources, and at a certain point it could become too prohibitive for a pit operator to stay in
business, and that would negatively effect us all. This article you linked is not relevant to our
community. None of us are familiar with the laws or regulations in Canada, but most of what I
read about this particular woman's experience in Calgary is already regulated against and would
not be the case here in our Borough. If you're motivation here in this forum is really to hear from
more of the community than just those individuals who've reached out to you with
complaints/concerns, there are better and less biased ways than linking an article like this one.
How about simply posing a discussion like 'Hey community members, I've heard a fair amount
of concerns about the negative effects with gravel pit development. Is there more to this
discussion? Are there any other community members who would like to weigh in on this
topic?' I can only speak for myself, but I would have responded a lot more positively to an
approach such as that, than I am feeling about the approach you ultimately chose.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pete Kinneen <biocharalaska@gmail.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 4:25 PM
Wall, Bruce; Hindman, Julie
Dunne, Willy
Planning Commission 5/25/19

Regarding the request from applicant Beachcomber, recommended by staff, to postpone decision in this matter I
recommend, and ask for this matter to be postponed to May 28, 2019.
This will not in any way prejudice party applicant Beachcomber while helping balance scales of justice with rights to be
effectively heard by the literally HUNDREDS of adjacent neighbors.
March 25, 2019 Hearing should be postponed in its entirety and heard entirely and on a more comprehensive manner
on the May 28, 2019 meeting.
Thank you for your judicial decision.
Pete Kinneen 435‐7183
Biocharalaska@gmail.com
Sent from my iPhone
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Wall, Bruce
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pete Kinneen <biocharalaska@gmail.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 4:46 PM
Wall, Bruce; Hindman, Julie
Dunne, Willy
What unzoned does NOT mean

Dear KPB Planning Commission Members:
You are being incorrectly told that gravel mining in unzoned portions of the Borough give a right to landowners to open
mine gravel and other minerals as an “as‐of‐right.”
You are also being incorrectly advised that you do not have authority to impose anything more than “berms & buffers”
to mitigate impact to adjacent existing homeowners.
Officially zoned or unzoned designations of lands confer special positive traits to specific lands while restricting certain
activities on other lands.
A one acre gravel pit is an “as of right” activity on all sites not specifically prohibited through formal zoning.
More than 2.5 acre mining is Prohibited on all lands without special permission through your authority. The Planning
Department does not have that authority.
You alone hold that authority over staff and, despite what they would have you believe, may not approve such permit
until the applicant has met your approval in meeting the standards as clearly laid out in KPB code.
You rule, the code rules, staff, inc atty, do not!

Pete Kinneen 435‐7183

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

daphane maxon <daphane50@gmail.com>
Friday, March 22, 2019 2:04 PM
Wall, Bruce
Anchor Point Gravel

Good Afternoon Mr. Wall,
I would like to give you my input on the possible gravel development in Anchor Point.
Gravel as you are aware, is required for such projects as driveways, garages, green houses, or outbuildings, for
their base; before building a house, putting down the foundation, landscaping, pathways, dry creek beds, and
planter boxes to name a few areas.
I am a resident of Anchor Point; owning three properties there, and have used/required gravel from a local
gravel business for numerous projects at both houses, including at one property, widening my parking area and
drive to the barn; a new driveway for the other property, and concrete mixing for the new house. Thankfully, the
local gravel business we went with had what we needed, yet, they are slammed with business orders in the
Spring and Summer, so it took a bit of time to have everything delivered, which slows down projects. Many of
the building contractors get their gravel from Anchor Point also. Another gravel pit business in Anchor Point to
serve AP, Homer and the surrounding area is needed.
I am fine with responsible gravel development in Anchor Point, Alaska.
If you have any questions, I am happy to discuss.
Thank you,
Daphane Maxon
32977 Heather Glen Ct
Anchor Point, AK 99556
907.205.0135
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KPB and Trimble in their Opening Statements both claim that no
substantial evidence was submitted by the neighboring property
owners to support the Planning Commissions decision. I beg to differ!
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The picture is taken from my bedroom window. Grade level for my
property is approximately 20 feet above grade level for the mine,
and my house is classed as a 1 1/2 story with a basement—this
would put the view from my bedroom window at approximately 34
feet above the top of the 6 foot berm! The view from my living
room would be approximately 24 feet above the top of the berm. I
believe that the Borough must consider my bedroom to be
“property” as evidenced by the fact that the assessed valuation of
my “property” is based in part on the number of levels in the
structure. Bruce Wall (KPB Planner) has been to my property, and
he has seen this picture. He obviously does not see any dust,
noise, or visual impact that might affect my, or any other
neighboring property. My property is located directly east of the
proposed gravel mine, across Danver Street (which shows at the
bottom of the photo). I am six feet tall +or- an inch, and I am
standing fifty feet inside the proposed mine. Planning Staff has
concluded that a 50 foot vegetated buffer and a 6 foot berm will
sufficiently minimize the dust, noise, and visual impact to my
property. All trees behind me in the picture are located in the
mine area and will be GONE—that leaves one tree in the 50 foot
vegetated buffer, and a six foot berm to protect my property! I
am also standing on what would become the primary access road
to the mine and the potential 10,000 dump trucks that would travel
it annually for the next fifteen years. No noise impact there!
250 feet behind me is the proposed location for the rock crusher.
KPB and Trimble apparently don’t consider this to be “Substantial
Evidence”! I have to think a reasonable mind might conclude
differently...
To approve this application in light of this “substantial evidence”
would have been a direct contradiction of 21.29.050(2E) which
states that: “Buffer requirements shall be made in consideration of
and in accordance with existing uses of adjacent property at the
time of approval of the permit”, and 21.29.050(2C) which states
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that “The vegetation and fence (or berm) shall be of sufficient
height and density to provide visual and noise screening of the
proposed use as deemed appropriate by the planning commission
or planning director”. As such, the Planning Commission was
justified in their denial of this application, and their findings of fact
were correct.
The proposed buffering is neither in “consideration of
existing use”, or of “sufficient height and density to provide
visual and noise screening” as required by Code. One tree
does not constitute sufficient density, and sufficient height
cannot be obtained to minimize visual or noise impact. Truck
traffic alone would generate noise impact that would not be
minimized by any type of buffer.
My property is at a substantially lower elevation than all other
adjacent properties east of Danver Street, and at a substantially
lower elevation than two or more impacted adjacent properties
that are west of Danver Street and south of the proposed mine. All
properties that are at higher elevation in the neighborhood are
even more affected by the visual and noise impact that this mine
will inflict because of the fact that berms and buffers of any
practical height are well below their line of site and their line of
earshot. Standards 21.29.040 (A4) & (A5) which are required by
Code can not be met, and the Planning Commissions Findings of
Fact are correct and appropriate.
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Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission
Driving by the pit on Danver 144 North Binkley Street,
Soldotna, Alaska 99669

March 22, 2019

Re: Written Testimony- Beachcomber LLC Proposed Gravel Pit, Anchor Point, AK
Dear Planning Commission Chairman and Commission Members
We live within 1/2 mile from the Beachcomber LLC proposed gravel pit in Anchor Point, Alaska.
Our physical address if 34860 Seabury Court, Anchor Point, Alaska 99556
We are opposed to the proposed gravel pit in our back yard and appeal to the your sense of
fair play in your deliberations over this sensitive subject. More specifically, we oppose the
approval of the gravel pit permit application for the following reasons:
1) The Planning Commission’s action to deny the original Beachcomber LLC was based on
materials facts related to noise and visual impact. The Hearing Oﬃcer’s attempt to cut the
Planning Commission’s authority to deny a gravel pit permit is contrary to the Code that
specifically states that the Planning Commission has such authority, under 21.15.050.
2) Noise Impact - There are no actions that Beachcomber LLC can do to eliminate or reduce
the noise from their operations that won’t negatively eﬀect adjacent homeowner properties
and the public who use the State Slide Hole campground across the Anchor River Road
from the proposed gravel pit. In fact, many of the public who camp in it during the summer
use tents. Tent fabric will do little to block the noises of loaders, dump trucks, and a
proposed rock crusher. The topography surrounding the gravel pit does act like an
“amphitheater” in that the gravel pit area is mostly a level area surrounded by upward
sloping ground. Any noise created by the gravel pit operations is amplified by this physical
phenomena, with noise rising to all the homeowner properties surrounding it. Last fall,
when the Beachcomber LLC was working their gravel pit we could hear their loader
dumping gravel into the gravel trucks, and we are well above the pit with trees and foliage
between our home and the pit. Additional buﬀers at the pit site will not reduce or eliminate
the noise disturbance their equipment produces.
3) Visual Impact - Our home is located back from a surrounding hill (approximately 100’
elevation within 1/2 mile of the gravel pit) that overlooks the proposed gravel pit site, thus,
we can’t see into the gravel pit since we are a secondary lot. However, our three next door
neighbor’s homes are closer to the edge of the hill and look directly down into the gravel
pit. At a 100’ elevation no proposed buﬀers and/or berms will screen oﬀ the gravel pit from
disturbing their view.
4) Dust - In the work of such a large commercial gravel pit operation, it will be impossible to
reduce dust from the operation to a level acceptable to adjacent homeowners, the nearby
Slide Hole Alaska Public Camp Ground, other R/V parks, and including our home which has
an “air system” which can’t handle that fine dust. This factor is because as a large front end
loader empties its load into the dump trucks, dust and particulate matter will be blown by
the wind. No matter which direction the wind is blowing there are homes or public locations
that will be negatively aﬀected. While dust suppression methods are available, it is
impossible to treat the ground where the front end loader is digging from. Gravel trucks
moving sand, gravel, and other material from the proposed gravel pit along the haul route,
i.e., Danver Street and the Anchor River Road, will be subject to blowing dust and matter all
along the haul route. It will be almost impossible to water down the trucks enough to stop
the dust from escaping the trucks. Two to four times a year, we have really strong wind
storms. You can see how storm has aﬀected the parking lot at the boat launch. The wind
sweeps up the river and more dust will fall on homes from the pit.
5) Physical Damage to Other Properties -The owner has stated he plans to use Danver Street
as his haul route, while in fact, he will also be using the Anchor River Road (ARR) to access
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other higher class roads to move materials to their final destination. The Anchor River
Road, a State road, is already deteriorated to the point vehicle traﬃc dodges swells, holes,
and serious cracks on the roadway to navigate it. Long stretches of the ARR have
significant cracking along the road edges with the very edges breaking oﬀ. Due to their
width, heavily loaded tandem axle gravel trucks will have to travel over an already damaged
roadway, thus increasing the road’s deterioration. Experts in highway construction familiar
with the ARR have told us that up to 50 fully loaded gravel trucks per day will soon make
the ARR almost impassable (the Beachcomber LLC Permit Application states he plans to
move up to 50,000 cubic yards of gravel each year for 15 years. This translates into moving
5,000 cubic yards per day with approximately 100 work days in the season, thus 5,000
cubic yards hauled by a 10 cubic yard dump truck equals 50 loads per day plus return trips
equals 100 trucks over the ARR per day). The ARR simply can’t withstand that much heavy
trucking traﬃc in its present condition.
6) Protecting Damage to Other Properties, Safety - While the code is ambiguous about public
safety, we believe the Planning Commission is accountable to implementing the code to
protect the public from harm. The Code states under 21.25.020. - Purpose. This part of the
code states, in part, “…impose…standards for certain land uses which may be potentially
damaging to the public health, safety, and welfare, in a manner that recognizes private
property rights.” We believe that the Planning Commission must look at the proposed
gravel pit operation in terms of the public’s health, safety, and welfare even though code
21.29.040 may be vague. Most cases of unclarity would move to the basis of what a
“prudent person” would do or have done. In this case, the purpose of the Code would
guide the Planning Commission if the code is so narrow that some would deem it non
applicable. Therefore, the Planning Commission is obligated to look at the safety of the
public along the haul route where the gravel pit owner’s trucks will travel and that is the
Anchor River Road (ARR). During the summer, the ARR gets significant pedestrian and
bicycle traﬃc throughout its length. The road shoulders, if they exist at all, are very narrow.
Large vehicles will force pedestrians and bicycles to jump into the ditches some of which
are very deep and often filled with water. As you know, many kids on bicycles believe
themselves to be invincible; thereby, setting up a deathly situation with so much heavy
dump truck traﬃc on the ARR. In addition, the ARR is used extensively by the Commercial
Charter Boat fleet that traverse the ARR with “over width” boat/trailers. It is likely
impossible for one of the gravel pit dump trucks, and one of the “over width” boat/trailers
to pass on the narrow width ARR. Any pedestrian and, or bicycle traﬃc, will be at extreme
danger of injury or even death in such circumstances. Since there are no other haul routes
available for the gravel pit owner to move his gravel, the answer for the Planning
Commission is to deny this gravel pit application. We hope you will apply the concept of
“prudent persons” doctrine making the right decision.
7) Property Values - The code 21.25.020.-Purpose. States in part, “It is the purpose of this
chapter…(to)….impose minimum standards for certain land uses which may be potentially
damaging to the public…welfare…”. The meaning of welfare is, “the provision of economic
benefits.” We maintain that the proposed Beachcomber LLC gravel pit will cause us
irreparable economic harm. A public meeting at the VFW, in Anchor Point on July 11, 2018,
was held to discuss the Beachcomber LLC’s proposed gravel pit. Approximately 50 Anchor
Point residents were at the meeting. Emmitt Trimble of Coastal Reality and owner of
Beachcomber LLC attended the meeting and answered questions about the pit. I
personally asked him, “Based on you being a long time Anchor Point Realtor, if you put a
commercial gravel pit next to our homes will our property values go down?”. Mr. Trimble
stated, “Well absolutely. I don’t know how much but they’ll go down.” At a Material Site
Work Group meeting on February 27, 2019, the subject of how gravel pits adjacent to
homes eﬀect home values was discussed. Testimony was heard that home values would be
devalued by 30% or more. Mr. Emmitt Trimble testified and stated, “This is being blown
completely out of proportion. There won’t be any negative eﬀect to home values if a gravel
pit is put in next to (existing) homes”. His testimony at the February 27th Material Work
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Group meeting was completely opposite from the statement he made in the public meeting
he spoke at on July 11, 2019. Which is it? Do home values go up or down when a gravel pit
is created next to existing homes? Mr. Trimble can’t have it both ways. It is obvious Mr.
Trimble will testify and say anything that will further his own personal agenda. This shows
that he can’t be trusted to state the truth if his testimony will further his own personal
economic interest. In their written testimony dated March 17, 2019 to the KPB Planning
Commission, Linda and Mike Patrick whose home overlooks the Beachcomber LLC’s
proposed gravel pit stated, “Two real estate representatives have told us that (if a gravel pit
goes in adjacent to our property) our property will be devalued.” “I had a property
evaluation done by Kachemak Realty on our house and two lots. The agent estimated a
30% reduction in value…compounded by it being in direct line with the spectacular view.
Estimated damage to our properties $140,000.” In our own case, at a 30% reduction in
value we estimate at least a $180,000 loss in our homes value. It is unconscionable, that
Mr. Trimble can enjoy the monetary benefits of his proposed gravel pit while his neighbors
lose 30% or more of their home values.
We wish to thank you for considering our written testimony. We hope you will again rule against
the Beachcomber LLC’s gravel pit application. We appreciate the diﬃcult task you have, but
we believe the Code will support your decision and explanation to deny the permit again.
Sincerely,
Gary and Eileen Sheridan
PO Box 661,
Anchor Point, Alaska 99556
Tel: 907-235-5542
Email: twoshar@acsalaska.net
cc:

Mayor Charlie Pierce
Representative Sarah Vance
Senator Gary Stevens
Anchor Point Advisory Committee
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TO: Bruce Wall
From: Dan Syme
Date: March 22, 2019

Subject: Danver Gravel Mine
I am writing to express my feelings on the Proposed Danver Gravel Pit mine in Anchor Point.
If this mine is approved it will become one of the largest travesties towards The Public’s Safety and
Wellbeing.
It seems that even though guide lines have not been met there is a conspiracy by Kenai board officials
to grant the permit regardless of noncompliance by Beach comer.
It would be interesting to know if any board members have associations with the mining industry, such
as gravel pits in general.
I live with in a ½ mile of the proposed pit and wonder if commonsense has be thrown out the window.
Does anyone believe that there is no potential of health concerns from dust, water run off our being hit
by large trucks and equipment on a road that can hardly accommodate passenger vehicle’s as it is.
Or listening to crushers and back up alarms all hours of the day.
It is true that large trucks use this road way now but on a limited basis.
This area is a pristine area and only a few feet from Start Parks land, Parks and recreation activities.
Do you not think that when folks quit using the recreational activities in this area because of noise, air
Pollution and safety of there children that it will not adversely affect the economy for Anchor Point,
Homer, Soldotna and elsewhere. Which one of you want to see a child injured or Killed because of a
road that has no clear pedestrian right of way to get to the boat launch or other activities.
It seems to me that some of us that are responsible for the public’s wellbeing is not playing with a full
Deck.
I am sure when it comes time to make the conclusion on this matter that those responsible will make
the correct discussion. Our faith is in you who represent us.
Sincerely
Dan Syme
Anchor Point Resident
73530 Seabury Rd.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Drake <cope_10@yahoo.com>
Saturday, March 23, 2019 8:50 PM
Wall, Bruce
Support letter for beachcomber CLUP

Dear Planning Commission Board,
I am a resident of Anchor Point, and I support responsible development for our small community to
maintain our existence. I believe the infrastructure of our community is greatly tied to the natural resources we
possess, gravel being a very important one. There is not a booming economy in Anchor Point, but there are
many families who live here and are able to support their family and raise their children here because of the
work related to gravel and the modest construction industry. If we eliminate those jobs, it drastically hurts our
tiny community.
I believe there is an attainable balance between protecting the environment and surrounding property owners,
while still allowing for the development that keeps our community viable. I do not believe it should be one side
versus the other, but a respectful cooperation between the entire community is what is needed to ensure that we
REMAIN a community. That is what the borough’s permitting and regulation process is all about. Gravel pits
are highly regulated. Hindering the development of gravel pits will hurt this community tremendously. There
are many members of our community who are retirees or snowbirds who are worried that ‘development’ will
ruin the quiet little town they enjoy recreating in, and are not concerned if jobs dry up, or if Chapman School
closes, or if local businesses fail because they are only concerned with the peace and privacy of their own
property. But there is also a large population of us that are trying to make a living in the Anchor Point area,
raise children here, and depend on the jobs created by that ‘development.’ Like our retiree counterparts,
we ALSO enjoy the peace and privacy of our properties and enjoy recreating in this wonderful
environment. But we also care about the viability and longevity of Anchor Point for our future generations, and
that requires a balance between development/job creation while still keeping Anchor Point a quaint recreational
destination. We do not want to see our friends, families, neighbors forced to leave because our community
become unsustainable. The presence of gravel is one of the few advantages Anchor Point has over surrounding
communities. If you hinder/stop the responsible and regulated development of gravel, you make it really hard
for our families to support our children here.
I appreciate the current regulations being implemented on the gravel industry, because they do protect our
community and our residents. Thank you.
Dave Drake
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From:
Sent:
To:

jake wise <jakerwise@icloud.com>
Saturday, March 23, 2019 10:50 PM
Wall, Bruce

Dear Planning Commission Board,
I am a resident of the Kenai Peninsula Borough and have lived here my whole life. I live in a house with a
foundation built from gravel products, I have a septic system and driveway because of purchased gravel, I live
on a maintained road built with gravel products, I benefit daily from our state and borough maintained roadways
(both gravel and paved), our public buildings and parking areas, that are all built and maintained by gravel and
gravel products (such as sand, rock, peat, top soil). I understand the need for such materials to maintain all of
our everyday lives, let alone to allow for new growth and development. I know that the gravel industry provides
a lot of jobs in our communities on the peninsula, and THOSE jobs help support the other local businesses such
as stores and restaurants. I do, of course, expect gravel pit owners to follow the law and adhere to the
regulations set in place by the borough, and I do appreciate the borough enforcing those regulations.
I understand the need for gravel pits and I am fine with the development of responsible gravel pits in the Anchor
Point area.
Thank you,

Jake Wise
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

nick finley <nicfin23@hotmail.com>
Sunday, March 24, 2019 9:30 PM
Wall, Bruce; Wall, Bruce
Support for Danver Gravel Permit

Planning Commission Chairman and Members,

I have heard a lot of negative comments about the proposed gravel pit on Danver Rd. Anchor Point is an
unzoned area and not a city. If people want to have a controlled neighborhood then they should move into
Homer city limits or move somewhere else. I believe if you own property and there are no covenants or zoning
then you have the right to do whatever you want that is legal on your land. I live in a rural area so I do not want
people to tell me what to do on my land and I don’t tell my neighbors what to do on their property either.
People living in unzoned areas are subject to their neighbors using their property in any number of
objectionable uses such as dog lots, junk yards, motor cross racing or any industrial use. Seems to me gravel
pits are regulated and all those other ‘objectionable’ uses are not. Gravel pits provide a completely necessary
resource to the entire community, AND they are regulated to protect the neighboring people. If a pit owner
doesn’t follow the regulations, they can loose their permit or be fined heavily.
I support the development of the pit on Danver Rd, as I would any other legal project that follows the
regulations. If you let negativity over rule reason and law then we are all in big trouble. Decisions should not be
made on emotional claims but on the codes and on the law.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinion,

Nick Finley
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Dear Planning Commission Board,
I am a resident of the Kenai Peninsula Borough and have lived here many
years and plan to raise my children here. I live in a house with a
foundation built from gravel products, I have a septic system and
driveway because of purchased gravel, I live on a maintained road built
with gravel products, I benefit daily from our state and borough
maintained roadways (both gravel and paved), our public buildings and
parking areas, that are all built and maintained by gravel and gravel
products (such as sand, rock, peat, top soil). I understand the need for
such materials to maintain all of our everyday lives, let alone to allow for
new growth and development. I know that the gravel industry provides a
lot of jobs in our communities on the peninsula, and THOSE jobs help
support the other local businesses such as stores and restaurants. I do, of
course, expect gravel pit owners to follow the law and adhere to the
regulations set in place by the borough, and I do appreciate the borough
enforcing those regulations.
I understand the need for gravel pits and I am fine with the development
of responsible gravel pits in the Anchor Point area.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tony Hoza <tonyhoza@gmail.com>
Sunday, March 24, 2019 2:06 PM
Wall, Bruce
proposed Beachcomber LLC gravel permit

Mr. Chairman,
For the record, I live within the effected area of this proposed permit on 73614 Twin Peaks Loop, Anchor Point,
Alaska
Please add my family to the list of property owners in the effected area of the proposed Beachcomber LLC
gravel pit, to your list of "opposed".
This particular proposed pit is in the totally wrong location for a huge pit such as it is proposed.
Many good gravel operators such as Dibble Creek and East Road Services and Johnson and Sons have planned
their pits to be in areas that are beneficial to both them and the residents around their pits.
But this proposed gravel pit is completely surrounded by homes that were built and purchased knowing that the
small yet significant area was in a peaceful residential area that is only yards from a State Park and a famous
halibut boat launch and the world famous Anchor River fishing environment that people from Soldotna on the
Kenai River to the people in Homer based around the Homer Spit enjoy! You would never allow this to happen
next to he spit, would you?
As you well know, there are dozens of local gravel pits, with none I believe that were ever denied. Just because
there are no 'Restrictions of Record" if I worded that correctly, that the applicant cannot meet, I believe the
rights of the many taxpaying landowners that are adjacent to it should have a high consideration in this special
area.
If the adjacent property owners do not have any implied rights of record, and do not have a say in this proposal,
then the Board should say this outright! If we do have an actual right of say in this matter, then it would be very
hard for a reasonable person to find that this proposed gravel pit is in the wrong location having a disastrous
effect on both the effected property owners lives and property values.
This is literally a total residential & tourist service based area, no less than the Homer Spit!
We all need and want the services of gravel, but not when they approach with the destruction that this proposed
pit could do to its adjacent residences and their families!
This is not a situation where people move next to a gravel pit then try to shut it down. This is the opposite.
Thank you for your conssideration in this matter
Tony Hoza
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Jones <anchorriver500@yahoo.com>
Sunday, March 24, 2019 11:37 AM
Wall, Bruce
74185 Anchor Point Road - sand/gravel/peat extraction permit application

Dear Mr. Chairman ‐
I would like to weigh in on this proposed gravel mine application. While my house is on the north side of the river and it
would seem that I don't necessarily have a dog in this fight, I frequently travel along the Anchor River Road and I was
also looking at one time at purchasing a residential lot nearby to the proposed gravel mine. This gravel mine seems very
incompatible with the predominant use of residential lots in the area. Between the noise, dust, likely impact to
groundwater used for drinking water, and almost certain negative impact to adjoining property values, I cannot see how
the project benefits outweigh the adverse impacts to surrounding property owners. Tall berms around the pit may mute
some of the noise and visual impact but it will not address the considerable heavy truck traffic around residential
property owners. With a gravel mine at the location, there is certainly no way I would ever consider purchasing one of
the lots there to build on. On top of that, the Anchor River Road is in poor shape and heavy trucks will only worsen the
condition of the road.
I am by no means against gravel mining as this is a needed commodity by all of us however this location, given the
existing development around it, seems completely inappropriate for this proposed use.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my comments on this matter.
Mike A. Jones
34179 HMS Resolution Road
Anchor Point, AK

Sent from my iPad
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